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Abstract 
Rift basin-fills preserve complicated stratigraphic architectures due to temporally- and spatially-

variable interactions of base level, tectonics and sedimentation. This work aims to reduce 

uncertainty, and improve interpretations and predictions of shallow marine, syn-rift stratigraphy 

around normal fault blocks, by: i) accounting for architectural complexities arising from along-

strike variability in allogenic controls; ii) deconvolving control signals from the depositional 

record; iii) using quantitative data, techniques, classification and modelling; and iv) proposing an 

alternative stratigraphic framework to the ratio of accommodation to supply (δA/δS) for 

tectonically-active basins. Novel geometric and volumetric, 3D approaches are utilised through 

numerical modelling (new sequence stratigraphic forward model, ‘Syn-Strat’), field and 

subsurface analysis. Detailed assessment of field data and UAV photogrammetry-based 3D 

outcrop models is undertaken of coeval and adjacent exposed fan deltas and their interfan area 

(Gulf of Corinth Greece), and of 3D seismic data imaging footwall-, hangingwall- and axially-

derived depositional systems in the subsurface (northern Carnarvon Basin, NW Shelf, Australia).  

Tectono-sedimentary models are improved through this work by: better constraints of key surface 

diachroneity; understanding the relative contribution and interactions of multiple sedimentary 

systems within a basin; consideration of along-strike depositional system asymmetry and 

sediment routing; and a 3D approach. Documenting along-strike variability of stratigraphic 

architecture in rift basin enables control signals to be deconvolved and quantified. The ‘non-

unique solutions’ theory is only arguable in cases with one-dimensional data and limited regional 

knowledge. By using a multi-system, along-strike distributed approach with interpretation and 

modelling based on geological rules, it is possible to invert the stratigraphic record. Several flaws 

in the δA/δS ratio are highlighted, and a new framework (δAI/δAR) is proposed, which is 

unbiased, inclusive of all control parameters and possible recorded outcomes. This new approach 

better allocates time across surfaces and strata in the depositional record, and is applicable to 

global rift basin analysis. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

 

This chapter introduces the thesis by outlining the scientific questions addressed with this research 

and their rationale. It then provides a brief introduction to the approaches adopted in this study: 

numerical modelling, field and subsurface data analysis; and the two rift basins of focus, the Gulf 

of Corinth, Greece and northern Carnarvon Basin, NW Shelf, Australia. Detailed description of 

the methodologies and the geological background of the study areas are presented in each chapter. 

With a view to avoid repetition, here the contextual information is provided. Finally, an outline 

of the thesis is presented for guidance.  
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1.1. Research Questions 

Rift basins preserve sedimentary records of climate history, fault evolution, palaeoecology and 

geological time and inherently, they are archives of continental break-up and Earth history. They 

store vast resources globally and as such, the ability to make stratigraphic predictions of syn-rift 

depositional systems are of commercial interest to hydrocarbon, water, and mineral industries. 

Sequence stratigraphy is a logical framework for the assessment of shallow marine strata through 

time, but is complicated in rift basins due to the complex and variable interactions between 

different allogenic controls acting across time and space. The aim of this thesis is to reduce 

uncertainty, and improve interpretations and predictions of shallow marine, syn-rift stratigraphy 

around normal fault blocks, by use of quantitative data and numerical techniques, with particular 

consideration of 3D variability. Novel approaches are introduced to tackle unresolved issues in 

the science of tectono- and sequence stratigraphy. As a result, the concept of the accommodation 

and sediment supply ratio as a tool for basin analysis in tectonically-active settings is challenged. 

Four research questions are posed and justified here, and are addressed across the data chapters 

to follow (Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6). Each one is discussed in the discussion, Chapter 7.   

1.1.1. Research Question 1  

How can the stratigraphic approach be improved to account for architectural complexities 

arising from along-strike variability in allogenic controls? 

Sequence stratigraphy is a chronostratigraphic framework that is used to relate strata, depositional 

systems and facies in time (Catuneanu, 2006). Commonly, this framework is used to predict strata 

in the dip direction, for example, a subaerial unconformity on the shelf that could indicate the 

presence of a lowstand prograding fan on the slope at a given time (Vail et al., 1977; Posamentier 

et al., 1988; Posamentier & Vail, 1988). However, along-strike variation in allogenic (‘external’) 

or autogenic (‘internal’) processes are less of a focus despite the likely inaccurate lateral 

prediction and that the framework could be unrepresentative of other positions along the margin 

(e.g. Madof et al., 2016; Jones et al., 2015; Poyatos-Moré et al., 2019). This is particularly 
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pertinent in rift basin-fills, where allogenic controls of tectonic movement and sedimentation vary 

significantly across different length-scales, rendering the ratio of accommodation to supply 

different at any given time and position (Ravnås & Steel, 1998; Gawthorpe et al., 1994; 

Gawthorpe & Leeder, 2000). The nature of stratigraphic stacking, and the style and diachroneity 

of key surfaces vary along-strike as a result of the combined influence of both controls 

(Gawthorpe et al., 2003; Burgess, 2016; Madof et al., 2016).  

Considering a single fault segment, tectonic uplift of the footwall and subsidence of the 

hangingwall results in substantial across-fault variation in accommodation regime and slope 

angles (Jackson et al., 1988; Serck & Braathen, 2019), and hence depocentre depth and drainage 

evolution (Lambiase & Boswoth, 1995; Whittaker et al., 2010; Pechlivanidou et al., 2019). The 

hangingwall basin itself experiences considerable spatial variation in accommodation away from 

the fault as subsidence decreases towards the hinge, and along the fault as most strain is 

accommodated at the fault centre and decreases towards the fault tips (Walsh & Watterson, 1988; 

Dawers & Anders, 1995; Kim & Sanderson, 2005; Torabi et al., 2019). Further complications 

arise along-strike with the growth and interaction of fault segments (Cartwright et al., 1995; 

Cowie et al., 2000; Gawthorpe & Leeder, 2000; Nicol et al., 2016; Jackson et al., 2017; Rotevatn 

et al., 2018) and relay zones (Larson, 1988; Hemelsdaël & Ford, 2016; Fossen & Rotevatn, 2016; 

Childs et al., 2019) through time, which change the basin geometry, sediment transport path and 

position of sediment entry points to the basin.    

In addition, sedimentation varies dependently and independently from tectonics across the basin 

and through time, and as a result, is the most difficult variable to constrain and predict (Burgess, 

2016). Erosion rates from scarp degradation along a fault segment have been shown to be 

dependent on the displacement regime, with most erosion occurring towards the fault centre, and 

decaying towards the fault tips (Elliott et al., 2012; Bilal et al., 2018). Sediment supply from the 

hinterland will fluctuate through time with climate and substrate erodibility, and can enter the 

basin axially from the fault tips, or from the footwall or hangingwall dip slopes (Gawthorpe et al., 

2000). This balance of accommodation to sediment supply influences the stacking patterns of 
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strata, whereby they are characterised by either progradation, retrogradation, aggradation (Van 

Wagoner et al., 1990) or degradation (Neal & Abreu, 2009; Neal et al., 2016). The relative 

influence and timing of multiple sedimentary systems across a basin in determining the balance 

of accommodation to sediment supply and the formation of key surfaces is relatively understudied 

(Fig. 1.1), with a focus on footwall-derived depositional systems (e.g. Dart et al., 1994; Rohais et 

al., 2007; Backert et al., 2010; Gobo et al., 2015), likely due to the prolificacy of the rift basins 

studied that generated these models. In Chapter 6, a well-imaged subsurface example of multiple 

sedimentary systems entering a hangingwall basin will be used to assess this balance, and how it 

changes as the basin evolves. 

The style of sedimentation is dependent on water depth and process-regime, and will vary across 

a given marine or lacustrine basin (Leeder & Gawthorpe, 1987). Shoreface systems may arise 

towards the fault tips, where accommodation is low.  Deltas build wherever there is a persistent 

fluvial sediment supply and space, and submarine fans and slope aprons will arise in areas of 

deeper water (Gawthorpe & Leeder, 2000). Each depositional system has its own potential record 

of time, as it is recorded in deposits or as surfaces, and its record can be reworked by dynamic 

processes and exposure, dependent on basinal position. The presence of sequence boundaries near 

fault tips and/or absence towards fault centres has been documented in a number of numerical 

modelling and field studies (Dart et al., 1994; Gawthorpe et al., 1994; 2003; Dorsey & Umhoefer, 

2000; Hardy & Gawthorpe, 1998; Jackson et al., 2005; Backert et al., 2010). Key surfaces are 

often discussed and assumed to be time transgressive (Holbrook & Bhattacharya, 2012; Burgess 

& Prince, 2015; Hodgson et al., 2016; Madof et al., 2016), but there is yet to be a study that 

demonstrates the variation of diachroneity in different scenarios within a fault block or through 

time, or indeed quantification of diachroneity from field data (Fig. 1.1).  In Chapter 3, along-strike 

variation in sedimentary stacking and diachroneity of key surfaces will be investigated through 

sensitivity tests of control interactions, with a novel, forward sequence stratigraphic model. 

Chapter 4 will continue this assessment with field data from onshore the Gulf of Corinth. The 
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model will be reintroduced as real data is input and the diachroneity of maximum flooding 

surfaces is quantified. 

Considering a smaller area than the whole basin, confinement may cause depositional systems to 

converge and influence each-other in areas known as interfans (Hook et al., 2003; Bhiry & 

Occhietti, 2004; Leppard & Gawthorpe, 2006; Assine et al., 2015; Turner & Connell, 2018). 

Deltaic interfans may record a complementary or alternative record of basin history to their axial 

counterparts. However, their style, character and archive are missing from published conceptual 

models of tectono-sedimentary evolution (e.g. Gawthorpe & Leeder, 2000; Leeder et al., 2002) 

(Fig. 1.1).  Chapter 5 will address this gap with an investigation of modern interfan geometries 

and a detailed quantitative analysis of an ancient, outcropping interfan onshore the Gulf of 

Corinth, Greece.  

In summary, along-strike variability of tectonic displacement and sedimentation is inherent for 

any given rift basin and occurs across different scales, from the whole basin-, to fault segment- 

and depositional system-scale. How this manifests in terms of stacking patterns and nature of key 

surfaces has been addressed to some extent along fault segments (references herein), but some 

gaps persist, including a detailed and quantitative assessment of diachroneity of key surfaces, the 

along-strike interaction of multiple, spatially-distributed depositional systems and quantitative 

characterisation of along-strike variation in stratigraphic architecture (Fig. 1.1).  These gaps will 

be addressed across Chapters 3-6. 
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Figure 1.1. Block model to demonstrate current gaps and uncertainties in tectono-stratigraphy that will be addressed with this work. Modified from 

Gawthorpe & Leeder (2000).
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1.1.2 Research Question 2  

How can the signal of temporally- and spatially-variable allogenic controls be deconvolved 

from the depositional record of syn-rift basin-fills? 

Original sequence stratigraphic models were founded upon base level forcing coastal migratory 

trends. The simplified cyclical base level curve was considered responsible for the observed 

cyclical stacking styles, and its predictability useful for interpretations (Posamentier et al., 1988; 

Posamentier & Vail, 1988). However, it is the combined influence of base level, tectonic and 

sedimentation variations that are responsible (Schlager, 1993), rendering prediction, particularly 

in tectonically-active basins more challenging.  

Philip Allen likened a landscape response to “striking a chord”, whereby once perturbed by 

climatic and tectonic changes, a landscape “resonates with a range of frequencies” (Allen, 2005). 

In this analogy, each string of a guitar can be considered an individual control on the landscape. 

When struck together, they sound a response as a chord, which changes according to different fret 

positions. Just as a musician can listen to a piece of music and establish which chords have played, 

perhaps less romantically, geologists can look at the stratigraphic record and observe which 

stacking patterns have accumulated. The tricky part is then to establish which fret positions 

produced that chord. In the case of stratigraphy, was it high subsidence and low base level, or low 

subsidence and high base level? Did pulsed sedimentation or cyclic base level cause the vibrato 

bar? An enduring challenge in sequence stratigraphy is that multiple control combinations can 

generate similar stratigraphic geometries. Elucidating the individual forcings from the 

stratigraphic record therefore remains problematic.  

Many studies promote accommodation change in their interpretations over sediment supply 

fluctuations (Van Wagoner et al., 1990; Plint & Nummedal, 2000; Neal & Abreu, 2009), but 

recent studies have attempted to address this balance by discussing, observing or modelling 

supply-driven cyclicity (Burgess, 2016; Schwartz et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2018). Ultimately, an 
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accommodation curve is the tuned signal of tectonic movement, eustatic base level and 

sedimentation fluctuations. As such, a maximum flooding surface (on the rising limb of their 

combined signal) can occur as a result of an increasing base level rate and zero net subsidence, or 

increasing subsidence and zero net base level change. Similarly in the case of sequence boundaries 

(on the falling limb), the ‘text-book’ exhumed example for sequence stratigraphy, the Book Cliffs, 

has recently been re-addressed with an alternative interpretation (Pattison, 2018; 2019a;b). The 

Panther Tongue Formation, characterised by a distal sand body and absence of coastal plain was 

previously interpreted to represent a forced regression, and has since been interpreted as a sudden 

influx of sediment (Howell et al., 2018). ‘Non-unique solutions’ is the term coined for this 

problem (Heller et al., 1993; Flemings & Grotzinger, 1996; Burgess & Prince, 2015), which 

invokes the improbability of inverting the stratigraphic record to understand the specific 

controlling parameters (Burton et al., 1987).  Heller et al. (1993) present ‘stratigraphic solution 

sets’ as a semi-quantitative approach to informing predictions. They explain that a range of values 

can be placed on the possible controls of a particular shoreline trajectory. The study does not 

present unique solutions, but provides a reasonable basis for interpretations. Cross & Lessenger 

(1999) use a combination of stratigraphic inverse and forward modelling to predict stratigraphic 

and geographic positions of reservoir and seals across a number of basins.  

Computer modelling is an efficient way to simulate geological processes and their deposits across 

different timescales. As such, and with the possibility to test a number of input variables and 

outcomes, it is the technique that is closest to providing predictive capability. Referring back to 

the musical analogy, to find the fret combination of a particular chord, a musician will play 

different combinations to test which is most similar to what they heard. In Chapter 4, sensitivity 

tests will be undertaken with a numerical model to test which outcome most resembles the 

observations from the field. In the rationale for the previous research question, it is established 

that the along-strike influence of spatially-variable controls on stratigraphic architecture is 

considered in the literature, but is yet to be fully constrained (Fig. 1.1).  For this question, a good 
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and quantitative constraint of along-strike variation will be exploited in Chapter 4 to invert the 

stratigraphic record, deconvolve and quantify the controlling parameters.  

1.1.3. Research Question 3 

What is the value of a quantitative approach to stratigraphic analysis? 

 “…when you can measure what you are speaking about, and express it in numbers, you know 

something about it; but when you cannot measure it, when you cannot express it in numbers, your 

knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind…” (Kelvin, 1883). 

Quantification of a subject or concept allows mathematical theories to be applied and the 

opportunity for a ‘superior’ analysis. Hubbard (1928) promoted the use of quantitative 

observations in Geology, which traditionally was not considered to be a numeric science. Today, 

Earth-system processes continue to be described mathematically across all scales, from the 

movement of particles along a surface (Le Roux, 2005) to the transfer of heat across the oceans 

(Rahmstorf, 2003). Stratigraphy seemed to be left behind with its musings of time, but since its 

fundamental application to mineral and energy exploration, stratigraphic concepts have become 

quantitative in the drive for successful prediction. Sequence stratigraphy is a logical framework 

that was built for that very purpose (Posamentier et al., 1988). Its true quantification however, is 

challenged by the complexity of sedimentary and structural processes that act in the same space 

across different timescales. Furthermore, different datasets yield information dependent on their 

resolution and spatial coverage, making a universal approach problematic. In the push for a 

quantitative approach to stratigraphic analysis (Fig. 1.1). we should consider four aspects: 

quantitative data, quantitative classification, quantitative techniques and quantitative modelling. 

Each of these will be utilised across the research presented here and their value will be discussed 

in Chapter 7. 
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1.1.4. Research Question 4  

How should 'accommodation' be used in interpretations to incorporate the complexity 

observed in tectonically-active basins, and is the A/S ratio valid? 

A well-established concept for understanding depositional system and shoreline migration, and 

therefore the nature of stratal unit stacking, is the interaction between the rate of accommodation 

change and the rate of sedimentation change (Sloss, 1962; Curray, 1964; Vail et al., 1977). 

Accommodation was defined as “the space made available for potential sediment accumulation” 

and represents relative base level change, incorporating eustatic base level change and tectonic 

subsidence (Jervey, 1988; Posamentier et al., 1988) and generally equates to depth from the water 

surface to the top of the depositional surface. The definition of accommodation was revised by 

Muto & Steel (2000) to “the thickness, measured at a specified site and time, of a space which 

becomes filled with sediments during a specified time interval”, which is equivalent to “realised 

accommodation” in Cross (1988) (Fig. 1.2). The original definition includes the clarification that 

it is “the level above which erosion will occur” (Jervey, 1988). This is important because it implies 

that further deposition or erosion will elevate or lower the depositional surface and will therefore 

decrease or increase accommodation. This notion seems to be overlooked in the subsequent 

literature that utilise the ratio of accommodation (A) to sedimentation (S), A/S (Van Wagoner et 

al., 1990; Thorne & Swift, 1992; Swift & Thorne, 1992; Neal & Abreu, 2009; Neal et al., 2016) 

whereby the two terms are considered independent variables, when strictly they are not 

independent at all (Muto & Steel, 2000). The terms progradation, retrogradation and aggradation 

were coined to describe the nature of sedimentary stacking in response to the interplay through 

time of sedimentation rate (δS) and accommodation creation rate (δA) (δS/δA) (Van Wagoner et 

al., 1990). The ratio was later reversed (δA/δS) (Thorne & Swift, 1992; Swift & Thorne, 1992) 

and degradation (Bull, 1991) was emphasised by Neal and Abreu (2009) and Neal et al. (2016) to 

represent scenarios where δA/δS is <1 and decreasing. In essence, progradation and retrogradation 

represent a lateral migration of the shoreline and depositional system through time, and 

aggradation and degradation represent a vertical migration. It should be noted that it is the rate of 
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change of the parameter, and not the absolute value at a given time that is important for generating 

stacking patterns. However, a system can maintain a status of stasis (Tipper, 2015) if there is no 

change in the controlling parameters, or the balance of the controls over time cancels the effect to 

a state of equilibrium or continuity (Martinius et al., 2014). 

Muto and Steel (1992; 1997; 2000) critique the δA/δS ratio, and highlight the dimensional 

confusion of comparing units of ‘space’ with that of sediment supply rate. This dimensional 

confusion in the terminology of A/S can be eliminated if consistent units are utilised in any given 

system, e.g. volume over time in the same 3D space, or length over time in 1D (Muto & Steel, 

2000). This implies that S is actually a ‘sedimentation’ rate (Van Wagoner et al., 1990; Neal & 

Abreu, 2009) in any given position and not a ‘sediment supply’ rate (Schlager, 1993; Martinius 

et al., 2014), because a given sediment supply rate at the basin entry point may not accumulate in 

one position and instead be bypassed downdip (Stevenson et al., 2015) or redistributed along-

strike.  

 

Figure 1.2. Figurative definitions of accommodation between time steps (T1 and T2). Modified 

from Muto & Steel (2000). 

Neal & Abreu (2009) & Neal et al. (2016) advocate the use of A/S as an observation-based 

approach to building depositional frameworks for prediction. Indeed, stratal terminations, 

trajectory analysis (Helland-Hansen & Gjelberg, 1994; Helland-Hansen & Martinsen, 1996) and 
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identification of key stratal surfaces allow depositional sequences (Sloss et al., 1949) and stacking 

patterns to be identified, which are a useful and pragmatic approach to building a physical 

framework. However, the assignment of stacking patterns to the A/S ratio for control 

interpretations and prediction is problematic (Fig. 1.1). Three critical issues with the A/S ratio in 

its current usage are identified herein: 

1. Sedimentation inherently reduces accommodation. If one considers a dynamic system 

where controls act on a basin over a number of time steps, with all else equal, deposition 

during one time step reduces the space available for deposition in the next time step. The 

two variables are therefore not independent, which is problematic if the ratio should 

incorporate two terms influencing a depositional system equally.  

2. Erosion is not considered, yet is an important mechanism for creating space for deposition 

in a number of settings. The scale of incision can be of magnitudes comparable to other 

allogenic controls (Backert et al., 2010; Gomis-Cartesio et al., 2017). 

3. Geological feedbacks occur between various control mechanisms. For example, 

sedimentation can vary with climate-induced base level changes (Collier, 1990; Collier 

et al., 2000), or tectonic displacement (Elliott et al. 2012; Bilal et al., 2018).  

Numerical and flume-tank modelling experiments omit the latter problem, as inputs are 

constrained and controlled. However, it is an unescapable consideration and problem with control 

interpretations from the geological record. In regard to the first two problems, improvements in 

this framework are possible and addressed with this work. There is a necessity to establish a 

framework that incorporates all allogenic controls, including those that reduce space, as well as 

all of those that create space, and also one that incorporates all stratigraphic outcomes. Such a 

framework is in mind with the building of the stratigraphic forward model ‘Syn-Strat’ (Chapters 

3 and 4) and this subject is discussed and addressed in Chapter 7.4. 
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1.2. Objectives 

To address the research questions, four data analysis chapters are presented. Each chapter 

contributes to all of the research questions. The specific objectives of each are outlined below: 

Chapter 3 

1. Build a 3D sequence stratigraphic geometric forward model that can simulate the 

interaction of all three allogenic controls in time and space around a fault segment. 

2. Test various hypothetical scenarios of allogenic controls in the hangingwall of a normal 

fault and compare their outcomes of architectural stacking and key surface diachroneity, 

specifically: i) vary the relative contribution of eustatic base level and tectonic 

subsidence; ii) vary the subsidence regime through time; and iii) vary the sedimentation 

distribution along-strike.  

Chapter 4 

3. Collect field data from two syn-rift fan deltas (Selinous and Kerinitis) onshore, Gulf of 

Corinth, Greece and build 3D outcrop models for quantitative analysis in Agisoft and 

LIME software. 

4. Use field observations, facies, key surface and trajectory analysis to build a stratigraphic 

framework. 

5. Use the along-strike variation in stratigraphic architecture to quantify allogenic controls 

acting on delta evolution, where possible. Assign uncertainty values from 1 (low) to 5 

(high) to each potential control. 

6. Input the interpreted control parameters into Syn-Strat to test the least certain parameter/s 

(base level change amplitude). 

7. Undertake an independent unit thickness extrapolation technique to validate numerical 

modelling outputs. 
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Chapter 5 

8. Investigate the potential stratigraphic record that interfan areas between fan deltas 

present. 

9. Propose a quantitative classification scheme for deltaic interfans based on modern delta 

geometries and apply it to the ancient Selinous-Kerinitis fan delta system. 

10. Assess the larger-scale tectonic basinal change from net subsidence to net uplift using 

interfan architectures. 

11. Constrain the along-strike variation in the interfan and consider the implications of and 

controls on asymmetric growth of fan deltas in hangingwall fault blocks. 

Chapter 6 

12. Identify and map seismic facies and key surfaces in and around a single fault segment in 

the northern Carnarvon Basin, NW Shelf, Australia. 

13. Interpret the stratigraphic framework and assess the relative contribution and timing of 

various sedimentary inputs. 

14. Map and undertake geometrical modelling of footwall-derived fans for volume 

calculation. 

15. Measure displacement, headward and vertical erosion along the footwall of the fault and 

calculate bulk volume of eroded material. 

16. Undertake a novel volume balancing approach using a ratio of hangingwall fill to footwall 

erosion, to identify the position of fixed, through-going sedimentary inputs from beyond 

the fault scarp. 

17. Revise interpretation of basin evolution based on the subsurface quantitative analysis. 
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1.3. Approaches adopted in this study 

The broad approaches adopted in this study and their rationale are presented in this section. 

Detailed descriptions of the methodology used for each chapter can be found therein in Chapters 

3-6. 

1.3.1. Numerical modelling 

In this study, a novel 3D sequence stratigraphic model is developed and introduced, called ‘Syn-

Strat’.  It is a geometric model that produces a 3D graphical surface of accommodation. Although 

its utility extends to footwall uplift, here we use it to model accommodation in the hangingwall 

of normal faults. It constructs the 3D surface by combining 1D curves of sedimentation, tectonic 

subsidence and base level, in time and space (away from and along the fault). Essentially, it 

produces a 3D construction of multiple relative sea level curves along a fault (Gawthorpe et al., 

1994), with the addition of sedimentation curves to represent accommodation that changes 

through time. Accommodation is defined as the space available for deposition between the water 

surface and the top depositional surface (in sensu Jervey, 1988). The depositional surface changes 

through time as sediment is deposited, so sedimentation is an important contribution to 

accommodation. Accommodation can be plotted in two of three dimensions; in time, along the 

fault and/or away from the fault. For the studies presented here, accommodation is plotted in time, 

along the fault for a given distance away from the fault. Stacking patterns, or systems tracts, of a 

given sequence stratigraphic scheme can then be applied to the surface with colour. In the system 

tracts mode, it presents key stratigraphic surfaces (e.g. sequence boundaries and maximum 

flooding surfaces) and shows how they vary in time and space. The model is useful because it 

allows any combination of input parameters (hypothetical or from real data), can compute 

multiple tests in a short timeframe and produces 3D representation of data.  It is therefore ideal 

for undertaking sensitivity tests of sequence architecture in rift basins, where allogenic controls 

are highly variable in time and space.  
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The model input tables can be found in Apendix I and II and the model script can be found in 

Appendix III. In Chapter 3, the model set-up will be introduced and some of its versatility 

demonstrated through sensitivity tests, tied to field examples (Alkyonides Gulf, Greece and 

Loreto Basin, Gulf of California). A number of control scenarios will be tested, including different 

relative control magnitudes, subsidence rate regimes and sedimentation distribution models. In 

Chapter 4, real data from outcropping syn-rift fan deltas, onshore the Gulf of Corinth, Greece will 

be input into the model and used to reduce uncertainty of control parameter estimates.  

1.3.2. Field data analysis 

A total of six weeks of fieldwork was spent in northern Peloponnesus, Greece (onshore Gulf of 

Corinth, Greece) for data collection, between 2016 and 2018 (Fig. 1.3).  Two field seasons were 

spent primarily collecting sedimentological and stratigraphic data (e.g. sedimentary logs, 

palaeocurrents measurements, bedding and structural dip measurements, field sketches, 

photographs and annotated photo panels) to undertake facies and trajectory analysis of the two 

fan deltas studied (presented in Chapters 4 and 5). Two field seasons were undertaken with the 

purpose of collecting UAV photogrammetry data using Mavic Pro and DJI Phantom Pro 3 drones 

in order to build 3D outcrop models for analysis. A 3D outcrop model is a virtual replica of an 

outcrop and can be used to provide supplementation to field observations (Xu et al., 2000; Trinks 

et al., 2005; Hodgetts et al., 2013). It is a useful tool for analysis because the technique increases 

spatial coverage, geometric and locational accuracy and decreases biasing from ground-based 

perspective. The photogrammetric method is an alternative to LIDAR (Light Detection and 

Ranging) techniques, with lower costs, easier transport and better resolution of geological detail 

on vertical slopes (Nesbit et al., 2018).  

3D outcrop models were built by compiling several hundred 2D photographs across a scene and 

using feature detection and matching algorithms for their relative positioning, in Agisoft 

Photoscan software (Westoby et al., 2012; Nesbit et al., 2018). A simplified workflow for building 

the outcrop models with examples from the field area is presented in Figure 1.4. Interpretation of 

the 3D outcrop models was undertaken using LIME software, which was found to enable more 
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versatility than Agisoft Photoscan for horizon picking, plane projection and bedding dip 

measurements. The photogrammetric data was used for assessment of detailed stratal geometries, 

the nature of major surfaces and for accurate correlation of units and surfaces around topography. 

This was particularly useful as much of the exposure is inaccessible and hence, it greatly assisted 

in the development of a stratigraphic framework. Critically, the 3D outcrop models allowed 

quantitative analysis of the fan deltas to augment the field observations. Dip data from bedding 

planes, stratigraphic thicknesses, topset-foreset breakpoint trajectories and foreset heights could 

all be collected from the models. Figurative examples of this approach are presented in Chapter 

5. Resolution of the outcrop models varies depending upon the scale and acquisition of the data. 

Models that focussed on detailed areas could resolve individual beds and cobbles to a lower limit 

of approximately 10 cm, in agreement with other studies (Nieminski & Graham, 2017; Nesbit et 

al., 2018). Larger models with greater spatial coverage, aiming to capture larger-scale 

relationships and landscapes have a lower resolution (~1 m) to optimise processing time. 

Locational accuracy of the model is dependent upon the accuracy of the in-built GPS on the UAV. 
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Figure 1.3. Representative photographs from fieldwork in northern Peloponnesus, onshore the 

Gulf of Corinth, Greece. 
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Figure 1.4. Workflow adopted to build 3D outcrop models from UAV-photogrammetry in Agisoft 

Photoscan software, and quantitative data collection in LIME. 
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In Chapters 4 and 5, field data and 3D outcrop models will be analysed in order to constrain the 

along-strike variation in stratigraphic architecture between two fan deltas, Kerinitis and Selinous. 

In Chapter 4, the along-strike variability will be used to estimate quantitative allogenic control 

parameters, which will be improved with numerical modelling and validated using a unit 

thickness extrapolation technique.  Chapter 5 presents the quantitative analysis of 3D outcrop 

models of the interfan area between the fan deltas. Interfan analysis is promoted, with a 

demonstration of how the architecture of the ancient Selinous-Kerinitis interfan can be used to 

infer basin evolution.   

1.3.3. Subsurface data analysis 

A public subsurface dataset from the Australian government agency, Geoscience Australia was 

used for analysis of tectono-sedimentary interactions (Fig. 1.5). A series of normal fault blocks 

in the northern Carnavon Basin, Exmouth Plateau, NW Shelf are imaged in a full angle PSTM 

(Pre-Stack Time Migrated) processed 3D seismic dataset, HEX07B, originally acquired in 2007 

by BHP Billiton. The Thebe-1 exploration well and Thebe-2 appraisal well that sit ~20 km apart 

and penetrate the footwalls of two adjacent fault segments within the survey area, encountered 

significant gas discoveries in 2007/2008 (2-3Tcf gas in place; Williams, 2018), within the Mid-

Late Triassic fluvio-deltaic Mungaroo Formation. Using a map of the Top Pre-Rift surface (Top 

Mungaroo Fm.), the most north-western fault in the volume was selected for analysis due to the 

well data (Thebe-2) available in its footwall for age constraint and correlation, and because almost 

the entire fault length (~21 km) is seismically-imaged. In addition, the data provides good 

resolution of a range of reflectivity patterns indicative of different depositional styles and clear 

degradation of the footwall crest. 
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Figure 1.5. Map of the subsurface dataset location, northern Carnarvon Basin, NW Shelf, 

Australia. 

1.4. Study areas 

In this study, analysis is focussed upon two rift basins: the modern (Miocene-present), Gulf of 

Corinth basin, Greece and the subsurface, Early-Middle Jurassic, Northern Carnarvon Basin, NW 

Shelf, Australia. Further detail can be found in the introductory sections of their associated 

Chapters 4-6. 

1.4.1. Gulf of Corinth, Greece 

The Gulf of Corinth, Greece (Fig. 1.6) has attracted a wealth of research as a world-class, modern 

field example of a lacustrine-marine rift basin. It presents the opportunity to study fault evolution 

and large-scale rifting mechanics and architecture (Armijo et al., 1996; Avallone et al., 2004; 

McNeill et al., 2005; Bell et al., 2008; 2009; 2011; Taylor et al., 2011; Vasilakis et al., 2011; 

Hemelsdaël & Ford, 2016; Nixon et al., 2016; De Gelder et al., 2019), seismicity and geohazard 

prediction (Doutsos & Poulimenos, 1992; Pantosti et al., 1996; Briole et al., 2000; Stefatos et al., 

2002; Bernard et al., 2006; De Barros et al., 2017; Mesimeri &  Karakostas, 2018), drainage 

catchment and source-to-sink evolution (Leeder & Jackson, 1993; Eliet & Gawthorpe, 1995; 
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Duffy et al., 2014; Watkins et al., 2018; Pechlivanidou et al., 2017; 2019), and the interaction of 

syn-rift tectonics, climate and sedimentation (Leeder & Gawthorpe, 1987; Collier, 1990; Collier 

& Dart, 1991; Dart et al., 1994; Gawthorpe et al., 1994; 2003; 2017; 2018; Leeder et al., 1998; 

2002; Ford et al., 2007; 2013; 2016; Backert et al., 2010; Gobo et al., 2015). It is a rare example 

that offers analysis of dip and strike transects from source-to-sink using a swath of geological 

techniques. Outcrop, geomorphology, bathymetry and seismic data allow the study of the basin 

evolution from the Miocene to the present-day. The longer term geodynamic and palaeographic 

context of the rift, and the history of Aegean extension since the Eocene, are reviewed in Van 

Hinsbergen & Schmid (2012) and papers therein. 

The Gulf of Corinth accommodates the ~E-W trending rift axis of the Corinth Rift, which is a 

rapidly-opening, seismically-active graben, connecting the strike-slip North Anatolian Fault in 

the north-east to the Kefalonia Fault in the south-west. It forms part of the northern margin of the 

Aegean microplate that is migrating southwards due to subduction at the Hellenic Trench (Fig. 

1.6A; Taylor et al., 2011; Vassilakis et al., 2011). Investigations of the deep structure have shown 

that with substantial inherited topography from the Parnassos and Pindos nappe stacks and crustal 

thickness variations along the Corinth Rift, its crustal geometry is more complex than the pure 

and simple shear end-members for rift development (Zelt et al., 2005; Taylor et al., 2011). 

On the southern flank of the rift, there is a 30 km wide early rift zone (Fig. 1.6B), which comprises 

a series of exhumed, rotated and uplifted fault blocks, exposing up to 2.8 km of syn-rift 

stratigraphy (Gawthorpe et al., 2018). Active faults define the modern coastline and have uplifted 

the previous Pleistocene depositional systems in their footwalls, presenting spectacular exposures 

of syn-rift fan deltas in the incised valleys. The focus of this study is two Early-Middle Pleistocene 

syn-rift fan deltas in the hangingwall of the Pirgaki-Mamoussia Fault. The Kerinitis fan delta (Ori 

et al., 1991; Dart et al., 1994; Backert et al., 2010) is positioned near the fault centre, 6 km along-

strike from the Selinous fan delta that sits near the western fault tip. The rivers that fed these 

ancient systems later cut through their own deposits, fed Late Pleistocene fan deltas that are now 

submerged under the gulf and imaged in bathymetry data (Fig. 1.6C; McNeill et al., 2005), and 
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continue to feed the modern fan deltas that prograde from the coast. The excellent exposure of 

dip and strike sections of the two contrasting fan deltas along the same fault segment presents an 

ideal field laboratory to explore basin controls and attempt quantitative analysis. Furthermore, the 

Late Pleistocene and modern fan deltas that are fed from the same catchments are highly 

analogous to their ancient counterparts and allow us to witness first-hand the sedimentary 

processes in action. 

A prolonged attraction of the Gulf of Corinth is its ancient exhumed, tectonically-influenced 

shallow and deep marine depositional systems that are highly analogous to a number of 

hydrocarbon plays (Wood et al., 2015), e.g. the Brae Play, including the ‘T-’ and ‘Tree’ Fields 

(Turner & Cronin, 2018, and papers therein) and the recently discovered Pil and Bue (Fenja) 

Fields (operated by Neptune Energy) in the Norwegian, northern North Sea. It therefore presents 

an opportunity to understand sediment routing (for exploration) and reservoir quality (for 

production) of an appropriate analogue system.  A renewed interest in the Gulf of Corinth is being 

driven by understanding sedimentary responses to climate fluctuations. In 2017, IODP Expedition 

381 drilled three sites in the gulf, and four onshore wells were drilled in northern Peloponnesus 

by the Syn-Rifts Project (lead by the University of Bergen). Publications and data from these 

projects are becoming available (McNeill et al., 2018; 2019; Shillington et al., 2019).  
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Figure 1.6. The Gulf of Corinth, Greece study area. A) Aegean regional tectonic map showing 

plates and plate boundaries responsible for the Corinth Rift, Greece. Black box shows position of 

‘B’. AVA = Aegean Volcanic Arc; NAF = North Anatolian Fault; KF = Kefalonia Fault (modified 

from Ford et al., 2016). B) Gulf of Corinth regional map from Google Earth. White box shows 

position of ‘C’. C) 3D perspective image of the south-western coast of the Gulf of Corinth, 

highlighting the juxtaposition of the Early-Middle (E-M) Pleistocene, Late Pleistocene and 

modern fan deltas. Topography from Google Earth; bathymetry from McNeill et al. (2005). 
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1.4.2. Northern Carnarvon Basin, NW Shelf, Australia 

The northern Carnarvon Basin (Palaeozoic to recent) is a mainly offshore, deep-water basin (800-

3000 m) on the NW Shelf of Australia that contains <15 km of sedimentary stratigraphy of 

Mesozoic-Cenozoic age. The NW Shelf is Australia’s principal hydrocarbon province with over 

700 exploration wells drilled since 1953. The reservoirs sit in Upper Triassic-Lower Cretaceous 

formations dominated by siliciclastic fluvial to marine successions and are compartmentalised in 

NE-trending sub-basins that developed during Late Triassic-Late Jurassic rifting. 

The break-up of Gondwanaland resulted in multiple phases of rifting that impacted the 

development of the NW Shelf, which culminated in Mesozoic rifting that disintegrated Argoland 

and Greater India and created oceanic abyssal plains (Veevers, 1988; Longley et al., 2002). The 

northern Carnarvon basin is found on the southern margin of the NW Shelf, and is bounded by 

the Roebuck and Canning Basins to the north-east, the southern Carnarvon Basin to the south, 

and the Argo, Gascoyne and Cuvier Abyssal Plains to the north and west. It formed between the 

Callovian to Oxfordian as continental break-up on the north-eastern margin of Gondwana released 

the West Burma and Argo microplate from Australia (Fig. 1.7). Seafloor spreading during this 

time resulted in the final development phase of the ancient Tethys Ocean, of which its last in situ 

remnants can be found in the Argo Abyssal Plain between the NW Shelf and the Java Trench 

(Jablonski, 1997; Stagg et al., 1999; Heine & Müller, 2005). Mutter & Larson (1989) propose a 

hybrid model of pure and simple shear to account for the rift development. Initial deformation 

was dominated by simple shear, with an eastward dipping detachment (Driscoll & Karner, 1998), 

and later and wider extension resulted from pure shear (Mutter & Larson, 1989). Various ages 

from Late Triassic (Bradshaw et al., 1998; Jitmahantakul & McClay, 2013; Gartrell et al., 2016) 

to Early Jurassic (Etheridge & O’Brien, 1994; Tindale et al., 1988; Longley et al., 2002; Marshall 

& Lang, 2013) for the onset of Mesozoic rifting have been proposed for the northern Carnarvon 

Basin, mainly dependent on the study area of focus. Tectonic activity had largely ceased by the 

Early Cretaceous, and carbonate replaced siliciclastic deposition during the Late Cretaceous as 

ocean circulation patterns changed following the break-up of Gondwana (Hocking, 1988). 
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The fault block accommodating the Thebe-2 appraisal well was chosen for analysis in this study 

(Fig. 1.5). A range of reflectivity patterns indicative of different depositional styles and clear 

degradation of the footwall crest makes the fault segment an interesting example of competing 

sedimentary inputs and a good candidate for making footwall-hangingwall stratigraphic 

associations. Clinoformal geometries dipping away from the fault are resolved in the data and 

highly resemble field examples studied in the Gulf of Corinth, Greece, making this area an ideal 

case study for comparison.  

 

Figure 1.7. A) Palaeogeographic map showing the configuration of Australia with respect to the 

Gondwanaland supercontinent during the Late Triassic, prior to rifting (modified from Metcalfe, 

1991). B) Palaeogeographic reconstruction of the NW Shelf at 150 Ma. Australia is fixed in its 

present-day coordinates (modified from Heine & Müller, 2005). Abbreviations: WB = West 

Burma; ExP = Exmouth Plateau; BH = Bird’s Head. M25 and M24 indicate magnetic anomaly 

isochrons (geo-magnetic timeline from Gradstein et al., 1994). 
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1.5. Thesis outline  

This thesis comprises eight chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the thesis by presenting the research 

questions to be addressed, the objectives, approaches and study areas. Chapter 2 presents the 

research context in terms of the broader literature, specifically focusing upon rift basins and 

sequence stratigraphy. Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 represent four scientific papers that have been or are 

intended to be submitted to international journals for publication. At the time of thesis submission, 

Chapter 3 has been published in Marine and Petroleum Geology, Chapter 4 has been published 

in Basin Research and Chapter 5 is published in The Depositional Record. Typset versions of the 

published papers are included in the Appendix IV, V and VI. Chapter 6 is prepared for submission. 

Chapter 7 is the discussion that draws from results of the preceding chapters to discuss and answer 

the four research questions posed in Chapter 1. Finally, Chapter 8 includes a concise conclusion 

and suggestions for future work  

Data chapters’ status and publication reference: 

Chapter 3 - Published 

Barrett, B.J., Hodgson, D.M., Collier, R.E.Ll. & Dorrell, R.M. (2018). Novel 3D sequence 

stratigraphic numerical model for syn-rift basins: analysing architectural responses to eustasy, 

sedimentation and tectonics. Marine and Petroleum Geology, 92, 270-284. 

Chapter 4 - Published 

Barrett, B.J., Collier, R.E.Ll., Hodgson, D.M., Gawthorpe, R.L., Dorrell, R.M. & Cullen, T.M. 

(2019). Quantifying faulting and base level controls on syn-rift sedimentation using stratigraphic 

architectures of coeval, adjacent Early-Middle Pleistocene fan deltas in Lake Corinth, Greece. 

Basin Research, doi: 10.1111/bre.12356. 
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Chapter 5 – Published 

Barrett, B.J., Gawthorpe, R.L., Collier, R.E.Ll., Hodgson, D.M. & Cullen, T.M. (2019). Syn-rift 

delta interfan successions: archives of sedimentation and basin evolution. The Depositional 

Record, doi: 10.1002/dep2.95. 

Chapter 6 – Prepared for submission 

Barrett, B.J., Hodgson, D.M. & Collier, R.E.Ll. (Prepared for submission). Geometric and 

volumetric analysis of footwall degradation and hangingwall architecture, northern Carnarvon 

Basin, NW Shelf, Australia. 
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Chapter 2 

Research Context 
 

 

This chapter provides a fundamental overview of the literature covering the research areas 

addressed in this thesis and is designed to give context to the research that follows. Two broad 

fields of research are introduced and reviewed: rift basins and sequence stratigraphy. The 

importance of rift basin research and how rift basins, and specifically normal faults develop 

provides a broad mechanical background to the basins that are studied herein. An introduction to 

tectono-stratigraphy is provided to understand the time setting of the stratigraphy in relation to 

structural development, as well as current tectono-sedimentary models. Later in the thesis, these 

are compared to models established within the study areas and challenged or refined. Sequence 

stratigraphy is a fundamental approach used for basin analysis and is utilised here as it allows 

time relationships to be established between strata, stratal surfaces, facies and depositional 

systems. A brief history of sequence stratigraphy, its applied process explanation and previous 

stratigraphic numerical modelling techniques are detailed. The overall application of sequence 

stratigraphy to rift basins is critically assessed throughout this research and discussed in Chapter 

7. The introductory sections of each chapter provide more detailed literature reviews that are 

specific to the research within. 
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2.1. Rift basins 

Rift basins are sedimentary basins that have formed globally as a result of lithospheric extension 

and are distributed across a range of environments on Earth’s surface (Fig. 2.1). They have been 

the subject of physical and intellectual exploration as hosts of some of the most prolific 

hydrocarbon reserves in the world, responsible for 30% of the world’s largest accumulations 

greater than 500x106 BBL (Mann et al., 2001). Geological research has focussed on the geometry, 

mechanics, evolution and architecture of rift basins, from crustal to fault-block scale (e.g. 

McKenzie, 1978; Dewey, 1982; Coward, 1986; Kusznir & Ziegler, 1992; Morley, 1995; Gupta et 

al., 1998; Gawthorpe & Leeder, 2000; Jackson et al., 2017), due to their commercial interest from 

hydrocarbon, water, and mineral industries, and the quest for knowledge in continental break-up 

and Earth history. Moreover, their sedimentary records can preserve important information 

concerning fault evolution and the history of climate, palaeoecology and geological time. Despite 

the wealth of literature, the variable impact of rift-related movement on sedimentary architecture 

in three dimensions is difficult to distinguish from the influence of other allogenic controls, such 

as eustasy and sediment supply. Quantification of the controls on rift basin evolution remains a 

problem in basin analysis.  

 

Figure 2.1. Geographical distribution of Earth’s rift basins. A number of basins cited in the text 

are annotated. Positions and geometries are approximate (redrawn from Fraser et al., 2007; map 

from Strebe, 2011).  
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2.1.1. Rift development 

Rift basins can develop over tens of millions of year timescales, but the duration can be highly 

variable, with a number of rifts presenting polyphase histories, including the East Greenland-

Norwegian Sea (Parsons et al., 2017; Rotevatn et al., 2018a) and West and Central African rift 

systems (Fairhead et al., 2013; Fig. 2.1). Rifting occurs either through active rifting or passive 

rifting (Keen, 1985). In active rifting, a thermal plume in the mantle uplifts and heats the 

lithosphere, resulting in lithospheric thinning and sometimes isostatic uplift (Allen & Allen, 

2013). This study focuses on passive rifts, where distant forces act to mechanically extend the 

lithosphere (Fig. 2.2). Stretching and thinning of the crust and sub-crustal lithosphere ensues and 

the asthenosphere passively upwells and produces a thermal anomaly (Falvey, 1974; McKenzie, 

1978). Brittle deformation of the crust results in faulting (generally in dip-slip style) and 

subsidence from the isostatic response to stretching, which is dependent on the thickness of the 

crust relative to the initial thickness of the lithosphere, and the amount of stretching (β). This is 

followed by a longer phase of passive subsidence from thermal relaxation during cooling of the 

asthenosphere and stretched lithosphere, which decays exponentially through time (Fig. 2.2A) 

(McKenzie, 1978).  

Rifts are characterised by extensional faulting, elevated rift shoulder topography, negative gravity 

and high thermal anomalies (Allen & Allen, 2013). Typical heat flows in rifts are up to a factor 

of two higher than in unstretched areas, and are on average 90-110 mWm-2 (Morgan, 1982). The 

value is typically higher in rifts with volcanic activity and is largely dependent on the radiogenic 

properties of the crust.  

Pure shear (Fig. 2.2 B1) (McKenzie, 1978), simple shear (Fig. 2.2 B2) (Wernicke, 1985) and 

hybrid models of pure and simple shear (Fig. 2.2 B3) (Kusznir et al., 1991) are used to explain 

the style of deformation and degree of symmetry across a rift axis, in order to account for the 

range of rift geometries that are observed globally. The pure shear model arises from uniform, 

symmetrical stretching between the crust and sub-crustal lithosphere (McKenzie, 1978). Simple 
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shear invokes that the sub-crustal lithosphere deforms laterally relative to the crust by a large-

scale, low-angle detachment (shear zone) and produces an asymmetric lithospheric geometry 

(Wernicke, 1985). The hybrid model treats the crust with simple shear and the more ductile sub-

crustal lithosphere with pure shear, such that detachment occurs at the boundary between the two 

(Kusznir et al., 1991).  

The geometry of a rift can be highly influenced by structural inheritance from pre-existing 

weaknesses, which localises deformation and influences the nucleation and growth of faults (e.g. 

Daly et al., 1989; Bladon et al., 2015; Phillips et al., 2016; 2018). Ultimately, a rift basin geometry 

is dependent on its rheological properties and thus forms as a result of the thermal and elastic 

response of the lithosphere to extension (Van der Beek et al., 1994; Huismans & Beaumont, 2002; 

2008). By way of example, the width of the rift zone can be highly variable depending on the 

lithospheric strength (Buck, 1991), with hot and weak lithospheres producing wide rifts of the 

order of several hundred kilometres (e.g. Basin and Range, North America; Hamilton, 1987), and 

cool and rigid lithospheres producing narrow rifts of less than 100 kilometres (e.g. Rhinegraben, 

Illies & Greiner, 1978; East African Rift, Chorowicz, 2005; and the Baikal Rift, Mats & 

Perepelova, 2011; Fig. 2.1). The eventual consequence of rifting is full continental break-up with 

a seafloor spreading centre that generates large oceans, such as the Atlantic and Pacific. However, 

insufficient stretching can render a rift ‘failed’, whereby the early stage of rifting is fossilised and 

the margin becomes passive, for example, the Gulf of Suez, North Sea and North America’s 

Midcontinent Rifts (Ziegler, 1990; Khalil & McClay, 2002; Stein et al., 2018; Fig. 2.1).  
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Figure 2.2. A) Idealised schematic diagram to show the mechanism of passive rifting from 

external, tensile forces, σxx, resulting in extension, thinning of the crust and sub-crustal 

lithosphere and passive upwelling of the asthenosphere. B) Three models for rifting strain 

geometries. B1) Pure shear model from uniform stretching between the crust and sub-crustal 

lithosphere (McKenzie, 1978), resulting in a symmetrical geometry. B2) Simple shear model with 

a low angle detachment through the lithosphere producing an asymmetric geometry (Wernicke, 

1985). B3) Hybrid shear model invoking simple shear in the crust and pure shear in the sub-

crustal lithosphere (Kusznir et al., 1991). Modified from Allen & Allen (2013). 

Current structural research themes in rift basins, but beyond the scope of this study include:  

- the mechanical behaviour of rifts that interact with and are modified by salt, and its 

influence on sedimentation (Kane et al., 2010; Wonham et al., 2014; Jackson et al., 2018);  

- the influence of structural inheritance on rift basin geometry (Mortimer et al., 2016; 

Phillips et al., 2016; 2018; Gouiza & Paton, 2019; Henstra et al., 2019; Heilman et al., 

2019);  

- magmatic variability along rifted margins and its influence on rift dynamics and 

architecture (Buck, 2017; Paton et al., 2017; McDermott et al., 2018; Norcliffe et al., 

2018);  
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- strain distribution across rifts and its influence on seismicity patterns and geohazard 

assessment (Roure et al., 2009; Cloetingh et al., 2012); 

Recent studies have shown that the extension measured from tilted fault block geometries is 

insufficient to explain the magnitude of thinning and subsidence observed in rift basins (e.g. Doré 

& Lundin, 2015). McDermott & Reston (2015) attribute this to the limited ability of seismic data 

to image polyphase faulting. As with all structural models, we are at the mercy of subsurface 

dataset resolution. Opportunities to improve structural models in rift basins continue to arise as 

our ability to image the subsurface advances. 

2.1.2. Normal faults 

Generally, mature rifts exhibit a number of common structural features (Gabrielsen, 1986; 

Nøttvedt et al., 1995; Withjack et al., 2002) that influence topography, drainage and 

accommodation development when they interact with, and breach, the free surface (Leeder & 

Jackson, 1993). Planar and low-angle listric faults develop with stretching, and in their rotation 

can produce up-thrown and down-thrown blocks with a horst-graben morphology. Strike-slip 

faults also arise depending on the orientation of the rift axis relative to the main direction of 

extension, with more oblique relationships producing a greater number of strike-slip faults (e.g. 

Burchfiel & Stewart, 1966). A typical dip-oriented cross-section showing major structural 

elements of a mature rift is presented in Figure 2.3. However, not all elements may be present in 

a given dip section due to the along-strike interaction of faults and transfer zones (Bosworth, 

1985).  
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Figure 2.3. The main structural elements of a mature rift (modified from Nøttvedt et al., 1995). 

Normal faults that move during sedimentation and influence stratigraphic architecture are known 

as ‘growth faults’ (e.g. Childs et al., 2003). These are the focal mechanism of tectonically-induced 

accommodation (Serck & Braathen, 2019) in this study. During faulting, in their respective 

positions, hangingwall subsidence increases accommodation and footwall uplift reduces 

accommodation, as the hangingwall is downthrown relative to the footwall (Jackson et al., 1988; 

King et al., 1988). Hangingwall subsidence is typically 6 to 10 times greater than footwall uplift 

(Stein & Barrientos, 1985). This relationship is often expressed as a ratio and is a function of the 

elastic response of the rocks to faulting and lithospheric loading (deposition and erosion) (McNeill 

& Collier, 2004). Accommodation development is not uniform along the fault due to along-strike 

displacement variation. It has been shown through numerous datasets that a typical displacement-

length (D-L) profile exhibits maximum displacement at the fault centre, which diminishes to zero 

at the fault tips (in sensu of works on cracks by Dugdale, 1960; and Walsh & Watterson, 1988; 

Dawers & Anders, 1995), but how this geometry (D/L) varies over different length- and time-

scales is more contentious (Kim & Sanderson, 2005; Torabi et al., 2019). 

Generally, it is accepted that faults grow by coalescence from initiation of smaller fault segments 

through interaction and linkage until a through-going fault zone is established (Fig. 2.4; Peacock 

& Sanderson, 1991; Cartwright et al., 1995; Cowie et al., 2000; Gawthorpe & Leeder, 2000). This 

evolution influences depocentre geometry and accommodation distribution, which varies through 
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time according to whether linkage and accumulation of fault length is established early or late in 

the development of the fault. In this regard, two fault growth models are presented in the literature: 

the propagating (or ‘isolated’) model (Watterson, 1986; Walsh & Watterson, 1988; Cartwright et 

al., 1995; Dawers & Anders, 1995) and the constant length model (Morley, 2002; Walsh et al., 

2003; Schlagenhauf et al., 2008; Nicol et al., 2016; Jackson et al., 2017). The propagating model 

is based on a linear relationship between displacement and fault length (e.g. Cowie & Scholz, 

1992) and exhibits progressive movement of the fault tips through time. The constant-length 

model has recently been shown to be more common than previously assumed (Jackson & 

Rotevatn, 2013; Jackson et al., 2017; Rotevatn et al., 2018b). It suggests that a fault grows rapidly 

to its final length in the earliest growth stage prior to its main accumulation of displacement and 

therefore the fault tips remain ‘pinned’ throughout most of the fault growth.  

The fault growth model is important to consider for not only the accommodation distribution 

through time, but also for sediment dispersal. Sediments are commonly sourced from relay zones, 

which are areas of rotation between pairs of overlapping, sub-parallel fault segments (Larson, 

1988; Peacock & Sanderson, 1991; Hemelsdaël & Ford, 2016; Fossen & Rotevatn, 2016; Childs 

et al., 2019; Fig. 2.5). The degree of propagation of the fault tip will determine the time period 

through which the sediment source is pervasive during the lifetime of the fault. For example, 

pinned fault tips (constant length model) allow a relay drainage system to develop early in the 

fault development, whereas propagated fault tips (isolated model) restrict the drainage system to 

develop in the fault tips’ final position at the latest stage of fault development (Jackson et al., 

2017). Figure 2.5 shows the key elements of a normal fault set in 3D, with data from the NW 

Shelf, Australia (Fig. 2.5A), schematically (Fig. 2.5B), and with the two fault growth models (Fig. 

2.5C).  
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Figure 2.4. Normal fault growth through A) initiation, B) interaction and linkage to C) a through-

going fault zone, with associated displacement-length (D-L) profiles. Modified from Gawthorpe 

& Leeder (2000). 

As well as recent fault shape (e.g. Torabi et al., 2019) and growth (e.g. Jackson et al., 2017; 

Rotevatn et al., 2018b) model reviews and advances, normal faults are attracting research in areas 

of: 

- spatial distribution of strain across relay zones (Childs et al., 2019; Nixon et al., 2019) 

and its impact on fluid flow (Fossen & Rotevatn, 2016; Botter et al., 2017; Dimmen et 

al., 2017);  
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- fault-propagation folding and its influence on accommodation distribution (Lewis et al., 

2015; Khalil & McClay, 2016; 2018; Smart & Ferrill, 2018; Serck & Braathen, 2019); 

and 

- predictive model improvement of hydrocarbon migration across faults (Wood et al., 

2015a,b; Pei et al., 2015; Fisher et al., 2018)  

Numerical models have proven to be instrumental in understanding fault evolution mechanics and 

accommodation development (Cowie & Scholz, 1992; Cowie et al., 2000; Finch et al., 2004; 

Hardy & Finch, 2005; 2006; Carmona et al., 2010; Botter et al., 2014; 2016; Smart & Ferrill, 

2018). The improved capability of numerical models, particularly from advanced computing 

power, will continue to contribute to solving future fault-related challenges. 

 

Figure 2.5. Key elements of a normal fault set. A) Time map from NW Shelf, Australia with a 

strike view and key features labelled. B) Key features labelled on a schematic diagram with cross-
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sectional and 3D view (modified from Schutlz et al., 2009). C) The two fault growth models 

describing the displacement-length relationship over time (modified from Jackson et al., 2017). 

2.1.3. Tectono-stratigraphy 

Tectono-stratigraphy is the discipline that focuses upon the analysis of depositional systems that 

are influenced by tectonics (Prosser, 1993). One major control on the sedimentary infill of a half-

graben basin (Bosworth, 1985; Rosendahl et al., 1986) is the fault-related displacement rate. 

When a fault is active, subsidence increases incrementally over time as a result of a series of 

earthquakes and in each event, the hangingwall subsides, and accommodation is created for 

sediments to fill (Jervey, 1988; King et al., 1988; Stein et al., 1988). Subsidence increases to its 

maximum rate during the rift climax and decreases thereafter until fault activity ceases (Hooke, 

1972; Scholz et al., 1986). The greater creation of accommodation in the hangingwall allows a 

thicker accumulation of sediments than on the footwall (Prosser, 1993). Accommodation creation 

is greatest in the immediate hangingwall of the fault and decreases away from the fault to the axis 

of fault block rotation (‘hinge’ or ‘fulcrum’) (Ravnås & Steel, 1998). As a result, across-fault 

thickening, a hangingwall growth wedge and gradual tilting of hangingwall strata are typical 

features of sedimentary sequences that are influenced by movement on the fault (Jackson et al., 

1988; Prosser, 1993; Nøttvedt et al., 1995). The resulting succession is known as the ‘syn-

kinematic’ or ‘syn-rift’ megasequence and can be identified based on these criteria in field or 

seismic data (e.g. Figs. 2.6 and 2.7). Pre-rift strata underlie the syn-rift megasequence. The pre-

rift megasequence has a conformable thickness across and away from the fault and no rotation in 

the hangingwall, but is rotated in the uplifting and tilting footwall block. Post-rift strata are 

deposited when fault activity has ceased. If accommodation remains in the basin, it is possible for 

across-fault thickening and a wedge-shaped geometry to persist until sediments fill the basin 

(Ravnås & Steel, 1998). It can therefore be cryptic to interpret the syn- to post-rift transition. 

However, the strata will no longer be rotated towards the fault when faulting ceases and thus the 

change from tilted to sub-horizontal strata defines the cessation of fault activity.  
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Stratigraphy was first divided into pre-, syn- and post-rift megasequences related to distinct 

phases of tectonic plate motion by Hubbard et al. (1985). Prosser (1993) proposed a four-part 

framework that subdivides the sedimentary succession in rift basins into the rift initiation, rift 

climax, early post-rift and late post-rift phases. Modern studies hardly deviate from this 

framework, with the exception of fault-segment scale studies that tend to alternatively refer to the 

stratigraphy associated with individual growth stages of faults (e.g. ‘fault initiation’, ‘fault 

linkage’, ‘through-going fault’, ‘fault death’, in sensu Cowie et al., 2000; Gawthorpe & Leeder, 

2000), rather than the rift development stage. Characterising stratigraphy in relation to the onset, 

cessation and duration of faulting is a valuable approach for analysis of basin control. It is 

important to consider that a megasequence may represent the syn-kinematic sequence to a 

particular fault, but could represent the post-kinematic sequence to an adjacent fault if fault 

activity was diachronous. Similarly, activity on a particular fault may have ceased, but if overall 

stretching persists, the post-rift megasequence to that fault represents the syn-rift megasequence 

on the scale of the whole rift basin. An understanding of diachroneity within and across different 

length scales is therefore an important consideration in basin-scale studies and has important 

implications for the development of key surfaces in the stratigraphic record. This is discussed 

further in section 2.2. 
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Figure 2.6. Syn- and post-rift megasequences exposed in Eastern Svalbard (Osmundsen et al., 

2014). Note the syn-rift growth wedge (yellow) that thickens towards the fault. Therein strata dip 

steeply towards the fault at the base and shallow towards the top. There is no thickening towards 

the fault and strata dip sub-horizontally in the post-rift megasequence (pink). CSU = composite 

sandstone unit; DU = draping unit; US = upper shale from Osmundsen et al. (2014). 
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Figure 2.7. Pre-, syn- and post-rift megasequences in seismic data from NW Shelf, Australia. Note 

the syn-rift growth wedge (yellow) that thickens towards the fault. Therein strata dip steeply 

towards the fault at the base and shallow towards the top. Across-fault thickening is apparent 

with no syn-rift strata on the footwall. Early post-rift strata (dark pink) present thickening towards 

the fault due to prior underfilling, but no stratal rotation. Later post-rift strata (light pink) heal 

the topography. The fault is later reactivated producing stratal offsets in the younger sequences. 

2.1.4. Tectono-sedimentary models 

In rift basins, allogenic controls of tectonics and sedimentation vary significantly across different 

length-scales, rendering the ratio of accommodation to supply different at any given time and 

position. Accordingly, the nature of stratigraphic stacking, and the style and diachroneity of key 

surfaces vary along-strike as a result of the combined influence of both controls. Tectono-

sedimentary evolution on the rift margin varies substantially from that towards the rift axis. 

Elevated rift shoulder topography at the margin promotes continental basins with a dominance of 

aeolian and fluvial processes, whereas marine basins characterised by shelf to slope processes 

may develop towards the axis (Gawthorpe & Leeder, 2000). On a fault-block scale, the growth 
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and evolution of normal faults has a profound impact on the depositional environment, facies 

distribution, stacking patterns and ultimately the stratigraphic architecture preserved within a rift 

basin. A range of tectono-sedimentary models for continental to marine environments at various 

stages of fault evolution are presented in Figure 2.8. The most recent comprehensive summary of 

environmental development around evolving normal faults in rift basins is provided by 

Gawthorpe & Leeder (2000) and the full suite of tectono-sedimentary evolutionary block models 

can be found therein. Structure influences the key elements responsible for deposition and 

preservation of sediment: the sediment source, transport pathway, sediment entry point and sink. 

The sediment is sourced from subaerial or submarine highground, is transported largely following 

the structural gradient and is deposited where streampower is diminished and accommodation 

persists.  

2.1.4.1. Sediment source and transport pathway 

The sediment source arises at the distal hinterland or from the rift interior. Its sediment yield is 

influenced by the substrate; from the rock type, its erodibility and its transport capacity, which 

vary spatially and temporally as successive layers become unroofed (Evans, 1990; Mortimer & 

Carrapa, 2007; Bilal et al., 2018). As footwall uplift rate increases, the relief of the sediment 

source follows suit, until it reaches equilibrium with the denudation rate (Gawthorpe & Leeder, 

2000). The ability of a drainage network to supply the sediment from the source relies on 

topographic gradients generated by the pre-rift topography (Seger & Alexander, 1993; Ravnås & 

Steel, 1998) and the syn-rift structural evolution and its interaction with climate (Milliman & 

Syvitski, 1992; Jackson & Leeder, 1993; Lambiase & Bosworth, 1995; Allen, 2008; Whittaker et 

al., 2010). The half-graben morphology generates steep slopes at fault scarps, moderate slopes 

along relay zones and gentle slopes down and along the hangingwall towards the deepest part of 

the basin. The slopes promote sediment flux via rivers and landslides in the subaerially exposed 

areas (Whittaker et al., 2010) and sediment gravity flows in their submarine counterparts. Slopes 

can vary over time as tilting occurs in response to active faulting and causes sediment transport 

pathways to adjust accordingly in a dynamic landscape (Cowie et al., 2006; Attal et al., 2008). 
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The drainage can be transverse (perpendicular to the fault trend) or axial (parallel to the fault 

trend) (Leeder et al., 1996). Its area (A) relates to the principal stream length (L) and therefore 

length of the tectonic slope, through Hack’s Law (Hack, 1957), L = 1.4A-0.6 (Leeder et al., 1991). 

Catchments derived on footwalls are therefore generally smaller than those on hangingwall dip 

slopes. Moreover, it has been shown that drainage catchments are generally larger towards the 

centre of faults, where displacement is greatest, than towards the fault tips (Elliott et al., 2012; 

Bilal et al., 2018). In order for rivers to maintain their course during active rifting, their 

downcutting erosion rate must exceed or equal uplift rates (Ravnås & Steel, 1998; Gawthorpe & 

Leeder, 2000), otherwise they become diverted and even reversed. Drainage reversal is 

documented in a number of rift basins including, but not limited to: the Plio-Pleistocene Palomas 

Basin, southern Rio Grande Rift, New Mexico, USA (Leeder et al., 1996); the Middle Jurassic-

Palaeocene, North Træna Basin, Lofoten Margin, Norway (Henstra et al., 2017); the Miocene, El 

Qaa Fault Block, Suez Rift, Egypt (Muravchik et al., 2018) and the Lower Cretaceous Tanan sub-

basin of the Tamtsag Basin in Mongolia (Zhou et al., 2014). 

2.1.4.2. Sediment entry points 

Sediment entry points to the basin arise downdip of erodible substrate from major footwall crests 

and islands (Surlyk, 1978; Leeder et al., 1991; Roberts et al., 1993), at transfer zones (Leeder & 

Gawthorpe, 1987; Gawthorpe & Hurst, 1993) and at antecedent drainage system outlets (Leeder 

et al., 1988). As a result, there are complex process and architectural interactions between 

depositional systems within the same basin, but with different origins. The Upper Jurassic fill 

within the Snorre Fault Block, Norwegian northern North Sea presents a good example of multiple 

syn-rift hydrocarbon reservoirs forming from various sedimentary inputs within a single fault 

block (Nøttvedt et al., 2000).  

The resultant depositional system type depends upon the water depth (amount of accommodation) 

and in shallow water environments, the dominant river, wave or tidal process regime. 

Hangingwall and footwall-derived shorefaces, fan deltas, talus cones, submarine fans and slope 
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aprons are some of the depositional systems that can be observed across a given rift basin, as well 

as axially-derived systems (Leeder & Gawthorpe, 1987; Ravnås & Steel, 1998; Gawthorpe & 

Leeder, 2000). It has been suggested that the size of a fan is related to the hangingwall subsidence 

rate (Allen & Densmore, 2000; Allen & Hovius, 1998), which is temporally variable.  

2.1.4.3. Sediment sinks 

The coarsest sediment becomes trapped in the closest sub-basins to the hinterland (e.g. Balázs et 

al., 2017) and the more distal areas receive most of their coarsest sediment from rift interior 

sources. In a simple case of rift interior sources, the difference in volume between a pre-rift 

subaerial footwall and its post-rift degraded subaerial footwall is equal to the volume of sediment 

in the adjacent, submerged sink, assuming no along-strike resedimentation, hangingwall-derived 

additions or submarine degradation of the fault scarp (Ravnås & Steel, 1998). As a result, source 

terrain that is close to base level prior to rifting produces small depositional systems relative to 

the size of the sink and accordingly, underfilled basins arise. This contrasts with high relief source 

terrain, for a given substrate type, which has a greater erosion potential, can produce larger 

depositional systems, and thus filled basinal sinks; as demonstrated by Geurts et al. (2018) from 

numerical modelling of the central Italian Appenines. As well as the assumptions outlined above, 

this does not account for the effect of backtilting on footwall sediment flux. Pechlivanidou et al. 

(2019) recently countered previous models that show enhanced sediment flux with higher fault-

related catchment relief (cf. Syvitski & Milliman, 2007), by presenting reduced erosion rates as a 

result of backtilting.  

The overall infill type of a basin can be overfilled, balanced, underfilled or sediment starved 

(Ravnås et al., 2000), which is a function of the amount of sedimentation relative to the amount 

of accommodation. The structural role on this balance is dependent on the spatial and temporal 

variation in hangingwall subsidence and footwall uplift rates, and therefore: 1) the location and 

size of the drainage catchment, 2) the distance from source to sink, 3) the structural gradients of 

the sediment transport path, 4) the potential for sediment to reach the basin, 5) overall 
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accommodation of the sink, and 6) the depositional style. Of course, structure also plays a 

fundamental role in the ultimate preservation of the stratigraphy, with rapid uplift and exhumation 

resulting in denudation of archival landscapes (DiPietro, 2018). 

The accommodation and process regime can vary significantly through time in rift basins as a 

result of variable fault displacement rates, its interplay with other major controls and control 

system feedbacks. As such, depositional systems can advance basinwards, retreat landwards, be 

switched off, diverted or degraded, resulting in complex stacking patterns. Better constraint of 

this variation in three dimensions would facilitate inversion of the stratigraphic record to 

deconvolve and quantify the relative importance of allogenic controls. 

Furthermore, there is a dominance of footwall-derived depositional systems presented in the 

literature that may be unrepresentative of the distribution and relative importance of sediment 

input points within rift basins in general. In part, this is due to the proliferacy of the rift basins 

studied that generated these models. The Gulf of Corinth has been particularly influential in this 

regard, as it is characterised by a number of large, antecedent, transverse drainage systems that 

are excellently exposed (Dart et al., 1994; Gawthorpe et al., 1994; Ford et al., 2007; Rohais et al., 

2007; Backert et al., 2010; Gobo et al., 2015). We later contrast the relative importance of various 

sediment input points within this basin to those within the northern Carnarvon Basin, NW Shelf, 

Australia. 

This section focusses on the tectonic control on stratigraphy, but other allogenic controls (climate, 

base level) and their influence on sediment supply, also play major roles. These have been 

considered extensively in the literature and have resulted in the development of sequence 

stratigraphy as a framework in basin analysis. Sequence stratigraphy will hence be the focus of 

the following section. Ultimately, tectonic influences must be incorporated into sequence 

stratigraphy for a comprehensive understanding and in order to make predictions in rift basins.  
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Figure 2.8. A range of tectono-sedimentary models for different depositional environments and 

stages of fault evolution. A) Evolution of a continental environment during fault initiation stage. 

B) Evolution of a continental environment from the fault interaction and linkage to the through-

going fault stage. C) Evolution of a coastal/marine environment at the fault through-going fault 

stage. Modified from Gawthorpe & Leeder (2000). 
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2.2. Sequence stratigraphy 

2.2.1. History of sequence stratigraphy 

Sequence stratigraphy is both a method and model that is used for description, interpretation and 

prediction of strata, with a number of important applications in basin analysis across different 

scales. It is defined as “the study of rocks within a framework wherein the vertical succession of 

rocks is subdivided into genetically related units bounded by surfaces, including unconformities 

and their correlative conformities” (Mitchum et al., 1977). As a chronostratigraphic framework, 

it fundamentally relates stratigraphic units, facies and depositional elements within sedimentary 

basins in time (Catuneanu, 2006), and to some extent, space. The wave of sequence stratigraphy 

theory started with the defining of a ‘sequence’ as a stratigraphic unit bounded by regional 

unconformities (Sloss et al., 1949). Following this, a series of papers by Harry Wheeler 

documented the development of unconformities and sequences, using a model based on sediment 

supply imprinted on a cyclic base level (Wheeler & Murrary, 1957; Wheeler, 1958; 1959; 

1964a,b). It was not until 1977 that sequence stratigraphy became a mainstream practice, when 

the Exxon Production Research Company used seismic data to demonstrate its value for 

stratigraphic subdivision, correlation and interpretation of depositional history (Payton, 1977 and 

papers therein; e.g. Vail et al., 1977; Mitchum et al., 1977). Eustatic sea level was used as a 

framework for stratal stacking, whereby its forcing on coastal migratory trends was considered 

responsible for the observed cyclical stacking styles, and its predictability useful for 

interpretations (Posamentier et al., 1988; Posamentier & Vail, 1988). Later, tectonic influences 

were incorporated, particularly as it was acknowledged that deposition could occur during eustatic 

sea level fall, and net ‘relative’ sea level (base level) rise was required for preservation (Hunt & 

Tucker, 1992; Posamentier & James, 1993; Christie-Blick & Driscoll, 1995; Posamentier & 

Allen, 1999). A plethora of sequence stratigraphy terminology ensued in the literature as the 

model was applied to different datasets in different basins (section 2.2.2) and later work suggested 

a return to observation-based stratigraphy, rather than the assignment of model-driven 

interpretations (Neal & Abreu, 2009; Neal et al., 2016) (section 2.2.3). Most recently, it has been 
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acknowledged that fluctuations in tectonic subsidence (Dorsey et al., 1995; Mortimer et al., 2005) 

and sediment supply can produce equivalent cyclical stacking patterns to those from eustatic base 

level cycles (Burgess, 2016; Schwarz et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2018), but whether the 

stratigraphic outcomes are truly non-unique (Burgess & Prince, 2015), is yet to be found. 

2.2.2. Sequence stratigraphic terminology 

Key surfaces observed in the rock record are associated to positions on a cyclical base level curve 

(Fig. 2.9); notably, the maximum flooding surface and the sequence boundary. The sequence 

boundary (or subaerial unconformity as originally recognised) corresponds to the point with the 

maximum falling gradient on a relative sea level curve, i.e. when relative sea level falls at the 

greatest rate (e.g. Sloss, 1949; Vail et al., 1977; Posamentier et al., 1988; Van Wagoner et al., 

1988). Conversely, the maximum flooding surface generally corresponds to the point with the 

maximum rising gradient on a relative sea level curve, i.e. when relative sea level increases at the 

greatest rate (Galloway, 1989; Posamentier et al., 1988; Van Wagoner et al., 1988). Systems tracts 

are assigned to the rocks deposited during the phases of the relative sea level curve between key 

surfaces (Fig. 2.9). In Posamentier & Vail (1988), the lowstand systems tract occurs on the falling 

limb of the relative sea level curve, between the sequence boundary and a position near the start 

of relative sea level rise; the point often referred to as the transgressive surface (Van Wagoner, 

1995) or maximum regressive surface (Helland-Hansen & Martinsen, 1996). The transgressive 

systems tract occupies the rising limb of the relative sea level curve. The highstand systems tract 

corresponds to the period between the end of relative sea level rise to the subsequent sequence 

boundary (Posamentier & Vail, 1988). The definition of a sequence, the precise positions of key 

surfaces and systems tracts with reference to a relative sea level curve and overall nomenclature 

have been debated in the literature and applied differently according to the limitations of 

individual datasets (Fig. 2.9). A summary and review of the various schemes is provided in 

Catuneanu (2006) and Catuneanu et al. (2009).  
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Figure 2.9. Sequence stratigraphic schemes in the literature. HST = Highstand Systems Tract; 

TST = Transgressive Systems Tract; LST = Lowstand Systems Tract; FSST = Falling Stage 

Systems Tract; RST = Regressive Systems Tract; T-R = Transgressive-Regressive; MFS = 

Maximum Flooding Surface; Correlative Conformity* = according to Posamentier & Allen 

(1999); Correlative Conformity** = according to Hunt and Tucker (1992). Modified from 

Catuneanu (2006) and Catuneanu et al. (2009). 
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The definition of a sequence became contentious with the introduction of correlative conformities 

as sequence bounding surfaces. Unlike the subaerial unconformity that is more straightforward to 

identify, the correlative conformity is its subsurface counterpart and more cryptic to map and 

correlate, particularly in outcrop, core or wireline data. Early work with seismic data 

(‘Depositional Sequence I; Fig. 2.9) uses the subaerial unconformity and its correlative 

conformity as the sequence bounding surface (Mitchum et al., 1977). In relation to timing, the 

refined placement of the correlative conformity, either at the onset or end of base level fall, 

separates the later sequence stratigraphic schemes ‘Depositional Sequence II’ (Haq et al., 1988; 

Posamentier et al., 1988; Posamentier & Allen, 1999; Catuneanu, 2006) and ‘Depositional 

Sequence III and IV’ (Van Wagoner et al., 1988; 1990; Christie-Blick, 1991; Hunt & Tucker, 

1992; 1995; Plint & Nummedal, 2000; Catuneanu, 2006; Fig. 2.9). This separation is important 

because they are defined as either the base (oldest clinoform associated with offlap) or top 

(youngest clinoform associated with offlap) of the regressive, prograding sedimentary package. 

Arguably, the latter is the more preservable choice, as it is deposited immediately before a base 

level rise and importantly separates a prograding trend during regression from an onlapping, 

potentially retrograding trend during transgression (Catuneanu, 2006), although this assumes an 

unchanging sediment supply, which is contended throughout this work and elsewhere (Schlager, 

1993; Muto & Steel, 1997; Neal & Abreu, 2009; Burgess, 2016; Zhang et al., 2018; Toby et al., 

2019). Associating the base of the prograding package with the onset of base level fall is also 

problematic in deep water environments, because the initiation of sediment gravity flows to the 

basin floor can occur much later than the onset of base level fall, with an arguably higher 

dependence on sediment supply and autogenic factors.  

An alternative sequence bounding surface was presented with the ‘Genetic sequence’ scheme 

(Frazier, 1974; Galloway, 1989; Catuneanu, 2006), as the maximum flooding surface. The 

maximum flooding surface has lesser diachroneity downdip (Catuneanu, 2002) than surfaces 

dependent on erosional processes, but as with all sequence stratigraphic surfaces, can present 

substantial diachroneity along-strike, particularly in tectonically-active settings (Gawthorpe et al., 

2003; Jackson et al., 2005). Most importantly, maximum flooding surfaces are the easiest to 
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identify on a basin-scale within extensive condensed sections that have numerous identifiable 

criteria, including: low acoustic impedance contrasts in seismic data due to the homogeneous 

lithology; high gamma-ray responses in well data due to high organic matter content; the top of 

the fining-upward sequence in core and outcrop (textural analysis in thin section may be required) 

(Catuneanu, 2006); highest bioturbation index or landward shift in ichnofacies, with perhaps 

ichnofacies that are resilient to low oxygen conditions, such as Zoophycos; and/or the presence of 

firmgrounds or hardgrounds (high cementation) due to diminished sediment supply (Pemberton 

& MacEachern, 1995; Ghibaudo et al., 1996).  

2.2.3. Application of sequence stratigraphy  

Successful application of sequence stratigraphy to sedimentary basin analysis firstly requires a 

thorough, observation-based description of the rock succession. Cross-sections are required to 

identify key stratigraphic surfaces and units. These may or may not coincide with 

lithostratigraphic contacts and units, which are highly diachronous and can develop within 

sequence stratigraphic units (Catuneanu, 2006). In order to identify sequence stratigraphic 

surfaces, the contact type must be identified (conformable, unconformable) with the use of stratal 

terminations, and the change of depositional system across the surface must be interpreted based 

on sedimentary facies changes. The identification of the changes are at the mercy of the dataset; 

facies changes and sequences that are observed in outcrop (e.g. m-scale) would be encompassed 

within a single wavelet in seismic data (e.g. 10 m-scale). In this respect, higher resolution datasets 

often yield a higher frequency cyclicity in the observations. The pre-requisite of a robust palaeo-

environmental interpretation is a unique aspect of sequence stratigraphy and therefore requires 

prior detailed sedimentological analysis to characterise rock bodies. To this avail, detailed facies 

analysis is undertaken in each data chapter herein. Fluvial, marginal and to some extent, deep 

marine depositional systems migrate predictably with base level changes, whereby with a base 

level rise the depositional systems (and shoreline) retreat landwards (transgress), and with a base 

level fall the depositional systems advance basinwards (regress). According to Walther’s Law, a 

vertical succession of juxtaposed shallower-deeper depositional environments is therefore 
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diagnostic of lateral facies shifts and the controlling base level changes (Middleton, 1973; Bates 

& Jackson, 1987; Miall, 1990; 1997; Posamentier & Allen, 1999). The notion of shoreline 

migration was used as the foundation of sequence stratigraphy as the shallow marine environment 

acts as the transition zone between non-marine and marine environments and is most sensitive to 

base level changes. Sequence stratigraphy has been applied to systems farther afield, but here the 

focus is within the marginal realm.  

Depositional trends are clearly presented in clinoforms. A clinoform is a sigmoidal geometric 

form that comprises of flat-lying topsets, basinward-dipping foresets and flat-lying bottomsets 

that can arise across a number of scales from coast to shelf in different settings (Gilbert, 1885; 

Rich, 1951; Pirmez et al., 1998; Steel & Olsen, 2002; Patruno et al., 2015; Patruno & Helland-

Hansen, 2018; Cosgrove, 2019). Fan deltas produce typical clinoformal geometries in cross-

section and are a focus of investigation here (Fig. 2.10). The break in slope between topsets and 

foresets is known as the topset-foreset breakpoint (Fig. 2.10) and similarly to the shoreline, its 

trajectory through time can be used in the analysis of depositional trends and thus, base level 

changes (‘trajectory analysis’: Helland-Hansen & Hampson, 2009).  

 

Figure 2.10. The geometry and terminology of clinoforms; the building-blocks of fan deltas (after 

Gilbert 1885; Steel & Olsen, 2002). 

A well-established concept for understanding depositional system and shoreline migration, and 

therefore the nature of stratal unit stacking, is the ratio of rate of accommodation change to rate 

of sediment supply change (δA/δS) (Sloss, 1962; Curray, 1964; Vail et al., 1977). 
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Accommodation is defined as “the space made available for potential sediment accumulation” 

and represents relative base level change, incorporating eustatic base level change, tectonic 

subsidence and uplift (Jervey, 1988; Posamentier et al., 1988), and generally equates to depth 

from the water surface to the top of the depositional surface. As presented in Figure 2.11, the 

following concepts in regard to shoreline migration are generally accepted: 1) when a depositional 

system regresses and the stacking is progradational, that A<S and A/S is <1; 2) when a 

depositional system transgresses and the stacking is retrogradational, that A>S and A/S is >1; 3) 

when a depositional system neither advances nor retreats, it aggrades such that A=S and A/S is 

equal to 1. The terms progradation, retrogradation and aggradation (Fig. 2.11) were coined to 

describe the nature of sedimentary stacking in response to this interplay through time (Van 

Wagoner et al., 1990). Degradation was emphasised by Neal and Abreu (2009) and Neal et al. 

(2016) to represent scenarios where A/S is <1 and decreasing. In essence, progradation and 

retrogradation represent a lateral migration in the shoreline and depositional system through time, 

and aggradation and degradation represent a vertical migration.  

 

Figure 2.11. Stacking trends within clinoformal parasequence sets in relation to the δA/δS ratio 

(after Galloway, 1989; Van Wagoner et al., 1990).  
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The δA/δS ratio is as an observation-based approach to building predictive frameworks (Neal & 

Abreu 2009; Neal et al., 2016), by using stratal terminations, trajectory analysis (Helland-Hansen 

& Gjelberg, 1994; Helland-Hansen & Martinsen, 1996) and key stratal surfaces to identify 

depositional sequences (Sloss et al., 1949) and stacking patterns. The δA/δS ratio has been 

criticised due to the dimensional confusion of comparing units of ‘space’ with that of sediment 

supply (Muto and Steel, 1992; 1997). The assignment of stacking patterns to the δA/δS ratio for 

control interpretations and prediction is also problematic, because sedimentation reduces 

accommodation. The two terms of the ratio are not independent. Other problems include the 

absence of erosion as a mechanism for creating space on a large-scale (e.g. Backert et al., 2010; 

Gomis-Cartesio et al., 2017) and the feedbacks that occur between processes, for example, 

sedimentation can vary with climate-induced base level changes (Collier et al., 1990; 2000), or 

tectonic displacement (Elliott et al. 2012; Bilal et al., 2018). Ultimately, a framework should be 

established that incorporates all potential inputs and outcomes.  

Once facies, key surfaces and stratal stacking within the succession are identified, described and 

interpreted, sequences can be assigned to their respective systems tracts of the relative sea level 

curve. The sequence stratigraphic framework is then established and can be used to make 

predictions beyond the immediate dataset. Numerical modelling is particularly useful for making 

predictions due its ability to simulate multiple scenarios and outcomes.  

2.2.4. Sequence stratigraphic numerical modelling 

Computer modelling is an efficient way to simulate geological processes and their deposits across 

different timescales. As such, and with the possibility to test a number of possible input variables 

and outcomes, it is the technique that enables us to become closest to predictive capability. 

Forward models use a known process response to a given set of numerical input parameters to 

simulate a product (Cross & Lessenger, 1999; Watney et al., 1999; Burgess, 2012). The first 

pivotal forward sequence stratigraphic model was developed and published by Mac Jervey of 

Exxon in 1988 (Jervey, 1988). The model incorporated sinusoidal sea-level change and hinged 
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subsidence to simulate accommodation generation and assumed a constant sediment supply. 

Three examples of subsidence rate were adopted (low, intermediate and high), which are regarded 

to represent three locations, near, intermediate, and far from the basin margin, if subsidence rate 

is assumed to increase toward the basin centre. The model successfully predicted the two 

significant surfaces that had been observed in seismic data (unconformities and downlap surfaces) 

and inferred their location to be at the inflection points of a eustatic sea-level cycle, where the rate 

of sea-level change is fastest. Alongside low resolution seismic data, the model was used by 

Exxon to provide the theoretical underpinning of sequence stratigraphy (Van Wagoner et al., 

1988; Posamentier et al., 1988; Posamentier & Vail, 1988). 

Today, computing power has significantly advanced and has facilitated the generation of multiple 

stratigraphic numerical models. Paola (2000) categorises models into a number of types, from 

deductive to rule-based, coupled and uncoupled, and analytical to simulation models. Huang et 

al. (2015) also review several specific models in terms of their geological function, advantages 

and disadvantages. For simplicity here, geometric models are distinguished from process-based 

models (Table 2.1). Geometric models are generally based on simple mathematical rules and 

generate stacking patterns in response to accommodation and supply variations, for example 

SEDPAK (Strobel et al., 1989; Kendall et al., 1991a,b). They do not model processes themselves, 

rather the consequence of processes, and as a result avoid many of the underlying assumptions of 

process-based models. To date, geometric models only simulate 2D cross-sections, although there 

have been attempts to combine multiple 2D cross-sections along-strike to make pseudo-3D plots 

(Thorne & Swift, 1992; Steckler et al., 1993; Wehr, 1993; Ross et al., 1995). Process-based 

models utilise various algorithms to simulate process regimes across different settings and include 

diffusion, fuzzy logic and hydraulic operating models. DIONISOS (Granjeon, 1997; 2014; 

Granjeon & Joseph, 1999); STRATA and SEDSIM (Tetzlaff & Harbaugh, 1989; Flemings & 

Grotzinger, 1996) are particularly prevalent in the literature (Table 2.1). These models may 

resemble the geological process regime more accurately than geometric models, but are beholden 

to the appropriateness of the specific algorithm to the particular depositional system and can be 

computationally intensive (Huang et al., 2015).  
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Recently, numerical modelling studies have been undertaken in the challenge to better understand 

sequence stratigraphic stacking and drainage dynamics. Burgess & Prince (2015) utilise a 3D 

stratigraphic forward model, ‘Dionisos’ to model stratal geometries in cross-section. They 

conclude that stratigraphic surfaces can be diachronous due to variable sediment supply, and 

emphasise the non-uniqueness of stratal geometries, i.e. a number of controlling parameters can 

produce the same geometry (Burgess & Prince, 2015). Madof et al. (2016) draws similar 

conclusion using a near-shore model that focuses upon along-strike variability in stratal 

geometries as a result of variable deposition. They explain the variations in terms of changing the 

orientation of a shoreline trend, resembling rotation around a hinge (Madof et al., 2016). Previous 

stratigraphic modelling of fan deltas using stratigraphic timelines and sedimentary volumes has 

recently been expanded to include sediment properties and internal deformation processes (Hardy, 

2019). Early studies (Waltham, 1992; Hardy et al., 1992; 1994; Hardy & Gawthorpe, 1998; 2002; 

Ritchie et al., 1999; 2004a,b) made important progress in 3D modelling of fan deltas and analysis 

of their along-strike variability in sequence architecture, including the along-strike extent of key 

stratigraphic surfaces.  Geurts et al. (2018) undertake drainage system modelling with CASCADE 

(Braun & Sambridge, 1997) to demonstrate drainage integration and discuss its possible 

occurrence in the absence of tectonic forcing. Pechlivanidou et al. (2019) use ‘pyBadlands’ (Salles 

et al., 2018) to show how Corinth Rift landscape evolution in response to active tectonic forcing 

impacts sediment flux to the basin. Numerical modelling studies are making rapid headway in 

improving our understanding of earth system processes, particularly those studies that are 

integrated with authentic data from the field or subsurface. However, there is yet to be a geometric 

model introduced that takes an unbiased approach to testing multiple allogenic controls and 

focuses on 3D variability of sequence architecture and key surfaces in the area around a single 

fault segment. Its integration with real data to deconvolve and quantify controls and outcomes 

would be a significant step forward. 
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Table 2.1. Examples of current sequence stratigraphic forward models. 

Model Type 
2D/

3D 
Application Advantages Limitations Example References 

CSM Suite 
Process-

based 
2D 

Clastic non-

marine to 

shelf, 

carbonates 

and deep 

water 

packages 

- The shelf model 

incorporates all 

allogenic 

controls, 

faulting, 

isostasy and 

subdivision of 

block 

- Does not 

include grain 

size 

consideration

s 

- No tides, only 

wave 

processes 

- 2D 

 

Cross & Lessenger 

(1999); 

Paola (2000); 

Shafie & Madon 

(2008); 

Huang et al. (2015) 

SEDPAK Geometric 2D 

Clastic and 

carbonate 

shelf 

- Includes 

allogenic 

controls plus 

water depth, 

erosion, 

faulting, 

compaction and 

isostasy 

- Defines a 

chronostratigrap

hic framework 

- Tectonic 

movement 

only varies 

vertically 

- Parameters 

are uncoupled 

- Models 

consequences 

of processes, 

not processes 

themselves 
 

Strobel et al. (1989); 

Kendall et al. 

(1991a,b); 

Paola (2000); 

Shafie & Madon 

(2008); 

Huang et al. (2015) 

DIONISOS 

Process-

based; 

diffusion 

3D 

Clastic and 

carbonate 

shelf 

- Includes simple 

tectonic 

constraints 

- Considers long- 

and short-term 

evolution/events 

- Uses 

diffusion 

approach to 

simulate 

sediment 

transport – 

appropriatene

ss must be 

considered 

per scenario 

 

 

Granjeon (1997; 

2014);  

Granjeon & Joseph, 

(1999); 

Paola (2000); 

Shafie & Madon 

(2008); 

Huang et al. (2015) 
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Model Type 
2D/

3D 
Application Advantages Limitations Example References 

SEDSIM 

Process-

based; 

hydraulics 

3D 

Clastic and 

carbonate 

shelf 

- Variable grid 

size 

- Petroleum 

systems focus 

- Outputs 

palaeoenv. map 

- Incorporates 

tectonics, 

loading, 

currents, storms 

- Fluid flow 

follows 

topography 

- Hydraulics 

approach more 

accurately 

represents 

sediment 

transport 

- Computation

ally intensive 

- Numerous 

assumptions 

that must be 

considered 

per scenario 

 

 

Tetzlaff & Harbaugh 

(1989); 

Paola (2000); 

Shafie & Madon 

(2008); 

Huang et al. (2015) 

STRATA 

Process-

based; 

diffusion 

3D 

Clastic and 

carbonate 

shelf 

- Incorporates all 

allogenic 

controls 

- Produces 

chronostratigra

phic diagrams 

- Basic 

constraints 

- Diffusion 

approach not 

always 

appropriate  

 
 

Flemings & 

Grotzinger (1996); 

Paola (2000); 

Shafie & Madon 

(2008); 

Huang et al. (2015) 
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2.2.5. Current challenges in sequence stratigraphic analysis 

Despite refinement of the sequence stratigraphic method to account for new data and different 

scales of investigation, sequence stratigraphic concepts themselves have scarcely evolved since 

their development in the 1970s and it has recently been acknowledged that they do not account 

for the many heterogeneities and complexities that practitioners regularly encounter. Inherent in 

the framework is its simplicity. For example, a symmetrical sinusoidal base level curve is 

typically employed to convey sequence stratigraphic concepts (e.g. Fig. 2.9). In reality, the 

symmetry is seldom valid or representative when considering glacio-eustatic fluctuations. Shorter 

stages of base level rise than fall have been shown to be prevalent thoughout the Pleistocene as 

ice cap melting (base level rise) is a faster process than ice cap building (base level fall) 

(Shackleton, 1987; Blum & Price, 1998; Hay et al., 2014; Rovere et al., 2016), which has 

implications for the duration of sedimentation during each relative sea level phase. Arguably, the 

most significant simplification is the dip-directed relationship of strata with time. Indeed, 

depositional systems follow structural gradients, but this assumption ignores any along-strike 

variation in allogenic or autogenic processes that could lead to variability in stratrigraphic 

architecture along-strike. As such, sequence stratigraphic interpretations undertaken on a given 

dip section may be unrepresentative of other positions along the margin (Jones et al., 2015; 

Poyatos-Moré et al., 2019). This is particularly pertinent in rift basins, where allogenic controls 

of tectonics and sedimentation vary significantly across different length-scales, rendering the ratio 

of accommodation to supply different at any given time and position (Hardy & Gawthorpe, 1998; 

Ravnås & Steel, 1998; Gawthorpe et al., 1994; Gawthorpe & Leeder, 2000). The impact that this 

has on the formation and diachroneity of key stratigraphic surfaces is particularly important, as 

correlations rely on them being spatially-continuous time-lines, which is seldom true (Holbrook 

& Bhattacharya, 2012; Burgess & Prince, 2015; Hodgson et al., 2016; Madof et al., 2016). In fact, 

a number of studies demonstrate the lateral discontinuity or absence of sequence boundaries as a 

result of fault displacement gradients along-strike (Dart et al., 1994; Gawthorpe et al., 1994; 2003; 

Dorsey & Umhoefer, 2000; Hardy & Gawthorpe, 1998; Jackson et al., 2005; Backert et al., 2010). 
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The Geological Society William Smith meeting in 2014, and related papers published in 2016, 

focussed upon the current and future state of sequence stratigraphy. The key subject in question 

was that as a paradigm, encompassing both a method and a model, whether sequence stratigraphy 

requires an ‘evolution or revolution’ in its future development (Burgess et al., 2016). Neal et al. 

(2016) argue that recent progress in distinguishing the sequence stratigraphic method from the 

model, and focussing on a common observation-based approach (Neal & Abreu, 2009), has 

already allowed sequence stratigraphy to be a tool that is both useful and predictive. Burgess 

(2016) points out that standardisation of the method is valuable, but should not be extended to 

interpretations. An ‘evolution’ is favoured over a ‘revolution’ in the respect of introducing the 

method to new datasets and data types (Turner et al., 2016) and approaching data with a broad 

mindset considering multiple interpretations (Hampson, 2016). The inclusion of autostratigraphic 

(local) controls, e.g. channel avulsion, lobe-switching, hydrodynamic forces, into sequence 

stratigraphy is a challenge yet to be fulfilled or widely accepted, although Muto et al. (2016) argue 

that it should be the forthcoming ‘revolution’. Although autostratigraphy should be fully 

considered in interpretations (e.g. Hampson, 2016), it could be argued that the incorporation of 

autostratigraphic notions for prediction is unlikely to become universal, due to the complexity of 

processes, their high spatial variability, system sensitivity and data resolution-dependency. 

However, potential lies in advancing numerical models, where outcomes of multiple scenarios of 

allogenic or autogenic controls can be tested (Burgess, 2016; Burgess et al., 2016; Muto et al., 

2016; Balázs et al., 2017; Toby et al., 2019).  

In summary, current challenges facing sequence stratigraphy are:  

- 3D, particularly along-strike variability and diachroneity of sequence architecture and 

key surfaces 

- application of the sequence stratigraphic method to tectonically-active basins 

- expression of supply-driven sequences 

- non-unique outcomes of multiple system controls 

- application of the method to new data types  
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- incorporation of autostratigraphy 

Indeed, numerical modelling and consideration of multiple scales and datasets is likely to be the 

way forward in addressing a number of these challenges. The research presented in this thesis 

addresses a number of the described challenges, particularly probing issues 1, 2 and 4 outlined 

above, but a single thesis cannot solve every issue facing the science of sequence stratigraphy. As 

such, the next decade of research will be an interesting time for scientific development and 

involvement in the sequence stratigraphic field. 
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Abstract 

Syn-rift clastic sedimentary systems preserve a complicated stratigraphic architecture that records 

the interplay of tectonics, eustatic sea level and storage and routing of sediments. Previous 

conceptual models describe and explain changes in depositional stacking patterns along a fault 

segment. However, stacking patterns, and the nature of key stratigraphic surfaces, is challenging 

to predict accurately with conventional sequence stratigraphic models that do not consider the 

three-dimensional interplay of subsidence, sedimentation, and eustasy.  We present a novel, 

geometric, 3D sequence stratigraphic model (‘Syn-Strat’), which applies temporally- and 

spatially-variable, fault-scale tectonic constraints to stratigraphic forward modelling, as well as 

allowing flexibility in the other controls in time and space. 

Syn-Strat generates a 3D graphical surface that represents accommodation. Although the model 

has the capacity to model footwall variation, here we present model results from the hangingwall 

of a normal fault, with temporal and spatial (dip and strike) predictions made of stacking patterns 

and systems tracts for a given set of controls. Sensitivity tests are tied to the depositional 

architecture of field-based examples from the Loreto Basin, Gulf of California and Alkyonides 

Basin, Gulf of Corinth. Here, the relative influence of major sedimentary controls, different 

subsidence histories, varying sedimentation distribution, including along-strike variation in 

stacking patterns, are assessed and demonstrate the potential of Syn-Strat for reducing subsurface 

uncertainties by resolving multiple scenarios. In addition, the model demonstrates the nature of 

diachroneity of key stratigraphic surfaces that can arise in syn-rift settings, which could be 

represented by a bypass surface (sequence boundary) or reservoir seal (maximum flooding 

surface) in the rock record. Enabling a quantitative assessment of these surfaces is critical for 

prospect analysis in hangingwall half-graben-fills, where these surfaces are heavily relied upon 

for well correlations that are used for hydrocarbon volume and production rate predictions. 
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3.1. Introduction  

Syn-rift depositional sequences preserve a complicated architecture, due to the spatially- and 

temporally-variable interplay of major sedimentary controls (eustatic sea level, subsidence and 

sedimentation). Conventional sequence stratigraphic models (Wheeler, 1958, 1959, 1964; Sloss, 

1962, 1991; Mitchum et al., 1977; Vail et al., 1977; Leeder & Gawthorpe, 1987; Jervey, 1988; 

Posamentier et al., 1988; Posamentier & Vail, 1988; Van Wagoner et al., 1988; Posamentier & 

Weimer, 1993; Ravnås & Steel, 1998) struggle to predict the depositional architecture of syn-rift 

successions and the 3D distribution of reservoirs and seals.  Various studies have attempted to 

address this issue by integrating sub-seismic, structural and sedimentological data in order to build 

tectono-stratigraphic frameworks in various rift settings, including: the Gulf of Suez (e.g. 

Gawthorpe et al., 1997; Gupta et al., 1999; Young et al., 2002; Jackson et al., 2005), the Gulf of 

Corinth (e.g. Poulimenos et al., 1993; Gawthorpe et al., 1994; Collier & Gawthorpe, 1995; Leeder 

et al., 2002), the Gulf of California (e.g. Dorsey et al., 1995; Dorsey & Umhoefer, 2000; Mortimer 

et al., 2005), and the Crati Basin (Italy) (e.g. Colella et al. 1987; Colella, 1988a,b,c). Burgess 

(2016) highlights four key uncertainties in general sequence stratigraphic theory: i) rare 

quantitative analysis, ii) limited consideration for along-strike variability in sequence architecture 

(also pointed out by Martinsen & Helland-Hansen, 1995), iii) limited constraint for sediment 

supply rates, and iv) few studies that demonstrate the interplay of accommodation and supply in 

three dimensions. These uncertainties are exacerbated in active rift basins, and constraining the 

interaction of allogenic controls in three dimensions remains challenging. 

Sequence stratigraphic forward modelling can support interpretation and prediction of 

depositional sequences and key stratigraphic surfaces (Fig. 3.1). Early numerical sequence 

stratigraphic models, which incorporated sinusoidal sea level change and hinged subsidence to 

simulate accommodation generation and assumed a constant sediment supply, predicted key 

surfaces in seismic (Jervey, 1988). Burgess and Allen (1996) extended this approach to include 

temporal variability in sediment supply rate. Subsequently, various stratigraphic forward models 

have been developed in order to better understand and predict dynamic depositional systems. 
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DIONISOS (Granjeon & Joseph, 1999) and STRATA (Flemings & Grotzinger, 1996) represent 

significant advances in the power of three-dimensional stratigraphic forward models, and various 

other geometric, diffusion, fuzzy logic and hydraulic models have emerged, reviewed by Huang 

et al. (2015). Diffusion-based models are regularly utilised for sediment supply, and have 

successfully applied hypothesis-testing approaches to some systems (e.g. Burgess & Prince, 

2015). However, they are unable to accurately predict mixed process regime systems, gravity-

flow dominated systems, and tectonically active systems. Various studies have demonstrated 

diachronous stratigraphic surfaces due to variable sediment supply and basin margin 

physiography (Burgess & Prince, 2015; Madof et al., 2016). Hardy et al. (1994), Hardy & 

Gawthorpe (1998; 2002) and Gawthorpe et al. (2003) (following the methods of Ritchie et al., 

1999) introduced simplified tectonic constraints into 2D numerical modelling to assess stratal 

geometries and suggested that major stratigraphic surfaces may be limited in spatial extent 

(Gawthorpe et al., 2003). However, there has been little assessment of the full impact of along-

strike variations in fault-related subsidence, and especially, differential tectonic constraints in 

both time and space and the combined influence of all three variable allogenic controls.  

Here, we present a novel, flexible and more comprehensive sequence stratigraphic forward model 

that applies fault-scale tectonic constraints to 3D sequence stratigraphy. The model demonstrates 

the sensitivity of sequence architecture (stacking patterns and key stratigraphic surfaces) to the 

three-dimensional interplay of major sedimentary controls in a hangingwall half-graben by use of 

experiments, validated by field-based examples from the literature. Within the framework of the 

model, limitless parameter combinations for testing in any rift setting is permitted. Here, the 

objectives are: i) to assess the stratigraphic response to various temporal and spatial interactions 

of eustasy, tectonics and sedimentation patterns, ii) to explore the diachroneity of key stratigraphic 

surfaces, and the conditions under which the nature of those might vary, and iii) to apply 

temporally- and spatially-variable tectonic constraints to stratigraphic forward modelling for the 

first time. Syn-Strat demonstrates and illustrates important stratigraphic concepts in a unique 
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manner, which allows syn-rift systems to be explored in 3D and allows scope for testing of all 

possible outcomes, and assessing the stratigraphic response. 

 

Figure 3.1. Process of forward stratigraphic modelling of syn-rift basin-fills. Stratigraphy at a 

position within the hangingwall of a normal fault is the result of the interplay of the three major 

sedimentary controls: eustatic sea level, fault-related subsidence and sedimentation. These 

controls can be modelled to provide insight for interpretation and prediction of syn-rift strata. 

 

3.2. Model architecture and assumptions 

3.2.1. Model framework 

‘Syn-Strat’ is a geometric model that allows investigation of the interplay of eustasy, sediment 

supply, and tectonic subsidence in rift basins. The model sums changing i) eustatic sea level, ii) 

fault-related subsidence, and iii) sedimentation curves, to generate a 3D ‘accommodation’ curve, 

which is used to predict the stratigraphic infill of a half-graben basin adjacent to an individual 

normal fault segment. Syn-Strat also allows the opportunity to explore a number of other variables 

that contribute towards these major controls, such as accounting for crustal strength, isostasy and 
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erosion in subsidence. This is because each major control curve can be constructed from 

composite curves that contribute towards defining that variable and can be varied in time and 

space. For example, the eustatic sea level variable can be composed of a glacio-eustatic curve and 

a thermal expansion curve. However, for simplicity, here we use the resultant control curves to 

show the responses to the sensitivity tests.  

We specifically define accommodation as the measurable space (thickness or volume) available 

at any given time for subsequent deposition that results from the combined influence of the 

preceding eustatic sea level, tectonic displacement and sedimentation. Eustatic sea level rise, 

tectonic subsidence and large-scale erosion from mass wasting are mechanisms that increase 

accommodation at any specific location, and eustatic sea level fall, uplift and sedimentation are 

mechanisms that reduce (or fill) accommodation. Our definition of accommodation follows 

original work by Jervey (1988) as the ‘space available for deposition’, which was also used by 

Catuneanu et al. (2009), and closely corresponds to definitions by Cross (1988), whereby 

‘potential accommodation’ is the cumulative space created or removed by relative sea level 

changes and ‘realised accommodation’ is the volume of sediment that is actually accumulated. In 

this terminology, our model plots the sum of ‘potential’ and ‘realised’ accommodation, which in 

a shallow marine setting can be equated to water depth, but need not in other settings. It is ‘real-

time’ accommodation, as opposed to interpreted accommodation from the stratigraphic record 

that other studies focus upon (Muto and Steel, 2000). To this avail, an assessment can be made of 

dynamic changes in accommodation as a result of variable controls. 

The 3D accommodation function that is visualised as a graphical surface has dynamic along-

strike, ‘x’, down-dip, ‘y’, and temporal, ‘t’, controls, to which stacking patterns (progradation, 

aggradation and retrogradation) or systems tracts, following any convention, can be ascribed. This 

forms a valuable, large-scale stratigraphic framework for a given set of controls, to which a 

process model could then be applied to predict the nature of a deposit. 

The accommodation surface is defined on a three-dimensional mesh and stored in matrix form. 

At any point of ‘x’, ‘y’ and ‘t’, the accommodation surface, AS(x,y,t), is equal to the sum of 
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eustatic sea level, E(x,y,t), and the total amount of tectonic subsidence until time t, T(x,y,t), minus 

the total amount of sediment accumulated until time t, S(x,y,t) (after Jervey, 1988; Posamentier 

& Allen, 1999; Catuneanu, 2002),  

1) AS(x,y,t) = -S(x,y,t)+E(x,y,t)+T(x,y,t). 

A heuristic model is employed to specify the variables that sum to yield AS. Variables (V) are 

separated into three normalised functions describing relative spatial and temporal variation, Vx, 

Vy and Vt that represent the given control i) along the fault length, ii) away from the fault and iii) 

in time, respectively. For example, sedimentation, S is defined in x (Vx), in y (Vy) and in t (Vt). 

The product of the three functions and the maximum scalar value of the variable, VSC, yields the 

variable in each case, 

2) V=VSCVx(x)Vy(y)Vt(t).  

The dimensionless 3D accommodation surface that ‘Syn-Strat’ outputs, AS’, is provided to enable 

comparison between different fault settings. For example, if two fault settings are compared with 

different subsidence, eustasy and sedimentation histories, the accommodation surface from each 

is normalised using the maximum amount of cumulative tectonic subsidence for each, to allow 

comparison between the two, max(T), 

3) AS’ = AS / max(T). 

The accommodation surface is plotted in terms of two of the three variables in dimensionless 

form: distance along fault divided by total fault length, x’, which is any line parallel to the fault 

segment; distance away from fault divided by distance from fault to the hinge line, y’, which is 

any line orthogonal to the fault segment; and time divided by the fault evolution timescale, t’. 

Therefore, three different visualisations are possible from the model (Fig. 3.2): 

A. Plot of accommodation (A’) on any line parallel to the fault in the hangingwall in time, for 

any given distance away from the fault (x’, t’) 

B. Plot of accommodation (A’) on any line orthogonal to the fault in the hangingwall in time, 

for any given position along the fault (y’, t’) 
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C. Plot of accommodation (A’) in space (parallel to and orthogonal to the fault), for any given 

time (x’, y’) 

 

Figure 3.2. Model plot axes options, associated geological setting and example model outputs. 1) 

Plot of accommodation on any line parallel to the fault in the hangingwall in time, for any given 

distance away from the fault (x’,t’). 2) Plot of accommodation on any line orthogonal to the fault 

in the hangingwall in time, for any given position along the fault (y’,t’). 3) Plot of accommodation 

in space (parallel to and orthogonal to the fault), for any given time (x’,y’). Structural contours 

shown by blue dashed lines. All figures hereafter utilise the axes shown in ‘1’. 

3.2.2. Eustatic sea level 

Eustatic sea level is a major control on accommodation, whereby a rising eustatic sea level 

increases accommodation and a falling eustatic sea level decreases accommodation (Wheeler & 

Murray, 1957; Wheeler, 1964; Mitchum et al., 1977; Vail et al., 1977; Jervey 1988). In Syn-Strat, 

eustatic sea level is defined in time, and is constant along the length of the fault and away from 

the fault. Figure 3.3 uses a simple sine wave for variation in time, although complex, real curves 

can be applied. Once defined, the time curve is multiplied by the two constant spatial curves to 
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produce a 3D graphical surface. Figure 3.3 illustrates this information by plotting eustatic sea 

level along the fault and in time, for a position in the immediate hangingwall of the fault.  

 

Figure 3.3. Derivation of the 3D eustatic sea level curve. Eustasy defined geometrically in time 

(top), along the fault length (upper middle) and away from the fault (lower middle). The three 

curves are convolved to give the 3D plot (bottom) in a given configuration (1 of Figure 3.2). Axes 

are dimensionless. ‘Time’ varies between 0 and 1. ‘Distance along fault’ varies between -1 and 

1, where these are the fault tips and 0 represents the fault centre. ‘Distance away from fault’ 

varies between 0 and 1, where 0 is closest to the fault and 1 is the hinge-line.  
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3.2.3. Subsidence 

3.2.3.1. Subsidence along the fault length 

Tectonic displacement is defined in three dimensions: in time, and along and away from the fault. 

In the model, we are interested in tectonic displacement on the hangingwall of a single fault 

segment, which is subsidence. Cumulatively, hangingwall subsidence is zero at the two fault tips 

and maximum at the fault centre. When these three data points for subsidence are available, a 

parabola is calculated that describes the displacement change along the fault length. This 

distribution of subsidence along-strike of a fault has been extensively documented in the literature 

(e.g. Stein & Barrientos, 1985; Cowie & Scholz, 1992; Cowie et al., 2000) and is primarily used 

in our modelling. An observed temporally-variable subsidence distribution along the fault length 

could be applied instead. 

Gawthorpe et al. (1994) and Collier & Gawthorpe (1995) highlight that the curve derived from 

the sum of the eustatic sea-level and tectonic subsidence curves will be steeper at the centre of a 

fault in a phase of relative sea level rise, where subsidence is greatest (position 1 in Fig. 3.4), than 

on either side (position 2 in Fig. 3.4). At the fault tips subsidence is zero, so accommodation 

varies due to eustasy alone (position 3 in Fig. 3.4). 
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Figure 3.4. Diagram to illustrate the various relative sea level/accommodation curves that can 

be derived from the convolution of eustatic sea level and subsidence at three positions along a 

hangingwall fault block. The eustatic sea level curve that is used for all three positions is 

displayed on the left hand side. Modified from Collier & Gawthorpe (1995). 

For the parabolic displacement distribution along the length of the fault, the model utilises a 

normal distribution curve. This permits alteration of the distribution curve shape depending on 

the system by varying the standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis. Assigning these variables 

with a value of one produces a parabola (Fig. 3.5). The model assumes that during growth, the 

fault is fixed in length, i.e. it is pinned at the fault tips. This growth model is supported by other 

studies that document examples of faults demonstrating constant-length growth (Walsh et al., 

2002, 2003; Childs et al., 2003; Schlagenhauf et al., 2008; Jackson & Rotevatn, 2013; Nicol et 

al., 2016; Jackson et al., 2017). In cases when fault tips propagate, stacking will vary from that 

anticipated by the model, or it can be used to represent the central growth phase of the fault, when 

it is no longer undergoing linkage (in the terminology of Cowie et al., 2000). 
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Figure 3.5. Derivation of the 3D subsidence curve. Subsidence is defined geometrically in time 

(lower box), with in-built options of either an increasing, constant, or decreasing subsidence rate. 

Subsidence is defined along the fault length (upper box), where a parabola describes the 

distribution of subsidence, and away from the fault (middle-right box), where two configurations 

are presented as options: either a linear or parabolic regression away from the fault. The 

highlighted blue boxes denote the chosen input in each case for the example 3D convolution. The 

resultant 3D subsidence plot, in a given configuration (1 of Fig. 3.2), is shown to the middle-left. 

It shows the variation of subsidence with the chosen parameters along the length of the fault, in 

time, in the immediate hangingwall of the fault. 
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3.2.3.2. Subsidence away from the fault  

In a half graben, rotation is focussed at the hinge line, and beyond this point the net movement is 

uplift. The model considers subsidence from the immediate hangingwall where it is maximum, 

up to the hinge line of the block where it is zero. As subsidence is zero at the fault tips and 

maximum at the fault centre, the displacement from a slip event is distributed radially away from 

the fault. The structure contours resemble the parabolic shape of the displacement curve along the 

fault length and a ‘zero contour line’, the line of zero subsidence, is defined. The model generates 

the parabolic subsidence curve along the length of the fault, the equivalent zero contour line away 

from the fault, and the user defines the style of interpolation between them, which can be either 

linear or parabolic (Fig. 3.5). The interpolation (decay curve) style is determined by the manner 

in which the hangingwall deforms. If the hangingwall subsides without changing geometry, i.e. 

the hangingwall does not deform in dip-section as it rotates, a linear decay curve should be 

assigned. If the surface of the hangingwall adopts a convex geometry in dip-section during 

subsidence, a parabolic decay curve can be assigned. 

3.2.3.3. Subsidence in time  

During the syn-rift phase of fault growth, cumulative subsidence increases incrementally over 

time as a result of a series of earthquakes, and the hangingwall will subside in each event. As a 

result, the hangingwall deepens through time and accommodation is created. The subsidence rate 

is considered as the subsidence per earthquake over a given recurrence period. For example, the 

subsidence rate for earthquakes with a subsidence of 5m per event and a recurrence period of 500 

years would be 10 mm/yr.  

Syn-Strat allows a choice of in-built conceptual subsidence curves with time or the input of an 

observed subsidence curve. Figure 3.5 illustrates three examples of conceptual subsidence curves: 

a constant, an increasing, and a decreasing subsidence rate. A linear increase in subsidence 

through time represents a constant subsidence rate. In this scenario, the hangingwall cut-off 

deepens by the same increment with each earthquake. For the central growth phase of a fault, it 
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is perhaps most appropriate to choose a linear increase, as the fault is no longer linking with other 

faults and growth is no longer accelerating (as in Gupta et al., 1998; Cowie et al., 2000). An 

exponential increase of subsidence in time would represent an increasing strain rate and 

subsidence rate. In this scenario, each subsequent earthquake must produce a greater amount of 

subsidence, or there must be an increasing frequency of earthquakes. This could represent the 

early syn-rift phase of fault evolution, during fault linkage and strain localisation. Conversely, for 

a decreasing subsidence rate, there must be a reducing amount of subsidence for each subsequent 

earthquake, or a reduced frequency of earthquakes, which could represent the late syn-rift phase 

of fault evolution. Composite subsidence curves can be constructed. For example, a curve that 

represents the evolution of the fault from early- to late-syn rift phases, or a curve that defines the 

transition from active fault subsidence to either fault inactivity, as strain is partitioned to an 

adjacent fault, or to a post-rift basinal phase. Similarly, the subsidence rate can be varied through 

time to show a higher resolution of fault activity, e.g. earthquake clustering on one of a number 

of faults. 

The subsidence curves in each dimension are multiplied to produce a 3D graphical surface. Figure 

3.5 represents subsidence along the length of the fault, through time in the immediate hangingwall 

of the fault (configuration 1 of Fig. 3.2). It is composed of a parabolic displacement curve along 

the length of the fault, a linear increase in subsidence over time, and a linear decrease in 

subsidence away from the fault. Without consideration of eustatic sea level and sediment supply, 

this represents fault-related, temporal and spatial variations in accommodation. 

3.2.4. Sedimentation  

Sedimentation reduces the available space for subsequent deposition. Therefore, sedimentation is 

subtracted from combined eustatic sea level and subsidence to give the resultant graphical 

accommodation surface.  

Spatial and temporal variations in sediment supply and the number and location of drainage input 

points arise as a result of climate variability (wind, temperature, rainfall, vegetation and their 
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seasonal fluctuations), size and physiography of each drainage basin (gradient, relief and 

orientation) and hinterland geology (e.g. Hack, 1957, Leeder & Gawthorpe, 1987, Ravnås & 

Steel, 1998). Spatial and temporal changes in sediment supply is a complicated variable that is 

difficult to constrain even in recent systems (Mullenbach & Nittrouer, 2006; Romans et al., 2009; 

Allen et al., 2013; Warrick, 2014; Romans et al., 2016). Syn-Strat utilises sediment accumulation 

(or sedimentation), rather than sediment flux. Sedimentation is defined geometrically, in contrast 

to some other models that utilise a process-based, commonly diffusion-type, approach (e.g. 

Rivænes, 1992; Flemings & Grotzinger, 1996; Granjeon & Joseph, 1999; Burgess & Prince, 

2015). Although the geometric approach has its own inherent assumptions (discussed in Section 

3.2), it avoids some of the limitations of process-based models in relation to the interaction of 

different process-regimes and dispersal mechanisms. The initial and final sedimentation 

accumulations are assigned, as well as the shape of the input curve in time and in space. A 

sedimentation rate is not assigned unless a linear curve in time is utilised, as in all other cases, it 

varies.  

3.2.4.1. Sedimentation along the fault length 

Here we model examples of shoreline-attached systems. In some scenarios, these prograde from 

the relay zones of a fault with, if accommodation allows, maximum deposition occurring at the 

fault tips and reducing towards the centre of the fault. In a scenario with equal sedimentation from 

both fault tips, an inverse parabola is used to model the sediment distribution along the length of 

the fault (Fig. 3.6). For this distribution, the percentage of total sedimentation that reaches the 

centre of the fault is defined. Any geometric curve that describes the distribution of sedimentation 

along the length of the fault can be utilised. For this study, we utilise curves with maximum 

deposition at a given location along the fault (the source point), which decreases away from that 

point radially to represent a prograding, shallow marine system, such as a delta. In a scenario of 

multiple footwall point sources (Fig. 3.6), Syn-Strat allows the user to alter the number, location, 

magnitude, shape and range of sediment input points. For the sediments (and predicted stacking) 

to be preserved, accommodation values must exceed zero; any ‘negative’ accommodation values 
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generated from the model represent sediments that would be bypassed to deeper water and/or 

redistributed along strike. However, an exception is with the presence of pre-existing 

accommodation, such as antecedent bathymetry, or regional tectonic subsidence that are not 

included in the model results presented here, and would allow preservation in modelled areas of 

‘negative’ accommodation.  

3.2.4.2. Sedimentation away from the fault 

Sedimentation with distance away from the fault is not limited to a zero contour line (as with 

subsidence), and is defined as a linear, parabolic or exponential decrease towards zero at a chosen 

distance away from the fault. Figure 3.6 provides two examples of such options: a linear decrease 

and a parabolic decrease to zero at the hinge line. 

3.2.4.3. Sedimentation in time 

There are a number of controls that cause temporal variations in sedimentation, including changes 

in climate, source geology and drainage basin physiography on a range of timescales. In Syn-

Strat, the user can define sedimentation over time from observed data or from a number of in-

built options in the model, e.g. a linear or exponential increase, or decrease, a constant rate or a 

sinusoidal variation (Fig. 3.6). The product of sedimentation in each dimension is a 3D graphical 

surface. For example, Figure 3.6 uses an inverse parabola to describe sedimentation along the 

length of the fault, a linear increase in sedimentation over time and a linear decrease in 

sedimentation away from the fault to the hinge line. The 3D graphical plot presents sediment 

accumulation, along the length of the fault, through time in the immediate hangingwall of the 

fault (configuration 1 of Fig. 3.2). 
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Figure 3.6. Derivation of the 3D sedimentation curve. Sedimentation is defined geometrically in 

time (lower box), where three examples of sedimentation curves that could be chosen are 

presented: a constant, decreasing, or fluctuating sedimentation rate. Sedimentation is defined 

along the fault length (upper box), where two examples of sediment distribution curves that could 

be chosen are presented: relay zone entry points and footwall point sources. Sedimentation is 

defined away from the fault (middle-right box), where two configurations are presented as 

options: either a linear or parabolic regression away from the fault up to the hinge line. The 

highlighted blue boxes denote the chosen input in each case for the 3D convolution. The resultant 

3D sedimentation plot, in a given configuration (1 of Fig. 3.2), is shown to the middle-left. It 

shows the variation of sedimentation with the chosen parameters along the length of the fault, in 

time, in the immediate hangingwall of the fault. 
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3.3. Model output results  

3.3.1. 3D accommodation surface 

A 3D graphical surface that represents accommodation is produced by summing eustasy and 

tectonics and subtracting sedimentation. This is presented in Figure 3.7, with accommodation 

along the length of the fault, through time in the immediate hangingwall of the fault (configuration 

1 of Fig. 3.2). In the example shown, subsidence is maximum and sedimentation is minimum at 

the centre of the fault. In this case, accommodation generally rises over time and is modified by 

a lower amplitude sinusoidal sea level. At the fault tip, subsidence is zero and sedimentation is 

maximum, and accommodation decreases over time into negative values as the basin fills to an 

overfilled state. This plot describes the interaction of the major controls, from which systems 

tracts can be identified and stacking patterns can be predicted.

 

Figure 3.7. 3D accommodation plot (configuration 1 of Fig. 3.2A), generated from the 

convolution of all three major controls: eustatic sea level, subsidence and sedimentation. The 

input curves for each control along the fault length and in time are presented above and below 

the plot, respectively. A block diagram to show the setting of the plot is provided to the left, where 

the red line shows the position of the plot, in the immediate hangingwall of the fault.  
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3.3.2. Stacking patterns 

For descriptions of stratal stacking patterns, Neal & Abreu (2009) and Neal et al. (2016) propose 

mainly observation-based, physical stratigraphy that describes the coastal response to 

accommodation creation and sedimentary fill. The terms progradation, aggradation, 

retrogradation and degradation are used to describe the way in which a depositional environment 

moves in space and thus, and how sediments are stacked through time. During progradation, the 

depositional system advances basinward as deposition exceeds available accommodation. In this 

case, marginal facies overlie basinal facies, characterised by a coarsening-upwards siliciclastic 

succession in core and outcrop and a decreasing gamma ray response in well-logs. During 

retrogradation, the system retreats (landwards) as accommodation exceeds deposition. Here, 

basinal facies overlie marginal facies and there is a fining-upwards succession in core and outcrop 

and an increasing gamma ray response in well-logs. During aggradation, deposition is equal to 

accommodation and the system neither advances nor retreats.  

Syn-Strat colours the 3D surface according to these terms and utilises 5 classifications: strong 

retrogradation, weak retrogradation, aggradation, weak progradation and strong progradation 

(Fig. 3.8). The plot shows an overlay of Figure 3.7, with progradation (in warm colours) during 

relative sea level fall and retrogradation (in cold colours) during relative sea level rise. The model 

output also illustrates enhanced periods of retrogradation near the fault centre, where space is 

greater than deposition, and enhanced periods of progradation near the fault tips, where deposition 

is greater than available space. The plot provides the user with visualisation of how the sediments 

stack in time and space. Such information is useful to improve prediction of stacking patterns in 

areas with poor data constraint.  

 As shown, the model can generate the system response to major sedimentary controls in the form 

of stacking patterns, but does not predict the nature of the deposit. For this, various autogenic 

controls and the process regimes (transport mechanisms and directions) responsible for transport 

and deposition, and remobilisation, need to be considered, which challenge all existing numerical 

models of stratigraphic architecture. For example, where Syn-Strat anticipates areas of system 
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retrogradation, the deposit may exhibit a fining-upwards profile or there may be a condensed 

section in the rock record. Similarly, where Syn-Strat shows areas of system progradation, the 

deposit may exhibit a coarsening-upwards profile or there may be a regressive surface indicating 

basinward sediment bypass (sensu Stevenson et al., 2015). In regard to preservation, areas of the 

plot with accommodation values less than zero will have low preservation potential. For a more 

accurate restoration of preservation, the antecedent topography and the broader scale effect of 

thermal subsidence at the scale of the basin would need to be considered. Therefore, the model is 

best utilised to provide the stratigraphic framework to which a process-regime(s) can be applied 

to predict sediment dispersal patterns.  

 

 

Figure 3.8. 3D accommodation plot from Figure 3.7 with stacking patterns presented. Plot shows 

the along-strike variation in stacking patterns as a result of laterally variable allogenic controls. 

Surface is coloured by 5 classifications: strong retrogradation (dark blue) and weak 

retrogradation (light blue), occurring during the relative sea level rises; aggradation (yellow); 

weak progradation (orange) and strong progradation (red), occurring during the relative sea 

level falls. A block diagram to show the setting of the plot is provided in Figure 3.7. 

3.3.3. Systems tracts 

Systems tracts are used to subdivide a depositional sequence based upon its position on a relative 

sea level curve (or accommodation curve). As sequence stratigraphy theory has evolved, so 
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complicated and non-universal systems tract schemes have developed (see Catuneanu, 2006, 2009 

for summary). For plotting systems tracts, Syn-Strat allows any one of these sequence 

stratigraphic approaches to be assigned and colours the accommodation surface accordingly (Fig. 

3.9). The example 3D curve presented is an overlay of Figure 3.7 and adopts the ‘genetic 

sequence’ approach (e.g. Frazier, 1974 and Galloway, 1989), whereby the Highstand Systems 

Tracts (HST), the Early Lowstand Systems Tracts (ELST), the Late Lowstand Systems Tracts 

(LLST) and the Transgressive Systems Tracts (TST) are represented by the yellow, purple, blue 

and green segments, respectively (Fig. 3.8). Application of the systems tracts to the 3D surface 

helps visualisation of the temporal variation in the development of key sequence stratigraphic 

surfaces along the fault, e.g. maximum flooding surfaces (MFS) and sequence boundaries (SB). 

The sequence boundary (or ‘correlative conformity’) between the HST in yellow and the ELST 

in purple is diachronous, and occurs at a later time at the centre of the fault than at the fault tips. 

In the ‘genetic sequence’ scheme, the MFS is taken to be the position between TST and HST and 

it also occurs at a later time towards the centre of the fault than at the fault tips (Fig. 3.8). We later 

discuss the implications of selecting an alternative MFS position on a relative sea level curve, 

because this choice will determine the nature of the diachroneity of the MFS along the fault. 
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Figure 3.9. 3D accommodation plot from Figure 3.7 with systems tracts presented. Colours 

represent systems tracts as per the scheme named ‘Genetic sequence’ in Catuneanu et al. (2009), 

where: TST = Transgressive Systems Tract, LLST = Late Lowstand Systems Tract, ELST = Early 

Lowstand Systems Tract and HST = Highstand Systems Tract. Sequence boundaries are indicated 

by the blue arrows between the HST and ELST and can be seen to be diachronous along the fault, 

i.e. occurring at a later time towards the centre of the fault than towards the fault tips. The 

sections of the relative sea level curve that each stage refers to is illustrated on the relative sea 

level curve at the top-left. A block diagram to show the setting of the plot is provided in Figure 

3.7. 

 

3.4. Discussion 

The sensitivity of sequence architecture to major sedimentary controls and the utility of this model 

are discussed using a number of conceptual tests. In these tests, the major controls in terms of 

relative magnitude, rates through time and spatial distribution have been varied, with reference to 

documented examples from exhumed and modern systems.  
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3.4.1. Eustatic sea level- vs. subsidence-dominated successions 

Two conceptual scenarios that demonstrate the differences between subsidence-dominated and 

eustatic sea level-dominated systems have been modelled (Fig. 3.10). In both cases, the rate of 

change of the dominant control is an order of magnitude higher than the subordinate control. 

Sedimentation from both fault tips is high and of the same magnitude as the dominant control, 

resulting in a balanced state in both scenarios. A sinusoidal eustatic sea level and exponential 

increase in subsidence from zero, through time are applied. Figure 3.10 shows the 3D graphical 

accommodation surface along the length of the fault, in time, in the immediate hangingwall of the 

fault and is coloured by systems tracts. The sequence boundaries between the HST and ELST are 

identified in a flattened version. In the subsidence-dominated scenario, the sequence boundaries 

are diachronous and the expression is lost in the model output at the fault centre towards the end 

of the time-frame. Here, the rate of subsidence outpaces the maximum rate of eustatic sea level 

fall with a resultant relative sea level rise. In the rock record, an unconformity that represents the 

sequence boundary would be expressed in this area as a correlative conformity. In the eustatic sea 

level-dominated scenario, the sequence boundaries are expressed and are isochronous along the 

length of the fault.  

3.4.1.1. Field-based example: Loreto Basin 

These scenarios strongly resemble the partially-constrained, sediment-rich depositional system of 

the Piedras Rodadas Formation, Loreto Basin, Gulf of California, which is sub-divided into two 

sub-basins: the Central sub-basin and the SE sub-basin. Subsidence rates of the Loreto Fault in 

both sub-basins from 2.6 to 2.4 Ma were derived by Umhoefer et al. (1994) and refined by Dorsey 

& Umhoefer (2000). The Central sub-basin experienced subsidence rates of 8 mm/yr and the SE 

sub-basin experienced lower subsidence rates of 1.5 mm/yr over the 200 kyr period. With an 

estimated eustatic sea level change rate of 4-5 mm/yr (supported by Raymo et al., 1992; Blanchon 

& Shaw, 1995), Dorsey & Umhoefer (2000) present the contrast between the subsidence-

dominated Central sub-basin to the eustatic sea level-dominated SE sub-basin. The authors 
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observe the presence of sequence boundaries in the SE sub-basin and a distinct lack of sequence 

boundary expression in the central sub-basin, which is consistent with our model results.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.10. Diagrams with systems tracts presented to show the difference between two 

contrasting conceptual scenarios with a high sediment supply: a subsidence-dominated (top) and 

eustatic sea level-dominated (bottom) system; analogous to the two sub-basins of the Piedras 

Rodadas Formation, Loreto Basin, Gulf of California. A 3D accommodation surface is shown for 

both cases with a flattened version adjacent. Both scenarios incorporate high sedimentation from 

the fault tips, simplified, sinusoidal eustatic sea level and an increasing subsidence rate through 

time. The rate of change of the dominating control is an order of magnitude higher than that of 

the subordinate control, in both cases. In the subsidence-dominated scenario, it is clear that each 

sequence boundary is diachronous and its expression is lost at the fault centre towards the end of 

the time-frame. In the eustatic sea level-dominated scenario, the sequence boundaries are 

expressed and are isochronous along the length of the fault.  
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A second test (Fig. 3.11) shows two contrasting model outputs using the same input parameters 

and configuration (1 of Fig. 3.2A) as in Figure 3.10, except with a low sediment input from the 

fault tips. Hence, the basin is in a sediment-starved state, as opposed to a balanced state. Here, 

stacking patterns are presented, rather than systems tracts. In this test, the stacking patterns show 

more along-strike variation in the subsidence-dominated scenario than the eustatic sea level-

dominated scenario due to the influence of subsidence distribution on the accommodation curve. 

Strong progradation only occurs from the fault tips over short periods during the maximum rate 

of relative sea level fall. The period of each progradational phase shortens towards the centre of 

the fault, and the period of each retrogradational phase shortens towards the fault tips. Weak 

retrogradation/aggradation occurs at the fault tips during relative sea level rise. In contrast, the 

eustatic sea level-dominated plot reveals laterally continuous patterns of alternating strong 

retrogradation and progradation as eustatic sea level varies through time. In comparison to the 

previous example (Fig. 3.10), the accommodation curve shows less along-strike variation due to 

the lesser influence of sedimentation in this underfilled scenario. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.11. Diagrams with stacking patterns presented to show the difference between two 

contrasting conceptual scenarios with a low sediment supply: a subsidence-dominated (top) and 

eustatic sea level-dominated (bottom) system; analogous to the Holocene-active system 

surrounding the Psatha-Skinos-Alepochori fault system, Alkyonides Gulf, Greece. A 3D 

accommodation surface is shown for both cases with a flattened version adjacent. Both scenarios 

incorporate low sedimentation from the fault tips, simplified, sinusoidal eustatic sea level and an 

increasing subsidence rate through time. The rate of change of the dominating control is an order 

of magnitude higher than that of the subordinate control in both cases. There is more along-strike 

variation in the subsidence-dominated scenario than the eustatic sea level-dominated scenario. 
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3.4.1.2. Field-based example: Alkyonides Basin 

A modern analogue for this example is the partially-constrained, Holocene-active system 

surrounding the Psatha-Skinos-Alepochori fault system in the Alkyonides Gulf, Greece. Here, 

sediment inputs have arisen from the relay zones of the fault system. An average sedimentation 

rate of 1.1 mm/yr (Collier et al., 2000; Bell et al., 2009), an average eustatic sea level rise rate of 

5.8 mm/yr (70 m rise in 12 kyr; Collier et al., 2000), and an average hangingwall subsidence rate 

of 0.5-0.6 mm/yr established near the fault tips (Leeder et al., 2002) over the last 12 kyr have been 

constrained. This suggests that over the last 12 kyr, the system has been eustatic sea level-

dominated, and relatively sediment starved, with low subsidence approaching zero towards the 

fault tips, and as a result, the beach barriers extending from both fault tips are retrograding (Collier 

& Gawthorpe, 1995). This pattern is anticipated in the model results during the relative sea level 

rises of the eustatic sea level-dominated model (Fig. 3.11). With the exception of the possibility 

of fault tip propagation during this time, it is only this interplay of controls that allow significant 

retrogradation at the fault tips, in such a eustatically-dominated period such as the Late 

Quaternary. The sedimentary successions may exhibit greater retrogradation in areas with higher 

subsidence, such as the centre of the fault. This has been observed in a shallow piston core study 

from the hangingwall of the West Channel fault, at the western end of the Gulf of Corinth (Bell 

et al., 2009).  

3.4.2. Sensitivity to varying subsidence rates 

Depositional sequences are defined by the relative influence of the major sedimentary controls, 

and are influenced by the nature of that control through time. Three modelled examples with 

different subsidence histories demonstrate this (Fig. 3.12): an increasing subsidence rate (A), an 

episodic subsidence rate (B), and a decreasing subsidence rate (C). In each example, the same 

eustatic sea level and sedimentation models are used, hence any variations in the stacking patterns 

may be attributed solely to variations in subsidence. There is no pre-inherited accommodation. 

The plot in Figure 3.12 is presented in configuration 1 of Figure 3.2. 
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The scenario with an increasing subsidence rate (Fig. 3.12A) reveals progressively longer periods 

of retrogradation and shorter progradational periods, particularly towards the centre of the fault 

where subsidence is maximal. Because subsidence rate increases through time, the system reveals 

more along-strike variation in stacking patterns. A scenario with six phases of subsidence (Fig. 

3.12B) reveals a cyclic pattern with periods of progradation separated by periods of strong 

retrogradation, particularly near the fault centre. Each subsidence event is the same magnitude 

and duration. The effects of each subsidence event would be more strongly expressed in a scenario 

with a lower amplitude eustatic sea level signal, as here they are superimposed onto higher 

amplitude eustatic sea level variations through time. Dorsey & Umhoefer (2000) and Mortimer et 

al. (2005) attribute episodic, fault-controlled subsidence along the Loreto Fault as the principal 

control on the accumulation and timing of several fluvio-deltaic progradational units in the 

Central sub-basin of Loreto, Gulf of California. Each progradational unit is capped by a MFS, 

expressed as a shell bed. A MFS is predicted during the strong retrogradational periods in the 

model (Fig. 3.12B). In the third scenario (Fig. 3.12C), subsidence rate decreases to zero after 80% 

of the time has lapsed. This pattern of subsidence may represent a syn- to post-faulting transition, 

whereby a fault switches off as strain is taken up on an adjacent fault. The output largely shows 

the inverse of the first scenario, whereby longer periods of strong retrogradation near the fault 

centre are expressed initially when subsidence rates are highest, and these are suppressed through 

time with decreasing subsidence rate. Initially, there are marked along-strike variations in 

stacking patterns, but as subsidence decreases through time, eustatic sea level becomes 

increasingly dominant and the stacking patterns become more laterally continuous.  
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Figure 3.12. Diagrams to show the variation in stacking patterns between three conceptual 

scenarios with different subsidence rate patterns: an increasing (A), episodic (B) and 

decelerating (C) subsidence rate. Graphs to show the subsidence input through time are presented 

on the left and flattened accommodation surfaces are presented on the right. The plots exhibit 

increasing along-strike variation through time, cyclic variations and decreasing along-strike 

variation through time, respectively.  

3.4.3. Sensitivity to varying sedimentation distribution 

Spatial and temporal variations in sediment flux from drainage basins to sedimentary basins are 

hard to quantify, and have been less emphasised in sequence stratigraphic interpretations than 

accommodation-driven changes (Burgess, 2016). To assess the sensitivity of stacking to 

sedimentation patterns, three different sedimentation models are superimposed upon the same 

subsidence and eustatic sea level models in each case (Fig. 3.13 – in configuration 1 of Fig. 3.2), 

in which subsidence is high and the amplitude of eustatic sea level change is an order of magnitude 

lower. The distribution of sedimentation along the fault is varied but the magnitude of maximum 

sedimentation (and rate) is the same in each scenario. With all other controls uniform between the 
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tests, any changes observed in the nature of the SBs and MFSs may only be attributed to the 

sedimentation model. The three scenarios tested are: a system with equal sediment input from the 

fault tips (A), a system with sediment input from one fault tip (B) and a system with sediment 

input from point sources that could represent fan deltas (C).  

Figure 3.13A utilises the sedimentation model with equal input from both fault tips. The sequence 

boundaries are highlighted and it can be seen that they are diachronous due to the combined 

influence of laterally variable subsidence and sedimentation. As a result of sedimentation being 

equal from both fault tips, the diachroneity of the sequence boundaries is symmetrical over the 

centre of the fault. Conversely, where sedimentation occurs from one fault tip (Fig. 3.13B), the 

nature of the sequence boundaries is not symmetrical over the centre of the fault. The side that 

experiences the most sedimentation expresses more prominent diachroneity of sequence 

boundaries than the sediment-starved side, where they are isochronous. At the fault tip with 

sediment input, the sediment supply counteracts the effects of relative sea level rise because the 

space that is being created is being filled. It promotes the relative sea level fall and progradation. 

This effect decreases towards the centre of the fault, away from the sediment source, enhancing 

the along-strike diachroneity. On the side of the fault where there is no sediment source, the 

sequence boundaries are influenced only by eustasy and decreasing subsidence towards the fault 

tip. The 3D accommodation surface illustrates the decreasing accommodation on the sediment-

rich side through time, whereas accommodation on the sediment-starved side varies only with 

eustatic sea level.  
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Figure 3.13. Diagrams with systems tracts presented to show differences between three 

conceptual scenarios with different sedimentation distribution patterns along the fault length: 

equal input from both fault tips (A), input from left fault tip (B) and point sources (C). Graphs to 

show the sedimentation input along the fault length (left), output 3D accommodation surfaces 

(middle) and flattened accommodation surfaces (right) are presented. The nature of diachroneity 

of sequence boundaries varies in each scenario, as labelled in white.  

In the scenario with sedimentation from five point sources (Fig. 3.13C), the amount of 

sedimentation and degree of dispersal is equal from each source. The plot shows a reduction in 

accommodation where the point sources are located, hence the irregular shape of the surface. The 

sequence boundaries are highlighted in the flattened plot and their degree of diachroneity varies 

along the fault length. For example, the sequence boundary occurs earlier where the point sources 

(T1 in Fig. 3.13) are located than it does in the areas between them (T2 in Fig. 3.13). These 

scenarios support the inference that temporal and spatial changes in sediment supply need to be 

considered when making sequence stratigraphic interpretations, as well as accommodation 

changes from eustasy and tectonics that are usually emphasised. 

3.5. Implications and applications for subsurface appraisal 

During hydrocarbon prospect appraisal and static model generation, key stratigraphic surfaces, 

such as the MFS and SB, are used to correlate between wells, with the assumption that they are 

isochronous surfaces. However, recent studies have shown that such surfaces are time 

transgressive in a range of environments (e.g. Holbrook & Bhattacharya, 2012; Burgess & Prince, 

2015; Hodgson et al., 2016; Madof et al., 2016). Here, we not only demonstrate that such surfaces 

are diachronous along the length of syn-rift faults due to along-strike variation in both 

sedimentation and subsidence, but also demonstrate the nature of that diachroneity. In the case of 

the MFS, which likely forms part of the seal to a hydrocarbon reservoir, understanding the 

temporal relationships along-strike of a fault are of critical importance for hydrocarbon volume 

calculations and production rate predictions. When the MFS is used for correlation, care should 

be taken when choosing the representative position on the relative sea level curve, or which 

sequence stratigraphic scheme to adopt because the nature of diachroneity varies between the 
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different positions. Consider a comparison between two options for MFS position choice: 1) the 

position between TST and HST, following the ‘genetic sequence’ scheme, 2) the position between 

LLST and TST (the initial transgressive surface). Both surfaces are diachronous along the fault, 

but the nature of that diachroneity is different between them, with the former occurring later at 

the centre of the fault than at the fault tips (Fig. 3.8), and the latter occurring earlier towards the 

centre of the fault than at the fault tips. This difference could be important for trap-seal analysis, 

where understanding the variability of the shale intervals caused by flooding in time and space is 

fundamental. Syn-Strat allows the user to visualise such variations qualitatively and to quantify 

the variations for a given magnitude of each control. The model also permits flexibility on timing 

and duration of dominance of one control to the other and thus allows an iterative approach to 

sequence stratigraphic tests when constraining controlling parameters. Producing a solid 

foundation to which process-based models can be applied is crucial for prediction of large-scale 

stacking in complex settings. The Syn-Strat model approach is particularly useful for low-

resolution datasets, such as seismic, where small-scale deposition characteristics are not readily 

apparent. It allows insight into the way a system responds to particular controls and shows the 

differences by making spatial and temporal adjustments to those controls. An assessment of all 

the possible outcomes from a particular setting allows the stratigrapher to obtain the best 

understanding of the controls in play. If a good correspondence is made between the data and the 

model in one area, the model may then be used to anticipate the potential stacking further along-

strike or down-dip, in the absence of good quality data. 

 

3.6. Conclusion 

Syn-Strat, a novel 3D sequence stratigraphic forward model is presented, which introduces both 

temporally- and spatially-variable tectonic components to sequence stratigraphic modelling. The 

model provides a framework to which process-based models could be applied and provides the 

scope to test multiple scenarios where the controlling parameters are poorly constrained, and 
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outcomes with a unique, useful and universal presentation style. Syn-Strat considers along-strike, 

down-dip and time variability in sequence architecture on a fault segment-scale and can be used 

to improve interpretation and prediction of syn-rift depositional architectures, which are the focus 

of exploration in a number of hydrocarbon basins, by constraining system response to any 

combination of allogenic controls.  

By calculating accommodation in three dimensions, Syn-Strat is able to demonstrate the 

sensitivity of sequence architecture to laterally variable tectonic constraints and different relative 

magnitudes of allogenic controls. A basin largely modified by faulting will exhibit different 

depositional architecture to one dominated by eustasy, and the model outputs demonstrate how 

this difference is expressed in terms of stacking patterns and stratigraphic surfaces. The model 

has demonstrated the potential for analysis of along-strike variations in stacking patterns due to 

different subsidence rate characteristics, and the nature of diachroneity of key stratigraphic 

surfaces as a result of different sedimentation distribution models. Stratigraphic surfaces are 

known to be diachronous in these settings. However, understanding how the diachroneity of these 

surfaces changes spatially represents a significant step forward for petroleum system 

interpretations, where such surfaces may represent bypass zones or stratigraphic traps seals and 

are heavily relied upon for well correlations, and hence reservoir connectivity and production rate 

predictions. Additionally, the ability to understand how stacking patterns vary spatially and 

temporally is highly valuable in areas with little data constraint. Such variation is visualised in 

the sensitivity tests presented in this paper that are tied to field analogues, but in the future may 

be constrained with quantitative data from real input parameters.   
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Abstract 

Quantification of allogenic controls in rift basin-fills requires analysis of multiple depositional 

systems because of marked along-strike changes in depositional architecture. Here, we compare 

two coeval Early-Middle Pleistocene syn-rift fan deltas that sit 6 km apart in the hangingwall of 

the Pirgaki-Mamoussia Fault, along the southern margin of the Gulf of Corinth, Greece. The 

Selinous fan delta is located near the fault tip, and the Kerinitis fan delta towards the fault centre. 

Selinous and Kerinitis have comparable overall aggradational stacking patterns. Selinous 

comprises fifteen cyclic stratal units (~25 m thick), whereas at Kerinitis eleven (~60 m thick) are 

present. Eight facies associations are identified. Fluvial and shallow water, conglomeratic facies 

dominate the major stratal units in the topset region, with shelfal fine-grained facies constituting 

~2 m thick intervals between major topset units, and thick conglomeratic foresets building down-

dip. It is possible to quantify delta build times (Selinous: 615 kyrs; Kerinitis: >450 kyrs), and 

average subsidence and equivalent sedimentation rates (Selinous: 0.65 m/kyrs; Kerinitis: >1.77 

m/kyrs). The presence of sequence boundaries at Selinous, but their absence at Kerinitis, enables 

sensitivity analysis of the most uncertain variables using a numerical model, ‘Syn-Strat’, 

supported by an independent unit thickness extrapolation method. Our study has three broad 

outcomes: 1) the first estimate of lake level change amplitude in Lake Corinth for the Early-

Middle Pleistocene (10-15 m), which can aid regional palaeoclimate studies and inform broader 

climate-system models; 2) demonstration of two complementary methods to quantify faulting and 

base level signals in the stratigraphic record – forward modelling with Syn-Strat and a unit 

thickness extrapolation - which can be applied to other rift basin-fills; and 3) a quantitative 

approach to the analysis of stacking patterns and key surfaces that could be applied to stratigraphic 

pinch-out assessment and cross-hole correlations in reservoir analysis.  
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4.1. Introduction  

Distinguishing faulting, sediment supply and base level signals and quantifying these basin 

controls in an active rift setting remains problematic, particularly due to along-strike variability 

in depositional architecture. Characterisation of multiple coeval depositional systems within the 

same rift basin is required to resolve the record of each control. Syn-rift, Gilbert-type fan deltas 

(Gilbert, 1885; 1890) provide an ideal record of stratigraphic evolution to achieve this due to their 

position adjacent to normal growth faults, with high and variable sediment supply rates derived 

from independent drainage catchments. However, most previous studies focus on single systems, 

rather than multiple, along-strike spatially distributed deltas (e.g. Garcia-Mondéjar, 1990; Dart et 

al., 1994; Dorsey et al., 1995; Mortimer et al., 2005; Garcia-Garcia et al., 2006; Ford et al., 2007; 

Backert et al., 2010).  

Previous work on the stratigraphic record around normal faults at rifted margins has focussed on 

the theoretical aspects of sequence development from the interplay of controls in these areas. 

Leeder & Gawthorpe (1987) assessed the influence of tectonically-induced slopes on facies 

models. Variation in stacking patterns and sequence stratigraphic surfaces across rift settings 

(Gawthorpe et al., 1994), and as a result of propagating normal faults (Gawthorpe et al., 1997) 

became the later focus. An influential series of conceptual models for tectono-sedimentary 

evolution in extensional basins was presented by Gawthorpe & Leeder (2000). Eustasy/base level, 

tectonics and sedimentation influence the nature of sedimentary stacking through the 

accommodation/sediment supply ratio (Jervey, 1988; Neal & Abreu, 2009) as eustasy and tectonic 

subsidence act to control space available for deposition (A) and sedimentation fills that space (S). 

Numerical modelling has supported understanding of rift basin sequence stratigraphy, particularly 

as simplified tectonic constraints were introduced into forward models (Jervey et al., 1988; Hardy 

et al., 1994; Hardy & Gawthorpe, 1998; 2002; Ritchie et al., 1999) and stratigraphic surfaces were 

shown to be limited in spatial extent (Gawthorpe et al., 2003; Jackson et al., 2005). Barrett et al. 

(2018) demonstrate and quantify the three-dimensional and along-strike variability in sequence 

architecture, and diachroneity of stratigraphic surfaces in hangingwall fault blocks, using 
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sensitivity tests with a 3D sequence stratigraphic forward model, ‘Syn-Strat’. Complementary 

field studies have shown that sequence boundary development is best expressed at fault tip regions 

(Dorsey & Umhoefer, 2000 – Loreto Basin), and observed stratigraphic cyclicity has been 

attributed to fault-related subsidence events (Dorsey et al., 1995 – Loreto Basin) and climatic 

forcing (Dart et al., 1994; Backert et al., 2010 – Gulf of Corinth). Marked differences occur in the 

sequence stratigraphy of two coeval fan deltas 50 km apart, due to contrasting tectonic controls 

between footwall (Kryoneri) and hangingwall (Kerinitis) sites (Gawthorpe et al., 2017a). 

However, along-strike and down-dip variation on smaller length-scales (<10 km) within the same 

hangingwall basin has not yet been attempted. Furthermore, quantification of tectonism, base 

level and sedimentation signals is also lacking. This is because isolating these controls is difficult, 

yet is critical to improving our understanding of palaeoenvironmental evolution and for making 

predictions beyond data limits.  

Here, we present an integrated field and numerical modelling investigation of two adjacent and 

contemporaneous syn-rift fan deltas, six km along-strike from one another in the hangingwall of 

the same normal fault; the Pyrgaki-Mamoussia Fault. The fan deltas are referred to as the Selinous 

near the fault tip, and the Kerinitis near the fault centre (Fig. 4.1). This is the first detailed 

sedimentological and stratigraphic study of the Selinous fan delta, and with comparison to the 

Kerinitis fan delta, allows a unique insight into the controlling parameters during rift basin 

evolution. The aim of the study is to resolve and quantify the contribution of tectonics and base 

level change to sequence architecture in Lake Corinth through the Early-Middle Pleistocene. In 

doing so, methodologies that are applicable to any basin with given data constraints are 

demonstrated. To satisfy the aim, the objectives are: 1) to derive quantified estimates of the 

controlling parameters based on comparisons of facies, stacking patterns and the nature of key 

stratigraphic surfaces between the deltas, 2) to reduce uncertainty of the quantified allogenic 

control estimates by use of sensitivity tests with the 3D sequence stratigraphic forward model 

‘Syn-Strat’ (Barrett et al., 2018) and to elucidate the amplitude of lake level change for Early-

Middle Pleistocene Lake Corinth, 3) to validate derivations using an independent unit thickness 

extrapolation method; and 4) to make quantitative predictions of unit thickness along-strike 
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variation and diachroneity of key stratigraphic surfaces. This work can be applied to other basin-

fills by demonstrating two complementary methodologies for discerning and quantifying faulting 

and base level signals in the stratigraphic record. We undertake a quantitative analysis of unit 

thicknesses and surfaces that could be used in stratigraphic pinchout assessment and cross-hole 

correlations in syn-rift reservoirs. Finally, the palaeoclimatic data on lake level changes derived 

from the geological record can be used to inform climate-system models for the Pleistocene.

 

 

Figure 4.1. Map of the study area on the southern side of the Gulf of Corinth, Greece. A) Map of 

Greece. B) Schematic diagram of the Selinous and Kerinitis syn-rift fan deltas. C) The highlighted 

position of the two fan deltas along the P-M Fault with the locations of Figures (4.)2, 3 and 4. 

Early-Middle Pleistocene fan deltas that are of interest are shaded in yellow and differentiated 

from present-day fan deltas (green), Middle-Upper Pleistocene fan deltas (grey pattern), other 

contemporaneous syn-rift stratigraphy (grey) and pre-rift strata (white). The main fan delta 

progradation directions are indicated by black arrows. Small ticks on faults indicate throw and 

dip-direction. Currently active faults are in purple and inactive faults are in black. Map is 

modified from Ford et al. (2007; 2013; 2016) after Ghisetti & Vezzani (2004). Active faults and 

mapping of eastern area around the Xylokastro Horst and Ampithea Fault from Gawthorpe et al. 

(2017b). 
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4.2. Tectono-stratigraphic framework 

The Gulf of Corinth marks the axis of the ~100 km long, 60-80 km wide Corinth Rift that was 

activated during the Late Miocene/Early Pliocene (~5 Ma; Collier & Dart, 1991; Leeder et al., 

2008; Ford et al., 2016; Gawthorpe et al., 2017b). Present-day N-S geodetic extension rates are 

up to 15 mm/yr (Clarke et al., 1997; Briole et al., 2000; Avallone et al., 2004; Floyd et al., 2010), 

which are accommodated on N- and S-dipping normal faults (McNeill et al., 2005; Bernard et al., 

2006; Bell et al., 2008). The oldest part of the rift (Rift 1, ~5-3.6 to 2.2-1.8 Ma; Ford et al., 2013; 

2016; Nixon et al., 2016; Gawthorpe et al., 2017b) lies furthest south in northern Peloponnesos, 

where faulting was focussed at that time on the Kalavryta, Doumena, Valimi Faults (Fig. 4.1) and 

other southern border faults. At this time the Kalavryta alluvial system fed sediment northwards, 

and fluvial and marginal lacustrine environments prevailed (Lower Group; Ford et al., 2016). In 

the eastern part of the rift (Fig. 4.1), the Kyllini, Mavro, Kefalari and Nemea fan deltas built out 

into the basin (as described by Gawthorpe et al., 2017b). There was an upward deepening through 

the ‘Rift 1’ sequence at ~3.6 Ma (Gawthorpe et al., 2017b) from deposition of the fluvial-marginal 

Korfiotissa and Ano Pitsa Formations, to the deep lacustrine Pellini and Rethi-Dendro 

Formations, referred to as the ‘Great Deepening’ (Leeder et al., 2012).  

Northward migration of faulting (Goldsworthy & Jackson, 2001; Ford et al., 2013; 2016; Nixon 

et al., 2016) onto the Pyrgaki-Mamoussia (P-M) Fault in the west and faults to the east occurred 

at ~1.8 Ma (Ford et al., 2016; Gawthorpe et al., 2017b). In the immediate hangingwall of the 

faults, thick syn-rift fan deltas built northwards. Four syn-rift fan deltas that sit along-strike from 

one another in the hangingwall of the P-M Fault developed in the west: the Selinous, Kerinitis, 

Vouraikos and Platanos fan deltas (from W-to-E, Fig. 4.1). The early development of syn-rift fan 

deltas along the whole length of the P-M Fault suggests that it grew rapidly in length. The 

contemporaneous P-M Fault hangingwall fan deltas sit within the Middle Group (Ford et al., 

2007; Rohais et al., 2007; Backert et al., 2010). Pollen analysis at Vouraikos was used to date the 

Middle Group, which constrained the development of the P-M fan deltas to the Early-Middle 

Pleistocene (~1.8-0.7 Ma) but within a period of 500-800 kyr (Ford et al., 2007). Subsequent 
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northward fault migration onto the Helike fault system at ~800 ka (Ford et al., 2016) resulted in 

the uplift of western Plio-Pleistocene syn-rift stratigraphy in the footwall of the modern, parallel 

West Helike Fault, exposing a ~6 km wide fault block terrace. During uplift, the fan deltas were 

subject to erosion from their own feeder rivers that now supply the modern fan delta systems on 

the coast. Predominant lacustrine conditions with discrete periods of marine incursion lasted until 

~600 ka, before marine conditions prevailed due to opening at the western end of the gulf to the 

Ionian Sea (Rion Straits) and/or at the eastern end to the Aegean Sea (Corinth Isthmus) (Collier 

& Thompson, 1991; Ford et al., 2016; Nixon et al., 2016; Gawthorpe et al., 2017b).  

Here, we focus on the system in the hangingwall of the P-M Fault (Fig. 4.1), which dips 50-55° 

towards the north, and has a maximum throw of >1200 m. The P-M Fault strikes WNW-ESE and 

is traced ~24 km from SW of Aigio to SW of Akrata. The fault juxtaposes pre-rift Mesozoic 

limestones in the footwall against Plio-Pleistocene hangingwall syn-rift fan delta deposits. We 

study two syn-rift fan deltas, the Selinous that sits towards the western fault tip, and the adjacent 

Kerinitis that sits nearer the fault centre. The fan deltas were influenced by: a) high slip rates on 

the P-M Fault as a result of rapid extension across the rift; and b) cyclic lake level and 

sedimentation changes from climatic variations. 

 

4.3. The Gilbert-type fan deltas 

4.3.1. The Kerinitis fan delta 

The Kerinitis Gilbert-type fan delta is presented in Figure 4.2 in the form of a 3D outcrop model. 

Kerinitis, studied since the 1990s (Ori et al., 1991; Dart et al., 1994; Gawthorpe et al., 1994; 

Backert et al., 2010), is exposed on the western side of the modern Kerinitis river valley (~200 m 

above sea level) along a 3.8 km SW-NE dip section from the P-M Fault towards the West Helike 

Fault. Topsets are back-tilted by ~18° and thicken towards the P-M Fault (Fig. 4.2). The exposed 

section cuts the fan delta’s eastern side, where foresets dip ~25° towards N040°. The fan delta 

extends laterally ~6 km along the P-M Fault, west of the Kerinitis River where it interfingers with 
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the Selinous fan delta between the village of Pyrgaki and the Taxiarches Monastery (Fig. 4.1). In 

total, Kerinitis covers an area of 15 km2 and is ~800 m thick; the base of the fan delta is not 

exposed in the Kerinitis valley, but is exposed in the footwall of the West Helike Fault. The point 

source of the Kerinitis fan delta incised the P-M footwall at a topographic low on an early relay 

zone (Backert et al., 2010), shown as a hard link on the fault (Fig. 4.1). Its position was locked 

into the landscape as fault linkage occurred. We interpret the lack of deformation penetrating the 

Kerinitis delta from the western end of the Mamoussia Fault to indicate early fault linkage with 

the Pyrgaki Fault with respect to the exposed fan delta strata.  

Backert et al. (2010) undertook the most recent and comprehensive study of the Kerinitis fan 

delta, whereby they characterised its architecture and facies, presented a trajectory analysis, and 

interpreted three stages of fan delta growth linked to initiation, growth and death of the controlling 

P-M Fault. The fan delta is divided into three zones from south to north, comprising fan delta 

topsets, a transition zone, and fan delta foresets, respectively (Fig. 4.2). They identify four facies 

associations (topset, foreset, bottomset and prodelta) and 11 key surfaces. Trajectory analysis 

reveals abrupt landward shifts in the topset-foreset breakpoint at each key surface, followed by 

gradual basinward progradation through each stratal unit. The cyclic stratal units within the fan 

delta are interpreted to record eustatic variations upon a background subsidence-dominated 

regime, in which high rates of fault subsidence overcame base level falls, in agreement with earlier 

studies (Dart et al., 1994; Gawthorpe et al., 1994). 
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Figure 4.2. The stratigraphic architecture of Kerinitis. A) UAV photogrammetry-based 3D outcrop model. B) Key stratigraphic surfaces interpretation by 

Backert et al. (2010) overlain onto 3D outcrop model. Note overall aggradational stacking trend between units and on the scale of the whole delta, with topsets 

generally overlying topsets and foresets generally overlying foresets.  
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Figure 4.3. The stratigraphic architecture of Selinous. A) UAV photogrammetry-based 3D 

outcrop model. B) Interpretation of major stratigraphic units and surfaces overlain onto 3D 

outcrop model – colours are arbitrarily assigned to highlight the individual units. C) Cross-

sectional sketch of the Selinous fan delta with grey box to indicate area of outcrop model images 

in A and B. Note the aggradational stacking trend on the scale of the whole fan delta, with topsets 

generally overlying topsets and foresets generally overlying foresets. 

4.3.2. The Selinous fan delta 

The Selinous Gilbert-type fan delta is presented in Figure 4.3 using a 3D outcrop model and 

schematic dip section. It is referred to as Selinous in Ford et al. (2007; 2013) and Backert et al. 

(2010), and as Palaeo-Meganitis in Ford et al. (2016). The Selinous fan delta has a width of ~6 

km and its centre sits ~4 km from the western tip of the P-M Fault. It is exposed on the western 

side of the modern Selinous river valley (~150 m above sea level in the valley floor) along a 6 km 

long SSW-NNE dip section from the P-M Fault towards the West Helike Fault. Topsets thicken 

and are back-tilted by ~12° towards the P-M Fault (Fig. 4.3). The main section is along the west 

side of the Selinous river valley, where foresets dip ~21° towards N310°. On the eastern side of 

the valley, foresets dip ~23° towards 097° (Fig. 4.1). The fan delta’s eastern limit interfingers 

with foresets of Kerinitis. The base of the fan delta is exposed in the valley in the footwall of a 

secondary normal fault that trends parallel to the P-M Fault. The maximum thickness of Selinous 

is ~400 m. The point source of the Selinous fan delta incises the P-M Fault and continues to feed 

the Late Pleistocene and modern fan deltas. As with Kerinitis, the Selinous fan delta can also be 

divided into three broad zones from south to north, with the most southerly ~2 km zone 

comprising delta topsets, a ~1 km transition zone in the central part and a ~3 km zone of foresets 

and bottomsets to the north (Fig. 4.3).  

 

4.4. Methodology 

In this study we integrate field data with numerical techniques through the five stages of analysis 

listed below. 
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1) Facies and stratigraphic architecture are analysed in the field and augmented with Unmanned 

Aerial Vehicle (UAV) photogrammetry-based 3D outcrop models.  

2) Field observations and trajectory analysis of the middle-upper units of the two fan deltas are 

used to resolve and quantify each allogenic control acting on the delta evolution.  

3) Each control parameter (e.g. subsidence rate, sedimentation rate etc.) is assigned a qualitative 

uncertainty value from 1-5, whereby 1 represents a very low uncertainty estimate and 5 represents 

a very high uncertainty estimate. This is undertaken in order to ascertain which variable is most 

uncertain and in need of refinement with numerical model testing.  

4) The interpreted control parameters are input into 3D sequence stratigraphic forward model, 

Syn-Strat (Barrett et al., 2018), to test the least certain parameter(s). 

5) Finally, an independent unit thickness extrapolation technique is adopted to validate the outputs 

of the numerical modelling.  

4.4.1. Facies analysis 

The facies analysis of major stratal units and key stratigraphic surfaces was undertaken by 

sedimentary logging at cm-scale, documenting lithology, grain size, sedimentary structures and 

the nature of contacts. For characterising the thicker conglomeratic units, sections were logged at 

a dm-scale with support of sketches to capture the geometry of larger-scale features. Palaeocurrent 

data were collected from ripple cross laminations, clast imbrication, and cross-bed and foreset 

plane measurements. Facies associations for both fan deltas are constructed from combinations 

of identified facies, which are presented in correspondence with those of Backert et al. (2010) for 

Kerinitis in Table A in the Appendix. Correlation of key stratigraphic surfaces was carried out by 

walking out beds and surfaces, by annotations of photopanels in the field, and by using UAV 

photogrammetry-based 3D outcrop models in Agisoft Photoscan software.  

4.4.2. Trajectory analysis 

Trajectory analysis of the topset-foreset breakpoint (TFBP) was undertaken at both fan deltas for 

the accessible middle units: 4-8 at Kerinitis and 7-11 at Selinous. The position of the TFBP is 

identified from the transition from flat-lying topsets to steeply-dipping foresets. In inaccessible 
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locations, 3D outcrop models are used to identify the TFBP and assess the spatial continuity of 

stratal surfaces across which the breakpoint moves. If the TFBP is not observed directly, it is 

inferred from environmental transitions between down-dip outcrops at the same stratigraphic 

level. It should be noted that the units at Kerinitis are not correlatable to those analysed at 

Selinous.  

4.4.3. Numerical modelling with Syn-Strat  

In order to refine the quantification of controlling parameters in the basin, we use a 3D sequence 

stratigraphic forward model, Syn-Strat (Barrett et al., 2018). Syn-Strat produces a 3D graphical 

surface representing accommodation in the hangingwall of a normal fault, resulting from 

spatially- and temporally-variable, tectonic subsidence, sedimentation and base level inputs. Syn-

Strat constructs this surface by combining one-dimensional graphical curves that represent each 

control in time and space. Each parameter is defined along the fault, away from the fault and in 

time. In this study, we plot accommodation along the fault (x) and in time (y), for a given distance 

away from the fault. Stacking patterns or systems tracts are then applied to the surface with 

colours. In this study, we subdivide the relative base level curve with a falling limb and shorter 

periods of lowstand, transgression and highstand on the rising limb. This resembles the sequence 

stratigraphic scheme used by Frazier (1974) and Galloway (1989), and termed ‘genetic sequence’ 

by Catuneanu et al. (2009).  

Previously, the model was used to demonstrate the sensitivity of sequence architecture to multiple 

hypothetical control scenarios, including different relative control magnitudes, subsidence rate 

regimes and sedimentation distribution models. Key outcomes were the quantitative constraint of 

along-strike variation in stacking pattern, and of the nature of diachroneity of sequence boundaries 

and maximum flooding surfaces (Barrett et al., 2018). Here, we input real control parameters 

derived from field observations and trajectory analyses. We refine the least certain control 

parameter (amplitude of base level change) with a number of discrete tests, whilst keeping all 

other control parameters constant, by comparing the modelled output with field observations. The 

test set-up and results are presented in section 4.7.1.  
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4.5. Results 

4.5.1. Sedimentary facies analysis 

The central parts of the fan deltas are the focus of sedimentological descriptions and 

interpretations, where the topset-foreset transition records base level change and the relative 

influence of accommodation and sediment supply. At Selinous, three down-dip locations over 

~800 m distance, covering the middle-to-upper units of the fan delta were studied: S1 - Units 7 

and 8, S2 - Units 8 and 9, and S3 - Units 10 and 11. At Kerinitis, our study also focuses on three 

down-dip locations over ~700 m, covering the lower-middle units of the delta: K1a, b, c - Units 

4 and 7, K2 - Units 5 and 6, and K3 - Units 2 and 3. These are presented on the 3D outcrop models 

in Figure 4.4, but are not constrained as time-equivalent units. 

Sedimentary facies characteristics are similar between the Selinous and Kerinitis fan deltas. 

Eighteen sedimentary facies have been identified: six conglomeratic facies (abbreviated as ‘Co’), 

six sandy facies (abbreviated as ‘Sa’) and six finer facies comprising mudstones and siltstones 

(abbreviated as ‘Fi’). Detailed facies descriptions are provided in Table A in the Appendix and 

further facies information on the Kerinitis fan delta can be found in Backert et al. (2010). The 

facies have been organised into four facies associations (FA) (Figs. 4.5 and 4.6, and Table 4.1) 

that are differentiated based on geometric position (denoted by number) and eight sub-

associations that are differentiated based on depositional environment (denoted by letter). The 

fluvial and shallow water topset FAs (1a-b and 2a-b) and the foreset FA (3) construct the main 

stratal units of the deltas. The bottomset FAs (4a-c) form the thinner, finer-grained intervals 

between the units. 
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Figure 4.4. Locations of detailed sedimentological studies at fan delta topset-foreset transitions: 

A) at Selinous and B) at Kerinitis. Unit interpretations are overlain onto the 3D outcrop models. 

Unit numbers are shown in white. Key stratigraphic surfaces (KSS) are differentiated by colour 

arbitrarily and at Kerinitis, assigned according to the interpretation by Backert et al. (2010). 

Middle-upper units, Units 7-11 are the focus at Selinous and lower-middle units, Units 2-7 are 

the focus at Kerinitis. Insets show position (black box) in the context of each fan delta on wider 

3D outcrop models. Locations of sections are shown in Figure 4.1. 

Table 4.1. Summary of facies associations with geometric position and depositional environment 

interpretations.  

FA code Constituent facies FA interpretation Sub-association  

1a Co1, Co2 
Fluvial topset 

Channel fill 

1b Co1, Sa2, Sa6, Fi3 Delta plain 

2a Co4, Co5 Shallow  

marine topset 

Beach barrier 

2b Co5 Lower shoreface 

3 Co3, Co4, Sa4 Foreset  

4a Sa1, Sa3, Fi1, Fi2, 

Fi4 

Bottomset 

Distal 

4b Sa1, Sa2, Sa4, Sa5, 

Fi1-3, Fi5, Fi6 

Intermediate 

4c Co6, Sa1-6, Fi1, 

Fi2 

Proximal 
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4.5.1.1. FA1 - Fluvial topsets 

We identify two fluvial topset FAs with 1a) channel-fill and 1b) delta plain interpretations (Fig. 

4.5). The channel-fill FA constructs the largest proportion of the fan delta topset deposits (~95%). 

FA 1a is characterised in Unit 7 at Location S1 (Selinous) and in Unit 3 at Location K3 (Kerinitis) 

as a poorly-sorted, sandy gravel-cobble conglomerate with crude laminations and clast 

imbrication. The clasts are sub-angular to sub-rounded and the bed bases are highly erosional 

(facies Co1 and Co2 in Table A, Appendix). We interpret this deposit to be the product of bedload 

transport in a high-energy fluvial flow regime.  

The fan delta plain FA (1b) is characterised in Unit 8 at Location S2 (Selinous) (Figs. 4.4 and 4.5) 

and at the top of Unit 2 at Location K3 (Kerinitis) as a poorly-sorted, sandy gravel-cobble 

conglomerate (facies Co1, Sa2, Sa6 and Fi3 in Table A, Appendix). The cobbles are <10 cm 

diameter and sub-angular, implying limited transport time from source to deposition. The gravelly 

coarse sand beds present normal grading and contain cm-thick, red palaeosols, indicating 

subaerial exposure.  

4.5.1.2. FA2 - Shallow water topsets 

Two shallow-water topset FAs have been identified: 2a) beach barrier and 2b) lower shoreface 

(Fig. 4.5). The beach barrier FA (2a) is characterised at Location S3 (Selinous) by bi-directional 

metre-scale cross-beds with well-sorted, open-framework, rounded and discoidal pebbles (facies 

Co4 and Co5 in Table A, Appendix). This indicates textural maturity and character typical of 

beach reworking (Fig. 4.5). FA 2a is present at the top of Unit 10 at Selinous Location S3 and is 

overlain by a finer-grained interval and subsequently by the 10 m-scale foresets of Unit 11 (Fig. 

4.4). We have not observed FA 2a at Kerinitis, but Backert et al. (2010) report a foreshore FA at 

the top of Unit 7. The lower shoreface FA is present in the lower part of Unit 8 at Location S2 

(Selinous) and comprises m-scale bi-directional, asymptotic cross-beds resembling hummocky-

cross stratification (facies Co5 in Table A, Appendix), typical of storm reworking below fair 

weather wave base. 
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4.5.1.3. FA3 - Foresets 

The foreset FA represents most of the down-dip parts of the exposed fan delta successions (Figs. 

4.1, 4.2 and 4.5). At Selinous, the foreset FA is apparent in Unit 8 at Location S1, Unit 9 at 

Location S2, and Unit 11 at Location S3 (Fig. 4.4). At the Kerinitis study locations, the foreset 

FA is apparent in Unit 7 at Location K1a, b and c and Unit 6 at K2. The foreset FA is represented 

by steep, basinward-dipping (between 22° and 25°), 10-350 m high cross-beds. The cross-beds 

comprise well-sorted, clast-supported (and sometimes open-framework), sub-rounded cobble 

conglomerate with some inverse grading and many scours (facies Co3, Co4 and Sa4 in Table A, 

Appendix). In some places, the conglomeratic foreset units are separated by preserved, gently-

dipping finer-grained intervals (e.g. Fig. 4.5), but in most cases these are eroded. The foreset 

facies association was emplaced in a high energy environment occupied by avalanching sediment 

gravity flows, characteristic of the upper foreset slope. The height of the foresets indicates the 

palaeo-water depth and ranges from a few metres when the foresets built over a previous delta 

topset (e.g. S1-3; Fig. 4.4), to a few hundred metres, when they built beyond the previous fan 

delta TFBP and into the deep water basin (e.g. Figs. 4.5 and 4.7).  
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Figure 4.5. Sedimentological details of Facies Associations 1-3 – fluvial topsets, shallow water 

topsets and foresets. A) FA 1: log and field photograph of FA 1b (delta plain fluvial topset) 

highlighting presence of palaeosol horizons, and field photograph of FA 1a (fluvial channel fill). 

B) FA 2: sketch and field photograph of FA 2a (beach barrier) and field photograph of FA 2b 

(lower shoreface). Note m-scale asymptotic hummocky cross-stratification in FA 2b. Sketch of the 

outcrop section revealing FA 2a is provided to highlight key features – m-scale, bi-directional 

cross-beds, texturally mature clasts and normally graded cycles (facies Co5). Facies Co5 is 

subdivided here to show fining upwards cycles (1-3); 1 = poorly-sorted, matrix-supported, 

rounded gravel-pebble conglomerate; 2 = open-framework rounded pebbles; 3 = poorly-sorted 

gravel. 3) FA 3: field photographs of 10 m-scale and 100 m-scale foresets at Selinous and 

Kerinitis, and sketch log of foresets at Unit 11, Selinous Location S3. 

4.5.1.4. FA4 - Bottomsets 

Three bottomset FAs have been identified across the fan deltas and are interpreted to represent 

distal (4a), intermediate (4b) and proximal (4c) positions with respect to the sediment input point 

(Fig. 4.6 and Table 4.1). These deposits form the fine-grained intervals between the major 

stratigraphic units. 

The distal bottomset FA (4a) is mainly represented by calcareous mudstone-siltstone (marl) beds, 

and is apparent in the interval between Units 7 and 8 at Location S1 (Selinous; Figs. 4.4 and 4.6). 

There is evidence of soft-sediment deformation and cm-wide, 10 cm-length, sand- and mud-filled 

burrows (facies Sa1, Sa3, Fi1, Fi2 and Fi4, in Table A, Appendix). A 0.8 m thick, laterally 

discontinuous, poorly-sorted, clast-supported sandstone-cobble-grade conglomerate (facies Co4 

in Table A, Appendix) cuts into the finer sediments. We interpret the fine sediments to be 

deposited from dilute turbidity currents and suspension fall-out in a low energy environment, and 

the conglomerate as a debrite sourced from the delta front.  

The intermediate bottomset FA (4b) is evident between Units 10 and 11 at Location S3 (Figs. 4.4 

and 4.6). It is characterised by interbedded sandstone and mudstone beds with some wavy 

laminations. The sandstones are inversely graded with slightly erosive bases and gravel lags 

(facies Sa1, Sa2, Sa4, Sa5, Fi1, Fi2, Fi3, Fi5 and Fi6 in Table A, Appendix), and are interpreted 

as turbidites. Muddy intervals represent periods of quiescence between events, or dilute turbidity 

current deposits. The proximal bottomset FA (4c) is observed between Units 8 and 9 at Location 
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S2, between Units 5 and 6 at Location K2, and between Units 4 and 7 at Location K1a (Figs. 4.4 

and 4.6). It is characterised by coarser, mainly well-sorted sand-gravel-grade sediments (facies 

Co6, Sa1-6, Fi1 and Fi2 in Table A, Appendix), with symmetrical and asymmetrical ripple 

laminations, gravel dune-scale cross-beds, wavy and planar laminations, soft sediment 

deformation (convolute laminations, folds and dewatering structures) and bioturbation. The range 

of structures is interpreted to be due to a more proximal position with respect to the river outlet, 

where hyperpycnal flows and wave processes may have operated near the base of small foreset 

slopes in shallow water.  

 

Figure 4.6. A) Field photographs of FAs 4a and 4b. B) Log of FA4b from the fine interval between 

Units 10 and 11 at Selinous Location S3. C) Log of FA4c from the fine interval between Units 5 

and 6 at Kerinitis Location K2. D) Field photographs of FA4c – note symmetrical ripples, 

indicating shallow water depth.   
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4.5.2. Key surfaces 

4.5.2.1. Flooding surfaces 

Fan delta successions can be subdivided into major stratal units based on stratal terminations (e.g. 

downlaps, onlaps, and truncations) and major facies changes (Mitchum et al., 1977). Fine-grained 

intervals are present between conglomeratic units in the topset regions and transition zones. 

Basinward, fine-grained units are poorly preserved, with one exception at Location K1b 

(Kerinitis). However, their correlative expression can be traced down-dip into the foreset region 

using onlap and downlap patterns, and dip changes between foresets. In both fan deltas, the fine-

grained intervals are similar in their position (generally preserved in the topset regions and 

transition zones) and thickness (~2 m). Locally, the bases of the fine-grained intervals are slightly 

erosional. The facies of the fine-grained intervals range from laminated mudstones and deformed 

siltstones (FA 4a), interbedded siltstones-sandstones (FA 4b), to rippled sandstones and gravels 

(FA 4c).  

The base of the fine-grained intervals are interpreted to represent transgressive surfaces. The 

maximum flooding surfaces are speculated to be within the fine-grained units in the topset region 

of the deltas above each transgressive surface. The upper part of the fine-grained intervals may 

be contemporaneous with the foreset progradation and therefore represent the subsequent 

regressive trend. In the analogous modern conglomeratic deltas along the southern shore of the 

Gulf of Corinth, fine-grained deposits are restricted to: 1) inter-distributary bays, 2) lagoons, 3) 

fluvial overbanks, and 4) shelfal, shallow water bottomsets, away from the dynamic, coarse-

grained, gravity-driven processes in the foreset region, and where dilute turbidity currents and 

suspension fall-out processes dominate. The two former interpretations are omitted based on the 

absence of rootlets, palaeosols, intact fauna or overall palaeocurrent changes that would indicate 

delta lobe avulsion and thus a migration to an inter-distributary bay setting. In addition, the fine-

grained intervals are too widespread to represent a single lagoon in this setting. In the more 

proximal parts of the fan delta, it is not possible to characterise the fine-grained intervals, so it is 
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possible that they could comprise of fluvial overbank deposits (Backert et al., 2010). However, 

an interpretation of transgressive reworking of the topset region and deposition of shelfal fines is 

favoured.  

We do not infer a great water depth for the deposition of the bottomset facies, and interpret the 

fine-grained deposits to represent shelfal fines as opposed to slope/abyssal plain fines when 

positioned landward of the large, basinward-dipping foresets. Where small foresets prograde in 

shallow water in the proximal topset region, widespread bottomset deposition over the previous 

fan delta topset occurs (Fig. 4.7).  If the previous delta topset, and thus the subsequent overlying 

bottomset, lies at a water depth above storm wave base, upper and lower shoreface environmental 

facies are possible, even though geometrically they were deposited in the bottomsets (FA4b and 

FA4c). Bathymetry data of the Late Pleistocene and modern Selinous deltas (Cotterill, 2002; 

McNeill et al., 2005; Fig. 4.7) support the intercalation of bottomset and topset deposits. The 

topset of the Late Pleistocene delta (Y in Fig. 4.7) is overlain by the fine sediment of the modern 

system’s bottomset (X in Fig. 4.7). Debrites from the modern system are identified in the 

bottomset of X that are placed on the topset of Y. 
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Figure 4.7. Geometric position of shallow water bottomsets (FA4c). A) Diagram shows the 

position of two hypothetical delta units X and Y to show the juxtaposition of underlying topsets of 

Y and overlying bottomsets of X in shallow water. The bottomsets of X are in a water depth above 

storm wave base and therefore present shallow water facies even though they are geometric 

bottomsets. B) Sketch of the modern Selinous fan delta (X), prograding over the Late Pleistocene 

Selinous fan delta (Y) as an example of the juxtaposition shown in A (position shown in Fig. 4.1). 

Bathymetry data from Cotterill et al. (2002) and McNeill et al. (2005). 

 

4.5.2.2. Sequence boundaries 

In most cases, there is evidence for minor erosion of the fine-grained intervals by overlying topset 

units during progradation. However, deeper erosion (at the scale of several metres depth) that is 

subaerial in nature is only expressed at Selinous. At Selinous Location S2, the progradational 
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foresets of Unit 9 infill a ~4 m deep erosional surface that incises into the underlying fine-grained 

interval. Where the fine-grained interval is missing, foresets are seen to directly overlay Unit 8, 

which comprises fluvial delta plain facies (FA1b) with several palaeosols (Fig. 4.8). The large 

lateral extent of the surface, traceable across the length of the whole fan delta, and the basinward 

shift of depositional environments, supports an interpretation of the erosive surface as a sequence 

boundary formed by a relative base level fall. Between Units 7 and 8 at S1, another surface with 

erosion of several metres depth is apparent and could be a sequence boundary. The bottomset 

deposit at this location is finer, and therefore interpreted to be more distal, than those at S2.  

At Kerinitis, there is a ~100 m deep erosional cut at Key Stratal Surface 5 (KSS5) between the 

foresets of Units 3 and 7. Backert et al. (2010) attribute this to a large-scale submarine mass failure 

unrelated to relative base level change. Otherwise, major surfaces at Kerinitis appear to be either: 

1) associated with major facies changes with limited erosion, or 2) erosive with a lack of subaerial 

indicators and occurring at the base of foresets (‘cuspate erosion surfaces’ in Backert et al., 2010). 

These erosion surfaces are not interpreted to represent sequence boundaries due to the lack of 

evidence of subaerial exposure. We interpret that the erosion surfaces form by autocyclic 

processes, in agreement with the interpretation from Backert et al. (2010). Figure 4.8 shows the 

difference in the nature of key stratigraphic surfaces between Selinous (erosive sequence 

boundary) and Kerinitis (non-erosive surface) with examples from S2 and K3. 

In summary, sequence boundaries are interpreted near the fault tip at Selinous, but not near the 

fault centre at Kerinitis. One explanation is that Kerinitis is positioned near the fault centre where 

greater subsidence could counteract basinwide relative base level falls (cf. Gawthorpe et al., 

1994).  
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Figure 4.8. Sketch and field photographs to present an erosional surface apparent at Selinous 

Location S2 between Units 8 and 9, interpreted to be a sequence boundary. Photographs shown 

from KSS2 between Units 1 and 2 of a non-erosive surface at Kerinitis as comparison. Geologist 

for scale is 1.75 m. Numbers indicated in blue represent Facies Association codes. 

 

4.5.3. Stratal stacking patterns 

4.5.3.1. Description of stratal stacking patterns 

At both fan deltas, the major stratal units are dominated by conglomerates, comprising FA 1 and 

2 in the topsets and FA 3 in the foresets. The topsets extend for up to 2 km away from the fault to 

the TFBP, where restored stratigraphic dips increase from sub-horizontal to 20-25°. Average unit 

thickness is thinner at Selinous (~25 m) at Selinous compared to Kerinitis (~60 m). At both fan 

deltas, the units thicken towards the fault by ca. 10 m. The thicknesses of the units are generally 

uniform through time at Selinous. At Kerinitis, unit thickness generally increases towards the 

middle part of the fan delta and thins towards the top (Backert et al., 2010). The units also thicken 

into the foreset regions down-dip with foreset heights reaching >350 m, as the fan deltas 

prograded into deeper water depths towards the basin centre. At Selinous, we observe fifteen 
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stratal units. At Kerinitis, we observe eleven stratal units, but the base of the Kerinitis succession 

is not observed. Previously, Kerinitis has been subdivided into twelve (Dart et al., 1994) or eleven 

stratigraphic units, with the uppermost unit designated as the Kolokotronis fan delta of the Upper 

Group (Backert et al., 2010). A ‘proto-delta’ (Stratal Unit 0 in Backert et al., 2010) recording 

initiation of subsidence is also identified towards the base of Kerinitis and is differentiated based 

on the interpretation of a sequence boundary at the top, drainage realignment and basinward shift 

of the subsequent units (Backert et al., 2010).  

Trajectory analysis of the TFBP (Figs. 4.7 and 4.9) was undertaken at both fan deltas for the 

middle units: Units 4-8 at Kerinitis and Units 7-11 at Selinous. It should be noted that these units 

were chosen for analysis based on accessibility alone and there is no evidence for correlation 

between the units. Trajectory analysis for the whole of the Kerinitis fan delta is presented by 

Backert et al. (2010). Figure 4.9 shows schematic dip sections of the two fan deltas juxtaposed 

along the P-M Fault, with the trajectory analysis of each for comparison. The unit thicknesses are 

normalised to emphasise the relative patterns in the trajectory styles. From the trajectory analysis, 

it appears that the stacking patterns are similar at both fan deltas across three scales, from stacking 

within units (10 m-scale), stacking between units (100 m-scale), to stacking of the whole fan delta 

succession (several 100 m-scale).  

At Selinous, there is a progradational-to-aggradational style within Units 7-10, as shown by the 

climbing basinward trajectory of the TFBP. Unit 11 has a different trajectory, as small-scale (10 

m) foresets are apparent closer to the fault. This is shown by the proximal climbing basinward 

trajectory of the TFBP (aggrading), followed by the horizontal basinward trajectory (prograding). 

Between Units 7 and 11 at Selinous there is generally retrogradation, i.e. the final TFBP of each 

unit is landward of that of the previous unit (Fig. 4.9). However, the Selinous fan delta is 

aggradational given the overall limited horizontal migration of the TFBP. Within Units 4-8 at 

Kerinitis, there appears to be a progradational-aggradational stacking pattern that resembles the 

style of Units 7-11 at Selinous. The final TFBP of Unit 5 is landward of that of Unit 4, indicating 

a phase of retrogradation. The final TFBP of Units 6 and 7 are basinward of their underlying units, 
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indicating a phase of retrogradation. Finally, Unit 8 is landward of that of Unit 7, and indicates 

retrogradation. Backert et al. (2010) compile the fan delta units into three packages and interpret 

the lower package (Units 1-3) as progradational, the middle package as progradation-

aggradational (Units 4-9) and the upper package as progradational (Units 10-11). Although there 

are variations in stacking pattern, the overall position of the TFBP between Units 4 and 8, and 

indeed of the whole fan delta, migrated a limited distance (~1.5 km; Fig. 4.9). Therefore, Kerinitis 

also exhibits an overall aggradational stacking pattern. It is not possible to access and characterise 

the fine-grained intervals across much of the topset part of the fan deltas with some exceptions, 

so it is not possible to define the landward extent of flooding.  

4.5.3.2. Interpretation of stratal stacking patterns 

The progradation-aggradation within the units at both fan deltas was a response to building out 

into space created by base level rise and subsidence, with sedimentation initially exceeding and 

then keeping pace with space creation. The retrogradational phase at Selinous, between Units 7-

11, represents a time when the relative base level rise outpaced the sedimentation rate. The 

aggradational phase at Kerinitis between Units 4-8 represents a time when sedimentation was 

equal to the space available. The overall aggradational trend observed in both fan deltas is a 

response to overall sedimentation having kept pace with accommodation generation. The greater 

unit thickness in the topset region at Kerinitis than Selinous may be attributed to the greater space 

made available from a higher subsidence rate near the fault centre than near the fault tip. 

At both fan deltas there is clear cyclicity, with several major conglomeratic stratal units separated 

by fine-grained intervals, both with relatively constant thickness within each fan delta. Autocyclic 

switching of channel position is intrinsic to the architecture of fan delta tops. However, based on 

previous studies and repeated airborne photography of the Gulf of Corinth over the last 75 years, 

it is apparent that the rivers on the delta tops avulse on a decadal-centennial timescales (Soter & 

Katsonopoulou, 1998; McNeill & Collier, 2004). Here we are characterising an assumed larger 

scale cyclical behaviour. Such organised cyclicity is unlikely to develop from clustering of 

seismic activity (Scholz, 2010) as the long term velocity field over this timescale of 10-100 kyr 
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is constant, due to the viscous flow of the lower crust (Wdowinski et al., 1989). Given this, and 

the fact that low-mid latitude Pleistocene lakes are characterised by high amplitude base level 

fluctuations (Gasse et al., 1989; Benson et al., 1998; Marshall et al., 2011; Lyons et al., 2015; 

Marchegiano et al., 2017), the cyclicity is attributed to periodicity in lake level change associated 

with climate. Previous authors also advocate this interpretation (Dart et al., 1994; Backert et al., 

2010). Sediment supply is also likely to fluctuate with climate (Collier et al., 1990; 2000). 

Therefore, during the existence of the lake, climatic changes associated with orbital forcing 

influenced the evolution of the coast through fluctuations in both base level and sediment supply 

(Collier, 1990; Leeder et al., 1998; Moretti et al., 2004; Gawthorpe et al., 2017b). Lake level is 

interpreted to have risen and fallen multiple times throughout the Early-Middle Pleistocene with 

close to zero net change over the build times of the fan deltas. Without the addition of fault-related 

subsidence, there would be no space for the sediments to accumulate on the topsets, as each base 

level fall would remove the space created by each base level rise. Instead, distinctly 

progradational stacking pattern would be apparent with a consistent sediment supply, which is 

not apparent. Sedimentation must therefore have kept pace with the space creation from 

subsidence.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9. Summary diagram of architectural stacking at both fan deltas in their respective 

positions along the P-M Fault. Trajectory analyses of topset-foreset breakpoint of both fan deltas 

are shown alongside the cross-sections. Topset-foreset breakpoints are shown by black filled 

circles and trajectory paths are shown by black lines. Study Locations S1-3 and K1-3 are 

indicated. Unit thicknesses on trajectory analysis diagrams are normalised to emphasise the 

relative patterns in the trajectory styles. The trajectory of Unit 4 is less certain (question marks). 

Solid lines show observable trajectories in the transition zone and dashed lines show our 

interpretation of retrogradation back to the fault and/or correlative surfaces to downdip 

maximum flooding surfaces. Kerinitis cross-section from Gawthorpe et al. (2017a) after Backert 

et al. (2010).  
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4.6. Quantification of controls 

Here, we attempt to use the field data to discern and quantify the architectural controls on fan 

delta evolution. Subsidence rates can be estimated using the thickness of the syn-rift successions 

over the time through which the fan deltas built (fan delta build time), sedimentation rates from 

the combination of thickness accumulated and stacking pattern over time, and base level change 

from extrapolation of unit thickness to the fault tip where subsidence is zero. We assign qualitative 

uncertainty values (1-5) to each control parameter, where 1 represents a very low uncertainty 

estimate and 5 represents a very high uncertainty estimate. This approach identified which 

variable is most uncertain and would be a focus for numerical model testing. Table 4.2 presents 

each control parameter and uncertainty estimate. 

Local climate varied in response to orbital forcing during the Early-Middle Pleistocene with the 

~41 kyr dominant cyclicity (Capraro et al., 2005; Dodonov, 2005; Suc & Popescu, 2005) that is 

recorded worldwide (Emiliani, 1978; Head & Gibbard, 2005; Lisiecki & Raymo, 2007). This is 

assigned a low uncertainty value of 1. The Gulf of Corinth was mainly lacustrine (Lake Corinth) 

between ~3.6 Ma and ~600 ka (Freyberg, 1973; Collier, 1990; Moretti et al., 2004; Gawthorpe et 

al., 2017b). It is likely that lake levels fluctuated as a result of the well-constrained cyclical 

climatic changes, but it is not known how the lake level changed and whether it mimicked global 

sea level fluctuations. Various studies from the Late Pleistocene show low-mid latitude lakes 

fluctuating with the same periodicity as global sea level, e.g. Lake Lisan, Dead Sea (Torfstein et 

al., 2013), Lakes Tana and Tanganyika, East Africa (Gasse et al., 1989; Marshall et al., 2011), 

Mono and Owens Lakes, California (Benson et al., 1998), Lake Trasimeno, Italy (Marchegiano 

et al., 2017), with low lake levels corresponding to events during glacial periods (low global sea 

level). However, the climate response (precipitation-evaporation balance) to such events is 

spatially variable and it is also unknown whether this Late Pleistocene trend is representative of 

climate changes during the Early-Middle Pleistocene. The cyclical stratigraphy and facies of the 

deltas indicate that lake level changes did occur, and a frequency of ~41 kyr in line with climate 

during the Early-Middle Pleistocene is consistent with the age of the fan deltas.  
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Palynological data from the adjacent and contemporaneous Vouraikos delta indicate that the fan 

deltas started to build at ~1.8 Ma (Ford et al., 2007), and stopped developing when they began to 

be uplifted in the footwall of the West Helike Fault. Using uplift rates on the contiguous East 

Helike Fault of 1-1.5 mm/yr (De Martini et al., 2004) and present-day final topset elevation (~800 

m) of the fan delta, an age for their demise is estimated as 530-800 ka (Ford et al., 2007). The age 

constraint from palynology and uplift rates of ~1.8-~700 ka supports the use of ~41 kyr as the 

dominant cyclicity.  

Assuming the cyclicity is not autogenic, and each fine-grained interval contains a maximum 

flooding surface on the rising limb of a relative base level curve, the deposition of each unit 

represents one climatic cycle. At Selinous, there are fifteen stratal units, each representing ~41 

kyr of deposition, from which we infer that the fan delta built over a total of 615 kyr. At Kerinitis, 

the base is not exposed, but there are at least eleven stratal units and so the minimum delta build 

time is 450 kyr. If the ‘proto-delta’ at the base was to be included in our framework or the lower 

units were exposed, this estimated build time would be longer. These approximations are 

consistent with previous estimates of fan delta build time based on palynological analysis of the 

concurrent and adjacent Vouraikos fan delta of 500-800 kyr (Malarte et al., 2004; Ford et al., 

2007), and therefore we assign these build time estimates with a low uncertainty value of 2.  

There is far greater uncertainty on the amplitude of lake level change. The unit thicknesses at 

Kerinitis are ~60 m and at Selinous are ~25 m. As both fan deltas developed only 6 km apart, in 

the hangingwall of the same fault, the lake level fluctuations affecting both systems were the 

same, and the difference in unit thicknesses is mainly due to variation in local subsidence rate. 

Subsidence was greater at Kerinitis than at Selinous; at least 35 m of unit thickness accounts for 

the contribution from additional subsidence at Kerinitis. Therefore, the maximum base level rise 

during one cycle is 25 m. As Selinous sits close to the fault tip but still underwent subsidence, 

lake level change would have been less than 25 m. The amplitude of lake level rise is assigned a 

high uncertainty value of 4.  

Neither succession has undergone significant burial or compaction. The thickness of syn-rift 

sediments against the fault, and therefore maximum total subsidence at Selinous is ~400 m. The 
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sediment is inferred to have accumulated over 615 kyr, which gives an average subsidence rate 

of 0.65 m/kyr. At Kerinitis, there is an estimated thickness, and therefore estimated total 

subsidence of ~800 m, which is calculated based on average topset unit thickness of 65 m, average 

topset thickening into the fault of ~10 m and 11 observable units. We infer that the sediment 

accumulated during 11 cycles over at least 450 kyr, which gives a minimum average subsidence 

rate of 1.77 m/kyr. The axes of the two fan deltas are positioned 6 km apart along-strike of the 

fault, and therefore using the two estimated average subsidence rates, subsidence decay per 

kilometre is approximately 0.19 m/kyr towards the fault tip. As Kerinitis is positioned is 10 km 

from the western fault tip and the fault is ~24 km in length, it sits ~2 km to the east of the fault 

centre, and therefore the average subsidence rate there is slightly lower than the maximum on the 

fault. The Vouraikos fan delta sits ~3-4 km to the west of the fault centre and has a thickness of 

>800m (Ford et al., 2007). Extrapolating the subsidence decay rate derived between Selinous and 

Kerinitis towards the fault centre gives an estimated average minimum subsidence rate at the 

centre of the fault of 2.15 m/kyr. This estimate is highly comparable to Holocene fault-related 

subsidence rates from the Gulf of Corinth (2.2-3.5 mm/yr, McNeill & Collier, 2004), the Gulf of 

Patras, central Greece (average of 2-5 mm/yr, and 1-2 mm/yr away from the main border faults, 

Chronis et al., 1991) and the Wasatch Fault Zone, Basin and Range Province, USA (<2 mm/yr, 

Schwartz & Coppersmith, 1984; Machette et al., 1991; Gawthorpe et al., 1994). The syn-rift 

sediment thicknesses (total subsidence) is well-constrained and we consider the fan delta build 

time has relatively low uncertainty, hence the subsidence rates are assigned an equivalent low 

uncertainty value of 2. If each cycle had a ~20 kyr or ~100 kyr period, then the calculated 

subsidence rate would change, but this is neither consistent with the current understanding of 

climate in Greece in the Early-Middle Pleistocene, nor typical fault displacement rates in the 

region (McNeill & Collier, 2004; Capraro et al., 2005; Dodonov, 2005; Suc & Popescu, 2005). 

The aggradational stacking trend at both fan deltas reveals that overall sedimentation rate kept 

pace with subsidence rate over the fan delta build times. Accordingly, as aggradation is present 

at both fan deltas and there is greater subsidence at Kerinitis, the sedimentation rate must be higher 

at Kerinitis. By dividing the total thickness of syn-rift sediment by the time taken for the sediment 
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to accumulate, the average sedimentation rate at Selinous must be ~0.65 m/kyr, and at Kerinitis 

the average sedimentation rate is higher at ~1.77 m/kyr. This is similar to estimates for the 

Vouraikos fan delta that sits along-strike from Kerinitis (Fig. 4.1), where sedimentation rates are 

estimated to be 1.3-2 mm/yr (Ford et al., 2007). We refer to a sedimentation rate, and not a 

sediment supply rate, as some of the sediment may have been bypassed to the deep basin (e.g. 

Stevenson et al., 2015), or redistributed along-strike. Although justified as an estimate, an average 

sedimentation rate does not reflect any probable variation over the fan delta build time, for 

example from climate or slip rate related changes in erosion rate, we therefore assign these a high 

uncertainty value of 4.  
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Table 4.2. Quantitative field observations and control parameter derivations, with assigned 

uncertainty values (1-5). 1 = low uncertainty; 5 = high uncertainty.  

 Parameter Selinous Kerinitis Uncertainty 

value (1-5) 

O
b
se

rv
at

io
n
s 

Number of units 15 11 1 

Total thickness of fan deltas 
ca. 400 

m 
> 800 m 1 

Thickness of units 25 m 60 m 1 

Distance between the two fan deltas 6 km 1 

 
Unit thickness decay rate along fault 5.8 m/km 1 

In
te

rp
re

ta
ti

o
n
s 

Total subsidence 
ca. 400 

m 
>800 m 1 

Climate change periodicity ca. 41 kyrs 1 

Lake level change periodicity ca. 41 kyrs 2 

Delta build time 615 kyrs 
>451 

kyrs 
2 

Subsidence rate 
0.65 

m/kyrs 

>1.77 

m/kyrs 
2 

Magnitude of lake level rise through 

each climatic cycle 

<25 m 

10-15 ma 

12 mb 

4 

2a 

2b 

Average sedimentation rate 
0.65 

m/kyrs 

>1.77 

m/kyrs 
2 

 
Sedimentation model through time Variable 4 

aValues refined from numerical modelling exercise with Syn-Strat  

bValues refined using independent thickness extrapolation method 
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4.7. Reducing uncertainty of control parameters 

4.7.1. Numerical modelling with Syn-Strat 

To reduce the uncertainty and more accurately quantify the major controls, we undertake a 

numerical modelling exercise using Syn-Strat (Barrett et al., 2018). Syn-Strat produces a 3D 

graphical surface representing accommodation in the hangingwall of a normal fault, resulting 

from tectonic subsidence, sedimentation and sea- or lake-level inputs. Stacking patterns or 

systems tracts can be applied to the surface. Control parameters that have been derived from the 

field data are input into the model (Fig. 4.10). Various sensitivity tests are performed, whereby 

one of the controls with the least uncertainty is varied to assess the closest match to the field 

observations. Magnitude of base level change and sedimentation rate have the greatest uncertainty 

(Table 4.2). Although the variation in sedimentation rate through time is unknown, we have some 

constraint on average sedimentation rate from the aggradational stacking patterns at both fan 

deltas. Lake level change amplitude was tested, and is varied at 5 m intervals from 5 m to 30 m 

(Fig. 4.11). The field observations that we compare are the presence of sequence boundaries at 

Selinous and absence at Kerinitis, and are taken from sections cutting the eastern margins of the 

fan deltas (positions are indicated on the flattened plots, CI-CVI in Fig. 4.11 by the dashed lines). 

Figure 4.10 explains the set-up of the numerical modelling tests. The size of the basin is defined 

first in the model and represented by the size of the matrix. In this case, we define the fault block 

width (6 km) and length (24 km), and the distance between the axis of each fan delta (6 km). The 

sediment input points are placed at the respective positions of the fan deltas along the fault; 4 km 

(Selinous) and 10 km (Kerinitis) from the western fault tip. For the timescale, we take the 

maximum fan delta build time, which is derived from Selinous as 615 kyr. Each parameter is 

defined with one dimensional graphical curves plotted along the fault (x), away from the fault (y), 

and in time (t) (Fig. 4.10A1).   

We present the subsidence and lake level controls alone (Fig. 4.10A), in order to show the 

resultant relative base level curve without sedimentation inputs. All parameters are kept constant, 

other than the parameter in question (lake level amplitude). The 3D output shows relative base 
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level change at every point along the length of the fault for a position in the immediate 

hangingwall of the fault (red line on the schematic diagram in B2 of Fig. 4.10). This position is 

chosen as it is where the maximum topset unit thickness is observed and has been used to calculate 

the subsidence and sedimentation rates. Systems tracts (or stages of a base level curve) can be 

applied to a 3D relative base level (A2 and A3 of Fig. 4.10), just as they can to a traditional 1D 

relative base level curve. With the given parameters, it is apparent that the key stratigraphic 

surfaces are diachronous along the fault due to the subsidence variation. The falling limb of the 

relative base level curve (purple segment on Fig. 4.10A) and therefore sequence boundary is 

defined as the onset of the fall (between yellow and purple segments). It is not expressed at the 

fault centre, because subsidence outpaces the maximum rate of lake level fall. Sedimentation fills 

the space made available through time (Fig. 4.10B), so that at each time step, the space for 

subsequent deposition is a result of the preceding base level change, subsidence and sedimentation 

(Barrett et al., 2018). The addition of the sedimentation curves in time and space (Fig. 4.10B1) 

produces an accommodation curve that is reduced from sediment-filling at the positions of the 

fan deltas (Fig. 4.10B3).  
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Figure 4.10. Input parameters for numerical model Syn-Strat, derived from field observations, 

and example outputs. A) Relative base level curve inputs and output: A1) 1D input curves 

representing subsidence and lake level in time and space; A2) the subdivision of a relative base  

level curve that is applied to the 3D surfaces; A3) resultant surface showing 3D relative base 

level through time, along the length of the fault. B) Sedimentation inputs incorporated to produce 

an accommodation surface: B1) 1D inputs of sedimentation in time and space B2) schematic 

diagram with red line to indicate position of the plots relative to the fault, i.e. a position in the 

immediate hangingwall of the fault; B3) resultant 3D accommodation surface. Positions of 

Kerinitis and Selinous are shown by K and S labels, respectively. Sequence boundaries are 

positioned between yellow and purple sections and are apparent at the fault tips, but absent 

towards the fault centre in both A3 and B3. Note reduced accommodation at fan delta locations 

in B3 due to sediment-filling. Amplitude of lake level change is varied in the sensitivity tests (pale 

yellow). EFT = East Fault Tip; WFT = West Fault Tip. 
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The suite of sensitivity tests show that the diachroneity of stratigraphic surfaces decreases with 

increasing amplitude of base level, as the subsidence control becomes less dominant (Fig. 4.11). 

In the test with the lowest base level change (5 m; CI), the onset of relative base level fall occurs 

~6-12 kyr earlier at the centre of the fan deltas than at the margins, whereas in the highest 

amplitude base level change test (30 m; CVI), it appears to occur at the same time along the fault, 

and any diachroneity is below the resolution of the model. There is a clear difference in the nature 

of sequence boundaries diachroneity between the tests. There are also changes within each test 

through time. It appears that the diachroneity generally increases through time and in doing so, 

progressively limits the sequence boundaries to positions closer towards the centre of the fan 

deltas. This is likely to be in response to the subsidence and sedimentation rates increasing 

through time in the model (Fig. 4.10). Our analysis was undertaken in the middle to upper units 

of the fan deltas and so it is here in the model outputs that we assess the presence or absence of 

sequence boundaries.  

When the amplitude of base level change is >20 m (Fig. 4.11, CIV, CV and CVI), sequence 

boundaries are expressed across both Kerinitis and Selinous. In the field, however, we observe 

sequence boundaries at Selinous, but not at Kerinitis. In the 5 m amplitude test (Fig. 4.11, CI), 

sequence boundaries are present at the centre of both fan deltas as here there is maximum 

sedimentation; the sediments fill and exceed the available accommodation and this causes the 

system to prograde basinwards. However, at the margins of the fan deltas, where sedimentation 

is lower, the sequence boundaries are not expressed. As we observe sequence boundaries at the 

margin of Selinous, this test is also not comparable to our observations. For base level change 

amplitudes of 10 m and 15 m (Fig. 4.11, CII and CIII), sequence boundaries are expressed in the 

model results in the middle-upper units at the margin of Selinous, but not at Kerinitis, which 

match our field observations. These tests are performed with average sedimentation rate 

equivalent to subsidence. Sedimentation rate is unlikely to be higher than our estimates, but could 

be lower. In this case, the effect of a relative base level rise would be amplified, so a lower lake 

level amplitude would be required to give the same response to match our field observations. The 

lake level change amplitude estimate is therefore a maximum value. In the 15 m amplitude change 
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test (Fig. 4.11, CIII), sequence boundaries are absent at Kerinitis in the upper units, but present 

in the middle units. In the field, the middle units (Units 4-8) do not reveal sequence boundaries, 

hence the 10 m amplitude lake level change amplitude is more consistent with field observations 

than the 15 m. However, we recognise that uncertainties in the inputs do not allow us to constrain 

the magnitude of lake level amplitude change to less than 5 m, henceforth we utilise a unit 

thickness extrapolation approach to validate the numerical modelling output.  
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Figure 4.11. Results from numerical modelling sensitivity tests with Syn-Strat. The amplitude of 

lake level (A) is varied from 5 m to 30 m at 5 m intervals. 3D accommodation surface is shown 

as example (B). Flattened accommodation surfaces are presented for each test with stages of base 

level curve presented to allow visualisation of stratigraphic surface extent (CI-CVI). Sequence 

boundaries (SBs) are between yellow and purple sections. Positions of Kerinitis and Selinous are 

shown by K and S labels, respectively. Approximate outcrop section positions are indicated by 
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dashed lines. The 5 m amplitude test (CI) reveals sequence boundary absence at both outcrop 

section positions, and the 20-30 m (CIV-CVI) amplitude tests reveal the presence of sequence 

boundaries at both outcrop section positions – not comparable to field observations. The 10 m 

and 15 m amplitude tests (CII and CIII, highlighted in green) reveal absence of sequence 

boundaries at the outcrop section position at Kerinitis and presence of sequence boundaries at 

the outcrop section position at Selinous – most comparable to field observations – refining the 

amplitude of lake level fluctuations during the Early-Middle Pleistocene to 10-15 m.  

4.7.2. Refinement of lake level change using unit thickness extrapolation method 

Lake level changes of 10-15 m amplitude are supported by the extrapolation of unit thicknesses 

towards the fault tip (Fig. 4.12). Average unit thickness of the Kerinitis topsets is ~60 m and at 

Selinous is ~25 m. The thickness contribution from subsidence is at least 35 m at Kerinitis and 

reduces towards the fault tip (in blue on Fig. 4.12). The unit thickness decay between Kerinitis 

and Selinous occurs over 6 km, with a decay rate of 5.8 m/km. If the same assumed linear unit 

decay trend is extrapolated a further 4 km to the fault tip, where fault-controlled subsidence is 

theoretically zero, the units would hypothetically lose a further 23 m thickness, leaving 12 m of 

possible unit thickness at the fault tip. There must be a space created for this thickness of sediment 

to accumulate at the fault tip as subsidence is zero, and fluctuation of lake level associated with 

climate change is the most likely mechanism. There is no actual stratigraphy preserved at the fault 

tip because there is no net accommodation gain in the immediate hangingwall of the P-M Fault. 

This analysis assumes that there is no additional space creation from other nearby faults, 

background subsidence or underlying topography for the sediments to fill. The calculated 12 m 

base level change is comparable with the model estimate of 10-15 m.  
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Figure 4.12. Along-strike graphical cross-section to show unit thickness decay extrapolation 

towards the western fault tip. This is to derive a hypothetical unit thickness at the fault tip, where 

subsidence is zero and any remaining thickness may have accumulated in space derived from 

base level change, thus providing an independent derivation of the amplitude of base level change 

through the Early-Middle Pleistocene in Lake Corinth (12 m), in support of our modelling results 

(10-15 m). The semi-circular lines are presented to show the extent of the deltas along the fault 

and to highlight the greater thickness of Kerinitis than Selinous. 

 

4.8. Implications 

The implications for this work are threefold: 1) we demonstrate a method for dissociating base 

level from faulting, which could be applied to a number of other rift basin-fills; 2) we present a 

quantitative modelling approach to the analysis of stacking and surfaces, constrained by field data, 

that could be applied to stratigraphic pinchout assessment and cross-hole correlations in reservoir 

analysis; and 3) we derive a lake level change amplitude for the region, which could aid regional 

palaeoclimate studies and inform broader climate-system models.  

4.8.1. Applications to other basins 

Two independent methods – forward modelling with Syn-Strat and unit thickness extrapolation – 

provided comparable results for lake level change amplitude in Lake Corinth through the Early 

to Middle Pleistocene (10-15 m). Other studies have presented the problem of dissociating base 
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level from faulting in rift basins. Dorsey & Umhoefer (2000) attribute the accommodation 

creation for the Pliocene vertically stacked deltas in the Loreto Basin, Gulf of California to 

episodic fault-controlled subsidence near the fault centre, and to eustasy near the fault tip, by 

correlation of parasequences to a marine oxygen isotope curve. It is likely that subsidence rate 

outpaced eustasy near the fault centre to restrict the development of sequence boundaries to the 

fault tips. By utilising our methods, it would be possible to affirm whether the stacking cyclicity 

observed is attributable to faulting or base level change. The numerical modelling approach with 

Syn-Strat is not limited to rift basins. Any mechanism that creates or reduces accommodation 

(e.g. salt diapirism or thrust folding) could replace the normal fault in the model and sequence 

stratigraphic evolution in these settings could be assessed. In areas with good age/eustatic sea 

level constraints, and for given sedimentation rates, different structural styles could be tested to 

find the best fit to the observed stratigraphy.  

4.8.2. Subsurface appraisal 

By comparing two fan deltas we have been able to constrain the interplay of allogenic controls 

responsible for their depositional architectures. The study of a single fan delta would not have 

been sufficient to do this, hence we highlight the importance of studying multiple systems within 

a single basin-fill. With subsidence rates of 0.65 m/kyr at Selinous at ~4 km from the western 

fault tip, 1.77 m/kyr at Kerinitis at ~10 km from the tip, there should be a maximum subsidence 

rate of 2.14 m/kyr at the fault centre (~2 km further along-strike). Unit thickness could, for 

instance, be extrapolated along-strike to provide a hypothetical estimate of 72 m at the fault centre, 

assuming predominantly aggradational stacking geometries. We cannot test this in the area as no 

fan delta is located exactly at the fault centre and there is no point source at the fault tip. However, 

in other settings the ability to predict the variation of stratigraphic thickness along-strike is 

important for assessment of stratigraphic pinchout in hydrocarbon reservoirs. The modelling work 

also demonstrates the extent and nature of diachroneity of sequence boundaries along-strike. Such 

spatiotemporal variability in erosion can have implications for reservoir unit correlation and 

connectivity. Barrett et al. (2018) demonstrate that the surfaces are not only diachronous, but how 
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that diachroneity may change along the fault and through time for given scenarios. Here, we go 

one step further and quantify that variation. For example, in the 10 m lake level amplitude test, 

the sequence boundary occurs ~6 kyr earlier at the centre of the fan deltas than at the margins 

(Fig. 4.11). In a subsurface setting, this method could improve confidence in cross-hole 

correlations of these surfaces.  

 

4.8.3. Implications of a lake level change amplitude of 10-15 m 

Early-Middle Pleistocene climate for the Mediterranean region has been studied using palynology 

(e.g. Capraro et al., 2005; Suc & Popescu, 2005; Joannin et al., 2007) and speleothem analysis as 

a proxy for local rainfall and air temperature (e.g. Dotsika et al., 2010). Climate fluctuated 

between cold and dry, and warm and wet periods in association with global climatic records 

during this time (Head & Gibbard, 2005, and references therein). We interpret that these climate 

changes resulted in changes in the level of Lake Corinth, which have been estimated to have an 

amplitude of 10-15 m. The geological record of amplitude is a valuable resource and our estimated 

value could inform hydrological budget calculations in both regional palaeoclimate studies of the 

Gulf of Corinth or Mediterranean, and broader climate-system numerical models that require lake 

level data as an input. Numerical models used to predict how future climate may impact a region 

require quantitative palaeoclimatic data from multiple proxies from the land and ocean to 

understand the forcing mechanisms behind observed climatic patterns, and also to validate and 

improve the models themselves (Abrantes et al., 2012, Luterbacher et al., 2012).  

The volume of water that a 10-15 m change in lake level represents is crudely calculated for the 

Middle Pleistocene Lake Corinth. The lake boundaries are taken from Nixon et al. (2016) and do 

not include the Alkyonides Basin that may have been disconnected at that time (Nixon et al., 

2016). A ~240 km perimeter is estimated and a volume change of ~17-26 km3 (order of 1010 m3). 

How a 10-15 m rise would have impacted the coastline is dependent on the coastal gradient and 

local sediment supply. With an average gradient of the shelf slope in the Gulf of Corinth of 2.8° 

(from the Alkyonides Basin, Leeder et al., 2002), a 10-15 m change in lake level would cause the 
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coastline to shift by 250-310 m. However, considering parts of the coastline positioned on a fan 

delta, with topset gradients of <0.1° and foreset gradients of ~22°, this shift would be highly 

variable, depending on whether there is a lake level rise or fall. Starting at the topset-foreset 

breakpoint, a fall of 10-15 m, would cause the shoreline to advance only 25-40 m due to the steep 

foreset slope (not including effects on sediment supply). On the other hand, a rise of 10-15 m 

from the breakpoint would cause a potential shoreline shift of 5-10 km, due to the near-horizontal 

(0.1°) topset. In reality, coastal topography and the border faults would prevent such a dramatic 

shift, but this could explain the ~2.5-3 km extent from the P-M Fault of the fine-grained intervals 

that contain the maximum flooding surfaces between each major unit observed at both Selinous 

and Kerinitis.  

 

4.9. Conclusions 

We have undertaken the first sedimentological and stratigraphic study of the Selinous syn-rift fan 

delta in the Gulf of Corinth, Greece, and made comparisons with the adjacent and 

contemporaneous Kerinitis syn-rift fan delta. In doing so, we demonstrate that a multi-system-

study approach is an effective way of understanding and quantifying allogenic basin controls. 

This is the first detailed comparison of stratigraphic architectures between along-strike systems 

in the hangingwall of a normal fault, positioned near the fault centre and near the fault tip. 

Eighteen facies and eight facies associations were identified between the deltas, and distinguished 

in terms of their topset to bottomset geometric position and depositional environments. Maximum 

flooding surfaces are apparent at both fan deltas between the major stratal units, but sequence 

boundaries are only observed at Selinous, near the fault tip. In spite of this, stacking patterns are 

similar between the fan deltas, as shown by trajectory analyses of both, with evidence of: 1) 

progradation within the units (10 m-scale), 2) retrogradation at Selinous and aggradation at 

Kerinitis between middle-upper units (100 m-scale), 3) aggradation at the fan delta scale (400-

800 m). This implies that overall sedimentation kept pace with accommodation in both cases. As 

subsidence rate is lower at Selinous near the fault tip, average sedimentation rate must also be 
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lower there than at Kerinitis. The duration for the whole of each fan delta to build were estimated 

- 615 kyr for Selinous and at least 450 kyr for Kerinitis. Controlling parameters were quantified 

from field observations, including subsidence and average sedimentation rates of 0.65 m/kyr at 

Selinous and >1.77 m/kyr at Kerinitis, and assigned uncertainty values from 1-5. The amplitude 

of lake level change through time was deemed the most uncertain parameter. Numerical 

modelling with Syn-Strat was undertaken using the presence of sequence boundaries at both 

localities in various scenarios, to reduce the uncertainty and better constrain the amplitude of lake 

level change. Lake level changes of 10-15 m were estimated from the model and supported by an 

independent calculation of 12 m from unit thickness extrapolation towards the fault tip. The study 

has three broad outcomes: 1) demonstration of two complementary methods to identify and 

quantify faulting and base level signals in the stratigraphic record, which could be applied to other 

rift basin-fills, 2) a quantitative approach to the analysis of stacking and surfaces, constrained by 

field data, that can be applied to stratigraphic pinchout assessment and cross-hole correlations in 

reservoir analysis; and 3) an estimate of lake level change amplitude in Lake Corinth for the Early-

Middle Pleistocene, which could aid regional palaeoclimate studies and inform broader climate-

system models. 
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4.12. Appendix 

Table A. Summary of sedimentary facies identified across Selinous and Kerinitis deltas with code, description and indication of corresponding facies codes 

from Backert et al. (2010) from Kerinitis. Facies abbreviations: Co, conglomerates; Sa, sandstones, Fi, siltstones and mudstones. 

Facies code Facies description Process interpretation Backert et al. (2010) 

scheme code 

Co1: Matrix-

supported 

conglomerate 

Poorly-sorted, matrix-supported (sand-gravel), gravel-cobble grade conglomerate. Sub-

rounded to sub-angular clasts <15 cm. Some cases of normal grading to fine sand. Cm- 

to dm-thick beds.  

High energy bedload transport G2: Matrix-supported 

conglomerate 

Co2: Stratified 

conglomerate 

Poorly-sorted, variable matrix- and clast-support (sand-gravel), pebble-cobble grade 

conglomerate, sub-horizontal bedding. Cm- to dm-thick beds. 

Bedload transport/longitudinal 

bedforms  

G1c: Crudely stratified 

conglomerate 

Co3: Dipping 

conglomerate 

Steeply dipping (~25°), poorly-sorted, clast-supported gravel-boulder conglomerate. 

Mostly sub-rounded, large pebble and cobble clasts (<15 cm diameter), occasional small 

boulders (<25 cm). Matrix of coarse sand-gravel. In some cases locally imbricated. <1m 

thick open framework lenses. Cuts and scours. >10 m-thick beds. 

Gilbert-type delta foresets, 

characterised by erosive 

sediment gravity flows on 

steep slopes 

G1b: Steeply dipping 

conglomerate 

Co4: Clast-

supported 

conglomerate 

Well to poorly-sorted, clast-supported, pebbly conglomerate with occasional cobbles. 

Mainly sub-rounded to sub-angular clasts (<10 cm). Inverse grading. Some beds pinch 

out laterally. Cm-dm thick beds. 

Granular flow G1a: Well-to poorly-

sorted structureless 

conglomerate 

Co5: Cross-

bedded 

conglomerate 

Well-sorted, matrix- and clast-supported parts (some open-framework), gravel-cobble 

conglomerates. Clasts are mainly rounded-discoidal (<16 cm). Dm- to m-scale cross-

beds with 21-24° dip, locally with an asymptotic geometry. Some beds pinch out 

laterally. Inverse and normal grading within beds and gradational contacts.  

Dune migration by bedload 

transport and wave and storm 

reworking 

G1e: Cross-stratified 

conglomerate 

Co6: 

Interbedded 

conglomerate-

gravelly sand 

Mostly poorly-sorted, matrix-supported interbedded pebble-cobble grade conglomerate 

and gravelly coarse sand. Sand is generally laminated with gravel and with dispersed 

pebbles. Some cobble beds are open-framework and well-sorted or poorly-sorted and 

clast-supported. Beds <20 cm thick. 

Variable energy regime 

sediment gravity flows - 

avalanche grain flows and high 

density turbidity currents 

 

Sa1: Graded 

sandstone 

Well-sorted, inverse or normal grading, very fine-very coarse sandstone. Mainly 

massive, but in some cases with some parallel laminations at the base or faint cross-beds 

near the top. Cm- to dm-thick beds. 

Turbidity current – Bouma 

TA-C 

S4: Inversely or normal 

graded sandstone 

Sa2: Massive 

sandstone 

Poorly-sorted, massive fine-medium sandstone with cm-scale gravel lag at bases. Some 

cases evidence of weak normal grading.  Dm-thick beds. 

Medium energy flow regime, 

bedload transport 

S1: Structureless 

sandstone 
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Sa3: Interbedded 

sand and gravel 

lenses with shell 

clusters 

Interbedded fine sand and gravel lenses (<5 cm thick and <50 cm length), pinching out 

over 15-150cm. Occasional sub-rounded pebble clasts. Some gravel lenses fine laterally 

into fine-medium sand. Broken shell fragments, often in clusters within red-coloured 

gravelly-coarse sand matrix.  Dm-thick beds. 

Storm current reworking 

shallow marine sediment 

and transporting downdip 

 

Sa4: Planar- and 

wavy-laminated 

sandstone 

Flat-lying, planar- or wavy-laminated very fine-fine sandstone.  Sometimes inversely 

graded. Cm- to dm-thick beds.  

Upper stage plane beds 

with variable flow 

conditions 

S2: Laminated sandstone 

Sa5: Cross-bedded 

sandstone 

Low-angle cross-bedded very fine-medium sand. Medium sand grade lenses (<2 cm 

long and ~0.5 cm thick). Symmetrical and/or asymmetrical ripples with silt drapes (<0.5 

cm). Cm- to dm-thick beds. 

Wave or current ripple 

and dune migration with 

periods of intermittent 

quiescence 

S3: Cross-bedded 

sandstone 

Sa6: Gravelly 

sandstone 

Poorly-sorted, gravelly coarse sand, some gravelly laminations and small floating 

pebbles. Sometimes with erosive base. Cm- to dm-thick beds.  

Medium energy bedload 

transport or high density 

turbidity current 

S1: Structureless 

sandstone 

Fi1: Wavy-laminated 

siltstone 

Wavy-laminated, ripple cross-bedded, fine calcareous siltstone with scours and soft 

sediment deformation. Normal or inverse grading. Cm-width, 10cm-length sand- and 

mud-filled Planolites burrows. Cm-thick beds. 

Occasional turbidity 

current events – Bouma 

TD-E – with periods of 

quiescence for 

colonisation. Loading 

from dense conglomerate 

above 

F2: Laminated siltstone 

Fi2: Planar-

laminated siltstone 

Planar-laminated siltstone (cm- to dm-thick beds). Some variations in colour from red 

- cream – orange. 

Suspension fall-out and 

intermittent dilute 

turbidity current  

F2: Laminated siltstone 

Fi3: Red-coloured 

sandy siltstone 

Varying thickness (cm-scale) red-coloured sandy silt.   Palaeosol F3b: Variegated siltstone 

Fi4: Organic-rich, 

structureless 

mudstone 

Structureless claystone, dark colour - organic rich. Cm-thick beds. Suspension fall-out with 

anoxic conditions 

 

Fi5: Structureless 

mudstone 

Structureless calcareous mudstone.  Cream or red coloured. Cm- to dm-thick beds. Suspension fall-out F4a: Claystone 

Fi6: Interbedded 

sandstone-mudstone 

Interbedded wavy very fine sandstone and white or pink coloured mudstone. Cm-thick 

beds. 

Suspension fall-out and 

intermittent dilute 

turbidity current  

F3a: Interbedded siltstone 
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Syn-rift delta interfan successions: archives 
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Abstract 

Models that aim to capture the interactions between sediment supply, base level and tectonism 

recorded in fan delta successions in rift basins have not considered the stratigraphic archive 

preserved in interfan areas; yet interfan stratigraphy can provide a complementary record to the 

fan delta axes. The exhumed Early-Middle Pleistocene Kerinitis and Selinous fan deltas, in the 

hangingwall of the Pyrgaki-Mamoussia Fault, Corinth Rift, Greece, offer an ideal laboratory for 

the assessment of interfan architecture. Furthermore, using the geometry of adjacent present-day 

fan deltas, interfans are classified into three end-members. The classification is based on their 

lateral separation, which determines the degree of interfingering of topset, foreset and bottomset 

deposits. Qualitative (facies, stratal geometries, nature of key surfaces) and quantitative 

(stratigraphic thickness, bedding dip, palaeocurrents, breakpoint trajectories) data were collected 

in the field and from unmanned aerial vehicle photogrammetry-based 3D outcrop models of the 

exhumed fan delta successions. The ancient Kerinitis-Selinous interfan architectures record: i) 

initial westward progradation of the Kerinitis fan delta into the interfan area (Phase 1), ii) 

subsequent progradation of the Selinous fan delta into the interfan area and asymmetric growth 

of both fan deltas eastward (Phase 2), iii) stratal interfingering of foresets from both systems 

(Phase 3), and iv) relative base level fall, erosion and reworking of sediments into the interfan 

area (Phases 4-5). The K-S interfan evolution is linked to initial net subsidence of the P-M Fault 

(Phases 1-3) and subsequent net uplift (Phases 4-5) resulting from a northward shift in fault 

activity. The interfan area provides a more complete stratigraphic record than the proximal axial 

areas of the fan deltas of the early stages of basin uplift, through higher preservation potential and 

protracted submergence. Therefore, for the most comprehensive insight into basin evolution, 

interfan analysis should be undertaken in concert with analysis of the fan delta axes.  
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5.1. Introduction 

The sedimentary successions preserved between adjacent, contemporaneous fluvial, deltaic or 

deep water fan systems (Fig. 5.1) preserve an alternative stratigraphic archive to the fan axes 

(Higgs, 1990; Hook et al., 2003; Bhiry & Occhietti, 2004; Leppard & Gawthorpe, 2006; Assine 

et al., 2015; Turner & Connell, 2018). The interfan area is defined here as the area between two 

lines that project from the apices of two fan deltas to their intersection at the most distal point of 

bottomset interfingering (Fig. 5.1). In this area, the fans coalesce from the proximal to distal parts. 

Identification of the most distal point of bottomset interfingering in modern and ancient systems 

is challenging, and as such the definition can be considered a theoretical, rather than a measurable 

limit.  

 

Figure 5.1. Source-to-sink block model with interfan areas highlighted in alluvial, deltaic, and 

deepwater settings. A: shows deltaic interfans more specifically defined as the area between two 

lines that project from the two fan delta apices to their intersection at the most distal point of 

bottomset interfingering.  

The interfan areas between fan deltas may record the sedimentary response to relative base level 

changes, yet are unstudied and therefore remain a missing piece in the published conceptual 

models that aim to capture the interactions of sediment supply, base level and tectonism in rift 

basins (Leeder & Gawthorpe, 1987; Gawthorpe et al., 1994, 1997; Gawthorpe & Leeder, 2000, 
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Leeder et al., 2002; Young et al., 2002). The interfan offers a complementary stratigraphic record 

to the fan delta axes of relative base level change and tectono-sedimentary evolution. For 

example, during a relative base level fall, the fan delta axis may become exposed and degraded, 

but the deeper and more sediment-starved interfan will remain submerged and thus preserve a 

more complete record of sedimentation and basin evolution. The frontal deepwater setting along 

the fan delta axis may also record this transition in deepwater sediments, but the interfan area 

captures the interaction of two adjacent fan deltas through basinal change, as well as offering a 

more proximal record. The key regressive and transgressive surfaces that mark the pivotal 

moments in relative base level change can also be expressed differently (e.g. suppressed erosion 

or thicker condensed intervals) and may be diachronous (Barrett et al., 2018). Thus, a better grasp 

of interfan sedimentary facies, architecture and stratal surfaces would allow a more complete 

understanding of along-strike interactions between adjacent fan deltas during basin evolution.  

The southern shore of the Gulf of Corinth (Fig. 5.2) offers an ideal field laboratory for exploring 

interfan architectures, as there are a series of modern fan deltas along the coast, Late Pleistocene 

lowstand fan deltas that are submerged and imaged in bathymetry data, and a number of exhumed 

syn-rift fan deltas that formed along normal faults since ~1.8 Ma (Ford et al., 2016; Gawthorpe 

et al., 2017a). A number of studies focus upon the stratigraphic architecture of the Early-Middle 

Pleistocene Gilbert-type fan deltas in the Gulf of Corinth: Evrostini/Ilias (Zelilidis & 

Kontopoulos, 1996; Zelilidis, 2003; Rohais et al., 2007a; 2008; Gobo et al., 2014; 2015), Kryoneri 

(Gawthorpe et al., 2017b), Vouraikos (Ford et al., 2007), Kerinitis (Ori et al., 1991; Poulimenos 

et al., 1993; Dart et al., 1994; Gawthorpe et al., 1994; Backert et al., 2010; Gawthorpe et al., 

2017b) and Selinous fan deltas (Poulimenos et al., 1993; Barrett et al., 2019). These studies 

highlight the sedimentary facies distribution and sequence stratigraphic relationships within these 

deposits, and the role of tectonics, lake level and sediment supply on fan delta development. 

However, none of these studies address the interfan areas between the fan deltas.  
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Figure 5.2. A) Location map of southern shore of the Gulf of Corinth with the Early-Middle 

Pleistocene Kerinitis and Selinous fan deltas highlighted. Modified from Barrett et al. (2019) 

after Ford et al. (2007; 2013; 2016), Ghisetti & Vezzani (2004) and Gawthorpe et al. (2017a). B) 

Modern fan deltas on topographic map (Google Earth) and Late Pleistocene examples imaged in 

bathymetry data. Numbers denote interfan classification according to scheme in Fig. 5.11. 

Bathymetry data from McNeill et al. (2005) and Cotterill et al. (2002). C) Area of focus with key 

sections and localities indicated. Position of C is indicated in A and B. Pel. = Peloponnesus. 

Locations of Figs. (5.) 3, 4, 7, 8 and 9 are indicated. 
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Here, the focus is placed upon the interfan area between the Early-Middle Pleistocene, Selinous 

and Kerinitis syn-rift fan deltas located in the immediate hangingwall of the Pyrgaki-Mamoussia 

Fault. Geometric observations from the associated modern and Late Pleistocene submerged fan 

deltas are used to inform the analysis. The aim of this paper is to advance our understanding of 

along-strike interactions in syn-rift settings through analysis of interfan stratigraphy. Using field 

data and UAV photogrammetry-based 3D outcrop models, the objectives of the study are to: 1) 

describe and interpret the Kerinitis-Selinous (K-S) interfan evolution from the stratigraphic 

architecture and sedimentology; 2) propose a classification scheme for ancient interfans based on 

modern delta geometries; 3) discuss the mechanisms for the observed asymmetry in the ancient 

and modern fan deltas, and the value of including interfan analysis in sedimentary basin analysis. 

 

5.2. Study area  

The Corinth Rift was activated at ~5 Ma (Collier & Dart, 1991; Leeder et al., 2008) and currently 

accommodates extension rates of up to 5-10 mm/yr across the Gulf of Corinth (Clarke et al., 1997; 

Briole et al., 2000; Avallone et al., 2004; Floyd et al., 2010). The locus of faulting on the southern 

coast of the present gulf has migrated northwards over time (Goldsworthy & Jackson, 2001; 

Leeder et al., 2008; Ford et al., 2013; 2016; Nixon et al., 2016), recording two major rifting phases 

(Gawthorpe et al., 2017a; Rohais & Moretti, 2017). Rift 1 occurred from 5-3.6 Ma to 2.2-1.8 Ma, 

and strain was accommodated on the present-day onshore faults. In the west, activity was focussed 

upon the Kalavrita Fault in Northern Peloponnesos, before activity migrated basinwards onto the 

Pyrgaki-Mamoussia (P-M) Fault (study area, Fig. 5.2) at ~1.8 Ma (Ford et al., 2016; Gawthorpe 

et al., 2017a). Rift Phase 2 commenced, and the Kerinitis and Selinous fan deltas formed, before 

activity migrated from the P-M Fault onto the Helike Fault system around ~0.8 Ma (Ford et al., 

2013). Today, strain is primarily accommodated on faults offshore in the Gulf of Corinth (Nixon 

et al., 2016). Lacustrine conditions prevailed during Rift 1, with a transition from episodic marine 

incursions to periodically fully-marine conditions during Rift 2 (~0.6 Ma). This occurred as the 
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Gulf of Corinth opened during interglacial highstands to the Ionian and Aegean seas and into its 

modern configuration (Freyberg, 1973; Collier, 1990; Collier & Thompson, 1991; Moretti et al., 

2004; Rohais et al., 2007b; Ford et al., 2016; Nixon et al., 2016; Gawthorpe et al., 2017a; Rohais 

& Moretti, 2017).  

Siliciclastic sediments sourced from the Hellenide fold and thrust belt (eroded Mesozoic 

carbonates, radiolarites and Cenozoic turbidites) were transported northwards and deposited syn-

kinematically during Rift phases 1 and 2 (Degnan & Robertson, 1998; Ford et al., 2013; 

Gawthorpe et al., 2017a). The related stratigraphy is split into three groups in the study area; the 

Lower, Middle and Upper Groups (Rohais et al., 2007a; Ford et al., 2007; 2013; 2016). The Lower 

Group was deposited during Rift 1, and the Middle and Upper groups during Rift 2. The earliest 

fluvial and marginal lacustrine deposition occurred from the widespread Kalavrita River system, 

now preserved in the Lower Group. Subsequently, giant syn-rift fan deltas prograded into the 

hangingwalls of the major faults: Platanos, Vouraikos, Kerinitis and Selinous (from east to west) 

in the hangingwall of the P-M Fault, and Evrostini/Ilias to the east of the study area (Fig. 5.2).  

The P-M Fault hangingwall deltas constitute the Middle Group, deposited during early Rift 2 

(Gawthorpe et al., 2017a). The age of these deltas is constrained to ~1.8-0.7 Ma based on pollen 

analysis at the Vouraikos fan delta (Ford et al., 2007). These syn-rift sediments on the P-M Fault 

terrace are the target of this study. Previous studies interpret the mudstone-sandstone deposits in 

Melissia Valley (Figs. 5.2 and 5.3) as the fluvio-lacustrine Melissia Formation (Backert et al., 

2010), constituting part of the older Lower Group (Ford et al., 2007; 2013). These authors describe 

this succession as being unconformable with overlying fine-grained deposits of the Zoodhochos 

Formation within the Middle Group, which are interpreted to represent distal turbidites in a 

bottomset setting (Backert et al., 2010). However, the present study did not observe substantial 

facies variations between the deposits of the Zoodhochos and Melissia formations, nor was the 

erosive contact reported by Backert et al. (2010) identified. An alternative interpretation is that 

all of the fine-grained deposits in Melissia Valley represent fan delta bottomsets to the Selinous 

and Kerinitis foresets updip (Middle Group), and are equivalent to the Zoodhochos Formation of 
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Backert et al. (2010). Projection of key surfaces within the Selinous foresets into the bottomsets 

using 3D outcrop models has allowed their correlative foreset packages to be approximately 

constrained. In addition, the base of the Selinous fan delta axis directly overlies basement rocks; 

fine-grained fluvio-lacustrine deposits are absent. The Upper Group consists of younger marine 

terraces and smaller Gilbert-type fan deltas with erosive bases, primarily deposited in the 

hangingwall of the Helike Fault system (Rohais et al., 2007a; Ford et al., 2007; 2013; 2016).  

The focus of this study is the eastern part of the Selinous fan delta and the western part of the 

Kerinitis fan delta, in the hangingwall of the P-M Fault (Middle Group) (Figs. 5.2C and 5.3). The 

Kerinitis fan delta is positioned slightly to the west of the P-M fault centre and the Selinous fan 

delta is positioned ~4 km from the western fault tip. Barrett et al. (2019) quantify the minimum 

period of deposition, average subsidence and sedimentation rates at the Kerinitis and Selinous fan 

deltas as >451 kyrs and 615 kyrs, and 0.65 m/kyrs and >1.77 m/kyrs, respectively, based upon 

stratigraphic observations. Numerical modelling was used to quantify the amplitude of climate-

induced lake level changes in Lake Corinth during the Early-Middle Pleistocene at 10-15 m 

(Barrett et al., 2019). Previous studies focus on the facies and stratigraphic architecture of the 

axial sections of the Kerinitis and Selinous fan deltas (Dart et al., 1994; Gawthorpe et al., 1994; 

Backert et al., 2010; Gawthorpe et al., 2017b; Barrett et al., 2019).  

The study area consists of a ~300 m high conglomeratic cliff with a ~2 km wide, main north-

facing exposure (Sections 1-3; Figs. 5.2C and 5.3), and additional west- (Section 4; Figs. 5.2C 

and 5.3) and south-facing (Section 5; Figs. 5.2C and 5.3) exposures that provide 3D constraints. 

Section 1 exhibits thick, west-dipping (‘W-dipping’) units from the Kerinitis fan delta. While 

these are considered in the interpretation, they are not characterised within the stratigraphic 

framework due to limited access and difficulty in obtaining reliable UAV-photogrammetric data 

in that region. The units within Section 2 are generally thinner and stratigraphically higher than 

the units in Sections 3-5, and both east-dipping (‘E-dipping’) and ‘W-dipping’ units are present 

with interfingering geometries. This is considered to be the centre of the interfan area. Section 3 

consists of several thick ‘E-dipping’ foreset units from the Selinous fan delta. Section 4 is a 
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curved, generally west-facing section and Section 5 faces SW. Both Sections 4 and 5 consist of 

‘E-dipping’ units. The Old Taxiarches Monastery is built into the Selinous foresets in Section 5. 

Here, part of the conglomeratic section and a thin, fine-grained interval is accessible (Locality IV; 

Figs. 5.2C and 5.3). Otherwise, access to the interfan sections is limited.  Associated fine-grained 

exposures can be found in the valley to the north of the cliff, near Melissia (Localities V-XI; Figs. 

5.2C and 5.3) and represent the fan delta bottomsets.  
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Figure 5.3. Study area and data overview. 3D outcrop model of the interfan study area was created using UAV-photogrammetry data and Agisoft Photoscan 

software. Stereonets, Sections 1-5, Localities I-XI (bottomset outcrops with coloured planes – created using LIME software) are presented. Green planes 

represent W-dipping (Kerinitis-derived) outcrops. Blue planes represent E-dipping (Selinous-derived) outcrops. Dip data is taken from the field and from 3D 

outcrop model structural planes in LIME software and presented with southern hemisphere-projected stereonet plots using Stereonet software. N = number of 

data points.  
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5.3. Methodology 

A DJI Mavic Pro drone was used to collect the photogrammetric data that was augmented by 

annotated photograph panels and field sketches. Agisoft Photoscan/Metashape and LIME 

software were used to build and interpret the 3D outcrop models (e.g. Fig. 5.3). Sedimentological 

and structural data were collected directly in the field where access allowed and complemented 

by outcrop model measurements where the exposures were inaccessible. Measured sections of 

sandstone successions were collected at millimetre to centimetre-scale to document lithology, 

grain size, sedimentary structures and the nature of bedding contacts. Conglomeratic units were 

logged at decimetre-scale, with the support of sketches to capture the geometry of large-scale 

features, such as the continuity of surfaces. Palaeocurrent data were collected from ripple cross 

laminations, clast imbrication, cross-bed plane measurements and dips of foresets generated from 

sediment gravity flows.  Presented data are unrestored due to the lack of a reliable palaeo-

horizontal datum, but the steepest tectonic tilt is ~12° (S).  

Figure 5.4 outlines the methodology for extracting data from 3D outcrop models, which are able 

to represent measurable objects with a lower limit of ~10 cm. The stratigraphic framework was 

established from interpretation of the interfan cliff section using LIME software to map stratal 

surfaces. The 3D outcrop models allowed qualitative (detailed stratal geometries, nature of major 

surfaces and accurate correlation of surfaces around topography) and quantitative (dip data from 

bedding planes, stratigraphic thickness, topset-foreset breakpoint trajectories and height of 

foresets) data collection (Fig. 5.4). In total, 167 bedding dip measurements were collected in the 

field and using LIME software-based mapping of the 3D outcrop models (Fig. 5.3). Multiple 

measurements within each unit were taken for averages to be calculated. The data have not been 

re-orientated in the absence of a reliable palaeo-horizontal datum. Bedding data collected from 

the outcrop models were validated against field measurements at the Old Taxiarches Monastery 

(Fig. 5.2). The east and west components of dip are used to differentiate between beds or units 

from the Selinous and Kerinitis fan delta systems, respectively. Bedding measurements often have 

north or south dip components as well, but as both fan deltas prograde northward and both are 
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back-tilted to the south towards the P-M fault, the east and west components are the most useful 

diagnostic criteria.  

Correlation of surfaces around topography and constraining the stratigraphic position of 

associated bottomset outcrops in the valley were refined with the use of 3D outcrop models. By 

projecting planes following the dip of the foresets in Sections 3 and 4 into Melissia Valley, the E-

dipping (Selinous) fine-grained, bottomset outcrops could be correlated to their updip foreset 

counterparts in the interfan area. A typical clinoform profile shallows in dip at the foreset-

bottomset transition. Therefore, the constant dip of the projected foreset planes mean that the units 

assigned to bottomset deposits are approximate, but are more likely to be associated with lower 

units than higher units. Where the bottomset outcrops are W-dipping, they are derived from the 

Kerinitis fan delta and cannot be tied updip, but instead their relative position to Selinous units is 

recorded. 

 

5.4. Results 

5.4.1. K-S facies association characterisation 

Eight facies associations (FAs) characterise the Selinous and Kerinitis fan deltas, based on 

geometric position (topset-bottomset) and depositional environment (Table 5.1; Figs. 5.5-7). The 

main fan delta units are constructed from conglomeratic, fluvial and shallow water topset and 

foreset facies associations (FA 1a-b; 2a-b; 3). The facies associations observed in the interfan area 

are the focus: the foreset facies association that occupies the majority of the interfan cliff sections 

(FA 3), and the bottomset facies associations that are found in Melissia Valley, and in the Unit 8-

9 fine-grained interval/flooding surface (FA 4a). An additional facies association to the scheme 

of Barrett et al. (2019) is FA 2c (upper shoreface, which occurs in the shallow water topset; 

Locality I; Fig. 5.2; Table 5.1). Four facies (Table A in Appendix) have been added to the 

bottomset facies association of Barrett et al. (2019).  
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Figure 5.4. Methodology for stratigraphic architecture interpretation and for obtaining quantitative information from UAV photogrammetry-based 3D digital 

outcrop models. A1: observations from part of Section 4, where remnants of fine-grained intervals, truncation, and clear stratal termination geometries allow 

units to be divided and contacts to be classified. Topset-foreset breakpoints (TFBPs) can be identified. A2: interpretation of section shown in A1 with TFBP 

trajectories and foreset heights indicated. B and C: demonstrations of obtaining accurate dip data (convention: dip/dip direction) from small-scale bedding 

planes (assured using field data) in parts of Section 2. D: large-scale planes from unit tops are created and used for projecting across valleys to assist 

correlations and constraining the stratigraphic position of bottomset outcrops (Sections 3 and 4). 3D outcrop models created in Agisoft Photoscan and 

interpreted in LIME software. 
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Table 5.1. Facies associations at the Selinous and Kerinitis fan deltas (modified from Barrett et 

al., 2019). See Table A in the Appendix for facies information. 

FA code Constituent facies FA interpretation Sub-association 

1a Co1, Co2 Fluvial topset Channel-fill 

1b Co1, Sa2, Sa6, Fi3 Delta plain 

2a Co4, Co5 Shallow 

water topset 

Beach barrier 

2b Co1, Co4, Co5, Co7, 

Sa1, Sa2 and Sa4 

Upper shoreface 

2c Co5 Lower shoreface 

3 Co3, Co4, Sa4 Foreset  

4a Sa1-6, Fi1-2, Fi4-8 Bottomset Deep-water 

4b Co6, Sa1-6, Fi1, Fi2 Shallow-water 

 
5.4.1.1. FA 1: Fluvial topsets 

Two fluvial topset facies associations are identified from the fan delta axes: FA 1a) channel-fill, 

and FA 1b) delta plain depositional environments. Channel-fill (FA 1a) is the most common and 

comprises poorly-sorted, sub-angular to sub-rounded, sandy gravel-cobble conglomerate with 

clast imbrication and erosive bed bases. These deposits are interpreted to represent bedload 

deposits during high energy fluvial flow regime. The delta plain FA 1b comprises poorly-sorted, 

sub-angular, sandy gravel-cobble conglomerates interbedded with normally graded, gravelly-

coarse sand beds. Red palaeosols (centimetre-thick) are found between gravelly coarse sandstone 

beds (Barrett et al., 2019). A variable, periodic flow regime is envisaged, with periods of subaerial 

exposure indicative of overbank deposits in a delta plain environment. 

5.4.1.2. FA 2: Shallow water topsets 

The shallow water topset (FA 2) is divided into three sub-associations: 2a) beach barrier, 2b) 

upper shoreface, and 2c) lower shoreface. Only the upper shoreface (FA 2b) is observed in the 

interfan area, during the latest stage. The beach barrier (FA 2a) consists of a mounded body and 

internal bi-directional metre-scale cross-beds, with well-sorted, open-framework and mainly 

rounded pebbles. This indicates textural maturity and character typical of beach reworking. The 

lower shoreface FA 2c comprises metre-scale bi-directional, asymptotic cross-beds resembling 
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hummocky-cross stratification (Barrett et al., 2019). These deposits are characteristic of storm 

reworking below fair weather wave base.  

The upper shoreface (FA 2b) is identified in the interfan area (Locality I, Section 2, Fig. 5.2; logs 

and photographs in Fig. 5.5). Locality I is situated 650-800 m from the fault and the FA 2b are 

the highest and youngest rocks encountered. Figure 5.5 presents representative logs and 

photographs of two of the exposures; one where cross-beds dip eastward and are part of the 

Selinous fan delta, and one where cross-beds dip westward and are part of the Kerinitis fan delta. 

Despite opposing bedding dips between the various outcrops at Locality I, the facies are similar, 

comprising interbedded fine sand to pebble conglomerate (decimetre-scale) beds, between thicker 

(metre-scale) and coarser grained conglomerates at the bases and tops. Several pebbly gravel beds 

pinch out laterally over 1-2 m with slight convex-up geometries. These bedforms generally have 

erosive bases and are matrix- and clast-supported, with sub-angular to rounded clasts. Beds are 

well-sorted, either normally or inversely graded and sands contain gravel and pebble clasts. The 

thicker conglomeratic beds generally coarsen upwards (sometimes normally-graded) and are 

poorly-sorted, mostly clast-supported, pebble-cobble grade with sub-rounded to rounded clasts 

(<18 cm). Clasts are imbricated following the bedding dip (e.g. Log 2; Fig. 5.5).  
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Figure 5.5. Shallow water topset – upper shoreface facies association (FA 2b). Logs 1 and 2 and 

associated photographs show two representative outcrops from Locality I. The bracketed 

numbers on Log 1 correspond to the numbered beds on the outcrop sketch. Yellow = sandstone; 

grey = conglomerate. Log 1 and Log 2 outcrops have an average bed dip/dip direction of 

17°/270° (Kerinitis-derived) and 05°/160° (Selinous-derived), respectively.  

These deposits are interpreted to represent a variable, but generally high energy regime. The lack 

of fine-grained sediment, and the observed lenticular geometry of the beds, maturity of the clasts 

and spatial context within a flat-lying unit, suggests reworking of material in the interfan topset 

area and bedform migration by wave-related currents. The sediments are interpreted to have been 

deposited in an upper shoreface environment with longshore transport as the main depositional 

process. Similar processes are observed at the modern Selinous and Meganitis fan deltas in the 
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Gulf of Corinth, as sediments are reworked with the prevailing westerly wind/wave direction into 

interfan embayments (Fig. 5.2A). 

5.4.1.3. FA 3: Foresets 

The foreset facies association was described previously by Backert et al. (2010) and Barrett et al. 

(2019) and occupies most of the interfan cliff section. It comprises well- to poorly-sorted, clast-

supported and open-framework, sub-rounded, mainly pebble-cobble conglomerates. Scours and 

inverse grading are common. Any matrix is sand-gravel grade, and locally clasts are imbricated. 

Foresets comprise steep, basinward-dipping (22°-25°) beds with heights ranging from ten to a 

few hundred metres, dependent on palaeo-water depth (and subsequent erosion). The processes 

responsible are interpreted to be dominated by sediment gravity flows (conglomerate-rich inertial 

grain flows to non-cohesive debris flows) on the delta foresets (Postma, 1984; Nemec, 1990; 

Orton & Reading, 1993; Sohn et al., 1997; Sohn, 2000; Rohais et al., 2008; Gobo et al., 2015). In 

the interfan, the foresets are accessible and described at Localities II and III on Section 3 and 

Locality IV on Section 5 (Figs. 5.2C and 5.3). 

5.4.1.4. FA 4: Bottomsets 

Bottomset deposits occur in relatively shallow water when delta clinothems build out over a 

previous fan delta topset following a transgression (shallow water bottomsets) and in deeper 

water, basinward of the foreset slope, when it builds past the topset-foreset breakpoint (deep water 

bottomsets). The interfan bottomset deposits here are characterised within this scheme and 

provide further insight into the processes at the toe of the foreset slope in interfan areas. 

Within both shallow and deep bottomset facies associations, pebble-cobble horizons are present 

within fine-grained sections, representing sediment gravity flows or rock falls. In other cases, 

thicker beds are present that comprise poorly-sorted, matrix-supported (fine-coarse sand), graded, 

gravel-boulder conglomerates with erosive and/or loaded bases and occasional injectites in the 

underlying beds (Fig. 5.6). These deposits are interpreted as debrites sourced from the delta 

foresets. 
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5.4.1.4.1. FA 4a: Deep water bottomsets 

Deep water bottomsets (FA 4a) comprise interbedded sandstones and calcareous mudstones (FA 

4a and 4b in Barrett et al., 2019). Soft sediment deformation features, such as convolute 

laminations at the upper contact with overlying conglomerates are common. At the fan delta axes, 

the sandstones contain wavy laminations, inverse grading, slightly erosive bases and localised 

gravel lags (Backert et al., 2010; Barrett et al., 2019). In the interfan area, the more extensive and 

thicker exposures allow this FA to be characterised further. Representative logs and photos are 

presented in Figure 5.6. Locally, thin, current-ripple laminated sandstones are draped by black 

organic material (e.g. Locality X; Fig. 5.6), or intercalated with decimetre-scale, organic-rich 

mudstone-siltstone beds (e.g. Locality VIII; Fig. 5.6). Thicker normally graded sandstone beds 

(~5-10 cm) with planar and wavy-laminations, gravel and mudstone clasts, and broken and whole 

brachiopod shells (<2 cm diameter) are common. 

Much like the fan delta axes, the conglomeratic interfan succession is punctuated by thin (<2 m) 

fine-grained intervals. The only fine-grained interval that is accessible in the interfan area is 

exposed in Section 5 (Locality IV), within the Old Taxiarches Monastery (Fig. 5.7). The section 

comprises a coarsening-upwards succession of mudstone to gravel, overlain by an erosional ~1 

m thick, poorly sorted, clast-supported gravel-cobble conglomerate (mainly large pebble) with 

sub-rounded to sub-angular clasts. The mudstone-siltstones at the base of the section are planar 

and wavy laminated. There are two thin, normally graded sandstones before a dark, organic-rich 

silty mudstone. The mudstone is overlain by lower medium sandstone (0.8-0.9 m) containing 

gravel and broken shell lenses (gravelly-coarse sand matrix) with evidence for soft sediment 

deformation (Fig. 5.7). The interval is positioned basinward of the topset-foreset breakpoint and 

between two units of high (>100 m), steeply-dipping foresets, suggesting a relatively deep water 

position that is below wave base, even allowing for changes in base level. 
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Figure 5.6. Representative bottomset logs from Localities L.X and L.VIII (Figs. 5.2C and 5.4) in 

Melissia valley (FA 4a). Mudstone-sandstone turbiditic successions with occasional debrites are 

shown. The sandstone-mudstone content is variable between them. Palaeocurrent directions 

suggest input from both Kerinitis and Selinous systems and in some cases with a southerly 

component, suggesting redirection from local topography. Photographs illustrate some of the 

features in the logs. Cng = conglomerate, Sst = sandstone, Siltst. = siltstone, Mdst = mudstone.
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Figure 5.7. Section 5 and Unit 8-9 fine-grained interval character at Locality IV. Photographs of foreset facies association (FA 3). Log and photographs of 

distal bottomset facies association (FA 4a) and facies Sa3 (Table A, Appendix) therein.  
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The sandstones are interpreted to be turbidites, with finer-grained beds representing quiet periods 

between events, or dilute turbidity currents. Some outcrops have a narrow palaeocurrent dispersal 

pattern (e.g. Locality VIII, Fig. 5.6), which implies the deposits are inherited from a single system. 

Others have multiple palaeocurrent directions between beds (e.g. Locality X, Fig. 5.6) implying 

both Kerinitis and Selinous fan delta sources (Fig. 5.6). In addition, a number of palaeocurrent 

measurements have a southerly component, opposite to the regional trend, which could indicate 

flow reflection and deflection from local topography (e.g. Potter & Pettijohn, 1977; Kneller et al., 

1991; Lomas & Joseph, 2004; Bell et al., 2018).  

5.4.1.4.2. FA 4b: Shallow water bottomsets 

Barrett et al. (2019) previously classified the shallow water bottomset (FA 4b) as coarse (sand to 

gravel-grade) sediments with multiple and diverse sedimentary structures, such as symmetrical 

and asymmetrical ripple laminations, wavy and planar laminations, dune-scale gravel cross-beds 

and soft-sediment deformation, indicating sediment gravity flows and wave reworking operating 

at the base of slope in shallow water. This facies association is identified at the fan delta axis 

(Barrett et al., 2019), but not in the interfan area. Some bottomset deposits are observed in Section 

2 of the interfan area (Fig. 5.8) at the downdip termination of relatively short foresets that could 

exhibit FA 4b, but it is not possible to access them to constrain the facies.  

5.4.2. Stratigraphic architecture 

5.4.2.1. Key stratal surfaces 

Key surfaces were identified in the field and 3D outcrop models, and are used to subdivide the 

interfan succession into stratal units associated with both the Selinous and Kerinitis fan deltas. 

Key surfaces are recognised based on the presence of fine-grained deposits, deeply erosional 

surfaces and/or evidence of onlap, downlap, offlap or truncated stratal relationships. Fine-grained 

intervals (<2 m thick) are apparent between the delta topsets, with some remnants between foreset 

units, both in the fan axes and in the interfan area. The interpretation of each surface is described 

as either confident or uncertain. 
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Figure 5.8. A) Key stratigraphic observations of Section 2. E-dipping beds are Selinous-derived and W-dipping beds are Kerinitis-derived. B) Stratigraphic 

framework of the central interfan face – Units 18-23 (Section 2). 3D outcrop model created in Agisoft Photoscan. 
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Figure 5.9. Stratigraphic framework of entire north-facing interfan cliff section (Sections 2-4). A: clean 3D outcrop model. B: interpreted 3D outcrop model 

with stratigraphic framework - Units 1-24. C: schematic cross-section of stratigraphic framework. Blues indicate units from Selinous; green indicates unit from 

Kerinitis. 3D outcrop models are UAV-photogrammetry based, built in Agisoft Photoscan and interpreted with LIME software. Inset table shows the 

corresponding units within the four unit sets. 
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Table 5.2. Stratigraphic information of the units in the K-S interfan area. 

Unit Observed 

position of 

unit  

Average 

dip/dip 

dir. 

Nature of basal 

contact 

Top 

contact 

interp. 

Fine-

grained 

interval 

at top? 

(Y/N) 

Nature of top 

contact 

Observation 

type for 

contacts 

Stratigraphic 

thickness 

Foreset 

height 

T-F 

breakpoint 

apparent? 

(Y/N) 

T-F 

breakpoint 

trajectory 

1 Section 2 

and 3 

20°/345° Not exposed Confident N Downlapped by 

overlying, E-

dipping beds 

Multiple 2D > 60 m > 100 m N 

 
2 Section 4 12⁰/140⁰ Not exposed Confident Y Conformable 

contact with thin 

(<2m) fine-grained 

interval at top 

2D > 18 m; Max. 

preserved 35 

m 

 N 

 
3 Section 4 14⁰/074⁰

15⁰/143⁰ 

Slightly erosive 

contact with 

downlapping beds 

onto the fine-grained 

interval between Units 

2 and 3 

Confident Y Conformable 

contact with thin 

(<2m) fine-grained 

interval at top 

2D 33 m 32 m Y Progradation

-aggradation 

4 Section 4 15⁰/075⁰
15⁰/150⁰ 

Erosive contact with 

fine-grained interval 

Confident N Erosive 2D 16 m  > 8 m Y Aggradation 

5 Section 4 17⁰/088⁰
17⁰/146⁰ 

Erosive contact in NE-

dipping region and 

conformable in SE-

dipping region 

Confident N Conformable 

contact with Unit 6 

2D 8-22 m > 45 m Y Progradation 

6 Section 4 25⁰/104⁰ Conformable Confident Y Erosive 2D Max. 

preserved 25 

m  

> 45 m N 

 
7 Section 4 26⁰/133⁰ Erosive Confident N Slightly erosive  < 23 m  N 

 
8 Section 4 

and 5 
22⁰/136⁰ Erosive Confident Y Conformable 

contact with thin 

(<2m) fine-grained 

interval at top 

Multiple 2D ~35 m  N 

 
9 Section 4 

and 5 
27⁰/117⁰ Slightly erosive 

contact with fine-

grained interval 

Confident N Poorly imaged at 

top of outcrop 

model 

Multiple 2D 90 m > 50 m N  
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Unit Observed 

position of 

unit  

Average 

dip/dip 

dir. 

Nature of basal 

contact 

Top 

contact 

interp. 

Fine-

grained 

interval 

at top? 

(Y/N) 

Nature of top 

contact 

Observation 

type for 

contacts 

Stratigraphic 

thickness 

Foreset 

height 

T-F 

breakpoint 

apparent? 

(Y/N) 

T-F 

breakpoint 

trajectory 

10 Section 3 29⁰/111⁰ Appears conformable 

in western section 

Uncertain N Poorly exposed 2D < 80 m > 100 m N 

 

11 Section 3 34°/140°  Poorly exposed Uncertain N Dip and 

geomorphological 

change 

2D ~60 m > 100 m N 

 

12 Section 3 36°/111° Dip and 

geomorphological 

change 

Uncertain N Geomorphological 

surface - cut back 

into cliff 

2D ~65 m > 90 m N 

 

13 Section 3 38°/135° Geomorphological 

surface - cut back into 

cliff 

Confident Y Conformable 

contact with fine-

grained interval 

2D ~43 m > 90 m N 

 

14 Section 3 37°/125° Erosive Confident Y Conformable 

contact with fine-

grained interval 

2D ~30 m  > 80 m N 

 

15 Section 3 31°/111° Slightly erosive Confident Y Conformable 

contact with fine-

grained interval 

2D ~40 m > 50 m N 

 

16 Section 2 

and 3 

27°/123° Conformable Uncertain N Conformable Multiple 2D ~30 m  > 50 m N 

 

17 Section 2 26°/134° Conformable Confident Y Erosive and fine-

grained interval 

present 

2D ~65 m > 50 m N 

 

18 Section 2 24°/125°  Erosive in places and 

coarsens up from 

underying fine-grained 

interval 

Confident Y Slightly erosive and 

remnants of fine-

grained interval 

2D ~58 m > 50 m N 

 

19 Section 2 26°/127° Slightly erosive and 

remnants of a fine-

grained interval 

Confident Y Erosive and fine-

grained interval 

present 

2D ~27 m > 40 m N 

 

20 Section 2 16°/073° Downlaps underlying 

erosive surface and 

fine-grained interval 

Confident N Erosive 2D 16-26 m > 25 m N 
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21 Section 2 12°/247°

09°/196°

08°/231°

14°/133°

14°/236° 

Erosive Confident N Conformable 2D 7-16 m  N 

 

22 Section 2 28°/148°  Downlapping Unit 21 Confident N Erosive 2D < 4-5 m > 4 m N  

23 Section 2 19°/015° Truncates Unit 22 in 

central part and 

downlaps Unit 21 in 

eastern part 

Uncertain Not 

exposed 

Not exposed 2D > 18 m  N 

 
24 Section 3 15°/113° Not exposed Not 

exposed 

Not 

exposed 

Not exposed 2D > 20 m  N 
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The nature of each surface is described in Table 5.2 and examples from Section 2 are presented 

in Figure 5.8. Units 1-9 (Section 4; Fig. 5.2C and Fig. 5.9) and 13-15 (Section 3; Fig. 5.2C and 

Fig. 5.9) have top contacts that have been identified confidently as key surfaces. The top of Unit 

1 is a major downlap surface (Unit 15). Fine-grained intervals are preserved in places at the tops 

of Units 2, 3, 8 and 13-15, despite their position in the dynamic foreset region where fine-grained 

material has a low preservation potential. Units 3-5 have topset-foreset breakpoint trajectories 

exposed, suggesting a transitional position between delta topsets and foresets, but generally the 

interfan is characterised by steeply-dipping, foreset units. Erosive surfaces that clearly truncate 

underlying foresets are present at the tops of Units 4, 6 and 7. The interpretation of the top contacts 

of Units 10-12 and 16 are uncertain. Units 17-22 have confident key surfaces identified at their 

tops. Surfaces at the tops of Units 17-19 are erosive and fine-grained intervals are preserved. 

Erosional surfaces are more pervasive towards the top of the section and fine-grained intervals 

are not present between the upper units (20-22). The tops of Units 23 and 24 are not exposed. 

5.4.2.2. Key stratal surface interpretation 

The base of each fine-grained interval is interpreted to represent a transgressive surface, although 

the lateral extent of the surfaces are unknown. Fine-grained intervals are present between units in 

all of the fan deltas in the hangingwall of the P-M Fault, but due to lack of age constraint it is not 

possible to correlate the surfaces. Between Units 8-9, an organic-rich silty mudstone bed separates 

graded sandstones in a generally coarsening-upward, mudstone to gravel sequence. This could be 

interpreted to contain a maximum flooding surface, but the regional continuity of the surface is 

unknown. The surface is overlain by storm reworked shallow marine deposits (overlying broken 

shell fragments in gravelly sand lenses) and turbidites, likely associated with the progradation of 

the subsequent foreset unit. 

In the topsets, abrupt shifts in depositional environment are apparent from facies changes and 

evidence of subaerial exposure. Deep erosion surfaces overlain by palaeosols are interpreted to 

occur as a result of relative base level fall, but cannot be correlated across adjacent fan deltas. In 

the foreset to bottomset regions, as with the interfan, base level changes and stratigraphic surfaces 
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can be expressed differently to topset axial regions. Lack of subaerial exposure and significant 

environmental shift during relative base level fall mean that major sediment bypass zones 

(Stevenson et al., 2015) are candidate sequence boundaries. However, erosive events are not only 

triggered by relative base level fall, particularly in seismically-active regions. As such, sequence 

boundaries can either be masked or simply misinterpreted – a common problem in deep water 

successions (Covault & Graham, 2010; Hodgson et al., 2016). Where foresets overlie fine-grained 

prodelta deposits, there are often erosive contacts (‘cuspate’ erosion surfaces at the Kerinitis fan 

delta axis; Backert et al., 2010), which could be slide scars or scour surfaces.  Unlike the Selinous 

fan delta, subaerial unconformities are absent at Kerinitis, because the rate of accommodation 

increase exceeded the rate of base level fall at the fault centre (Gawthorpe et al., 1994; Hardy and 

Gawthorpe, 1998; Backert et al., 2010; Barrett et al., 2019).  

The base level changes are attributed to changes in lake level (~10-15 m; Barrett et al., 2019) in 

response to climate variations that followed 41 kyr orbital cycles. This cyclicity is documented in 

Greece and the Mediterranean (Capraro et al., 2005; Dodonov, 2005; Suc & Popescu, 2005) and 

globally during the Early-Middle Pleistocene (Emiliani, 1978; Head & Gibbard, 2005; Lisiecki 

& Raymo, 2007). There is some evidence of episodic marine flooding, as global sea level rise 

opened Lake Corinth to the Ionian and Aegean seas during interglacial highstands (Freyberg, 

1973; Collier, 1990; Moretti et al., 2004; Rohais et al., 2007b; 2008). Overall, relative base level 

changes were superimposed onto a lower frequency, background tectonic regime, initially 

dominated by high subsidence rates on the P-M Fault, and later by uplift from the West Helike 

Fault. A variable sedimentation rate is also likely influenced by climate-driven fluctuations in 

sediment supply (Collier et al., 1990; 2000).  

5.4.2.3. Major unit sets 

The fan delta stratigraphy is generally made up of topset or foreset conglomerate beds (10s m 

thick), separated by thinner (<2 m) finer-grained mudstone-sandstone intervals. Twenty four 

stratal units are identified in the interfan area, comprising both E-dipping (Selinous-derived) and 

W-dipping (Kerinitis-derived) beds. These units are separated by the key stratal surfaces 
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described above. Considering only the key surfaces interpreted confidently, there are a minimum 

of 20 units. At the fan delta axes, 15 units are identified at the Selinous fan delta (Barrett et al., 

2019), and 11 are identified at Kerinitis fan delta, although the base of the Kerinitis fan delta is 

not exposed (Backert et al., 2010). Successive units that share characteristics are compiled into 

unit sets. The common characteristics are progradation direction and/or relative geometrical 

position. Units and unit sets are defined based on observations and may or may not have sequence 

stratigraphic significance; they do not imply a particular position within a depositional sequence. 

Observations and the stratigraphic framework of Section 2 are presented in Figure 5.8. The 

stratigraphic framework for the whole interfan (Sections 2-4) is presented in Figure 5.9. Table 5.2 

summarises data derived from each unit. Bedding data is presented with dip and dip direction 

(Fig. 5.3). 

The surfaces from the interfan cannot be accurately correlated to those at the Selinous and 

Kerinitis axes due to accessibility, outcrop continuity across river valleys and the absence of 

chronostratigraphic data. However, it is assumed that all units expressed at the Selinous fan delta 

axis (15 units) are observed in the interfan area (20 Selinous-derived units). Unit 1 in the interfan 

is part of the Kerinitis fan delta and can be traced updip to sit within the middle of the Kerinitis 

axial stratigraphy. The foresets markedly thicken and become higher in Units 9 and 10 at both the 

axis of Selinous (Barrett et al., 2019) and in the interfan stratigraphy, so the lower stratigraphy in 

the interfan (Units 2-16) is tentatively correlated to the axial Selinous units (Fig. 5.10). 

Correlations of the bottomset deposits in Melissia Valley were attempted using the 3D outcrop 

models, but these remain uncertain given the limited continuity of the outcrop. 
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Figure 5.10. Summary diagram of stratigraphic architecture of Kerinitis (green units) and Selinous (blue units) fan deltas. Two dip sections are presented 

(modified from Barrett et al., 2019). An along-strike section from this study showing interfingering of the two systems in the interfan area is added to show both 

down-dip and along-strike stratigraphic architecture. White arrows indicate topset-foreset breakpoint trajectories. Numbers correspond to unit numbers from 

this study. Correlative topset units are numbered at the Selinous fan delta axis, but do not correspond to unit numbers in Barrett et al. (2019). Positions of Figs. 

(5.) 8 and 9 are indicated. 
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5.4.2.3.1. Unit set 1 

Unit set 1 only comprises Unit 1, a foreset unit (FA 3) with average foreset dips of 20° towards 

345°, which suggests it is part of the Kerinitis fan delta. The unit is at least 60 m thick, although 

the base is not observed. In Section 3, the top is downlapped by E-dipping beds of Unit 15 (Fig. 

5.9). It is not possible to tie this unit directly to the stratigraphic framework of the Kerinitis axis, 

but it sits somewhere within the middle units of Kerinitis. Bottomsets at Locality VII (FA 4b; Fig. 

5.3) also dip westward, supporting a Kerinitis fan delta origin. The outcrop is positioned between 

planes projected from the top of Unit 2 and top of Unit 3 Selinous foresets. However, these planes 

have a constant dip and likely overestimate bedding dip. This, combined with the absence of W-

dipping foresets associated with Unit set 2, indicates that these bottomsets are likely to be 

associated with Unit 1.  

5.4.2.3.2. Unit set 2 

Units 2 to 18 comprise Unit set 2, and all have eastward bedding dips (average 27° towards 122°) 

indicating they are part of the Selinous fan delta (Figs. 5.3 and 5.9). According to projected planes 

in the 3D outcrop model, the bottomset outcrop at Locality V in Melissia Valley (FA 4b; position 

in Fig. 5.3) is E-dipping and positioned between the top of Unit 1 and the top of Unit 2, and is 

therefore assigned to Unit 2.  

Topset-foreset breakpoints are apparent in the lower Units 3 to 5 (Fig. 5.4). Within Unit 3, the 

topset-foreset breakpoint presents a progradational-aggradational trajectory. Beds are observed 

that dip to the NE (14° towards 074°) and SE (15° towards 143°) revealing the radial pattern of 

the fan delta. The NE-dipping beds downlap the fine-grained interval below, and the SE-dipping 

beds project into the outcrop face. The maximum height of the NE-dipping foresets from topset-

foreset breakpoint to the downlap position is 32 m (Fig. 5.4). A thin, fine-grained interval overlies 

Unit 3, which is eroded by Unit 4. The topset-foreset breakpoint of Unit 4 is observed above that 

of Unit 3 and has an aggradational (near vertical) trajectory. Beds dip to the NE (15° towards 

075°) and SE (15° towards 150°). The height of the youngest foreset before Unit 5 is 8 m. The 
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upper part of Unit 4, with NE-dipping beds, is eroded by Unit 5. The topset-foreset breakpoint of 

Unit 5 reveals a near-horizontal, i.e. progradational, trajectory (Fig. 5.4). The beds dip eastward 

(15° towards 088°) and SE (17° towards 146°). The thickness in the SE-dipping region is 8 m and 

thickness in the ENE-dipping region is 22 m. At the top, there is a conformable contact with Unit 

6. The upper part of Unit 6 comprises a fine-grained interval which is widely removed by an ~17 

m deep erosion surface.  

Units 10 to 18 are thicker (average 52 m), and comprise steeply-dipping (towards SE) foreset 

packages (Fig. 5.9). Foresets are taller than those in the lower units (>100 m) (Fig. 5.4). Bottomset 

outcrops at Locality VI (FA 4b; Fig. 5.3) are positioned just above the projected plane from the 

top of Unit 12, and are therefore assigned to Unit 13. Outcrops at Localities VIII and IX (FA 4b; 

Figs. 5.3 and 5.6) are positioned between the top of Unit 12 and the top of Unit 16. The Locality 

IX outcrop is E-dipping and is associated with Units 13-16. The Locality VIII outcrop is W-

dipping (Kerinitis-derived) and stratigraphically higher, so deposited at the same time as Units 

13-16, but after that at Locality IX. Outcrops at Localities X and XI (FA 4b; Fig. 5.3) are 

positioned just below the projected plane for the top of Unit 16. The Locality X outcrop is E-

dipping and assigned to Unit 16. The Locality XI outcrop is W-dipping and deposited at a similar 

time to the Locality X outcrop (Fig. 5.3).  

5.4.2.3.3. Unit set 3 

Unit set 3 comprises Units 19-22 and is differentiated from Unit set 2 by the presence of shallower 

foreset dips, smaller preserved foreset heights (4-40 m), overall thinner units (average 16 m) and 

the interfingering of E- and W-dipping beds (Fig. 5.8). The dominant facies association is FA 3 

(foresets). Unit 19 bedding (26° towards 127°; i.e. Selinous) shallows eastward, and is ~27 m 

thick. In the western part, it is eroded at the top. A ~7 m thick flat-lying fine-grained interval (3° 

towards 154°) in the centre of Section 2 is interpreted to represent the correlative bottomsets (Fig. 

5.8). Unit 20 is also part of the Selinous fan delta, and its foresets downlap the erosion surface 

and the fine-grained interval at the centre of the outcrop. Unit 20 comprises thinner-bedded, 

smaller foresets than those in Unit set 2, although it is truncated at the top by an erosion surface 
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(7° towards 154°). Within the unit, the bedding dip shallows eastward (from 16° towards 073°, to 

7° towards 138°), but correlative bottomsets are not identified. Unit 21 is part of the Kerinitis fan 

delta and thins and shallows westward. In the area that it is thinnest, E-dipping, Selinous-derived 

beds (14° to 133°) interfinger and downlap W-dipping beds (10° to 233°). The E-dipping beds 

cannot be traced updip as they are eroded by the base Unit 22 surface. Unit 22 downlaps that 

surface and is distinct with thinly-bedded, small (4-5 m high) foresets dipping eastward (28° 

toward 148° - from Selinous). It is top truncated by a flat-lying erosion surface (Fig. 5.8). 

5.4.2.3.4. Unit set 4 

Unit set 4 comprises Units 23 and 24, which are distinct from lower units as they have northward 

dip components (19° towards 015°), and in the west are flat-lying relative to the underlying Unit 

set 2. Eastward, there is a sharp, angular lower contact with Unit 21, marked by downlap of Unit 

set 4 foresets. The top is not exposed, but the unit has a minimum thickness of 18 m. Limited 

exposures of Unit 24 are apparent in Section 3 (min. 20 m thick) (Fig. 5.9), but outcrops are 

accessible at Locality I (FA 2c) (Figs. 5.3 and 5.5).  

5.4.3. Interfan end-members 

To augment the interpretation of the K-S interfan, a classification scheme is proposed for interfans 

using modern fan delta morphologies (Fig. 5.2B). Interfans can be classified as one of three end-

members according to their separation relative to fan delta topset and foreset radius, which 

determines the degree of interfingering of fan delta topset, foreset and bottomset deposits. The 

three types are presented in planform view and in strike cross-section in Figure 5.11, and with 

modern examples in Figure 5.2B. In Type 1, fan deltas are separated by a distance greater than 

the foreset radius and the interfan area is occupied by interfingering bottomset deposits. In Type 

2, fan deltas are separated by a distance greater than the topset radius and less than the foreset 

radius, and both foresets and bottomsets interfinger in the interfan area. In Type 3, topsets, foresets 

and bottomsets interfinger as the fan delta systems are closely abutted at a distance less than the 
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topset radius. The equivalent of a Type 3 interfan in an alluvial setting is a bajada (Blackwelder, 

1931; Hooke, 1972; Bull, 1977; Miliaresis, 2001).  
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Figure 5.11. Interfan classification scheme, Types 1-3 in plan view and strike cross-section. A: Type 1- two adjacent fan deltas are separated by a distance > 

foreset radius and only the bottomsets interfinger in the interfan. B: Type 2 - two adjacent fan deltas are separated by a distance > topset radius and < foreset 

radius, and foresets and bottomsets interfinger in the interfan. C: Type 3 - two adjacent fan deltas are separated by a distance < topset radius, and topsets, 

foresets and bottomsets interfinger in the interfan.  
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In each type, the interacting process regime and deposits will differ. When considering the 

evolution of an interfan, the geometry may evolve between these types and will depend largely 

on the allogenic forcing responsible for the building of the fan deltas and the basin evolution. 

Figure 5.12 shows a model for the evolution of an interfan area as two fan deltas prograde and 

coalesce. Three synthetic logs are presented to show the differences in the stratigraphic record 

through this process at different positions: the proximal axis, the distal axis and the interfan area. 

In this respect, each type can be considered as a single stage of evolution. This classification also 

represents the degree of coalescence in the dip direction. For example, an interfan could present 

Type 3 geometry in the proximal region and Types 2 and 1 with distance away from the sediment 

source (Fig. 5.11C).  

 

Figure 5.12. Typical evolution of an interfan through Types 1-3 with the progradation of two fan 

deltas. A) Synthetic logs to show the differences in stratigraphic evolution between the delta axes 

and the interfan area. Synthetic logs are shown from the proximal axis (A), frontal distal axis (B) 

and the interfan (C). B) Plan view evolution of the fan deltas, coalescing further as they grow and 

transitioning through interfan Types 1-3. C) Strike cross-section through the proximal part of the 

deltas (position shown in B).  
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5.5. Interpretation of the K-S interfan temporal evolution 

The stratigraphic framework at Selinous and Kerinitis is presented as a fence diagram to illustrate 

an along-strike section across the interfan (Fig. 5.9) and dip sections through the deltas axes (Fig. 

5.10; after Backert et al., 2010; Gawthorpe et al., 2017b; Barrett et al., 2019). The interfan evolved 

through five distinct phases of progradation:  

1) Initial progradation of the fan deltas into the interfan area, starting with Kerinitis,  

2) Progradation of the Selinous fan delta into the interfan area and asymmetric eastward delta 

growth,  

3) Aggradation and interfingering of the two systems, and shallowing of the interfan area,  

4) Relative base level fall, erosion and reworking of eroded sediments into the interfan area,  

5) Continued uplift of the W. Helike footwall and exposure of the Early-Middle Pleistocene deltas 

and growth of Late Pleistocene deltas in the W. Helike hangingwall basin. 

These phases are further described in the following sections and are presented in Figures 5.13 and 

5.14. 

 

Figure 5.13. A) Strike cross-section schematic diagram of the Early-Middle Pleistocene Kerinitis-

Selinous interfan (grey box) large-scale architecture. B) Diagram overlain with colours 

indicating Phases 1-4 of interfan evolution. Dashed lines indicate erosion during Phase 4. White 

arrows indicate progradation direction of each fan delta during each phase. 
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5.5.1. Phase 1 (Unit set 1) 

Activity on the P-M Fault began ~1.8 Ma (Ford et al., 2016) and hangingwall subsidence created 

space for sediments to accumulate. The Kerinitis and Selinous Rivers cut through the uplifting 

footwall and fed sediment to the new hangingwall basin. The development of Gilbert-type fan 

deltas along the fault suggests that the fault line defined the coastline at this time. Displacement 

is greatest at fault centres (e.g. Walsh & Watterson, 1988; Dawers & Anders, 1995), resulting in 

the greatest accommodation at this position. The first unit apparent in the interfan area (Unit 1 

within Unit set 1) is W-dipping and part of the Kerinitis fan delta, which sits closest to the fault 

centre. Unit 1 is not tied directly to the Kerinitis axial stratigraphy, but can be traced up-dip 

approximately to the middle units. This suggests that earlier progradation of Kerinitis did not 

extend as far as the interfan study area, and that the interfan is younger than early units deposited 

at the Kerinitis delta axis. It is unclear whether the progradation of the Kerinitis fan delta into the 

interfan area represents directional westward progradation, or overall expansion of the fan during 

this phase. There is no evidence that Selinous foresets prograded as far as the interfan area during 

deposition of Unit set 1, as downlap at this location is only observed in later units. A plane 

projection of the top Unit 1 surface using the 3D outcrop model indicates that in the west, it sits 

below the earliest E-dipping units from Selinous. Hence, Kerinitis prograded into the interfan area 

before Selinous (Figs. 5.13 and 5.14).  

During Phase 1, the interfan can be classified as Interfan Type 1, separated by a distance greater 

than the radius of the foresets (Fig. 5.11), as only Kerinitis foresets are evident in the interfan at 

this stage. It is not Type 2 because Selinous foresets are absent and thus the foresets of the two 

systems are not interfingering. Bottomset exposures in the interfan area linked to early Selinous 

progradation are not observed, but it is likely that fine-grained bottomset deposits were 

interfingering in the interfan area at this time.  
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5.5.2. Phase 2 (Unit set 2) 

During Phase 2, the Selinous fan delta began to prograde eastward into the interfan area, as 

indicated by E-dipping Unit set 2 (Units 2-18). Units 3-5 reveal topset-foreset breakpoint 

trajectories (Helland-Hansen & Hampson, 2009) at a distance of ~1 km from the fault (Section 

4), suggesting the shoreline was proximal to the fault in the interfan area. The progradation-

aggradational trajectory of Unit 3, suggests that sedimentation rate was high, and kept pace and 

exceeded the rate of accommodation creation. The progradational trajectory of Unit 4 suggests 

sedimentation rate exceeded the rate of accommodation creation, whereas the aggradational 

trajectory of Unit 5 suggests sedimentation rate kept pace with the rate of accommodation 

creation. The middle units at the Selinous delta axis present similar progradational-aggradational 

trajectories (Barrett et al., 2019). Through the development of these three units the breakpoint 

remains in a similar position, suggesting overall aggradation (i.e. sedimentation kept pace with 

the rate of accommodation creation). In Unit 3, a full clinoform is preserved with a foreset height 

of 32 m, suggesting a ~30 m palaeo-water depth in the interfan area at this time. Foreset height 

increases to <200 m in Units 9-18. Foreset height increases as a result of the greater space 

available in the deeper water into which the foresets prograded. The fact that the foresets aggraded 

as well as prograded, suggests relative base level rise outpaced sediment supply, most likely 

because of high subsidence rates of the P-M Fault hangingwall.  

The E-dipping Unit 15 (Selinous-derived) downlaps onto the W-dipping Unit 1 (Kerinitis-

derived; Unit set 1) (Figs. 5.13 and 5.14). This is the first evidence of foresets interfingering 

between the two fan deltas. Units 16-19 continue to build up the flanks of these older Kerinitis 

foresets. They decreased in height as they built out into shallower water. At this stage, there is no 

evidence of Kerinitis building into the interfan area. Thus, Kerinitis was likely prograding to the 

north and east at this time. It is clear that there is an asymmetric architecture in the interfan during 

Phase 2, with significant progradation from Selinous to the east, and inferred progradation from 

Kerinitis in the same direction. Presumably, therefore, both Selinous and Kerinitis exhibited 
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asymmetric planform geometries, comparable to that of the modern Meganitis, Selinous, Kerinitis 

and Ladopotamos fan deltas (Fig. 5.2).  

During Phase 2, the interfan evolves from a Type 1 to Type 2 interfan (Fig. 5.11) as foresets from 

both fan deltas are now apparent and interfingering in the interfan area. However, this 

interfingering occurred in two discrete phases, firstly from Kerinitis and then from Selinous (Fig. 

5.13), as opposed to continuous abutting (Fig. 5.11). 

5.5.3. Phase 3 (Unit set 3) 

Phase 3 is differentiated from Phase 2 by shallower dips, thinner units and continuous 

interfingering of E- (Selinous) and W- dipping (Kerinitis) beds, which suggest a different 

depositional setting to Phase 2. During Phase 3, Selinous prograded eastward and Kerinitis 

prograded westward, into the interfan area (Unit set 3; Figs. 5.13 and 5.14). Bedding dips within 

Unit 19 decrease laterally and have correlative bottomsets apparent in Section 2 (Fig. 5.8). Unit 

20 bed dips shallow upwards, and Units 20-22 are thinner than the preceding units (5-25 m thick), 

suggesting less available accommodation. Therefore, Selinous built into gradually shallower 

water as it encroached onto the Kerinitis margin. Sharp contacts formed as progradation from 

both systems caused foresets to downlap onto each other. Unit 22 comprises thinly-bedded, small 

(4-5 m high) foresets that are top truncated. Despite the truncation meaning that the true height of 

the foresets cannot be determined, water depth clearly shallowed significantly. Progradation 

occurred within the units, but generally the units aggraded, rather than prograded. This is likely 

to be a result of restricted lateral space as Selinous built up the flanks of Kerinitis, but with 

sufficient water depth for aggradation. The units thin towards the top of the section as they 

aggraded, which is likely to be due to decreasing activity on the P-M Fault causing reduced 

subsidence rates. Units 20 and 22 are truncated by major erosion surfaces. The top erosional 

contact of Unit 22 reveals a transition from small foresets to flat-lying beds that could be topsets. 

There is also a lack of fine-grained intervals towards the top of Unit set 3. This may be due to 

erosion, with the higher energy conditions limiting fine-grained sediment preservation. 

Alternatively, their formation was restricted by either: slowing subsidence rates reducing the rate 
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of base level rise such that climate-induced lake level falls could overcome it, or new activity on 

the parallel, basinward W. Helike Fault causing uplift of the footwall, and the associated overall 

relative base level fall exceeding any climate-induced lake level rises.  

During Phase 3, the interfan continues to present the Type 2 interfan geometry, whereby foresets 

interfinger in the interfan area. However, the foreset interfingering is expressed differently to that 

of Phase 2, with consistent abuttal, rather than discrete phases of progradation.  

5.5.4. Phase 4 (Unit set 4) 

Unit set 4 (Units 23-24) developed during Phase 4. Unit set 4 is more flat lying than the steeply-

dipping underlying units, has a northern component of dip and consists of metre-scale, well-sorted 

lenses of sand and conglomerate (FA 2b) that dip eastward and westward (Figs. 5.5, 5.13 and 

5.14). These are interpreted to represent subaqueous migrating bedforms that are made up of 

reworked material transported into the interfan area by wave-related longshore currents, e.g. 

longshore bars (Orme, 1985; Ashley, 1990; Larson, & Kraus, 1992; Drønen & Deigaard, 2007). 

Some accommodation (shallow water) therefore existed in the interfan at this time. Activity on 

the P-M Fault ceased at ~0.7 Ma, at which time the W. Helike Fault became active and dominant 

(Ford et al., 2007). Uplift of the W. Helike footwall caused the delta axes to become exposed 

above base level (relative base level fall). The uplift rate of the contiguous E. Helike Fault is 1-

1.5 mm/yr (De Martini et al., 2004), and the Kerinitis and Selinous rivers incised their own 

topsets. The modern geomorphology of the valleys shows that the main river direction and 

sediment pathway was, and continues to be, northwards. Unit set 4 deposits are interpreted to 

mark the erosion and reworking of topset material into the shallow interfan in response to 

basinward migration of strain and net basin uplift. The shallow water topsets from Selinous and 

Kerinitis were abutting at this time (Fig. 5.13). The interfan therefore finally evolved to Type 3 

during this phase. 
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5.5.5. Phase 5 

Phase 5 is not recorded in the interfan stratigraphy, but soil development and surficial erosion has 

occurred during and since Phase 5. Late Pleistocene fan deltas formed in the hangingwall of the 

W. Helike Fault. By this time, the shoreline had therefore migrated to the W. Helike Fault scarp. 

The Early-Middle Pleistocene fan deltas continued to be eroded by their feeder rivers (Fig. 5.14).  

In summary, the Kerinitis and Selinous interfan evolution can be divided into two parts according 

to the basin evolution (Fig. 5.14). In the first part, growth of the P-M Fault caused net subsidence 

of the hangingwall basin and resulted in Phases 1 to 3 of interfan evolution: initial progradation 

of the fan deltas into the interfan area, starting with Kerinitis (Phase 1), asymmetric Selinous fan 

delta growth eastward (Phase 2), and interfingering of the two systems and shallowing of the 

interfan (Phase 3). In the second part, the P-M Fault ceased to be active and strain was 

accommodated on the W. Helike Fault (basinward fault set switch), causing uplift of the W. 

Helike Fault footwall and thus net uplift of the P-M Fault hangingwall basin through its transition 

from a marginal fault block to fault terrace. This resulted in relative base level fall, erosion and 

reworking of sediments into the interfan area (Phase 4), and continued uplift until base level fell 

below the W. Helike fault scarp, which cut off the Early-Middle Pleistocene deltas and 

accommodated growth of Late Pleistocene fan deltas in the W. Helike hangingwall basin (Phase 

5).  
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Figure 5.14. The Kerinitis-Selinous interfan evolution records: progradation of deltas into the 

interfan area (Phase 1), asymmetry of growth towards the east (Phase 2), stratal interfingering 

during net subsidence (Phase 3) and relative base level fall, erosion and reworking during net 

uplift, as a result of a basinward fault set switch (Phases 4-5).  
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5.6. Discussion 

Based on observations of modern fan deltas and detailed analysis of the exhumed Early-Middle 

Pleistocene interfan between the Kerinitis and Selinous fan deltas, there emerges a more complete 

understanding of the stratal architecture resulting from along-strike interfingering of fan deltas 

during basin evolution. The following section discusses the classification scheme for interfans in 

terms of its applicability to other ancient systems, the mechanisms for the observed asymmetry 

in the ancient and modern systems, and the value of including interfan analysis in basin research. 

5.6.1. Style and classification of interfans 

Proposed here is the first classification scheme for deltaic interfans based on modern fan delta 

geometries, which has been used to describe the evolution of the ancient system studied. Interfan 

styles are differentiated based on their separation relative to the radius of the delta topsets and 

foresets; this determines the interfingering of topsets, foresets and bottomsets in the interfan area 

(Fig. 5.11). The interfan between the Kerinitis and Selinous fan deltas evolved from Type 1 (Phase 

1) to Type 2 (Phases 2 and 3), and finally reached Type 3 (Phase 4). The interfan evolved through 

all three end-members (Fig. 5.11). Although these types were characterised from, and represent 

end-members of modern systems (Fig. 5.2B), they also represent an evolutionary continuum of 

an interfan, assuming a sufficient sediment supply and progradation that eventually occupies the 

distance between the fan deltas (Fig. 5.12). It is also possible to use the classification scheme to 

subdivide an interfan in the dip direction (Fig. 5.11C). In the exhumed system studied, it is the 

geometries proximal to the fault/sediment source that are considered for the classification (strike 

line presented in Fig. 5.11). However, in a case with topsets adjoined in the proximal area (Type 

3), the interfan will also exhibit Type 2 and Type 1 in a proximal to distal trend (Fig. 5.11C).  

The scheme is presented with adjacent fan deltas in the hangingwall of a fault, but it is worth 

noting that the scheme also applies to adjacent systems in the footwall, and also fans that are 

obliquely prograding. For example, one fan prograding down a relay ramp may coalesce with one 

in the immediate hangingwall and the classification scheme is still applicable (Fig. 5.2B).  
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5.6.2. Asymmetry of fan deltas 

In previously published models of fan deltas in rift settings (e.g. Gawthorpe & Leeder, 2000), and 

in the interfan models presented here (Fig. 5.11), a symmetrical planform geometry and 

architecture of fan deltas is assumed. This follows the originally described Gilbert-type fan delta 

descriptions from the tectonically quiescent Lake Bonneville (e.g. American Fork delta; Gilbert, 

1890; Milligan & McDonald, 2016) that were principally controlled by lacustrine base level 

change in a glacial climate and which exhibit a symmetrical delta architecture (Gilbert, 1890; 

Lemons et al., 1996; Godsey et al., 2005). However, it is clear that during Phase 2 the Selinous 

fan delta, and most likely the Kerinitis fan delta, were asymmetric, and skewed eastward (Figs. 

5.13 and 5.14). Many of the modern fan deltas along the southern shore of the Gulf of Corinth 

also have an asymmetric delta plain geometry, representing a snap-shot of their tectono-

stratigraphic evolution (e.g. the Meganitis, Selinous, Kerinitis and Akrata fan deltas; Fig. 5.2A 

and 5.2B). The definition of the interfan is proposed here as ‘the area between two lines that 

project from the apices of two fan deltas to their intersection at the most distal point of bottomset 

interfingering’ is applicable to asymmetric fans, but the limit of distal interfingering is more 

challenging to pinpoint in these cases.  

There are two potential mechanisms for this asymmetry: 1) preferential reworking of sediments 

from the dominant wind and wave direction and/or, 2) principal sediment supply towards 

structural lows. In the modern Gulf of Corinth, a westerly wind and wave direction prevails, 

conditions that are expected to have been similar in the Early-Middle Pleistocene. The carrying 

energy of the longshore current would have been dependent on the weather conditions, with local 

storms producing currents with a higher energy that allow greater loads to be transported along-

shore (Bagnold, 1966). A number of formulas have been derived to predict longshore sediment 

transport in swell and storm conditions (Bijker, 1967; Engelund & Hansen, 1967; Ackers & 

White, 1973; Van de Graaff & Van Overeem, 1979; Bailard & Inman, 1981; Van Rijn, 1984; 

Watanabe et al., 1991); and these are compared in Bayram et al. (2001). As a result, sediments 

above wave base have been pervasively reworked eastward. This is a likely mechanism for the 
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skewing of planform topset geometry in the modern fan deltas (Fig. 5.2A and 5.2B) and may have 

driven migration of the barforms present in Unit 24 of the K-S interfan (Fig. 5.5). In cases where 

shallow water foresets have prograded over a previously flooded delta topset there is also the 

potential for longshore current reworking. For example, the foresets of the modern Selinous delta 

that overlie the submerged Late Pleistocene Selinous fan delta (Fig. 5.2B).  

For the overall fan delta architecture to be asymmetrical, there must be a driver to deflect the 

rivers. Differential subsidence along the border faults results in structural gradients, where the 

lowest point typically lies at the fault centre (Walsh & Watterson, 1988; Dawers & Anders, 1995). 

Over time, the rivers and resultant fan deltas preferentially follow the structural contours. A 

structural influence on river course has been documented for the modern Selinous and Kerinitis 

Rivers. The modern Kerinitis River has migrated towards the north-west since AD 450-1400 

(Schmidt, 1879; Soter & Katsonopoulou, 1998; McNeill & Collier, 2004) as a result of differential 

displacement in the relay zone between the E. and W. Heliki Faults (Fig. 5.2). The modern 

Selinous River has gradually migrated towards the south-east in response to growth of the Aigion 

Fault (Soter & Katsonopoulou, 1998, McNeill & Collier, 2004; Fig. 5.2). Asymmetry of fan delta 

architecture should be expected in tectonically-active settings subjected to differential subsidence. 

Interfans in these settings are therefore likely to exhibit a dominant influence from one fan delta, 

as can be seen in the K-S interfan, where the Selinous fan delta dominates during Phase 2. The 

highest rates of hangingwall subsidence are interpreted during Phase 2, which coincides with the 

most pronounced asymmetry. Ultimately, the degree of asymmetry through time is controlled by 

the interplay of external controls. In rift basins, this can be complicated by fault segment linkage 

that influences along-strike subsidence patterns. If the fan deltas prograde towards the area with 

more subsidence, which may change its position through time, the rivers will respond to change 

the dominant system in the interfan area.  

In summary, the observed asymmetry in the ancient succession is architectural, with large foresets 

from the Selinous fan delta dominating the interfan succession (Figs. 5.9 and 5.13), and thus 

reflecting a response to the structural gradient towards the fault centre. The asymmetry observed 
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in the planform geometry of the modern fan deltas (Fig. 5.2), and in the higher units of the interfan 

(Fig. 5.8), are more likely to be a result of the prevailing wind and wave direction.  

5.6.3. Interfans as stratigraphic archives  

Interactions of tectonics, base level and sediment supply are spatially and temporally complex. 

Interfan stratigraphy can record the complexity of the temporal evolution in rift settings, and the 

transition from net subsidence to net uplift, which is not recorded stratigraphically at the fan delta 

axes. Here, this regime shift was the result of a 6 km northward (basinward) transfer of fault 

activity from the P-M Fault to the W. Helike Fault, and is recorded by i) an overall shallowing 

upwards facies trend from Unit set 2-4, ii) reduced foreset heights, iii) a vertical stacking pattern 

suggesting a restriction of lateral space, iv) a greater number of units in the interfan than at the 

delta axes, and v) subsequent erosion and progradation of younger fan deltas in the hangingwall 

of the W. Helike Fault. During basin uplift, due to its deeper water position, the K-S interfan 

retained accommodation for longer than the delta axes, which became exposed first. Although, 

the axial parts of fan deltas record the earliest phases of delta evolution, prior to progradation into 

the interfan area, the K-S interfan provides a more complete stratigraphic record of the final stages 

of delta evolution (Figs. 5.13 and 5.14). In Figure 5.12, synthetic logs are presented to show the 

differences in the stratigraphic record at three positions through the progradation of two fan deltas: 

the proximal axis, the frontal distal axis and the interfan area. The proximal axis records the 

aggradation of topset units from the earliest growth phase, but in the case of uplift, is missing the 

latest stage of evolution. At the frontal distal axis, the earliest progradation of a single fan delta is 

recorded with bottomset deposits, and becomes overlain by foresets from that fan delta. As it is 

in a deeper water position, the frontal distal axis continues to preserve stratigraphy during the 

latest stage, but only from one fan delta. On the other hand, the proximal interfan records the early 

progradation of both fan deltas as interfingering bottomset deposits. The middle phase is 

represented by the progradation of foresets from both fan deltas and the latest stage is occupied 

by topset deposition. Thus, the interfan area not only provides a more complete record through 

uplift, but also records the history of both fan deltas, their architectural interactions through time, 
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and potentially reveals their asymmetry more readily than in axial dip sections. Both the axial and 

interfan areas are complementary and together yield the most complete record of basin evolution 

(Fig. 5.12), which has high utility. For example, if more complete biostratigraphic and 

palaeomagnetic records were available from fine-grained intervals and with more accurate 

correlation of stable, cosmogenic and radiogenic isotope curves to the fan delta succession, greater 

confidence in dating and tying of the eustatic sea level curve to the stratigraphy could be achieved 

(Emiliani, 1955; Imbrie et al., 1984; Lisiecki & Raymo, 2005). Interfan areas could therefore 

represent valuable but underutilised stratigraphic archives, which merit further investigation.  

 

5.7. Conclusions 

This is the first detailed study of syn-rift stratigraphic architectures in the interfan area of coeval 

fan deltas. Field data and UAV photogrammetry-based 3D outcrop models are used to extract 

qualitative and quantitative data from the Early-Middle K-S interfan. Modern planform 

geometries of interfan areas allow the classification of interfans into three end-members based on 

their separation according to delta topset and foreset radius, which can be applied to ancient 

systems. The Early-Middle Pleistocene K-S interfan evolved from Type 1 to Type 3 through five 

evolutionary phases from net subsidence to net uplift, due to a northward migration of fault 

activity from the P-M Fault to the W. Helike Fault. The interfan architectures record: early 

progradation of the Kerinitis delta into the interfan area (Phase 1), subsequent progradation of the 

Selinous delta into the interfan area and asymmetry of growth of both fan deltas eastward (Phase 

2), stratal interfingering of foresets from both fan deltas during net subsidence (Phase 3), and 

relative base level fall, erosion and reworking during net uplift, as a result of a basinward fault set 

switch (Phases 4-5). Planform asymmetry in the modern fan deltas is interpreted to be a result of 

wind and wave directional reworking. Architectural asymmetry is interpreted to be due to 

preferential river avulsion towards structural lows driven by subsidence patterns along active 

faults. Thus, architectural asymmetry may be a common feature in rift basins, and as such 
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interfans in these settings are likely to preserve evidence of a dominant depositional system. 

Interfan areas provide a condensed, and potentially more complete, stratigraphic record than the 

axial areas of the fan deltas through high preservation potential and longer submergence during 

the early stages of basin uplift, and therefore allow further insight into basin evolution. Interfan 

areas are underrepresented in terms of their importance in the literature, yet could be exploited as 

important stratigraphic archives that complement fan delta axial records. 
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5.10. Appendix I. Table A. Description of facies (modified from Barrett et al., 2019). 

Facies code Facies description Process 

interpretation 

Backert et al. 

(2010) scheme code 

Co1: Matrix-

supported 

conglomerate 

Poorly-sorted, matrix-supported (sand-gravel), gravel-cobble grade conglomerate. Sub-

rounded to sub-angular clasts <15 cm. Some cases of normal grading to fine sand. Cm- to dm-

thick beds.  

High energy bedload 

transport 

G2: Matrix-

supported 

conglomerate 

Co2: Stratified 

conglomerate 

Poorly-sorted, variable matrix- and clast-support (sand-gravel), pebble-cobble grade 

conglomerate, sub-horizontal bedding. Cm- to dm-thick beds. 

Bedload 

transport/longitudinal 

bedforms  

G1c: Crudely 

stratified 

conglomerate 

Co3: Dipping 

conglomerate 

Steeply dipping (~25°), poorly-sorted, clast-supported gravel-boulder conglomerate. Mostly 

sub-rounded, large pebble and cobble clasts (<15 cm diameter), occasional small boulders (<25 

cm). Matrix of coarse sand-gravel. In some cases locally imbricated. <1m thick open 

framework lenses. Cuts and scours. >10 m-thick beds. 

Gilbert-type delta 

foresets, characterised 

by erosive sediment 

gravity flows on steep 

slopes 

G1b: Steeply 

dipping 

conglomerate 

Co4: Clast-

supported 

conglomerate 

Well to poorly-sorted, clast-supported, pebbly conglomerate with occasional cobbles. Mainly 

sub-rounded to sub-angular clasts (<10 cm). Inverse grading. Some beds pinch out laterally. 

Cm-dm thick beds. 

Granular flow G1a: Well-to 

poorly-sorted 

structureless 

conglomerate 

Co5: Cross-bedded 

conglomerate 

Well-sorted, matrix- and clast-supported parts (some open-framework), gravel-cobble 

conglomerates. Clasts are mainly rounded-discoidal (<16 cm). Dm- to m-scale cross-beds with 

21-24° dip, locally with an asymptotic geometry. Some beds pinch out laterally. Inverse and 

normal grading within beds and gradational contacts.  

Dune migration by 

bedload transport and 

wave and storm 

reworking 

G1e: Cross-

stratified 

conglomerate 

Co6: Interbedded 

conglomerate-

gravelly sand 

Mostly poorly-sorted, matrix-supported interbedded pebble-cobble grade conglomerate and 

gravelly coarse sand. Sand is generally laminated with gravel and with dispersed pebbles. Some 

cobble beds are open-framework and well-sorted or poorly-sorted and clast-supported. Beds 

<20 cm thick. 

Variable energy 

regime sediment 

gravity flows - 

avalanche grain flows 

and high density 

turbidity currents 

 

Co7: Densely-

packed gravel 

conglomerate 

Open framework, densely-packed, well-sorted gravel. Beds pinch and swell with some minor 

grain size changes within gravel. Clasts are sub-angular and imbricated. Contains fine-medium 

sand lense.   

 

Dune migration by 

bedload transport and 

wave and storm 

reworking 
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Facies code Facies description Process interpretation Backert et al. 

(2010) scheme code 

Co8: Very 

angular, poorly-

sorted 

conglomerate 

Very poorly-sorted, mostly matrix-supported, some parts clast-supported, very angular, gravel 

to boulder conglomerate. Some sheared clasts and some rounded clasts. Striations on very large 

boulder - also sheared (1m x1m) Several large boulders near the top. Medium sand matrix. 

Highly erosive and loaded base. Large ball and flame structures. 

 

Fault scarp degradation  

Sa1: Graded 

sandstone 

Well-sorted, inverse or normal grading, very fine-very coarse sandstone. Mainly massive, but 

in some cases with some parallel laminations at the base or faint cross-beds near the top. Cm- 

to dm-thick beds. 

Turbidity current – 

Bouma TA-C 

S4: Inversely or 

normal graded 

sandstone 

Sa2: Massive 

sandstone 

Poorly-sorted, massive fine-medium sandstone with cm-scale gravel lag at bases. Some cases 

evidence of weak normal grading.  Dm-thick beds. 

Medium energy flow 

regime, bedload 

transport 

S1: Structureless 

sandstone 

Sa3: Interbedded 

sand and gravel 

lenses with shell 

clusters 

Interbedded fine sand and gravel lenses (<5 cm thick and <50 cm length), pinching out over 15-

150cm. Occasional sub-rounded pebble clasts. Some gravel lenses fine laterally into fine-

medium sand. Broken shell fragments, often in clusters within red-coloured gravelly-coarse 

sand matrix.  Dm-thick beds. 

Storm current 

reworking shallow 

marine sediment and 

transporting downdip 

 

Sa4: Planar- and 

wavy-laminated 

sandstone 

Flat-lying, planar- or wavy-laminated very fine-fine sandstone.  Sometimes inversely graded. 

Cm- to dm-thick beds.  

Upper stage plane beds 

with variable flow 

conditions 

S2: Laminated 

sandstone 

Sa5: Cross-

bedded sandstone 

Low-angle cross-bedded very fine-medium sand. Medium sand grade lenses (<2 cm long and 

~0.5 cm thick). Symmetrical and/or asymmetrical ripples with silt drapes (<0.5 cm). Cm- to 

dm-thick beds. 

Wave or current ripple 

and dune migration 

with periods of 

intermittent quiescence 

S3: Cross-bedded 

sandstone 

Sa6: Gravelly 

sandstone 

Poorly-sorted, gravelly coarse sand, some gravelly laminations and small floating pebbles. 

Sometimes with erosive base. Cm- to dm-thick beds.  

Medium energy 

bedload transport or 

high density turbidity 

current 

S1: Structureless 

sandstone 

Fi1: Wavy-

laminated 

siltstone 

Wavy-laminated, ripple cross-bedded, fine calcareous siltstone with scours and soft sediment 

deformation. Normal or inverse grading. Cm-width, 10cm-length sand- and mud-filled 

Planolites burrows. Cm-thick beds. 

Occasional turbidity 

current events – Bouma 

TD-E – with periods of 

quiescence for 

colonisation. Loading 

from dense 

conglomerate above 

F2: Laminated 

siltstone 
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Fi2: Planar-

laminated siltstone 

Planar-laminated siltstone (cm- to dm-thick beds). Some variations in colour from red - cream 

– orange. 

Suspension fall-out 

and intermittent dilute 

turbidity current  

F2: Laminated 

siltstone 

Fi3: Red-coloured 

sandy siltstone 

Varying thickness (cm-scale) red-coloured sandy silt.   Palaeosol F3b: Variegated 

siltstone 

Fi4: Organic-rich, 

structureless 

mudstone 

Structureless claystone, dark colour - organic rich. Cm-thick beds. Suspension fall-out 

with anoxic 

conditions 

 

Fi5: Structureless 

mudstone 

Structureless calcareous mudstone.  Cream or red coloured. Cm- to dm-thick beds. Suspension fall-out F4a: Claystone 

Fi6: Interbedded 

sandstone-mudstone 

Interbedded wavy very fine sandstone and white or pink coloured mudstone. Cm-thick beds. Suspension fall-out 

and intermittent dilute 

turbidity current  

F3a: Interbedded 

siltstone 
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5.11. Appendix II. Measured sections. 
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Abstract 

In rift basin-fills, the interaction of footwall-, hangingwall- and axially-derived depositional 

systems results in a complex stratigraphic architecture. Moreover, it can be challenging to 

distinguish deposits derived from fault crest erosion from those derived from established 

catchments beyond the fault crest. Here, a detailed geometric and volumetric analysis of the 

footwall degradation and hangingwall fill of an individual fault block in the northern Carnarvon 

Basin, NW Shelf, Australia is undertaken. Fault throw, vertical and headward erosion are 

measured and twelve stratal units are defined within the hangingwall seismic stratigraphic 

framework. Seismic facies and stratal geometries allow the along-strike architectural variability 

of the footwall-derived fans to be constrained. Depositional systems from different origins 

interfinger, abruptly downlap, build up the flanks of others and route around each other. The 

volume balance between footwall erosion to associated hangingwall-fill across ten quadrants 

along the fault highlights areas of sediment bypass and the positions of through-going sediment 

input points. A quantitatively-informed interpretation of the tectono-sedimentary evolution of the 

basin suggests that it evolved through four phases linked to the evolution of the main border fault 

and a number of parallel, antithetic faults. Exposure of the border fault footwall and adjacent fault 

terraces produced small catchments from beyond the fault crest that fed the hangingwall basin. 

One source persisted throughout hangingwall infill and its position coincides with a topographic 

high in the basin, a fault throw minimum, peaks in vertical and headward erosion, and sustained 

clinoform development in the immediate hangingwall. During the earliest stage of fault activity, 

two fault segments are interpreted, with a relay focussing sediment transport to the basin. 

Typically, preservation and/or subsurface imaging of erosional landscapes is limited, therefore, 

the quantitative approach for identifying through-going sediment input points could be applied to 

other basin-fills and also to identify areas dominated by sediment bypass.  
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6.1. Introduction  

Fault crest degradation is a common feature along footwall highs in rift basins (Morley et al., 

2007; Mortimer & Carrapa, 2007; Elliott et al., 2012; Henstra et al., 2016; Bilal et al., 2018). 

Degradation during faulting results in the eroded sediment being fed directly into the hangingwall 

basin and associated syn-rift subaerial and subaqueous fans to form (McLeod & Underhill, 1999; 

Sharp et al., 2000; Fraser et al., 2002; Stewart & Reeds, 2003). Fault crest degradation (Bilal et 

al., 2018), catchment size (Elliott et al., 2012) and the stratigraphic architecture of hangingwall 

fans (Gawthorpe et al., 1994; 2017; Dorsey et al., 1995; Barrett et al., 2019) are reported to follow 

fault throw distribution, which is broadly parabolic along a given fault (Walsh & Watterson, 1988; 

Dawers & Anderson, 1995). As such, the greatest throw, largest catchments, greatest fault scarp 

degradation and aggradational-retrogradational stacking in the hangingwall typically occur at the 

fault centre, and decrease with sedimentary stacking becoming more progradational towards the 

fault tips. The balance between accommodation generation and sediment supply is paramount in 

determining the nature of these erosional and depositional responses.  

Climate and base level are consistent across small (10s kms) basins, but structural elements can 

influence topography and gradients over short length scales, which cause the balance of 

accommodation and sediment supply to become highly variable. Footwall-derived depositional 

systems are most commonly reported (Gawthorpe et al., 1994; Leppard & Gawthorpe, 2006; Ford 

et al., 2007; Backert et al., 2010; Turner & Cronin, 2018) and record along-strike variability in 

stratigraphic architecture (Dorsey & Umhoefer, 2000; Ghinassi, 2007; Gawthorpe et al., 2017; 

Barrett et al., 2018). Their controls can be quantified (Barrett et al., 2019) and recent studies have 

demonstrated associated along-strike variability in footwall catchment size and scarp degradation 

(Elliott et al., 2012; Bilal et al., 2018). However, in basins where pre-rift topography, syn-rift 

antithetic faults, folds and interacting fault arrays are prevalent features, in addition to footwall-

derived sources, hangingwall- and axial-derived systems can equally contribute to basin infill 

(Leeder et al., 1996; Jackson et al., 2011; McArthur et al., 2016a). How multiple depositional 

systems interact within a fault-confined basin and how those interactions evolve with the growth 
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of structural elements across a basin is relatively understudied, and there are few studies that 

undertake an integrated assessment of footwall degradation and hangingwall architecture (Collier 

& Gawthorpe, 1995; Pechlivanidou et al., 2018), particularly in three dimensions. 

Considering the footwall-derived component of deposition, two sources supply the basin: 1) 

degradation of the fault crest and, 2) through-going sediment inputs from established catchments 

beyond the immediate fault crest (Gawthorpe & Leeder, 2000). Differentiating the two supply 

signals in the rock record is difficult without well constraint, and imaging of drainage catchments 

is rare because of the limited preservation of erosional landscapes. The ability to resolve the two 

inputs is important for understanding sediment transport to and around the basin; the position of 

supplying rivers and areas of likely sediment bypass are common enigmas. Differentiation is also 

important for reservoir quality assessment. Mature, reworked sediments from long-lived, through-

going catchments are likely to provide a better hydrocarbon host than more poorly-sorted slumps 

from the fault crest (Reading & Richards, 1994; Richards et al., 1998; Leppard & Gawthorpe, 

2006). Thus, there is a requirement for an alternative method for determining the location of 

through-going sediment input points to seismic mapping alone. Mass balancing is a common 

approach in large-scale source-to-sink studies (Paola & Martin, 2012; Michael et al., 2013; 

Hampson et al., 2014; Lin & Bhattacharya, 2017; Watkins et al., 2018) and could be a pragmatic 

approach to picking apart supply signals, by understanding volume excess and deficits in the 

hangingwall basin to footwall erosion. 

Here, we analyse footwall degradation and associated hangingwall fill across an individual fault 

block in the northern Carnarvon Basin, NW Shelf, using a novel volume-balancing approach, to 

satisfy three  aims: 1) assess the interaction between multiple depositional systems with different 

origins in a fault confined basin and the influence of evolving structure on their development; 2) 

identify the position of footwall-derived through-going sediment entry points to the basin in the 

absence of catchment imaging, and, 3) present a quantitatively-informed interpretation of the 

tectono-sedimentary evolution of the basin. This study can be used to inform other systems where 

the coeval footwall system is poorly preserved, and emphasises the need to incorporate multiple 
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sediment sources and detailed interactions between their deposits into tectono-stratigraphic 

models of rift basin-fills. 

 

6.2. Study area  

The northern Carnarvon Basin (535 000 km2; Fig. 6.1) is positioned towards the southern limit of 

the NW Shelf, Australia, and is bounded by the Roebuck and Canning Basins to the north-east, 

the southern Carnarvon Basin to the south, and the Argo, Gascoyne and Cuvier Abyssal Plains to 

the north and west (Hocking, 1988). Internally, the basin comprises a number of NE-trending, 

Palaeozoic-Cenozoic structural elements that accommodate a <15 km thick sedimentary 

succession. The Beagle, Dampier, Barrow and Exmouth sub-basins constitute failed rift systems 

in the inboard region of the basin (Fig. 6.1A). The Exmouth Plateau sits outboard of these sub-

basins, separated by the Kangaroo Syncline (Stagg & Colwell, 1994; Gartrell, 2016). The 

Exmouth Plateau is a relatively undeformed, broad platform (600 km long and 300-400 km wide) 

that consists of continental crust that was stretched, rifted and subsided to form a series of NNE-

trending, domino-style extensional faults (Exon et al., 1992). A number of footwall-crests have 

been exploited for hydrocarbons, with one of the most distal discoveries being the Thebe Gas 

Field, approximately 350 km offshore, in the north-central part of the plateau. The fault 

accommodating the Thebe-2 appraisal well and its associated hangingwall basin is the focus in 

this study (Figs. 6.1B and 6.1C). 

The pre-rift succession that is juxtaposed against syn-rift sediments across the Thebe-2 Fault 

comprises the Triassic, fluvio-deltaic, interbedded mudstone-sandstone Mungaroo Formation. 

Erosion of this formation at the fault crest is evident (Fig. 6.2). Fault scarp degradation is 

characterised by Bilal et al. (2018) in a northern and adjacent fault block. The different erosional 

styles of the fault crest are attributed to different mechanical properties within the footwall 

succession. The infill of the degraded scarp at the Thebe-2 Fault and overlying sequence is the 

Late Jurassic Dingo Claystone and Jansz Sandstone Formations (Ellis et al., 2009). The 
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hangingwall basin stratigraphy is not drilled, but comprises the Murat and Athol Formations 

(Marshall & Lang, 2013). These formations thin to a condensed unit on the footwall of the fault. 

The base and top of the hangingwall syn-rift package are defined by the TR30 transgressive 

surface and the J40 sequence boundary, respectively (Marshall & Lang, 2013; Fig. 6.2). 

 

Figure 6.1. Study area location. A) Regional map of the NW Shelf, Australia. White box indicates 

study area. B) Map to show the limit of the seismic dataset. A time map of the Top Pre-Rift surface 

is presented to highlight the faults. The specific study area covers the most north-western fault 

block, where the Thebe-2 well penetrates the footwall of the main border fault. C) Regional 

interpreted seismic line showing the position of the Thebe-2 well. Line position shown in A (C-

C’). Interpreted seismic section modified from Geoscience Australia.  
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6.3. Geological context  

The break-up of Gondwanaland resulted in multiple phases of rifting during the Palaeozoic and 

Mesozoic that impacted the development of the NW Shelf (Fig. 6.2). The Late Carboniferous to 

Early Permian was characterised by the break-away of the Sibamasu block, and resulted in the 

development of the Westralian Superbasin and the dominant NE-SW structural grain of the NW 

Shelf (Yeates et al., 1987; Bradshaw et al., 1994; Etheridge & O’Brien, 1994). Following 

extension, a post-rift thermal sag basin developed during the Triassic, which was punctuated by 

shorter periods of compression (e.g. Fitzroy Movement; Forman & Wales, 1981). During this 

time, thick marine siliciclastic sediments accumulated (Locker Shale) that subsequently 

shallowed-upwards into the fluvial-shallow marine Mungaroo Formation during the Carnian-

Norian, as a result of significant uplift-related erosion from the onshore Canning Basin (Longley 

et al., 2002; Marshall & Lang, 2013).  

The major Late Triassic-Jurassic rifting phase followed (Fig. 6.2) and is responsible for the 

disintegration of Argoland and the formation of the northern Carnarvon Basin sub-basins, 

exploiting older structural fabrics (Longley et al., 2002). The Lhasa micro-plate separated from 

Gondwana during the Norian (Metcalfe, 1999) and the West Burma micro-plate separated over 

three phases from the Hettangian (earliest Jurassic) to the Kimmeridgian (Late Jurassic) (Longley 

et al., 2002). The inboard sub-basins received abundant syn-rift sediments through the Jurassic, 

accumulating a >6 km thick succession. However, the more distal Exmouth Plateau was sediment 

starved, and a condensed (<400 m) succession was deposited, represented by the Murat and Athol 

siltstone formations (Marshall & Lang, 2013; Gartrell et al., 2016; Bilal et al., 2018). The 

Oxfordian J40 SB (Marshall & Lang, 2013) defines the cessation of fault activity.  

After a period of quiescence, renewed tectonic activity occurred during the Berriasian (Early 

Cretaceous) resulting in the separation of Greater India and formation of the Gascoyne and Cuvier 

oceanic abyssal plains (Veevers, 1988; Longley et al., 2002). Valanginian-Aptian marine shales 

(Muderong Fm.) comprise the post-rift succession and act as regional seals to Late Triassic-Early 
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Cretaceous hydrocarbon reservoirs (Bradshaw et al., 1988; Tindale et al., 1998). Carbonate 

deposition replaced siliciclastic during the Late Cretaceous, blanketing the basin with NW-

prograding wedges (Bradshaw et al., 1994). Two later periods of regional tectonic activity acted 

upon the Exmouth Plateau, resulting in reactivation of older, rift-related structures (Longley et 

al., 2002). The first occurred during the Campanian (Late Cretaceous) from far field plate motion 

on the southern Australian margin and resulted in transpressional growth of pre-existing normal 

faults (Bradshaw et al., 1988; Tindale et al., 1998). The latter occurred during the Neogene, when 

collision between the Australian plate and the Java-Banda arc (SE Asia) caused inversion and 

reactivation of faults across the northern Carnarvon Basin (Keep et al., 1998; Hengesh & Whitney, 

2016).  
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Figure 6.2. Stratigraphy of the northern Carnarvon Basin with formation tops (biostratigraphic 

data) from the Thebe-2 well presented on a NW-SE seismic section. The syn-rift interval of interest 

is between the TR30 transgressive surface and J40 sequence boundary, which is expressed as a 

vertical succession in the hangingwall (blue shading), but a surface in the footwall. Pre-rift 

stratigraphy is shaded in pink .TS = Transgressive surface; MFS = Maximum flooding surface; 

SB = sequence boundary. Tectonic events from Longley et al. (2002). Play intervals from 

Marshall & Lang (2013). 

 

6.4. Dataset  

This study uses a full angle PSTM (Pre-Stack Time Migrated) 3D seismic reflection dataset 

(HEX07B) that covers an 1800 km2 area around the Thebe gas field, and wireline log and 

biostratigraphic data from the Thebe-2 appraisal well (Fig. 6.1). The seismic reflection data were 

acquired in 2007 with a Bolt airgun array (2000 psi) and 8 x 3600 m streamer cables with 100 m 

spacing, reaching a maximum penetration of 4609.5 ms TWT. Inlines are orientated NW-SE with 

an interval of 25 m, and crosslines are orientated NE-SW with 12.5 m intervals. Seismic reflection 

data are displayed as zero phase and with the European-Australian Normal polarity convention, 

whereby a downwards increase in acoustic impedance corresponds to a negative reflection; 

‘trough-peak-trough’ is presented with ‘red-blue-red’ colours. All seismic reflection sections are 

presented with 5x vertical exaggeration. Seismic frequency within the interval of interest (~2500 

to 3200ms TWT) ranges from 15 to 65 Hz, with an average of ~40 Hz. The average velocity at 

the Top Pre-Rift surface in Thebe-2 is 1668 m/s. The average wavelength of the data is 42 m, 

which yields a maximum vertical resolution of 10.5 m (λ/4) and a limit of detectability of 1.4 m 

(λ/30) (Widess, 1973; Kallweit & Wood, 1982). Three normal fault blocks are imaged in the data, 

and the Thebe-2 well penetrates the footwall of the most north-western fault within the survey 

area (Fig. 6.1). Key chronostratigraphic surfaces and formation tops were extracted from 

biostratigraphic well data (Ellis et al., 2009) and formed the basis for regional seismic mapping 

(Fig. 6.2).  
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6.5. Methodology 

In order to understand the tectono-sedimentary evolution of the basin and to locate the position 

of fixed drainage systems on the footwall crests that supplied the hangingwall basin, the following 

steps were taken: 

1. Identify seismic facies and map key stratal surfaces  

2. Build a stratigraphic framework that sub-divides the hangingwall basin-fill into stratal 

units and relate those into major unit sets 

3. Distinguish depositional styles, origins and variability of the observed sedimentary 

inputs: footwall-derived, hangingwall-derived and axial-derived fans 

4. Mapping of footwall-derived fans for volume calculations 

5. Identify areas of footwall crest degradation using seismic cross-sections and maps 

6. Measurement of fault throw and footwall degradation (headward and vertical erosion)  

7. Measurement of the bulk volume of eroded material from the footwall  

8. Volume balancing using the ratio of hangingwall fill (footwall-derived fans) to footwall 

erosion (VHW/VFW) 

 

6.5.1. Stratigraphic analysis (Steps 1-4) 

Facies changes, bedding dips and stratal terminations (onlap, downlap, truncation) were used to 

distinguish 12 seismic units (A-L) in the hangingwall stratigraphy. Units are defined based on 

observations and sequence stratigraphic significance is not assumed. The top and base of each 

unit were mapped manually at high resolution (every inline and crossline). Mapped surfaces 

change character and merge laterally. As such, some seismic units are time equivalent in some 

places, whilst further along-strike they stack successively. A number of seismic units are restricted 

to and derived from the main border fault (from the south-east), whilst others are restricted to and 

derived from the north-western parts of the basin. Seismic units were grouped into four unit sets 
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according to the presence of three key stratal surfaces (KSS1-3), which are defined by multiple 

stratal terminations. Each unit set represents one of four phases of basin evolution. 

The 3D seismic reflection data and stratigraphic framework permitted geometrical analysis of the 

hangingwall stratigraphy such that footwall-derived fans could be distinguished from hangingwall 

dip-slope-derived and axial-derived depositional systems. For example, clinoforms and sloping 

horizons that dip basinward from the main border fault and show a radial geometry in 3D are 

interpreted as footwall-derived fans. Based on geometry and seismic facies, the depositional 

systems in the hangingwall basin were characterised and their variation along-strike and through 

time was assessed. 

6.5.2. Measuring footwall degradation (Steps 5-7) 

The Top Pre-Rift (Top Mungeroo Fm.) surface that extends across the seismic survey was mapped 

to reveal the degraded fault scarp (Figs. 6.3 and 6.4). A pseudo-surface was then extrapolated by 

projecting the fault plane and the trend of an uneroded footwall top surface (Fig. 6.3). This 

pseudo-surface is the estimated restored footwall. The difference in vertical height between the 

highest point on the restored footwall to the highest preserved point on the fault scarp is taken as 

the amount of vertical erosion. The distance between the highest point on the restored footwall to 

the most headward uneroded point on the footwall top surface is taken as the amount of headward 

erosion. The volume between the restored footwall pseudo-surface and the Top Pre-Rift surface 

represents the total amount of erosion of the fault scarp (shown in cross-section in Fig. 6.3). The 

projected fault throw was measured every 5 inlines (125 m) along the fault and taken as the 

distance between the highest point on the restored footwall to the Top-Pre Rift surface in the 

immediate hangingwall (Fig. 6.3). It was also measured from the highest point on the fault scarp 

that is uneroded to the lowest point in the hangingwall.  
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Figure 6.3. Positions on the fault that are used for measuring fault throw, and headward and 

vertical erosion. Pre-rift stratigraphy is shaded white. 

 

6.5.3. Volume balancing approach (Step 8) 

In order to compare the amount of eroded sediment from the footwall (VFW) to the amount of 

hangingwall fill (VHW), a volume balancing approach was taken. For the footwall erosion, using 

the structural modelling functions in Petrel software, a grid was constructed between the 

extrapolated pseudo-surface (restored footwall crest) and the Top Pre-Rift surface. From this, the 

eroded thickness and eroded bulk volume of sediment was calculated. Figure 6.4B shows a map 

of the eroded thickness of sediment overlain onto the degraded fault scarp. Figure 6.5 presents 

the fault scarp degradation in cross-section.  
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Figure 6.4. A) 3D capture of the Top Pre-Rift surface across the seismic dataset to reveal a series 

of normal fault blocks with degraded fault scarps. B) 3D image of the fault of interest in the study 

area (position shown in ‘A’ with black dashed outline). A map of the eroded thickness of sediment 

is overlain onto the fault scarp. Eroded thickness colour map from Crameri (2018). 
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Figure 6.5. Seismic cross-section to highlight the degraded fault scarp. A) Degraded area of the 

fault scarp is onlapped and filled by the post-rift strata. Transparency is applied to the Top Pre-

Rift surface to reveal the footwall seismic character. B) Map of the eroded thickness of sediment 

is overlain onto the fault scarp. Inset shows the eroded thickness projected onto the seismic cross-

section. SB = sequence boundary. Eroded thickness colour map from Crameri (2018). 

To calculate the volume of hangingwall fill, the two seismic units comprising radial, basinward-

dipping reflectors interpreted to represent footwall-derived fans were identified (Units E and H). 

The bases and tops of the units were mapped, the areas between were gridded and the bulk 

volumes were calculated using the same approach as with the footwall degradation (Fig. 6.6).  
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Figure 6.6. Methodology for volume balancing approach (VHW/VFW). A) Layout of quadrants along the fault for analysis. Quadrant boundaries are defined by 

interfan areas in the hangingwall basin, demonstrated here with an isochron map of Unit E containing footwall-derived fans. Each quadrant encompasses an 

area of the footwall and hangingwall. B) Volume gridding of the hangingwall units (Units E and H) containing footwall-derived fans, and the volume of eroded 

material from the footwall scarp. The restored footwall to its pre-erosional state is presented.  
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The seismic data is presented in time, and the output volumes are not true volumes of eroded and 

deposited sediment. For simplicity, each millisecond on the vertical axis is assumed to represent 

one metre in the volume calculation. To help comparison, and remove ambiguous units, a ratio is 

presented of hangingwall fill to footwall erosion (VHW/VFW). It is assumed that the grid cell 

volume on the footwall top is equivalent to the grid cell volume in the hangingwall fill, although 

it is acknowledged that there is some uncertainty due to the lack of depth and therefore thickness 

conversion from time.  

We can reduce some of the uncertainty using a ‘back-of-the-envelope’ calculation (Fig. 6.7). The 

Top Pre-Rift surface at the Thebe-2 well lies at 2632 ms, where checkshot data yield an average 

velocity of 1668 m/s and the total vertical depth is 2217 m. Therefore, one millisecond at that 

depth represents ~1.67 m. The interval velocity at the Top Pre-Rift surface is greater at 2180m/s 

and so each millisecond in that interval could represent up to 2.18 m. This is larger than the 1 m 

assumption used in the volume calculation, and so all bulk volumes are likely to be 

underestimated and represent minimum values. The tops of the hangingwall fans are at 

approximately 3000 ms in the hangingwall. Extrapolating the velocity trend in the well beyond 

its maximum depth to 3000 ms gives a velocity of 1792 m/s. One millisecond at this depth 

represents ~1.79 m, which is within the range of estimates provided by the interval and average 

velocities for the footwall cells (Fig. 6.7). The hangingwall sediment succession is different to the 

footwall succession and likely has different acoustic properties. However, if the hangingwall fans 

are assumed to be fed from the degraded fault scarp, the interval velocity could be similar, 

excluding the effects of compaction. Therefore, with similar thickness conversions at the depth 

of footwall degradation to the depth of fan deposition, the assumption of equivalent cell volumes 

is deemed acceptable (Figs. 6.6 and 6.7).  
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Figure 6.7. Approach for validating cell volume equivalency between the footwall and 

hangingwall intervals of interest. Data is presented in time and in the volume calculations, 1 ms 

is assumed to represent 1 m vertical height of a cell. In the footwall, interval (red) and average 

(white) velocity data from Thebe-2 yield values between 1.67 m and 2.18 m. Average velocity is 

extrapolated from the maximum depth of the well to the depth of the hangingwall fans and gives 

a vertical cell height of 1.79 m for the hangingwall fans. Various assumptions are inclusive of 

this approach (see text). Cell volumes are shown to be approximately equivalent between the 

footwall and hangingwall positions. Volume calculations are likely to be underestimates and 

represent minimum values.  

6.5.3.1. VHW/VFW quadrant analysis 

Only seismic units that are confidently interpreted to contain footwall-derived fans are included 

in the analysis and so other hangingwall sources are not considered to be contributing to the 

volumes calculated.  

In order to identify where the greatest difference in footwall erosion to hangingwall fill is, 10 

quadrants that cover the footwall and hangingwall are assessed (Fig. 6.6A). The volume of 

footwall erosion, and volume of sediment in Units E and H are calculated for each quadrant. The 

output volumes, the difference between VHW and VFW, and VHW/VFW ratio are recorded for each 

quadrant. Any excess volume in the hangingwall (i.e. VHW > VFW) is a result of through-going 
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sediment transport from beyond the footwall crest. Any excess eroded volume in the footwall (i.e. 

VFW > VHW) is a result of sediment bypass or redistribution. Any ratio values close to 1, should 

be deemed as uncertain. 

There are three main assumptions and considerations in the quadrant analysis: 1) all footwall-

derived material is encompassed within each hangingwall grid, i.e. some fine-grained material 

may be incorporated into other units or may have left the basin; 2) the degraded footwall area 

within each quadrant supplies the hangingwall area within the quadrant and there is no along-

strike re-distribution; 3) lower and higher units that contain footwall-derived material are not 

considered in the analysis, yet could increase hangingwall volumes. All assumptions yield 

conservative estimates for hangingwall fill in each quadrant. 

 

6.6. Results  

6.6.1. Stratigraphic framework 

For the stratigraphic framework, twelve stratal units (Units A-L) are identified in the hangingwall 

basin, based on seismic facies (Table 6.1) and geometry (Table 6.2; Fig. 6.8; Fig. 6.9). In some 

places, units interfinger and in others they stack successively. The twelve stratal units are 

compiled into four major unit sets (1-4), representing four stages of evolution of the basin, 

separated by three key stratal surfaces (KSS1-3). Four SE-dipping antithetic faults (AA, AB, AC 

and AD) trending parallel to the main border fault are identified, which were active at various 

times during the deposition of the units. For reference, the hangingwall basin is divided into three 

sub-basins (northern, central and southern; Fig. 6.8A). The southern and central sub-basins are 

separated by a topographic saddle. The central and northern sub-basins encompass the extents of 

antithetic faults AA and AB, respectively.  
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Table 6.1. Seismic facies: example extracts, descriptions and interpretations. 

Seismic 

facies 

Example Description Interp. 

SF1 a) 

 
 

b) 

 
 

 

 

Character: Mainly high amplitude, low-med. 

frequency (10-50 Hz), steeply-dipping 

reflectors. Internal reflections range from 

continuous to chaotic. 

Geometry:  

a) Planar-slightly 

concaved slope. 3D 

prism-apron shape 

along the fault. No 

radial geometry. 

 

 

b) Flat-slope 

clinoform. 3D radial 

geometry and in 

some cases 

interfingering with 

adjacent fans. 

Foreset heights ranges from 40 ms-200 ms 

(70-350 m with 1742 m/s velocity).  

Internal architectures vary along-strike, but 

generally exhibit progradational stacking near 

the base, and aggradational or retrogradational 

stacking towards the tops of the fans. 

 

Position: Always positioned in the immediate 

hangingwall and dipping away from the main 

border fault.  

a) Sloping reflectors continue along the 

fault <4 km and extend <650 m 

away from the fault. 

b) Numerous positions – most striking 

example is ~4.5 km from the 

southern end of the basin 

Footwall-

derived 

subaqeous 

and 

submarine 

fans: 

a) Slope 

apron 

b) Fan delta 

 

 

SF2  

 
 

 

Character: Low-med. amplitude (peaks 

brighter than troughs), low-med. frequency 

(10-50 Hz), discontinuous, dipping reflectors. 

Separated by high amplitude, flat-lying 

reflectors that are conformable.  

 

Geometry: 3D radial geometry. Foreset height 

20-40 ms (35-70 m with 1742 m/s velocity). 

Foresets exhibit a highly progradational 

stacking pattern.  

 

Position: Foresets prograde from the northern 

fault tip in a direction parallel to the fault 

trend, i.e. the depositional system follows an 

axial route. Foresets are restricted to a single 

interval/unit and are confined laterally and at 

their distal extent by footwall-derived fans.  

Only occurs in Unit G. 

Stacked, 

prograding 

fan delta 

foresets, 

separated by 

flooding 

surfaces. 
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SF3  

 

Character: Medium amplitude, med. to high 

frequency (40-70 Hz) reflectors with moderate 

continuity.  

Geometry: Shallow, basinward-dipping with 

clinoformal and radial shape. Foreset height 

50-60 ms (90-105 m with 1742 m/s). Topset 

length <300 m. 

Position: Prograding away from antithetic 

faults into the southern sub-basin. Occurs only 

in Unit G. 

Deltaic 

clinoforms 

prograding 

basinward 

from 

antithetic 

faults 

SF4  

 

 

Medium to high amplitude, low-med. 

frequency (20-50Hz), moderate-high 

continuity, undulating reflectors that are 

relatively flat-lying to gently-dipping 

(sometimes following pre-rift topography) and 

fade/pinch-out down-dip and along-strike. 

Observed in Units A, B, D, F, K. 

Shoreface? 

Turbidites? 

SF5  

 
  

Low amplitude, low frequency (10-20Hz), 

chaotic-discontinuous reflections. Apparent at 

the downdip terminations of higher amplitude, 

dipping reflectors. Observed in Units B, C, D, 

E, F, G, H, I, K. 

Mass 

transport 

deposits in 

clinoform 

bottomsets 

SF6  

 
  

Med. amplitude, low-high frequency (10-

80Hz), discontinuous reflectors with 

undulating geometries. Observed in the lowest 

syn-rift stratigraphy (Unit A). 

Unknown – 

channels? 

SF7 
 

 
 

Med. amplitude, med.-high frequency (40-

70Hz), continuous reflectors, onlapping 

underlying topography. Some undulations. 

Observed in the upper part of the syn-rift 

stratigraphy (Units I, J, K, L). 

Turbidites? 

SF8  

 

Low to med. amplitude, high frequency (50-

80Hz), steeply-dipping reflectors with a planar 

sloping geometry that appears to be radial in 

3D. Observed in Units J, L. Dipping reflectors 

are <100 ms high. 

Submarine 

fan? 
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Table 6.2. Stratigraphic framework: seismic unit descriptions. U = Unit; US = Unit set. 

U US Col. 
Key 

features 
Facies Ext. 

Fault 

thicken. 

Top surface 

character 

Max. 

strat. 

thick. 

Max. 

foreset 

height 

 

A 

 

1 

 

 

 

Small 

clinoforms 

from main 

border fault 

 

 

SF6 

 

Whole 

basin 

 

Main 

border 

fault 

 

KSS1. Bright and 

continuous 

reflector in N - 

becomes 

discontinuous 

towards S. Change 

of seismic facies 

across surface. 

 

63 ms 

Thins 

toward 

S 

 

20 ms 

B 2  

 

Fans from 

main 

border fault 

and 

antithetic 

faults 

 

SF1a-

b; SF4 

Whole 

basin 

Main 

border 

fault & 

AB & 

AC 

Change of seismic 

facies & downlap 

from reflectors 

above. 

40 ms. 

Av. 23 

ms 

30 ms 

C 2  

 

East- and 

west-

dipping, 

interfingeri

-ng 

reflectors 

SF5 Cent. 

sub-

basin 

None Distinct, flat-lying, 

high amplitude 

trough, 

downlapped by 

Unit E and F.  

53 ms  

D 2  

 

Depos. 

system 

from NW, 

antithetic 

faults 

SF4; 

SF5 

North. 

and 

central 

sub-

basins. 

Restri-

cted to 

the 

NW.  

AB & 

AC 

KSS2. In the N, 

downlapped by 

system from NW 

(Unit F), and 

towards S it is 

downlapped by 

Unit H. Change in 

seismic facies. In 

places eroded by 

Unit G. 

80 ms 

Av. 43 

ms 

 

E 2  

 

Fans from 

main 

border fault 

SF1a-

b 

Whole 

basin 

Main 

border 

fault 

KSS2. In the N, 

downlapped by 

system from NW 

(Unit F), and 

towards S it is 

downlapped by 

Unit H. Change in 

seismic facies. In 

places eroded by 

Unit G. 

93 ms 67 ms 

F 3  

 

Depos. 

systems 

from the 

NW, 

antithetic 

faults 

SF8; 

SF4; 

SF5 

North. 

and 

central 

sub-

basins. 

Restri-

cted to 

the 

NW. 

AA, AB, 

AC & 

AD 

Downlapped by 

Unit G from the 

NW. Change in 

seismic facies. 

80 ms 40 ms 

G 3  

 

Axial 

clinoforms 

between 

flat-lying 

reflectors 

& fans 

from NW, 

antithetic 

faults 

SF2; 

SF3; 

SF4 

Whole 

basin 

 

AA, AB, 

AC & 

AD 

KSS3. Onlapped 

by Units I, J, K, in 

places onto a high-

amplitude 

approximately flat-

lying trough. 

Change in seismic 

facies. 

86 ms; 

Av. 41 

ms 

20-40 ms 
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H 3 

 

Fans from 

main 

border fault 

SF1a-

b 

Cent. 

and 

south.

sub-

basins. 

Restri

cted to 

SE. 

Main 

border 

fault 

KSS3. Onlapped 

by Units I, J, K, in 

places onto a high-

amplitude 

approximately flat-

lying trough. 

Change in seismic 

facies. 

98 ms 98 ms 

I 4  

 

Possible 

clinoforms 

from 

antithetic 

fault AB 

near 

northern 

fault tip. 

Onlapping 

older 

reflectors.  

SF3; 

SF7 

North. 

and 

central 

sub-

basins 

Main 

border 

fault 

In the N sub-basin 

– J40 SB (high 

amplitude, 

continuous 

reflector). In 

central sub-basin – 

downlapped by 

Unit J. Change in 

seismic facies. 

96 ms 

Av. 29 

ms 

34 ms 

J 4  

 

Possible 

fan from 

main 

border fault 

- dipping, 

low amp. 

reflectors 

SF8 Cent. 

sub-

basin 

Main 

border 

fault 

In the central sub-

basin – J40 SB 

(high amplitude, 

continuous 

reflector). At the 

basinal high, 

downlapped by 

Unit K. Change in 

seismic facies. 

100 

ms  

100 ms 

K 4  

 

Shallow 

clinoforms 

from main 

border fault 

SF3; 

SF5 

Cent. 

and 

south. 

sub-

basins 

Main 

border 

fault 

Relatively flat 

lying, possibly 

erosive, high 

amplitude trough. 

Change in seismic 

facies. 

79 ms 35 ms 

L 4  Flat-lying 

reflectors 

SF4; 

SF7 

South. 

sub-

basin 

Main 

border 

fault 

J40 SB (high 

amplitude, 

continuous 

reflector). 

80 ms 31 ms 
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Figure 6.8. Six NW-SE trending representative seismic sections along the fault are presented to 

show the stratigraphic framework. A) Map of the basin to show positions of seismic sections (B-

G). A map of the eroded thickness of the fault scarp is overlain onto the footwall and an isopach 

map of Unit E is presented in the hangingwall. The basin is divided into three sub-basins for 

reference (northern, central and southern). Antithetic faults AA-AD are highlighted. Sections B-

G: uninterpreted and interpreted seismic sections. Pre-rift stratigraphy is shaded white. Seismic 

units A-L are shaded in blues. Footwall degradation is shaded in black on interpreted sections. 

Key stratal surfaces (KSS) are highlighted in white. Eroded thickness colour map from Crameri 

(2018). 

6.6.1.1. Unit set 1 

Unit set 1 comprises Unit A, which is bounded by the Top Pre-Rift surface at the base and KSS1 

at the top (Fig. 6.8; Fig. 6.9). KSS1 is high amplitude and laterally continuous in the northern sub-

basin, but becomes lower amplitude and discontinuous towards the south. A clear change in 

seismic facies occurs across KSS1. Unit A extends across the entire hangingwall basin. The unit 

has a maximum stratigraphic thickness of 63 ms, and thins towards the south to ~40 ms. Overall, 

there is thickening into the main border fault. Thickening (~30 ms) in the immediate hangingwall 

at the fault centre and towards the northern fault tip occurs where reflectors dip steeply towards 

the north-west, away from the main border fault (SF1b; Table 6.1). The reflectors exhibit a 

clinoformal geometry and appear to be fan-shaped in 3D (SF1b). Elsewhere, the unit is dominated 

by SF6.  

6.6.1.2. Unit set 2  

Unit set 2 comprises Units B-E and is bounded at the base by KSS1 and at the top by KSS2 (Fig. 

6.8; Fig. 6.9). KSS2 comprises two high amplitude, laterally continuous reflectors that pinch out 

towards each other down-dip. Both dip towards the basin at the same stratigraphic level, one from 

the north-west and one from the south-east. The surface is denoted by a change of seismic facies 

across it and multiple downlaps from reflectors above. 

Unit B thickens into the main border fault and also slightly into the antithetic faults, AB and AC 

that are separated by, a short relay zone (Fig. 6.8A). Unit B is dominated by SF1a and SF4 (Table 
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6.1). Fan-shaped, dipping reflectors stack against the footwall of the main border fault, with 

foreset heights of ~30 ms, represented by a single, low frequency, high amplitude wavelet; the 

internal architecture is below the resolution of the seismic data. SF4 is the dominant facies of the 

depositional system from the west, and in this case reflectors are gently dipping towards the south-

east. Conversely, Unit C is restricted to the basin centre (Figs. 6.8C, 6.8D and 6.9), is dominantly 

SF5 (Table 6.1), and comprises east- and west-dipping reflectors that offlap and fill the underlying 

topography. Their down-dip terminations interfinger with, and downlap onto Unit B. The top is a 

distinct, flat-lying, high amplitude trough that is downlapped by reflectors within Units E and F 

above. The unit has a bowl shape and is thickest at its centre at 53 ms. Unit D extends across the 

northern and central sub-basins (Figs. 6.8A-E; Fig. 6.9), but is limited to the west and is not 

present in the vicinity of the main border fault. The unit thickens into antithetic faults AB and 

AC. Dominant facies are SF4 and SF5, which dip gently towards the basin, from the north-west 

(Table 6.1). Unit E extends in the strike direction along the whole hangingwall basin and extends 

400-700 m away from the main border fault (Fig. 6.8A; Fig. 6.9). The unit is thickest in the 

immediate hangingwall of the main border fault (~93 ms). SF1a-b (Table 6.1) are the dominant 

facies. Overall, reflectors exhibit fan-shaped, dipping geometries that are clinoformal in some 

cases and footwall-derived. Foresets have a maximum height of 67 ms. In the north and central 

sub-basins, Unit E interfingers with Unit D (e.g. Figs. 6.8B, 6.8C and 6.8D), but towards the 

southern sub-basin, where present, it is downlapped by Unit D (Fig. 6.8E; Fig. 6.9). Unit E is used 

for volume balancing with footwall degradation because it is one of two units that are dominated 

by footwall-derived fans with substantial volume.   

 

Figure  6.9. Representative strike section (NE-SW) through the hangingwall stratigraphy with 

clean and interpreted seismic data.  The stratigraphic framework is shaded in blues (Units A-L). 

Key stratal surfaces (KSS1-3) are highlighted with white lines. Pre-rift stratigraphy is shaded 

white. Position of section is indicated in Figure 6.8A and is proximal to the main border fault.
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6.6.1.3. Unit set 3 

Unit set 3 comprises Units F-H and is bound by KSS2 at the base and KSS3 at the top (Fig. 6.8; 

Fig. 6.9). KSS3 is characterised by a change of seismic facies and multiple onlaps from reflectors 

within Unit set 4 above. Unit F extends across the northern and central sub-basins from the west, 

and does not reach the main border fault. The unit thickens into antithetic faults AB, AC and AD, 

and dominant facies include SF4 and SF5 (Table 6.1). Foresets have a maximum height of 40 ms 

and dip away from antithetic fault AC, towards the south-east. Unit G extends across the whole 

hangingwall basin, but is absent ~700 m from the main border fault, as it onlaps underlying 

topography (Unit E). The unit has a distinct character in the northern sub-basin, comprising three 

clinoform packages with small foresets (~20 ms). Clinoforms prograded southwards from the 

northern fault tip and each package is separated by a relatively flat-lying, low-medium amplitude 

reflector (SF2; Table 6.1). In the central sub-basin, the thickness of the clinoform packages 

decreases, the flat-lying horizons converge and they onlap KSS2. From the basinal high that 

separates the central and southern sub-basins and into the southern sub-basin, other clinoforms 

(SF3; ~40-60 ms high) prograde from the north-west, from antithetic fault AC (Table 6.1). The 

clinoforms interfinger with and onlap the distal margin of fans within Unit H, and decrease in 

height down-dip, displaying a falling breakpoint trajectory (Fig. 6.8D). Unit H extends along the 

immediate hangingwall of the main border fault in the central and southern sub-basins and ~850 

m into the basin. Similar to Unit E, it comprises large footwall-derived fans from the main border 

fault, characterised by SF1a-b (Table 6.1), and generally dips towards the north-west. Foresets 

have a maximum height of 98 ms. Unit H interfingers with the south-east dipping Unit G. Unit H 

is used for volume balancing with footwall degradation because, like Unit E, it contains a 

substantial volume of footwall-derived deposits. 

6.6.1.4. Unit set 4 

Unit set 4 comprises Units I-L. The unit set is bounded by KSS3 at the base and the Top Syn-Rift 

surface (J40 SB) at the top (Fig. 6.8 and Fig. 6.9). Only Unit I is present in the northern sub-basin. 

Units J-L progressively become more prevalent towards the south. Unit I is absent from the 
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southern sub-basin. In the central sub-basin, it is downlapped and overlain by Unit J, and fills the 

topography formed by Units G and H. Dominant facies within Unit I are SF7. In the most 

northerly part of the central sub-basin, the top of Unit J is the J40 SB, and in the southern part of 

the central sub-basin the unit is downlapped by Unit K. Unit J comprises a thickened area (~2.5 

km radius) positioned at the centre of the main border fault and onlaps onto underlying 

topography. Steeply-dipping reflectors extend ~800 m away from the centre of the main border 

fault in Quadrant 6, where most footwall scarp degradation is observed. The unit is characterised 

by SF8, which represents low-medium amplitude, high frequency (50-80Hz), steeply-dipping 

reflectors with a planar slope geometry. Dipping reflectors are up to 100 ms high. Unit K is mostly 

limited to the southern sub-basin and is characterised by SF4 and SF5. Gently dipping reflectors 

downlap Unit G, and away from the main border fault towards the north-west. Unit L is only 

present in the southern sub-basin. The top of Unit L is the J40 SB. The unit has a maximum 

thickness of 80 ms, where it fills pre-existing lows in topography and is characterised by SF7 and 

SF8.  

6.6.2. Along-strike variability of hangingwall fans 

Footwall-, hangingwall- and axial-derived fans are identified in the hangingwall basin based upon 

bedding dip orientations and 3D geometries. Expressions of hangingwall-derived fans range from 

aggradational clinoforms with distinct topsets (SF3; Table 6.1) in the southern sub-basin (Unit G; 

Fig. 6.8F) to progradational foresets with limited topset development (SF2; Table 6.1) in the 

central sub-basin (Unit F; Fig. 6.8E). Axial-derived fans similarly display the latter, but with 

lower foreset heights (20-40 ms), and present three foreset stacks, separated by relatively flat-

lying horizons. Substantial variability is observed between footwall-derived fans that build along 

the footwall of the main border fault. Four along-strike variations between fans are observed: 1) 

overall 3D geometry, 2) the change in 3D geometry through time, 3) internal character, and 4) 

stacking patterns.  

The overall 3D geometry of the fans varies along-strike and is used to distinguish SF1a (planar-

slightly concaved slope, interpreted to be slope aprons) from SF1b (clinoformal shape with clear 
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topsets and foresets, interpreted to be fan deltas) (Table 6.1). All three geometries are apparent 

along the fault during the deposition of Units E and H (Fig. 6.10). Interfan areas (Barrett et al., 

accepted; e.g. position B, Fig. 6.10A) exhibit concave reflections, as opposed to the sloping or 

convex to clinoformal shapes of the fans.  

The evolution of the fans through time results in a change of 3D geometry in numerous positions 

along the fault. Small fans (~40 ms foreset height) are observed in Unit set 1, which built against 

the footwall of the main border fault. Distinct fans are apparent and they do not occupy the whole 

length of the fault. In Unit sets 2 and 3, fans become more established with greater radius (e.g. 

~250 m), higher foresets (e.g. ~100 ms), and extend along ~90% of the main border fault, as slope 

apron deposits are developed (e.g. positions III, IV, V and VI; Fig. 6.10A). Towards the northern 

end of the fault, fans remain limited in size through time. Positions III, IV, VI, IX and XI (Figs. 

6.10A and 6.10B) show a change from a clinoformal geometry in the lower units to a sloping 

geometry in Units E and H. The only position that maintains its clinoformal geometry throughout 

its development is position VII (Figs. 6.10A and B).  

Internal seismic character of the fans is also variable along-strike from chaotic (e.g. positions IV 

and V; Fig. 6.10A), through discontinuous (e.g. positions III, X and XI; Fig. 6.10A), to continuous 

reflectivity (e.g. positions I, VI, IX and VIII; Fig. 6.10A). The seismic character is also variable 

through time. For example, at position VII (Fig. 6.10A), reflectivity is continuous towards the 

base, discontinuous in the middle, chaotic across a short interval thereafter and continuous at the 

top (Fig. 6.10B).  

In the lower units, stacking patterns of clinoforms differ from progradational towards the north-

eastern fault tip (Fig. 6.10A, position I) to aggradational towards the fault centre (Fig. 6.10A, 

position IV). At position VII, where clinoformal geometry is maintained throughout basin 

evolution, stacking varies between progradational, aggradational and retrogradational trends 

through time (Fig. 6.10B). However, even with the absence of a topset-foreset breakpoint for 

stacking analysis, it is clear to see a strong retrogradational trend at position VIII (Fig. 6.10B) (~1 
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km to the south) and an aggradational trend at position VI (~2 km to the north), relating to the 

delicate balance between accommodation creation and sediment supply along the fault. 
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Figure 6.10. Along-strike variability of footwall-derived fans. A) Top surfaces of Units E and H 

in the hangingwall are presented with the amount of fault scarp erosion overlain onto the 

footwall. Positions I-XI show the variability in fan character and geometry along the fault. B) 

Focus upon three positions (VI-VIII) to show internal variability and stacking within the fans 

through the vertical succession. Eroded thickness colour map from Crameri (2018). 

6.6.3. Footwall analysis results 

Maximum fault throw is measured towards the fault centre (642 ms) and minima (170 ms) are 

observed towards the fault tips. Fault throw does not reach zero in the data as the fault tips are not 

reached. In the south-west, the fault extends into the relay zone with an adjacent fault, and in the 

north-east, the fault tip is beyond the seismic data limit. A fault throw minimum is observed in 

Quadrant 7 (IL2300; Figs. 6.6 and 6.11), which coincides with a topographic high in the 

hangingwall that separates the central and southern sub-basins. The topographic high appears to 

be inherited from an underlying, perpendicular structure. From the fault throw distribution, it 

appears that this structure separated two early fault segments, and could have allowed the 

formation of an early relay zone that was later breached. 

The amount of vertical erosion is reflected in the difference between the two plots of fault throw 

(pre- and post-erosion; Fig. 6.11A). Minimum values are apparent towards the fault tips (23 ms) 

and it increases towards the fault centre with an approximate parabolic distribution. The 

maximum vertical erosion (228 ms) is in Quadrant 6 (Figs. 6.6 and 6.11A), which coincides with 

maximum headward erosion (905 ms). Headward erosion is highly irregular along-strike, with 

large differences between peaks and troughs over short distances. Notable peaks in headward 

erosion occur in Quadrants 3, 5, 7. Nonetheless, there is still an overall parabolic trend along the 

fault, in line with fault throw.  

Values of headward erosion are of similar magnitude to the fault throw, suggesting: a) a greatly 

reduced slope towards the fault scarp during fault development, b) inboard erosional processes 

modified the slope. However, distinct erosional catchments in the footwall were not imaged, 

highlighting the requirement for an alternative method to identify fixed, through-going sediment 

input points. 
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Figure 6.11. Graphs to show results of the footwall analysis. A) Fault throw from the restored 

footwall (red) and from the preserved state of the fault (grey). Yellow shaded area represents 

amount of vertical erosion, which is also plotted in green. Vertical and headward erosion (blue) 

vary along-strike but generally follow the parabolic trend of the fault throw distribution. B) Ratio 

of footwall erosion to hangingwall fill of footwall-derived fans (VHW/VFW). Values below 1 

represent excess footwall erosion, i.e. areas of sediment bypass. Values above 1 represent areas 

of excess hangingwall fill, i.e. positions of through-going sediment input points. C) Plot to show 

VHW-VFW, which highlights the areas close to a balance. The largest peak is in Quadrant 7 and a 

minor peak is in Quadrant 3, showing positions of through-going input points, coinciding with 

clinoformal geometries in the hangingwall stratigraphy. Quadrant 5 shows area of sediment 

bypass, coinciding with slope apron deposits in the hangingwall.  
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6.6.4. Volume balancing - VHW/VFW 

Volume balancing between the eroded material from the footwall (VFW) and the volume of 

footwall-derived material in the hangingwall fans (VHW of Units E and H) reveals the position of 

through-going sediment input points, and areas of sediment bypass and/or redistribution. 

Quadrants that exhibit excess footwall erosion relative to hangingwall fill represent areas of 

sediment bypass, and those that exhibit excess hangingwall fill correspond to through-going 

sediment input points. In the VHW/VFW plot many of the quadrants show values close to ~1 (Fig. 

6.11B). The VHW -VFW plot (Fig. 6.11C) highlights those areas that are close to a balance with 

values ~0. As such, the only area of convincing sediment bypass is in Quadrant 5, which coincides 

with slope apron deposits in the hangingwall (Fig. 6.10). The highest peak in VHW/VFW and VHW 

-VFW, indicating a through-going input point, corresponds to Quadrant 7. This is coincident with 

peaks in vertical and headward erosion (Fig. 6.11A), but not their maximum values along the 

fault. The highest vertical and headward erosion occur in Quadrant 6, which could suggest an 

oblique transport path to the hangingwall relative to the orientation of the fault. The peak also 

corresponds to the fault throw minimum and topographic high in the hangingwall basin. The peak 

occurs exactly where there is convincing clinoform development in the hangingwall, with clear 

topsets and radial foreset geometries (SF1b; Table 6.1; Fig. 6.10). There is a second, minor peak 

that is highlighted in the VHW/VFW plot in Quadrant 3. This also coincides with clinoform 

development in the hangingwall in Unit E (Unit set 2). Unlike the situation in Quadrant 7, where 

clinoforms are maintained, in Quadrant 3, the clinoforms in Unit set 2 are overlain by planar-

sloping reflectors of Unit set 3, interpreted to be a submarine fan.  

 

6.7. Tectono-stratigraphic evolution 

6.7.1. Phase 1 – Unit set 1 

Thickening of Unit set 1 strata into the main border fault suggests that the fault became active at 

this time (Fig. 6.12). Small, footwall-derived fan deltas began to build at discrete locations along 
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the main border fault, as evidenced by the development of clinoforms. Their development, with 

small foreset heights suggests a shallow marine environment prevailed at this time. The 

progradational stacking of fans towards the northern fault tip suggests that sediment supply 

outpaced accommodation creation in the hangingwall. Conversely, aggradational stacking 

towards the fault centre implies that sediment supply and accommodation creation were 

approximately equivalent. For a given sediment supply, this stacking distribution is typical of 

hangingwall basins, where fault-related subsidence presents a parabolic distribution along-strike, 

with maximum subsidence towards the fault centre and minima at the fault tips (Walsh & 

Watterson, 1988; Dawers & Anderson, 1995). In Quadrant 7, the fan delta presents a 

progradational geometry despite being relatively close to the fault centre, either suggesting 

enhanced sediment supply or reduced accommodation at this position. The fan delta is positioned 

at the saddle between the central and southern sub-basins on an inherited structural high. The fault 

throw minimum and breached relay sit at this location and likely focussed sediment transport at 

the early stages of fault development. The sediment input then became fixed in the landscape and 

continued to supply sediment. 

6.7.2. Phase 2 – Unit set 2 

Thickened and dipping Unit set 2 strata towards antithetic faults AB and AC suggest that these 

faults became active in Phase 2 (Fig. 6.12). Footwall-derived fans continued to aggrade in the 

immediate hangingwall of the main border fault, but their geometry changed. Locally, earlier fan 

deltas were overlain by submarine fan/slope aprons (sloping reflectors; SF1a) implying 

deepening, which is likely a result of increased fault-related subsidence. In the northern sub-basin 

(Quadrant 3) and at the saddle between the central and southern sub-basins (Quadrant 7), two fan 

deltas continued to build, suggesting a reduced subsidence or enhanced sediment supply at these 

specific locations. The stacking within the fan delta in Quadrant 7 changed from progradational 

to aggradational-retrogradational at this time, suggesting reduced sediment supply or enhanced 

accommodation creation relative to Phase 1. The deposition of the spatially-restricted Unit C and 

the anomalously flat-lying top reflector that is downlapped by younger units, suggests a brief 
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period of relative base level fall during overall relative base level rise in response to subsidence. 

Hangingwall-derived, submarine fans prograde from antithetic faults AB and AC and interfinger 

at their distal margin with footwall-derived fans from the main border fault. The fault crest was 

subaerially exposed at this time, facilitating degradation, which was greatest at the fault centre 

and least at the fault tips, in line with fault throw distribution. 

6.7.3. Phase 3 – Unit set 3 

Fault scarp degradation continued and fed the slope apron and submarine fans in the hangingwall 

basin during Unit set 3 deposition (Phase 3; Fig. 6.12). The through-going, fixed sediment input 

persisted in Quadrant 7, as the fan delta underwent a period of progradation before retrogradation. 

Progradation could reflect an increased sediment supply, reduced activity on the fault or a relative 

base level fall at that time, before returning to the general retrogradational trend that is apparent 

elsewhere along-strike, as fault-related subsidence increased. Strata thicken into antithetic faults 

AA and AD at this time, implying onset of their activity. At the saddle between the central and 

southern sub-basins (Quadrant 7), a hangingwall-derived fan delta prograded from antithetic fault 

AD, towards the SE. The fan delta downlapped and prograded up the distal margin of the fan delta 

prograding from the main border fault, towards the NW. A falling topset-foreset breakpoint 

trajectory at this time is suggestive of a forced regression. During this phase, the footwall-derived 

fan delta in Quadrant 3 was drowned and became a submarine fan, as evidenced by clinoforms 

overlain by sloping reflectors. Axial drainage, parallel to the fault, from the northern fault tip then 

dominated. Strongly progradational clinoforms suggest a deltaic origin with a high sediment 

supply, which could be related to drainage realignment in Quadrant 3. The foresets are observed 

to route around the topography derived from the preceding and concurrent footwall-derived 

deposits. Three stacks of foresets are observed, separated by flat-lying reflectors interpreted to 

represent flooding surfaces on three minor base level cycles.  
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Figure 6.12. Block models to show the tectono-sedimentary evolution of the basin from Phases 1-

4. Representative seismic extracts are shown to highlight evidence for interpretations. Antithetic 

faults AA-AD are indicated.  
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6.7.4. Phase 4 – Unit set 4 

Some slope apron/submarine fan deposits continued to be sourced from the footwall of the main 

border fault, but are not dominant in Phase 4 (Fig. 6.12). An exception lies at Quadrant 6, where 

a large submarine fan formed, coinciding with the area of most footwall degradation. Absence of 

clinoforms suggests that the fan delta in Quadrant 7 switched off. Elsewhere, shallower dips and 

multiple onlaps in various directions indicate passive infilling of the basin. The depositional 

environment is unclear, but given the absence of clinoformal geometries indicative of a marginal 

setting and the presence of a suspected subaqueous fan, it is speculated to be a deeper water basin 

than in Phases 1-3. There is no longer thickening of units into the antithetic faults, suggesting 

their activity ceased during this phase. The cessation of intrabasinal faulting suggests that strain 

rates on the main border fault may have been decreasing during this time, but the depositional 

environment does not appear to shallow. Hence, the block may have subsided in the hangingwall 

of the newly active, basinward major fault to the west. The northern sub-basin became filled first, 

followed by the central and finally the southern sub-basin, where units K and L built until the end 

of the syn-rift period.  

 

6.8. Discussion  

Integrated and quantitative analysis of footwall erosion and hangingwall fill provided insight into 

the catchment history from the fault footwall, by identification of fixed, through-going sediment 

input points. Moreover, the relative contribution of sediment sources from other positions in the 

basin (hangingwall- and axial-derived), and the along-strike variability of their deposits through 

time has been constrained. Here, we discuss these two outcomes in terms of their value and within 

the context of the broader literature and study area. 
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6.8.1. Where are the footwall catchments? 

We undertook a novel, volume balancing approach to identify whether sediment was sourced 

solely from footwall degradation, or from inland catchments. We found excess hangingwall fill, 

suggesting that fault scarp degradation was not the only sediment source, where VHW > VFW. 

Using the ratio and difference between the two (VHW/VFW and VHW-VFW) in various quadrants 

along the fault, we could more precisely constrain the areas that were dominated by sediment 

bypass (VHW < VFW) and the areas that coincide with fixed, through-going sediment input points 

(VHW > VFW).  

Excess hangingwall fill was identified in Quadrants 3 and 7, indicating the positions of through-

going sediment input points and thus, catchments beyond the fault crest. Quadrant 7 coincides 

with the saddle (topographic high) between the central and southern sub-basins, a fault throw 

minimum, peaks in vertical and headward erosion, and sustained clinoform development in the 

immediate hangingwall. It is interpreted that during the earliest stage of fault activity, two fault 

segments existed with a relay positioned at the location of Quadrant 7. This geometry was 

inherited from an older, deeper and perpendicular structure, influencing the strain distribution 

(e.g. Phillips et al., 2018; Henstra et al., 2017) and the position of the topographic high (saddle) 

in the hangingwall basin. Sediment transport was focussed through the relay between the two 

fault segments and persisted throughout fault evolution, even when the relay was breached, as the 

fault established its final length (Jackson et al., 2017). The elevated position of the saddle 

supported deltaic deposition, during subaqueous fan deposition in adjacent, deeper parts of the 

basin. In Quadrant 3, there is only a minor peak in VHW/VFW and the clinoforms in the hangingwall 

(Unit set 2) are overlain by deeper water deposits (Unit set 3). It is speculated that this area had a 

through-going input point that fed the fan delta in Phase 2, but upon structural adjustment, the 

transport path was re-routed, potentially to the fault tip. This is supported by the abrupt influx of 

sediment from the northern fault tip in the form of an axial-fan in the subsequent Phase 3. 

Landscapes are dynamic in tectonically-active areas and slope changes in response to faulting and 
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degradation often lead to sediment transport pathway modifications (Cowie et al., 2006; Attal et 

al., 2008).  

Catchment imaging from beyond the fault crest using seismic mapping and attribute analysis was 

not possible, although it was possible to validate our volumetric approach with stratigraphic 

mapping in the hangingwall. In areas where poorer data quality restricts the imaging of 

clinoforms, this quantitative approach could be used to identify the position of through-going 

sediment input points and thus catchment supply from beyond the footwall in other basins. 

Similarly, it could be used to identify those areas dominated by sediment bypass (Stevenson et 

al., 2015); a useful tool in the search for prospective subaqueous fans, and updip stratigraphic 

traps.  

The hangingwall fill volume is less than two times the footwall degradation volume in each 

quadrant. This limited local input rate suggests that through-going transport lasted for a short 

time, was eroding a small catchment (e.g. Ravnås & Steel, 1998; McArthur et al., 2016b) or 

sediment was trapped in upstream depocentres. The sustained clinoform development in Quadrant 

7 through Phases 1-3 omits the former scenario. The latter scenarios depend on the relative timing 

of activity across adjacent fault terraces (Fig. 6.4), which is not constrained due to the absence of 

wells for correlation across hangingwall basins. The location and size of the eroding catchments 

are not known, but if local, inboard (SE), faults were active prior to the main border fault studied 

here, it is likely that their localised structural highs produced the catchments. Moreover, 

associated structural lows could have trapped sediment and thus limited the overall supply to this 

outboard basin. The catchment size may have been greater and trapping potential reduced if the 

inboard faults were younger than the main border fault studied here. This seems less likely, as for 

a catchment to develop beyond the fault scarp, at least the closest fault terrace must have been 

exposed, and not only this single fault crest. Later uplift of the footwall outboard of the main 

border fault (to the NW) may have generated the drainage that crossed the antithetic faults during 

Phase 3. The absence of degradation of the crests of antithetic faults suggests that they were 

submerged throughout the duration of deposition or not creating topography due to sediment 
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filling. If the outboard fault was active earlier, the dominant drainage might be expected to have 

routed down the dip-slope into the Thebe hangingwall, which appears not to be the case, 

especially in the early phases. As such, our data infers fault activity propagating from SE to NW 

(inboard to outboard), or possibly concurrent faulting, but clearly highlights the requirement for 

further investigation of the relative timing of fault activity and drainage dispersal.   

The Thebe sub-basin was relatively outboard in the northern Carnarvon basin and regional work 

reports a deepening between the TR30 TS and J40 SB (J10-J30), from fluvio-deltaic deposition 

in the Late Triassic to deep water deposition in the Late Jurassic (J40) (Hocking et al., 1988; 

Longley et al., 2002; Marshall & Lang, 2013). Although we do not have constraint on the precise 

timing of the basin fill, our volume balancing approach, and observations of clinoform 

development in the hangingwall of the fault studied here and degradation of the fault scarp, 

suggests: 1) a relatively shallow water environment, 2) exposure of the footwall crest and, 3) the 

presence of palaeo-coastlines against the main border fault during Phases 1-3 and against 

antithetic fault D during Phase 3. In Phase 4, these became drowned, as the depositional 

environment deepened. Bilal et al. (2018) argue that adjacent footwall scarps in the northern 

Carnarvon Basin were degraded in a subaqueous environment, based on the absence of submarine 

canyon development and subaerial indicators in well data. It is possible that the basin-fill 

stratigraphy in their studied fault block is younger than that studied here. If not, it is difficult to 

envisage clinoform development and degradation of this scale, and fixed through-going input 

points in a fully marine setting without a subaerial source. Our interpretation is consistent with 

large-scale, palaeogeographic maps from the J30 sequence (Longley et al., 2002) that show 

deposition in narrow rift valleys and palaeo-coastlines fringing exposed fault blocks. Similar 

scenarios of uplifted and exposed footwall highs and islands supplying hangingwall basins are 

interpreted in the Late Jurassic North Sea (Yielding et al., 1992; Berger & Roberts, 1999; Nøttvedt 

et al., 2000; McArthur et al., 2016b) and also in the Quaternary-modern Aegean Sea 

(Papadopoulos & Palvides, 1992; Stiros et al., 1994). 
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6.8.2. Sediment sources in rift basins 

The volume of sediment in Units E and H amounts to ~10% of the hangingwall fill. There is 

footwall-derived material in other units, so this is a minimum estimate of footwall-derived 

material in the hangingwall basin. However, clearly the hangingwall- and axial-derived systems 

made a substantial contribution to the basin-fill (~90%), and their relative influence changed 

through time as the basin evolved. In the early stages of the basin, footwall-derived systems were 

most prominent, likely because of border fault activity. Later, footwall-derived systems continued 

to build, but changed in style along-strike according to the local ratio of accommodation creation 

to sediment supply. Hangingwall-derived systems started to play an important role at initiation of 

the antithetic faults, which influenced topography and transport route gradients across the basin. 

Subsequently, the axial system, which prograded from the northern fault tip, established itself. 

No system prograded axially from the southern fault tip. The growth and interaction of adjacent 

faults outside of the immediate study area and local antithetic faults are likely to have played a 

role in determining sediment flux, entry points and migration of depositional systems around the 

basin, through relief and gradient generation (Gawthorpe & Hurst, 1993; Roberts et al., 1993; 

Ravnås & Steel, 1998; Whittaker et al., 2010).  

Competing sediment inputs are an important aspect of tectono-sedimentary models because they 

result in complex process and architectural interactions. Here, depositional systems are observed 

to interfinger, abruptly downlap, to build up the flanks of another, or to route around each other, 

which represents a spectrum of compensational stacking styles (e.g. Mohrig et al., 2000; Olariu 

& Bhattacharya, 2006; Prélat et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011; Straub & Pyles, 2012; Bell et al., 

2018). Relative timing of different depositional systems clearly plays an important role in this 

interaction, but also the depositional gradients of the competing systems (Dodd et al., 2018) and 

individual stream power and the ability to erode and/or bypass (Stevenson et al., 2015). Styles of 

interaction are important to understand in a given basin for their connectivity, trapping and pinch-

out implications on a reservoir scale, but also for understanding the transfer and routing of 

sediment across a basin around topography. Yet, conceptual models for tectono-sedimentary 
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evolution do not capture these detailed relationships and generally focus upon footwall-derived 

depositional systems (e.g. Gawthorpe & Leeder, 2000). This in part due to the prolificacy of the 

rift basins that have been studied to generate these models; the Gulf of Corinth has been 

particularly influential in this regard, as it is characterised by a number of large, antecedent, 

transverse drainage systems that are excellently exposed (Dart et al., 1994; Gawthorpe et al., 

1994; Ford et al., 2007; Rohais et al., 2007; Backert et al., 2010; Gobo et al., 2015; Barrett et al., 

2019). Such models should be expanded to incorporate the contribution of other sediment entry 

points to the basin that this and other recent studies have highlighted (e.g. McArthur et al., 2016a; 

Henstra et al., 2017; Muravchik et al., 2018) and the spectrum of interactions that can occur 

between competing systems in confined basins.  

 

6.9. Conclusion  

A quantitatively-informed interpretation of the tectono-sedimentary evolution of an individual 

fault block in the northern Carnarvon Basin, NW Shelf, Australia suggests that the basin evolved 

through four phases linked to the evolution of the main border fault and a number of parallel, 

antithetic faults, which became active at different times. Through-going sediment input points 

were identified in Quadrants 3 and 7, of which the latter persisted throughout the basin evolution. 

It coincides with the saddle (topographic high) between the central and southern sub-basins, a 

fault throw minimum, peaks in vertical and headward erosion, and convincing and sustained 

clinoform development in the immediate hangingwall. It is interpreted that during the earliest 

stage of fault activity, two fault segments existed with a relay positioned at the location of 

Quadrant 7. This geometry was inherited from an older, deeper and perpendicular structure. 

Sediment transport was focussed through the relay between the two fault segments and locked 

itself into the landscape to continue to supply sediment when the fault established its final length. 

Exposure of the border fault footwall and inboard/adjacent fault terraces (that may have become 

active earlier) are interpreted to have produced small catchments that fed the hangingwall basin, 
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reflecting deposition in narrow rift valleys and palaeo-shorelines that fringed emergent fault 

blocks in this outboard part of the northern Carnarvon Basin.  

Overall there are two main outcomes of this study that represent advances in the fields of 

geomorphology and tectono-stratigraphy: 

1) Complex process and architectural interactions are observed between depositional systems 

within the same basin, but with different origins (footwall-, hangingwall- and axial-derived) that 

yield similar contributions to the hangingwall fill. Depositional systems are observed to 

interfinger, abruptly downlap, build up the flanks of another, or route around each other, which 

essentially represents a spectrum of compensational stacking styles within a fault-confined basin. 

This is an important outcome which should be incorporated into existing models for tectono-

sedimentary development in rift basins.  

2) A quantitative approach is presented that could be used to independently locate through-going 

input points in other basins, particularly where preservation of erosional landscapes are limited 

and/or subsurface imaging is challenging. Similarly, it could be useful tool for identifying areas 

along a fault that are dominated by sediment bypass.  
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Chapter 7 

Discussion 

 

 

This chapter draws upon the results presented in Chapters 3-6 to answer the research questions 

posed in Chapter 1: 

 

1. How can the stratigraphic approach be improved to account for architectural 

complexities arising from along-strike variability in allogenic controls? 

2. How can the signal of temporally- and spatially-variable allogenic controls be 

deconvolved from the depositional record of syn-rift basin-fills? 

3. How can quantitative approaches be applied to stratigraphic analysis? 

4. How should 'accommodation' be used in interpretations to incorporate the complexity 

observed in tectonically-active basins, and is the δA/δS ratio valid? 
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7.1. Research Question 1  

How can the stratigraphic approach be improved to account for architectural complexities 

arising from along-strike variability in allogenic controls? 

Along-strike variability in tectonic displacement and sedimentation is characteristic of all rift 

basins, and occurs from the whole basin, to fault segment- and depositional system-scales. How 

this is manifest in terms of stacking patterns and the nature of key surfaces has been addressed to 

some extent along fault segments (e.g. Dart et al., 1994; Gawthorpe et al., 1994; 2003; Dorsey & 

Umhoefer, 2000; Hardy & Gawthorpe, 1998; Jackson et al., 2005; Backert et al., 2010), and it 

ultimately depends on the local ratio of accommodation and sediment supply (δA/δS). However, 

some gaps persist, including i) a detailed and quantitative assessment of diachroneity of key 

surfaces, ii) along-strike interaction of multiple, spatially-distributed depositional systems, and 

iii) quantitative characterisation of along-strike variation in stratigraphic architecture. Addressing 

these gaps is important in order to improve stratigraphic predictions in rift basins, and have been 

addressed throughout this thesis through integration of numerical modelling, and field and 

subsurface investigations. Along-strike variability of allogenic controls in rift basins adds 

complexity to stratigraphic analysis, because an interpretation made along a single dip-transect is 

unlikely to be applicable to any other position along-strike. Better 3D constraint of the interactions 

between controls along-strike in rift basins allows the stratigraphic approach to become better 

informed, manipulated and applied, which is demonstrated across Chapters 3-6. Figure 7.1 

presents a summary diagram of some of the main outcomes of the thesis in this regard. 
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Figure 7.1. Summary block model to present some of the main outcomes of the thesis that represent advances in the field of tectono-stratigraphy. 
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7.1.1. Diachroneity of key surfaces 

A key aspect of stratigraphic analysis is the ability to identify and correlate key surfaces across a 

basin-fill. Typically, this is applied in the dip direction, and is challenging along-strike because 

the nature of surfaces can vary, they can be spatially-restricted, and their formation may not be 

synchronous across a basin (Gawthorpe et al., 2003; Jackson et al., 2005; Catuneanu, 2006, 

Holbrook & Bhattacharya, 2012; Burgess & Prince, 2015; Hodgson et al., 2016; Madof et al., 

2016). However, the diachroneity of surfaces is addressable. If one can constrain the diachroneity, 

then greater confidence can be given to the correlation of surfaces in rift basin-fills. In Chapter 3, 

it is shown that the greater the along-strike subsidence distribution, the more diachronous the 

sequence boundaries, with an absence of subaerial exposure and associated erosion at the fault 

centre where the highest subsidence rates outpace the maximum rates of base level fall. Similarly, 

sequence boundaries are shown to become more diachronous with an increasing sedimentation 

distribution along-strike, and occur earlier at positions of higher sedimentation than at positions 

with lower sedimentation. Such observations have been made in previous studies (e.g. Gawthorpe 

et al., 1994; Madof et al., 2016), but the approach of using 3D accommodation curves to present 

the data is novel. This approach allows the nature of diachroneity to be visualised and quantified, 

and is readily applicable to any scenario with real input data. For example, in Chapter 4, 

diachroneity from sedimentation and subsidence variability is quantified by use of Syn-Strat, 

whereby sequence boundaries are found to occur ca. 6 kyr earlier at the axes of the fan deltas than 

at the margins. Therefore, along-strike variability in allogenic controls enhances the diachroneity 

of key surfaces, which increases uncertainty when using these surfaces for correlation. A method 

is provided here to alleviate that uncertainty by putting some constraint on how the diachroneity 

may vary along-strike for a given set of controls (Chapter 3), and by what amount (Chapter 4).  

Diachroneity is not only a feature of sequence boundaries, but can be characteristic of any position 

on a relative base level curve. In Chapter 3, the interpretative choice of the flooding surface 

position and its implication on diachroneity is discussed. It was highlighted that the diachroneity 

of the initial transgressive surface is expressed differently to the maximum flooding surface 
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(referring to the ‘genetic sequence’ scheme of Catuneanu, 2006); the initial transgressive surface 

occurred earlier at the fault centre than the fault tips, with the converse for the maximum flooding 

surface. This concept has been revisited here with Syn-Strat, by removing all sequence 

stratigraphic schema and dividing a given accommodation curve into eight segments. The output 

is generated using arbitrary values, with high maximum subsidence at the fault centre, high 

sedimentation input from the fault tips and five base level cycles with an order of magnitude lower 

amplitude than subsidence and sedimentation. The boundaries between each curve segment 

represent nodes that are often referred to as key surfaces across the sequence stratigraphic 

schemes (numbered 1-8 in Fig. 7.2). Each segment is defined by its placement on the 

accommodation curve relative to the first (f’) and second (f’’) derivatives of the curve and average 

amplitude of two consecutive segments (fav). This is demonstrated with a simple sine wave in 

Figure 7.2A. Plotting the eight segments along the fault, through time highlights the diachroneity 

of each node/potential stratigraphic surface along the fault (Fig. 7.2B and 7.2C). Figure 7.3 (a 1D 

plot) shows the accommodation curve at the fault tip and at the fault centre and also demonstrates 

the offsets of the nodes through time. Results show that each node/surface expresses different 

diachroneity along-strike, with the highest and lowest nodes of the curve (2 and 6 in Fig. 7.2) 

exhibiting the most diachroneity. The two nodes at the inflection points of the accommodation 

curve (f’), which traditionally would be considered the maximum flooding surface and sequence 

boundary (4 and 8 in Fig. 7.2), are synchronous. For all nodes on the negative side of the curve 

between the ‘sequence boundary’ and subsequent ‘maximum flooding surface’ (lowstand; 5 to 7 

in Fig. 7.2), during the onset of accommodation increase, occur earlier at the fault centre than at 

the fault tips. For all nodes on the positive side of the curve between the ‘maximum flooding 

surface’ and subsequent ‘sequence boundary’ (highstand; 1 to 3 in Fig. 7.2), during the onset of 

accommodation decrease, they occur later at the fault centre than at the fault tips. The reason that 

the highest and lowest nodes (2 and 6 in Fig. 7.2) of the accommodation curve are the most 

diachronous positions is because the gradients of base level and subsidence interact. 

Accommodation only starts to fall from its maximum point when the rate of base level fall exceeds 

the rate of subsidence. Because subsidence rate is greater at the fault centre than at the fault tip, it 
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takes longer for the rate of base level fall to exceed subsidence. Therefore, there is a lag time 

between the highest accommodation at the fault tip and highest accommodation at the fault centre. 

This does not occur at the inflection points of the accommodation curve (maximum rate of rise or 

fall; 4 and 8). Thus, it is shown here that all positions on a relative base level or accommodation 

curve are diachronous along strike, apart from the points of maximum rate of rise or fall. This 

suggests that the most correlatable nodes on a relative base level or accommodation curve are in 

fact the points of maximum rate of rise or fall (4 and 8 in Fig. 7.2), but whether it is these that are 

truly expressed in the rock record, is unknown. For all prior interpretations of diachronous 

sequence boundaries or maximum flooding surfaces from the rock record with age constraints, 

the position of those surfaces on a relative base level curve cannot be points of maximum rate of 

accommodation rise or fall. In Chapter 4, when surfaces across the Selinous and Kerinitis fan 

deltas were modelled, the sequence boundary was taken as the onset of base level fall, which 

explains the diachroneity in the model outputs. This is feasible in shallow water, where there 

would be early exposure of the delta top following base level fall. It is often not possible to 

pinpoint the position of the sequence boundary on a relative base level curve, as the duration of 

the relative base level fall could be represented by a single surface.   
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Figure 7.2. Diachroneity at different positions of a relative base level or accommodation curve. 

A) Method for splitting the curve into 8 segments, defining 8 key inflection points. Segments are 

defined based on their position relative to the first and second derivatives of the curve (f’ and f’’) 

and the average value between two consecutive segments. B) 3D plot from Syn-Strat showing the 

diachroneity along-strike of the fault. C) Flattened plot to highlight the positions of the curve that 

are most and least diachronous, and which occur earlier or later at the fault centre relative to the 

fault tips. Plots show the most diachronous positions to be ‘2’ and ‘6’ (highest and lowest points 

of the curve) and the least diachronous to be ‘4’ and ‘8’ (points of maximum rate of rise and fall). 
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Figure 7.3. Plot to show the offset in time (diachroneity) between points on an accommodation 

curve at the fault centre (red) versus the fault tip (blue). Most offset occurs at the highest and 

lowest points on the curve. Zero offset occurs at the points of maximum rate of rise and fall. 

Numbers refer to positions in Fig. 7.2.  

7.1.2. Stacking patterns 

Sedimentation varies along-strike with climate, geomorphology, and substrate variability in any 

given basin. In rift basins, tectonics play a key role in influencing the supply signal. Along-strike 

variability of tectonic movement influences the topography and gradient of the footwall high of a 

single fault segment, and across multiple fault terraces. This impacts sediment entrainment and 

transport, the position of sediment entry points and routing within the basin, and the stacking 

patterns of depositional systems. As a result, multiple depositional systems can interact within rift 

basins, which make stratigraphic interpretations challenging. In Chapter 6, depositional systems 

from the footwall, the hangingwall dip-slope and the fault tip share the Thebe hangingwall sub-

basin space. They exhibit a number of architectural interactions, including: interfingering, abrupt 

downlap, building up the flanks of one another, and re-routing. The relative contribution of 

various sediment input points to a basin and the spectrum of interactions that can occur must be 

considered for accurate stratigraphic interpretations. Ultimately, understanding how various 

systems interact through time is needed to place them in a chronostratigraphic framework. 

Analysis of rift basin-fills requires 3D assessment of stratigraphic architecture across different 

scales. In Chapter 5, it is shown at a depositional system-scale that the stratigraphic record at the 
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proximal or distal axial position of a fan delta can be different to that at an interfan position. 

Together, they yield the most complete stratigraphic record through basin evolution. Interfan 

analysis is encouraged as it provides insight into potential along-strike asymmetry of depositional 

systems that may not be recorded at the axis of fan deltas. Geometric asymmetry of fan delta tops 

is attributed to prevailing wind and wave direction, and architectural asymmetry of fan delta 

stratigraphy is attributed to sediment transport following structural gradients to the lowest points. 

Fan delta asymmetry in rift basins is seldom discussed in the literature, most likely because the 

interfans that yield this information are understudied. Yet, if along-strike sediment routing 

through time is not considered or fully understood, stratigraphic analysis in rift basins will be 

inaccurate. 

Overall, it is clear that sequence stratigraphic analysis is complicated by along-strike variability 

of allogenic controls in rift basins, but this work demonstrates that improvements can be made to 

tectono-stratigraphic models (e.g. Gawthorpe & Leeder, 2000) to better inform the approach. Key 

advances are: 1) better and more precise constraint of the diachroneity of key surfaces, 2) fuller 

understanding of the relative contribution and interaction of multiple sediment input points within 

a basin, 3) consideration of along-strike depositional system asymmetry and sediment routing, 

and 4) a 3D approach. The latter is fundamental. In this study, a 3D sequence stratigraphic 

numerical model and a high resolution 3D seismic dataset are used. In the field, dip and strike 

sections of exhumed fan deltas provide 3D constraints. However, in the absence of 3D constraint, 

stratigraphic analysis in rift basins is highly limited.  
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7.2. Research Question 2  

How can the signal of temporally- and spatially-variable allogenic controls be deconvolved 

from the depositional record of syn-rift basin-fills? 

A relative base level curve is the tuned signal of tectonic movement, base level and sedimentation 

fluctuations (Schlager, 1993). It underpins stratigraphy in a given position by providing the 

framework for the style of stacking and key surfaces in the depositional record (Posamentier et 

al., 1988; Posamentier & Vail, 1988), prior to autogenic modification and it is known to vary 

across a rift basin due to spatial variation of the allogenic controls (Gawthorpe et al., 1994). A 

number of control combinations can generate similar relative base level curves and thus, 

stratigraphic patterns (‘non-unique solutions’; Heller et al., 1993; Flemings & Grotzinger, 1996; 

Burgess & Prince, 2015), which highlights the challenge of distinguishing allogenic control 

signals in the rock record (Chapter 1). This is problematic, as an understanding of the specific 

controls acting on a basin are central to making accurate stratigraphic predictions.  

Inverting the stratigraphic record to distinguish allogenic controls is addressed in Chapters 3, 5 

and 6, and is a focus of Chapter 4. The stratigraphic architecture from different combinations of 

control parameters are explored using Syn-Strat in Chapter 3. The transition from net subsidence 

to net uplift regimes is observed in field data from the interfan area between two fan deltas in the 

Gulf of Corinth in Chapter 5. Accommodation control from the main border fault and various 

antithetic faults are differentiated through time in the subsurface dataset from the northern 

Carnarvon Basin, NW Shelf in Chapter 6. In Chapter 4, the problem of distinguishing and 

quantifying each allogenic control acting on two adjacent exhumed fan deltas in the immediate 

hangingwall of a single fault segment was addressed; with one fan delta positioned towards the 

fault tip (Selinous) and one towards the fault centre (Kerinitis). Overall syn-rift thicknesses 

provided the magnitude of subsidence at each delta. Aggradational stacking patterns at both sites 

suggested equivalent sedimentation and subsidence rates, and stacked conglomeratic topset units 

punctuated by fine-grained intervals implied regular cyclicity. The assumption of 41 kyr climate-
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driven cyclicity during the Early-Middle Pleistocene and number of cycles identified at each fan 

delta allowed their duration to be estimated. Forward modelling with Syn-Strat was used to test 

the magnitude of lake level change through each cycle, by matching the outputs to field 

observations of sequence boundary presence or absence at each fan delta. Modelling results (10-

15 m amplitude of lake level change) were validated by extrapolation of unit thicknesses from 

their respective positions along the fault towards the fault tip, where subsidence and unit thickness 

should theoretically be zero.  

‘Non-unique solutions’ implies that in the field example, overall accommodation could have been 

created from rising lake level rather than fault-related subsidence, or that the cyclic stratigraphic 

architecture observed could have been caused by sedimentation variation, rather than lake level 

fluctuations. The former is not valid because the cumulative subsidence is an order of magnitude 

greater than the space creation possible from lake level rise. Sedimentation variability associated 

with climatic fluctuations since the Pleistocene was likely. For example, there were enhanced 

sediment discharge rates in the Alkyonides Basin, Greece during the last glacial lowstand 

compared to those in the preceding interglacial period, as a result of reduced tree coverage, more 

seasonality and storms, and enhanced runoff (Collier et al., 2000). That trend is apparent over the 

last ~500 ka in the Gulf of Corinth (McNeill et al., 2019). However, the analysis in Chapter 4 

shows that base level must have fallen on some occasions to form sequence boundaries, and there 

must have been an additional mechanism to fluctuate accommodation. Moreover, there is regional 

understanding from core analysis, seismic mapping, and dating of marine terraces and corals that 

the level of Lake Corinth fluctuated since the Early Pleistocene (Collier, 1990; Doutsos & Piper, 

1990; Westaway, 1997; Moretti et al., 2004; Collier et al., 2000; Perissoratis et al., 2000; Kershaw 

et al., 2005; Portman et al., 2005). Therefore, lake level changes were deemed to be the most 

likely control for the observed cyclicity.  

For a stratigraphic column at a single position in 3D space, it is not possible to constrain whether 

the recorded stacking is a result of, for example, increasing subsidence and fluctuating base level, 

or increasing base level and fluctuating sedimentation. Mathematically, the parameters are 
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interchangeable. However, when numerous 1D positions or 2D segments are considered, 

stratigraphic trends are observed because many geological processes/controls follow ‘rules’. 

Geological processes follow rules in time, space and scale and these rules are predictable. 

The simplest example of a trend in stratigraphy that follows geological rules in time is the basis 

of sequence stratigraphy itself. Cyclical patterns in stratigraphy observable in up-dip and down-

dip positions within a basin were attributed to a common cyclical forcing; eustatic sea level 

(Posamentier et al., 1988; Posamentier & Vail, 1988), which was known to force coastal 

migratory trends and vary according to ice sheet expansion and retreat at the poles (Alley et al., 

2005). Furthermore, eustatic sea level cyclicity occurs over different timescales, which are 

associated to different orbital motions that affect the planet’s insolation (Hays et al., 1976; 

Emiliani, 1978). Thus, these patterns in the rock record are observed across the world, because 

the cyclical ‘rules’ on eustatic base level are universal and largely unchanged through time. 

Another geological rule is the approximately parabolic subsidence distribution along the 

hangingwall of normal faults. This was used to distinguish the space created by subsidence from 

the space created from lake level rise in the unit thickness extrapolation approach in Chapter 4. 

Moreover, it may be challenging to differentiate sedimentation from base level cyclicity, but the 

long-term strain distribution across a rift means that any cyclicity that includes evidence of 

relative base level fall cannot be attributed to tectonics, as repeated episodes of subsidence and 

uplift on the same fault cannot occur over such short timescales. These are just three examples of 

geological rules that counter the argument of non-unique solutions of stratigraphic architecture 

(e.g. Burgess and Prince 2015), as they demonstrate that allogenic controls do not behave in the 

same way in time, space and scale, and thus can be differentiated. 

Fundamentally, it was the contrasting architectures of the two fan deltas that provided the ability 

to deconvolve the control signals acting on their development in Chapter 4. Along-strike 

variability of stratigraphic architecture makes predictions of rift basin-fills complicated, yet here 

it is shown that their very variability allows control signals to be picked apart. The ability to 

deconvolve the allogenic controls from the depositional record is possible from: a) assessment of 
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multiple systems within a basin (quasi-3D analysis), b) interpretation and modelling based on 

geological rules, and c) regional understanding. In summary, ‘non-unique solutions’ theory is 

only arguable in cases with one-dimensional data and limited regional knowledge. 

 

7.3. Research Question 3 

How can quantitative approaches be applied to stratigraphic analysis? 

 

In the push for more quantitative analysis of stratigraphy, we should consider four quantitative 

goals: 1) data, 2) classification, 3) techniques, and 4) modelling. Each of these goals are targeted 

through Chapters 3-6 and yield opportunity for numeric analyses and better prediction. 

Quantitative data is utilised in the form of subsurface seismic reflection data (Chapter 6) and UAV 

photogrammetry-based 3D outcrop models from the field (Chapters 4 and 5). The latter’s ability 

to extract large quantitative datasets from the field is a valuable advance in field geology and 

yields the potential to undertake numeric and statistical analyses that would be less possible from 

classic, sparse field datasets. Quantitative field observations are taken to deconvolve and quantify 

allogenic controls in Chapter 4. Quantitative classification of scaling and spatial relationships is 

common in geology and here, a quantitative classification was undertaken of interfan geometries 

(Chapter 5). Quantitative classification of temporal relationships between strata is more 

challenging and addressed in Section 7.4. Quantitative techniques in basin analysis can improve 

interpretations and facilitate predictions. A novel volume balancing approach is taken in Chapter 

6 to pick apart supply signals in the Thebe hangingwall basin. Quantitative modelling is 

invaluable for testing infinite and unbiased control system scenarios in a short time and is the 

technique that allows the closest predictive capability. A novel 3D sequence stratigraphic model, 

Syn-Strat was developed and utilised in this work (Chapters 3 and 4), which has a simple construct 

and delivers a new approach to visualising stratigraphic data.  
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7.3.1. Quantitative data 

The fields of sedimentology and stratigraphy are characterised by qualitative observations. They 

are necessary, but quantitative observations are required to complement them for more 

sophisticated overall analyses. Seismic data, in its 3D and numeric form, is a good example of 

data that provides abundant opportunity to assess and map various geological attributes. This is 

because the strata are represented by waveforms, characterised by values. The three-

dimensionality of the data allows direct measurement of geometries (e.g. Chapter 6), but 

resolution is limited. Field data is generally higher resolution, but more challenging to quantify 

in terms of textural, spatial and geometric descriptions, and the potential for restricted exposure 

or access. However, in Chapter 4, quantitative data from the field were extracted across two fan 

deltas (overall syn-rift thickness, unit thickness and topset-foreset breakpoint (TFBP) trajectories) 

and used to deconvolve and quantify the allogenic controls responsible for their formation. 

Quantitative field data collection (e.g. bedding data, unit thicknesses, foreset heights and TFBP 

trajectories) was facilitated by the use of UAV photogrammetry-based 3D outcrop models 

(Chapters 4 and 5). Vertically-stacked units that are several 10s-100s m thick were accurately 

measured using the outcrop models, which would have been much more challenging in the field. 

In addition, 167 bedding plane measurements were taken from the models to assist the interfan 

analysis in Chapter 5. At present, the use of 3D outcrop models in stratigraphic analysis is 

relatively novel (e.g. Nieminski & Graham, 2017; Nesbit et al., 2018), but as they become more 

mainstream practice, quantitative field data collection will become more common and bigger 

datasets may be presented in the literature, improving the potential for statistical analyses. 

7.3.2. Quantitative classification 

One way to broaden the utility of qualitative data is to classify it quantitatively, or semi-

quantitatively. It could be the classification of uncertainty underpinning an observation or 

interpretation (e.g. Chapter 4) or the use of matrices to categorise data by numeric parameters, for 

example, carbonate texture (Folk, 1959; 1962; Dunham, 1962) or bedform type (Van den Berg & 

Van Gelder, 1993; Baas et al., 2009; Stow et al., 2009). In this work, classification of interfan 
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geometries is addressed in Chapter 5, and it was decided that a quantitative rather than descriptive 

approach would be most suitable and widely applicable. Interfans were classified as Types 1-3, 

depending on the separation of two adjacent fan deltas, according to the radius of the fan delta 

topsets and foresets. This is a spatial classification, is scale-independent, and can be applied to 

modern and ancient systems alike, where their geometries can be measured.  

Scaling relationships are often quantitatively classified, with perhaps the most traditional example 

being grain size (Udden, 1914; Wentworth, 1922; Krumbein, 1938). A number of statistical 

analyses (e.g. Folk & Ward, 1957; Krumbein and Pettijohn, 1938; Friedman and Johnson, 1982) 

are possible from grain size datasets to yield depositional insights (Blott & Pye, 2001; Allen et 

al., 2017; Cosgrove et al., 2018; 2019a,b). Other sedimentological examples of quantitative 

scaling classifications include bed thickness (Campbell, 1967), bioturbation (Taylor & Goldring, 

1993), and clinoform size (Patruno et al., 2015; Patruno & Helland-Hansen, 2018), and in the 

wider geological literature, quantitative scaling classifications extend to earthquake magnitude 

(Richter, 1935; Hanks & Kanamori, 1979) and volcano explosivity (Newhall & Self, 1982).  

Spatial relationships are simpler to quantitatively classify than temporal relationships because in 

the spatial domain, direct measurements can be taken with reference to known coordinates. For 

example, image classification is a type of spatial classification that has a number of environmental 

and socioeconomic applications, including land-use mapping (Klein & Press, 1992; Lu & Weng, 

2007; Borzov & Potaturkin, 2018). Temporal relationships are more difficult to quantitatively 

classify, particularly between strata, where relationships are described by stacking patterns and 

termination geometries (Van Wagoner et al., 1990). The former can be quantified using the ratio 

of δA/δS (Sloss, 1962; Curray, 1964; Vail et al., 1977), but there are a number of limitations 

behind this approach, which are discussed in Chapter 7.4.  
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7.3.3. Quantitative techniques 

In Chapter 6, a volume balancing method was used to locate the through-going sediment input 

points to a basin in the subsurface. Areas supplied by through-going sediment inputs from beyond 

the fault crest were differentiated from those areas supplied by fault scarp degradation, by 

assessing the balance between footwall (fault crest) erosion and footwall-derived, hangingwall 

fill. This is a novel, quantitative approach to stratigraphic analysis across a fault, which was 

demonstrated to be particularly useful in scenarios with limited preservation or imaging of 

erosional catchments.  

In general, quantitative balancing approaches have high utility in making or supporting 

interpretations. Mass or volume balancing is a good example of a quantitative approach that can 

provide additional insight into basin processes. It has been used in source-to-sink analyses across 

different scales and basins to assess sediment budgets (Paola & Martin, 2012; Allen et al., 2013; 

Michael et al., 2013; Hampson et al., 2014; Lin & Bhattacharya, 2017; Pechlivanidou et al., 2017; 

Watkins et al., 2018). Another useful, quantitative balancing approach that has been proposed for 

improving sequence stratigraphic interpretations is the analysis of the ratio between parasequence 

thickness and sandstone fraction (‘TSF analysis’), which are quantitative proxies for 

accommodation creation and sediment supply (Ainsworth et al., 2018). The δA/δS ratio is a 

common quantitative balancing approach, but fails to incorporate all potential controls and 

outcomes, as discussed in Chapter 7.4.  

7.3.4. Quantitative modelling 

Numerical modelling is undertaken in Chapter 3 to assess along-strike variability in stratigraphic 

architecture as a result of different control combinations, and in Chapter 4 to quantify particular 

controls acting on fan deltas in the Gulf of Corinth. Numerous models (e.g. Sedpak, Dionisos, 

Strata, Sedsim, Cascade, pyBadlands) have been applied in the stratigraphic realm to assist 

interpretations and predictions (Strobel et al., 1989; Kendall et al., 1991a,b; Granjeon, 1997; 

Granjeon & Joseph, 1999; Granjeon, 2014; Flemings & Grotzinger, 1996; Burgess & Prince, 

2015; Madof et al., 2015; Geurts et al., 2018; Pechlivanidou et al., 2019), as discussed in Chapter 
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2. However, prior to this study, geometrical modelling of simple control scenarios in 3D space 

along a fault segment, was missing.  

Syn-Strat was developed through this work and introduced in Chapters 3 and 4. It is a novel, 3D, 

forward sequence stratigraphic model that was used for sensitivity analysis, whereby a number of 

different scenarios were tested to find the best fit to the data observed (Chapter 4). The model 

takes a unique approach to presenting the outcomes of stacking and surfaces, whereby they are 

visualised on a 3D graphical surface. It has the value of being able to test hypothetical (Chapter 

3) and real (Chapter 4) scenarios, allowing the user to manipulate the inputs and output 

presentations as they choose. The 3D accommodation curve can be coloured to highlight specific 

information. For example, systems tracts in any particular sequence stratigraphic scheme (e.g. 

Catuneanu, 2006) can be applied. Or, stacking patterns can be applied according to four different 

schemes: a) with three colours according to the absolute value of δA/δS, e.g. where δA>δS, the 

surface is coloured to represent retrogradation, where δS=δA it is coloured to represent 

aggradation, and where δS>δA, the surface is coloured to represent progradation; b) with five 

colours based on a normalised accommodation curve stretching from -1 to 1, divided into equally 

spaced intervals from strongly retrogradational to strongly progradational stacking; c) five colours 

according to the angle of the accommodation curve, with the highest angles referring to the 

strongest retrogradation and progradation (e.g. Fig. 7.4); and d) according to the new scheme 

presented in Chapter 7.4. The accommodation curve can be presented in 3D form, with any two 

of the three dimensions (distance along the fault, distance away from the fault and time). It can 

also plot 1D and 2D sections amounting to stratigraphic columns and sections at any position 

within the basin-fill. Examples of these outputs are presented in Figure 7.4, with a scenario of 

five point sources along a fault and five base level cycles. The user is thus given the flexibility to 

choose how to interpret and present the accommodation curve.   

Syn-Strat has the benefit of being able to test multiple control system scenarios in a short time, 

with an unbiased approach. In its geometric form, it is a simple construct and avoids many of the 

assumptions that process-based models have inflicted. It could provide the underlying framework 
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to which a process-based model could be applied. The model has two main limitations. Firstly, 

the tectonic basis of a single fault segment that is presented here does not account for fault 

segment interaction and linkage through time. If that interaction can be defined graphically as an 

input to the model, then it might be possible, but this is beyond the scope of this work. In this 

study, hangingwall basins are modelled, but footwall basins are just as possible. Similarly, the 

generator of space does not necessarily need to be a normal fault, but any mechanism that can 

create or reduce accommodation, e.g. salt diapirs. The second limitation is that the sedimentation 

inputs are defined in graphical form across the space, and therefore do not accurately represent 

real depositional geometries. For the purpose of accurate representation, it would be more 

beneficial to run a process-based model to generate the geometry. 
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Figure 7.4. Stratigraphic columns and cross-section outputs from Syn-Strat to demonstrate its 

utility, with stacking patterns presented. 
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7.4. Research Question 4 

How should 'accommodation' be used in interpretations to incorporate the complexity 

observed in tectonically-active basins, and is the δA/δS ratio valid? 

The accommodation/supply (δA/δS) ratio is a well-established concept for depositional system 

and shoreline migration, and therefore the nature of stratal unit stacking (Sloss, 1962; Curray, 

1964; Vail et al., 1977). Accommodation was originally defined as “the space made available for 

potential sediment accumulation” and generally equates to depth from the water surface to the 

depositional surface (Jervey, 1988; Posamentier et al., 1988), with the depositional surface as “the 

level above which erosion will occur” (Jervey, 1988). This clarification is important because it 

implies that deposition or erosion will elevate or lower the depositional surface and will therefore 

decrease or increase accommodation, which defies the notion of accommodation and supply being 

independent terms, as advocated with the use of δA/δS (Van Wagoner et al., 1990; Thorne & 

Swift, 1992; Swift & Thorne, 1992; Neal & Abreu, 2009; Neal et al., 2016). The term 

‘accommodation’ in its current use within the δA/δS implies ‘creation’, which does not account 

for the decay of accommodation through base level fall, uplift or sedimentation. Similarly, erosion 

is not accounted for as a control for creating space for deposition, yet the scale of incision can be 

comparable to other allogenic controls (Backert et al., 2010; Gomis-Cartesio et al., 2017). 

Stacking patterns are described as progradational, retrogradational (both lateral migrations of the 

shoreline), aggradational or degradational (vertical migrations of the shoreline), which depend 

upon the rate of change of δA/δS (Van Wagoner et al., 1990; Neal & Abreu, 2009; Neal et al., 

2016). An outcome that is not considered in this scheme, yet may be a prominent feature of 

depositional status through time, is stasis (Tipper, 2015), whereby there is no change in the system 

because either: the controlling parameters are unchanged, or the balance of the controls over time 

cancels the effect to a state of equilibrium or continuity (Martinius et al., 2014). The identification 

of stacking patterns in the stratigraphic record is a useful and pragmatic, observation-based 

approach to stratigraphic analysis, but the assignment of the stacking patterns to the δA/δS ratio 
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for control interpretations and prediction is problematic. With the flaws described, the δA/δS ratio 

is not conceptually sound and there is room for improvement.  

An alternative solution for making interpretations and predictions with the δA/δS is proposed that 

considers all allogenic controls and stratigraphic outcomes. A ratio of the rate of change of 

‘accommodation increasers’ to the rate of change of ‘accommodation reducers’ (δAI/δAR) is 

proposed. This ratio equates to accommodation that changes through time, i.e. the accommodation 

balance. Accommodation increasers refer to base level rise, tectonic subsidence and erosion. 

Accommodation reducers refer to base level fall, tectonic uplift and sedimentation. 

A =
δ A increasers

δ A reducers
=  

δBR + δTS + δE 

δBF + δTU + δS
 

where BR is base level rise, TS is tectonic subsidence, E is erosion, BF is base level fall, TU is 

tectonic uplift and S is sedimentation, such that: 

 A transgressive trend occurs when δAI/δAD > 1 and δAI > δAD 

 A regressive trend occurs when δAI/δAD < 1 and δAI < δAD  

 Static positioning occurs when δAI/δAD = 1 and δAI = δAD 

In our numerical modelling with Syn-Strat, this ratio is translated into an equation, such that: 

𝐴 =  δ𝐵 + δ𝑇 + δ𝐸 − δ𝑆 

where each term refers to a vector that defines a position relative to a given datum, with B as base 

level, T as tectonic movement, E as erosion and S as sedimentation.  

The transgressive and regressive trends represent a horizontal migration of the depositional 

system through time in one position in space (1D). Where there is net deposition, in 2D and 3D, 

these would represent retrogradational and progradational stacking patterns, respectively. The 1D 

record of horizontal stasis is more cryptic and may instead reveal a vertical migration from a given 

datum, or no migration at all. In a 2D or 3D record, it could thus reveal aggradation, degradation 

or stasis. Aggradational stacking occurs when δAI = δAD (δAI/δAD = 1) and there is net 

deposition. Where there is a surface in 1D, this may be from degradation or a hiatus in broader 
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space. Unlike aggradation that occurs as a vertical expansion of the depositional record, 

degradation occurs with a loss of the depositional record from erosion, and therefore occurs when 

δAI > δAD (δAI/δAD > 1), as a result of an increase in ΔE. This is a marked departure from the 

Neal et al. (2016) model where their ‘aggradation-progradation-degradation’ trend is represented 

by δA/δS as a number <1 and decreasing, which is unintuitive as implies an increase in 

sedimentation and not a loss. Degradation and progradation are fundamentally different outcomes 

that could occur simultaneously at different parts of the basin (e.g. degradation up-dip and 

associated progradation down-dip). They represent different migration vectors and therefore must 

be differentiated in a stratigraphic framework. A period of stasis occurs when the system is neither 

depositing nor eroding (Tipper, 2015). In this case, there must be nothing happening at that 

position from basin controls, and both δAI and δAR must be equal to zero. Tipper (2015) argues 

that stasis is “the norm, and not the exception”. It is necessary for a stratigraphic framework to 

consider all scenarios that could be recorded. Although the δA/δS could account for it, stasis is 

rarely included in stratigraphic models. 

Table 7.1 shows the possible outcomes of the accommodation balance in 1D space. It considers 

all of the parameters within the accommodation balance and whether there is sedimentation or 

not. It shows whether the depositional record will reveal a surface (brown) or a rock record (blue). 

The surface can be erosive (degradation) or non-erosive (hiatus). The rock record can be 

progradational, aggradational or retrogradational. The table also shows the migration vector in 

each outcome as a result of the accommodation balance, which is either landward (transgressive), 

basinward (regressive) or stationary. As an example of this approach, Figure 7.5 shows two 

positions in a basin with different sedimentation models. Both positions have the same 

accommodation curve controlling their sedimentary evolution. The first position receives no 

sediment from t0 to t2, receives sediment from t2 to t4 and no sediment from t4 to t6. At the 

second position, the opposite trend occurs. The accommodation balance changes through time at 

each position and thus the occurrence of stacking and surfaces follows suit. Simple stratigraphic 

columns are shown to visualise this effect (Fig. 7.5). 
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Table 7.1. Matrix of outcomes for the accommodation balance. 

 

Accommodation at a given position can be considered as an absolute value at a given time, i.e. 

equating to water depth at time, ‘t’, or as a dynamic change over a time period, ‘t1 to t2’. At a 

given time, any 1D position within a basin can be in one of three states: underfilled (sediment 

accumulates but does not reach the water level datum), filled (sediment accumulation reaches the 

water level datum), or overfilled (sediment accumulation exceeds the water level datum) (Ravnås 

& Steel, 1998). The remaining water depth at that position is the absolute value of 

accommodation, and this is the available space for deposition at the next time step. In 3D, the 

remaining volume of water in the basin is the absolute value of accommodation.  

When considering accommodation over a time period in 1D, the state of the basin is important, 

but the magnitude and rate of change over time is the determinant of the stacking pattern that 

arises. Moreover, it is the magnitude and rate of change of mechanisms that act to create space 

relative to that of those that reduce space. All parameters can exert an equal influence on 

accommodation. Considering the parameters purely mathematically, one would assume that the 
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resultant stacking pattern is non-unique (Heller et al., 1993; Flemings & Grotzinger, 1996; 

Burgess & Prince, 2015) and that a given stacking pattern could arise as a result of numerous 

combinations of those parameters. This makes prediction problematic. However, geologically the 

control parameters do not act in the same way and context is crucial. Each control produces 

characteristic patterns as a result of their underlying mechanisms and is therefore more 

interpretable and predictable than the ratio alone suggests, as discussed in Chapter 7.2.  

 

Figure 7.5. Plots to show an example of the accommodation balance approach. Two positions in 

a basin are chosen with different sedimentation models through time. The same accommodation 

curve controls both positions. The occurrence of stacking and surfaces through time are presented 

at both positions, as a result of the accommodation balance (δAI/δAR). Simple stratigraphic 

columns are presented to visualise the outcomes. 

The accommodation balance approach to interpretation is applicable to surfaces output by Syn-

Strat. As an example, a scenario with five point sources along a fault with high sedimentation 

rates, high subsidence and five base level cycles is modelled. Figures 7.6A and 7.6B show the 
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main model inputs and Figure 7.6C shows the output in time and along the fault, with stacking 

patterns overlain. Figure 7.6D shows the same output but with the accommodation balance 

overlain, which shows significant variability in stacking and surfaces along-strike. At point source 

locations, stacking is apparent, whereby there is progradation during accommodation falls and 

retrogradation during accommodation rises. Some aggradation occurs at the transitions between 

the two. Periods of progradation become longer, as sedimentation increases and overcomes the 

subsidence for longer. Stacking is more aggradational during accommodation falls towards the 

fault centre, and more progradational towards the fault tips. At positions where sedimentation is 

zero, transgressive surfaces arise during accommodation rise. During accommodation fall, 

regressive surfaces form towards the fault tips and hiatial surfaces form towards the fault centre. 

Figure 7.6E shows two dip- and a strike-section across the area; plots that are equivalent to 

Wheeler diagrams (Wheeler, 1958; 1959; 1964a,b). This example highlights the benefit of the 

accommodation balance approach, as it encompasses all allogenic controls acting on the basin 

and all possible outcomes in terms of stacking and surfaces. 
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Figure 7.6. Scenario to show the utility of the accommodation balance approach using Syn-Strat. 

A) some of the main model inputs; B) 3D plot to show sedimentation input in space; C) 3D 

accommodation plot with stacking patterns overlain – presented in time and along the fault; D) 

3D accommodation plot with accommodation balance overlain. E) Dip- and strike-sections 

across the basin, equivalent to Wheeler diagrams. 
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In conclusion, there is substantial variability in stratigraphic architecture in tectonically-active 

basins, as a result of dynamic tectonic and climatic processes, and associated feedbacks in 

sedimentation. Several flaws in the δA/δS ratio have been highlighted: 1) accommodation and 

supply are not independent terms; 2) accommodation is generally considered as being created and 

not reduced, yet decay of accommodation can occur through base level fall, uplift or 

sedimentation; 3) erosion is not accounted for as a control for creating space for deposition, yet 

the scale of incision can be comparable to other allogenic controls; and 4) stasis is not considered 

as an outcome, yet may be a common status of the depositional system. As such, the δA/δS does 

not provide a suitable framework for interpretations of stacking patterns or predictions in 

tectonically-active basins. A new framework (δAI/δAR) is proposed, which equates to 

accommodation. In its construct, the accommodation balance (δAI/δAR) is similar to δA/δS, but 

it negates problems described above by including erosion and removing the ‘A’ term from the 

ratio. Instead, all control parameters are clearly described. In doing so, the definition of 

accommodation is kept true in a dynamic system, as “the space available for deposition” through 

time. In addition, the framework is not only inclusive of all control parameters, but also of all 

recorded outcomes. It considers erosive and non-erosive surfaces, and stasis that are important 

aspects of a depositional system, which are neglected in δA/δS. The accommodation balance 

better represents time in the depositional record with this inclusion. With this in mind, it is a better 

communicator of the allocation of time across surfaces and strata.  
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Chapter 8 

 

Conclusion & Future Work 
 

 

This chapter presents the conclusions of the thesis, by documenting the main findings in each data 

chapter (Chapter 3-6) and draws upon the Discussion (Chapter 7) to provide an overarching 

response to the research questions posed in Chapter 1. A summary of suggestions for future work 

are also presented. 
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8.1. Conclusions 

This work presents novel, quantitative and 3D approaches to rift basin analysis. Integrated field, 

numerical, and subsurface methodologies have been used to reduce uncertainty, and improve 

interpretations and predictions, of shallow marine, syn-rift stratigraphy around normal fault 

blocks. Four original approaches are presented, including: 1) a new 3D sequence stratigraphic 

numerical model ‘Syn-Strat’; 2) extraction of quantitative data from 3D outcrop models of 

multiple, along-strike distributed depositional systems; 3) a unit thickness extrapolation for 

dissociating fault-related subsidence from base level change; and 4) subsurface volume balancing 

to pinpoint through-going sediment input points to a basin. Ultimately, a new concept (the 

accommodation balance; δAI/δAR) is proposed as a framework for the interpretation of stacking 

and key surfaces for analysis in all sedimentary basin-fills.  

Sensitivity tests with Syn-Strat (Chapter 3) were used to assess the impact of along-strike, down-

dip and temporal (3D) variation of allogenic controls on the nature of stacking and formation of 

stratal surfaces. Varying the relative magnitude of subsidence to eustasy and different subsidence 

and sedimentation regimes through time provided the first quantitative insight into stacking 

variability and how the diachroneity of key stratigraphic surfaces changes around a fault block. 

Diachroneity of stratigraphic surfaces has been discussed previously, but this is the first study to 

show how that diachroneity varies along hangingwall basins and to quantify the variation. Along-

strike diachroneity varies according to different positions on a relative base level curve (Chapter 

7), with the highest and lowest points of the curve (zero gradient) presenting most along-strike 

diachroneity, and the inflection points (traditionally positions of the sequence boundary and 

maximum flooding surface; maximum gradients) presenting the least diachroneity.  

The first detailed comparison of stratigraphic architectures between along-strike distributed 

systems in the hangingwall of a single normal fault was undertaken using the Selinous and 

Kerinitis fan deltas, Gulf of Corinth, Greece (Chapter 4). Quantitative field data, Syn-Strat, and a 

unit thickness extrapolation approach constrained the first estimate of lake level change in Lake 
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Corinth for the Early-Middle Pleistocene (10-15 m), which could aid regional palaeoclimate 

studies and inform broader climate-system models. Two complementary methods were 

demonstrated to identify and quantify faulting and base level signals in the stratigraphic record, 

which could be applied to other rift basin fills.  

Analysis of the interfan area between the fan deltas (Chapter 5) revealed five evolutionary phases, 

linked to net subsidence followed by net uplift regimes, as a result of a basinward shift in the 

locus of fault activity. Using modern fan delta planform geometries, interfan areas were classified 

into three types according to fan delta separation relative to the radius of their topsets and foresets. 

Interfans are shown to provide a condensed, and potentially more complete, stratigraphic record 

than axial areas of fan deltas, and could be exploited as important complementary stratigraphic 

archives. 

A quantitatively-informed interpretation of the Thebe sub-basin (northern Carnarvon Basin, NW 

Shelf, Australia; Chapter 6) revealed four phases of stratigraphic development linked to the 

evolution of the main border fault and a number of parallel, antithetic faults. Complex 

architectural interactions between footwall-, hangingwall- and axially-derived depositional 

systems were recorded, which should be incorporated into existing models for tectono-

sedimentary analysis. Through-going sediment input points from beyond the border fault crest 

were identified and distinguished from border fault scarp degradation supply using a novel 

volume balancing approach, which can independently locate catchments in the absence of 

landscape preservation or adequate subsurface imaging.  

Overall, this work presents a number of improvements to tectono-sedimentary models, through: 

1) precise constraint of the diachroneity of key surfaces, 2) understanding the relative contribution 

and interactions of multiple sedimentary systems within a basin, 3) consideration of along-strike 

depositional system asymmetry and sediment routing, and 4) a 3D approach. It is shown that the 

along-strike variability that makes rift basin predictions challenging can be utilised to deconvolve 

and quantify control signals. This multi-system approach, with the use of geological rules and 

regional knowledge, can be used to invert the stratigraphic record, rendering the ‘non-unique 
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solutions’ theory arguable only in cases with one-dimensional data and limited regional 

knowledge. Quantitative data, classification, techniques and modelling can be used to improve 

stratigraphic models and allow the closest approach to predictive capability in rift basins. Several 

flaws in the δA/δS ratio have come to light through this work and the accommodation balance 

(δAI/δAR) is presented as an alternative framework (Chapter 7). It is an unbiased concept, 

inclusive of all control parameters and possible recorded outcomes. This new approach is a better 

communicator of the allocation of time across surfaces and strata in the depositional record and 

is applicable to any tectonically-active basin.  

8.2. Future work 

The findings of this work present a number of opportunities for future work. Future development 

and research with Syn-Strat could include: 

- Extension of the application of Syn-Strat in rift basins to model footwall architectures. 

- The interaction of fault segments through time could be incorporated into Syn-Strat. 

- Syn-Strat could be used to assess spatial variability in stacking and diachroneity of 

surfaces in other tectonically-active or salt-influenced basins. 

- Application of the propagating fault tip growth model to Syn-Strat to compare 

stratigraphic architectures from the constant length model that is utilised currently. 

Sensitivity analysis with Syn-Strat could then be applied to determine which growth 

model is applicable in a given rift basin.  

- Process-based modelling across numerous scales and disciplines could be undertaken 

using Syn-Strat as the framework for allogenic forcing. 

Other research potential includes: 

- Assessment of the relative timing of fault activity across the northern Carnarvon Basin, 

NW Shelf in order to better constrain sediment routing from source to sink.  

- Analysis of interfan stratigraphy between adjacent obliquely-prograding fan deltas 

- Establish insights from interfan stratigraphy in other basin types 
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- Assessment of a field analogue of multiple, interacting depositional systems with 

different origins to yield further insights into process and architectural interactions that 

are below subsurface imaging resolution in the Thebe sub-basin. 

- Analysis of the deep water expression of accommodation and sedimentation changes 

through tectonic and climate variability across various temporal and spatial scales in the 

Gulf of Corinth. 

- Application of the accommodation balance (δAI/δAR) to real scenarios to test its full 

applicability in rift basin-fill interpretations and predictions. 
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Appendices 

 

 

 

 

Appendix I    – Table of input variables for Syn-Strat 

Appendix II  – Table of instructions for Syn-Strat 

Appendix III – Syn-Strat script 

Appendix IV – Chapter 3 paper in Marine and Petroleum Geology 

Appendix V   – Chapter 4 paper in Basin Research 
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Appendix I – Input table for Syn-Strat. num = the reference value in the Syn-Strat script. 

Input parameters should be modified with this table in conjunction with Table of instructions in 

Appendix II. This table should be saved as input_variables.xlsx or modified in the script with a 

new name. Highlighted rows are the scales of the allogenic controls. 

Input Variable Value Options num 

Colouring mode 5 (-2 - 5) 1 

Sequence stratigraphic scheme 5 (5 - 9) 2 

Subsidence curve standard deviation (shape) 1 (0-1) 3 

Subsidence curve scale (max. subsidence) 1 Any 4 

Subsidence curve kurtosis 1 1 5 

Subsidence curve shape over time 1 (1-7) 6 

Sediment supply shape over length of fault 3 (1-6) 7 

Sediment supply scale (max. sediment supply) 1 Any 8 

Sediment supply curve standard deviation (shape) 1 (0-1) 9 

Sediment supply curve kurtosis 1 1 10 

Sediment supply shape over time 1 (1-5) 11 

Sea level scale (amplitude) 0.05 Any 12 

Sea level frequency 5 Any 13 

Distance away curve (structure contour) mean position  0   14 

Distance away curve (structure contour) standard deviation 
(shape) 1 

(0-1) 
15 

Distance away curve (structure contour) scale (max. distance) 1 Any 16 

Distance away curve (structure contour) kurtosis 1 1 17 

Subsidence decay curve 2 (1-3) 18 

Selected position away from fault (Y1) 0 Any 19 

Sediment supply decay curve 1 (1-3) 20 

Selected time (T1) 0.99 (0-1) 21 

Selected position along fault (X1) 0 Any 22 

Chosen model 1 (1-3) 23 

Sediment supply from footwall (no (0) or yes (1) or yes with point 
sources (2) 2 

0-2 
24 

Footwall supply (% of supply) 0 0-1 25 

Sea level dependent sediment supply 0 0-1 26 

Footwall uplift  0 
Any 
pos. 27 

Sediment supply from footwall shape over X (F_sed_shape) 7 (1-7) 28 

Selected value of Y for surf plots 1 1-101 29 

Selected value of X for surf plots 51 1-101 30 

Selected value of T for surf plots 30 1-101 31 

Eustatic sea level rate defined: no (0), yes(1) 0 0 or 1 32 

Eustatic sea level rate (gradient) 0.5 Any 33 

Sedimentation limit 2 1-3 34 

Stacking plotting type 4 (1-4) 35 
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Appendix II – Table of instructions for Syn-Strat. Numbers refer to parameter options. num = the reference value in the Syn-Strat script. 

num Variable  Description  Options 

1 Colouring mode 

2nd derivative of accommodation space in time  -2 

1st derivative of accommodation space in time -1 

accommodation space 0 

rising and falling limbs 1 

local maxima and minima with rising and falling limbs 2 

systems tracts 3 

stacking patterns (3 colours) 4 

stacking patterns (5 colours) 5 
 

   

2 
Sequence Stratigraphic Scheme 

(Catuneanu et al. (2011) 

Genetic sequence: Frazier (1974); Galloway (1989) 5 

T-R sequence: Johnson & Murphy (1984); Embry & Johannessen (1992) 6 

Depositional sequence II: Haq et al. (1987); Posamentier et al.(1988) 7 

Depositional sequence III: Van Wagoner et al. (1988;1990); Christie & Blick (1991) 8 

Depositional sequence IV: Hunt & Tucker (1992;1995); Christie & Blick(1991) 9 
 

   

3 
Subsidence curve along fault 
standard deviation (shape) 

Inverse parabola 1 

Spike' normal distribution 0 
 

   

4 
Subsidence curve along fault 

scale (max. subsidence) 
Any value 

NA 
  

  

5 
Subsidence curve along fault 

kurtosis 
Leave as 1 = rounded; 0 = square 

1 
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6 
Subsidence curve shape over 

time 

Linear increase 1 

Linear decrease 2 

Exponential increase 3 

Exponential decrease 4 

Constant 5 

Increasing and then decreasing rate 6 

Episodic subsidence 7 

Cumulative distribution function 8 
  

  

7 
Sediment supply shape over 

length of fault 

Linear increase (sediment input from the right fault tip)         1 

Linear decrease (sediment input from the left fault tip)          2 

Exponential increase (sediment input from the right fault tip)      3 

Exponential decrease (sediment input from the left fault tip)   4 

Parabola (sediment input from both fault tips)                 5 

Normal distribution (sediment input from the centre of the fault) with channels 
along footwall 6 

Constant 7 
 

   

8 
Sediment supply scale (max. 

sediment supply) 
Any value 

NA 
  

  

9 
Sediment supply curve along fault 

standard deviation (shape) 
Inverse parabola 1 

Spike' normal distribution 0 
  

  

10 
Sediment supply along fault curve 

kurtosis Leave as 1 = rounded; 0 = square 1 
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11 Sediment supply shape over time 

Linear increase 1 

Linear decrease 2 

Exponential increase 3 

Exponential decrease 4 

Constant 5 

Episodic sediment supply - not related to sea level 6 
   

 
12 Sea level scale (amplitude) Any value 0.1 

   
 

13 Sea level frequency Any value 4 
   

 

14 
Subsidence distance away curve 
(structure contour) mean position  

0 infers the mean to be in the centre of the fault 0 

 
 

 
 

15 
Subsidence distance away curve 

(structure contour) standard 
deviation (shape) 

Inverse parabola 1 

Spike' normal distribution 0 
  

  

16 
Subsidence distance away curve 
(structure contour) scale (max. 

distance) 

Any value 1 

  
 

 

17 
Subsidence distance away curve 

(structure contour) kurtosis 
Leave as 1 = rounded; 0 = square 1 

  
  

18 Subsidence decay curve 

Linear interpolation 1 

Parabolic interpolation 2 

Exponential interpolation 3 
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19 
Selected position away from fault 

(Y1) 
Any value for distance away from fault 

NA 
 

   

20 
Sediment supply decay curve 

away from fault 

Linear interpolation 1 

Parabolic interpolation 2 

Exponential interpolation 3 
 

   
21 Selected time (T1) Any value of time NA 

 
   

22 Selected position along fault (X1) Any value for distance along fault NA 
 

   

23 Chosen model 

Model 1 - accommodation for distance along the fault in time for a given distance 
away 1 

Model 2 - accommodation for distance away from the fault in time for any given 
distance along the fault 2 

Model 3 - accommodation in space for any given time 3 
 

   

24 Sediment supply from footwall  

No supply from footwall 0 

Supply from footwall 1 

Supply from footwall from point sources 2 
 

   

25 Footwall supply (% of supply) Any value between 0 and 1 as a percentage of supply from fault tips (e.g. 25% of 
supply from fault tips also comes from the footwall centre) 

NA 

 
   

26 Sea level dependent sediment 
supply 

0 = no; 1 = yes 
0-1 

 
   

27 
Footwall uplift 

Any value from 0 to 1 - this is substracted from hangingwall subsidence to give 
total displacement 

Any 
pos. 

 
   

28 Footwall sed supply over X Same options as num(7) with one extra (7 - inverse parabola) (1-7) 
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29 Selected value of Y for surf plots Any value between 1 and 101   
 

   
30 Selected value of X for surf plots Any value between 1 and 101   

 
   

31 Selected value of T for surf plots Any value between 1 and 101   
 

   
32 Eustatic sea level rate defined Eustatic sea level rate defined: no (0), yes(1) 0-1 

 
   

33 Eustatic sea level rate Gradient (any) Any 
 

   

34 Sedimentation limit in y 

Parabola along fault - min at centre of fault, max at fault tips 1 

Constant along x 2 

Dependent on X_sed 3 
 

   

35 Stacking type 

Plot 3 colours based on sedscurve and space 1 

Plot 5 colours based on A (-1 to 1) 2 

Plot 5 colours base on angle of A curve new way - works for real examples 3 

Accommodation balance matrix 4 
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Appendix III – Syn-Strat script 

%3D ACCOMMODATION PLOT 
%Step 1 - Create grid (matrix of X,Y,T)to fill by setting resolution 

and 
%vectors for time (T), distance along fault segment (X) and distance 

away from (Y) 
%Step 2 – Define input parameters 

  %Step 2.1 - Define base level curve (sine wave) that varies in time 

  %Step 2.2 - Define subsidence curves 

     %Step 2.2.1 – Subsidence along fault 

     %Step 2.2.2 – Subsidence in time 

     %Step 2.2.3 – Subsidence away from fault 
  %Step 2.3 - Define sedimentation curves 

     %Step 2.3.1 – Sedimentation along fault 

     %Step 2.3.2 – Sedimentation in time 

     %Step 2.3.3 – Sedimentation away from fault 
%Step 3 – Calculate Accommodation in 3D 
%Step 4 – Define colour overlay and plot – e.g. systems tracts or 

stacking patterns  

  
%--------------------------------START-------------------------------% 
clear all 

close all 

clc 

 
[num,txt] = xlsread('input_variables.xlsx',1,'B2:B36'); %reads excel 

sheet of input variables 

 
%--------------------------------STEP 1 -----------------------------% 

%Create grid for distance along fault (x), distance away (y) and 

time(t) 

 
I = 101; %resolution of X 
J = 101; %resolution of Y 
K = 101; %resolution of T 
xs = -1; % fault start position - vary to change ratio of length of 

fault/subsidence 
xe = 1; % fault end position - vary to change ratio of length of 

fault/subsidence 
ye = 1; % distance away end position (position of zero subsidence- 

hingeline) 
te = 1; % end time 
x = linspace(-1,1,I); %distance along fault 
y = linspace(0,ye,J); %distance away from fault 
t = linspace(0,te,K); %t is time from 0 to 1 with resolution of K 
[X,Y,T]=meshgrid(x,y,t); %matrix of X, Y and T 

  
T1 = num(21); 
X1 = num(22); 
Y11 = num(29); % for surf plots - requires value number not distance 

e.g. 51 instead of 0.5 
X11 = num(30); % for surf plots - requires value number not distance 

e.g. 51 instead of 0.5 
T11 = num(31); % for surf plots - requires value number not distance 

e.g. 51 instead of 0.5 
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%--------------------------------STEP 2 -----------------------------% 

%Define input parameters 

  

%------------STEP 2.1 - Define base level curve in time--------------% 

 
sc_sl = num(12); %scale of sea level (amplitude) – read from file 
f_sl = 2*pi.*(num(13)); %frequency of sea level curve 
sl_rate_defined = num(32); %yes (1) or no (0) depending on data; 

  
if sl_rate_defined == 1 %defined gradient 
  scf_sl = num(33); 
elseif sl_rate_defined == 0 %not defined gradient 
  scf_sl = sc_sl.*f_sl; %scale of gradient 
end 

  
slcurve = scf_sl./f_sl*sin(T.*f_sl); %sine wave that varies in time 

(T)- does not vary in X or Y 

 
%--------------------STEP 2.2 - Define subsidence--------------------% 

 
% STEP 2.2.1 - Subsidence along length of fault 
% Parabolic shape along fault so we use a distribution curve 

  
mu_sub = (xs+xe)/2; %mean position of distribution (centre) 
sg_sub = num(3); %standard deviation (shape of curve) (0-1) (1 is 

inverse parabola) 

  
hw_subsidence = num(4); %max subsidence of hangingwall 
fw_uplift = num(27); %max uplift of footwall 
sc_sub = hw_subsidence-fw_uplift; %total displacement and therefore 

accommodation generation 

  
m_sub = num(5); %kurtosis (squareness) (leave as 1 - rounded) 

  
dist_sub = exp(-0.5*((X-mu_sub)/sg_sub).^(2*m_sub));  % normal 

distribution curve 
cenp_sub = exp(-0.5*((mu_sub-mu_sub)/sg_sub).^(2*m_sub)); % centre 

point 
endp_sub = exp(-0.5*((xe-mu_sub)/sg_sub).^(2*m_sub)); % end point = 0 
X_sub   = (dist_sub - endp_sub)/(cenp_sub-endp_sub);  % X curve 

(subsidence curve over length of fault) 
SX = X_sub; %subsidence curve over length of fault 

  
% STEP 2.2.2 - Subsidence shape over time 
% Options: 

% Linear increase                    = 1 
% Linear decrease                    = 2 
% Exponential increase               = 3 
% Exponential decrease               = 4 
% Constant                           = 5 
% Exponential increase then decrease = 6 
% Cumulative distribution curve      = 7 

  
sub_time_shape = num(6); %subsidence shape over time  

  
if sub_time_shape == 1 
    T_sub = T; 
elseif sub_time_shape == 2 
    T_sub = -T+1; 
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elseif sub_time_shape == 3 
    T_sub = T.^2; 
elseif sub_time_shape == 4 
    T_sub = (-T+1).^2; 
elseif sub_time_shape == 5 
    T_sub = ones(J,I,K); 
elseif sub_time_shape == 6 
    T_sub = (tanh((T-0.5)*2*pi)-(tanh((0-0.5)*2*pi)))/((tanh((1-

0.5)*2*pi)-(tanh((0-0.5)*2*pi)))); 
elseif sub_time_shape == 7 
    T_sub = T + 0.02.*(sin(T*2*pi*8)); 
elseif sub_time_shape == 8 
    sp = 0; % subsidence start point 
    mp = 0.5; % subsidence inflexion point 
    ep = 1; % subsidence end point 

     
    if sp>mp && mp>ep 
        disp('points out of order'); 
        stop 
    end 
    if sp<0 || sp>1 || mp<0 || mp>1 || ep<0 || ep>1 
        disp('points less than 0 or greater than 1'); 
        stop 
    end 
    %standard deviation - defines shape 
    mu1= 1; % ~ rising rate 
    mu2= 1; % ~ falling rate - smaller is straighter 

     
    % calculate a normal distribution of some form 
    t_dst = zeros(1,K); 
    vec = find(t>sp & t<=mp); 
    t_dst(vec) = 1;% 
    vec = find(t>mp & t<=ep); 
    t_dst(vec) = (exp(-0.5*((t(vec)-mp)/mu2).^2)-exp(-0.5*((ep-

mp)/mu2).^2))/(1-exp(-0.5*((ep-mp)/mu2).^2)); 

     
    % integrate normal distribution of some form 
    t_idst = zeros(1,K); 
    for k=2:K 
        t_idst(k) = trapz(t(1:k),t_dst(1:k)); 

   
    t_idst = t_idst/t_idst(end); 

         
    % produce 3D matrix 
    T_sub = ones(J,I,K); 
    for k=1:K 
        T_sub(:,:,k)= t_idst(k); 
    end 
    end 
end 

 

 
% STEP 2.2.3 - Subsidence with distance away curve 

% Use a distribution curve 

 
Y1 = num(19); % position away (between 0 (at fault) and 1) 
mu_dist_away = num(14); %mean position of distribution (centre) 
sg_dist_away = num(15); %standard deviation (shape of curve) (0-1) (1 

is inverse parabola) 
sc_dist_away = num(16); %scale (max. subsidence) (any number) 
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m_dist_away  = num(17); %kurtosis (squareness) (leave as 1) 

  
dist_dist_away = exp(-0.5*((X-

mu_dist_away)/sg_dist_away).^(2*m_dist_away));  %normal distribution 

curve 
cenp_dist_away = exp(-0.5*((mu_dist_away-

mu_dist_away)/sg_dist_away).^(2*m_dist_away)); %centre point 
endp_dist_away = exp(-0.5*((xe-

mu_dist_away)/sg_dist_away).^(2*m_dist_away)); %end point = 0 
XC_dist_away   = sc_dist_away*(dist_dist_away - 

endp_dist_away)/(cenp_dist_away-endp_dist_away);  %X curve (subsidence 

curve over length of fault) 
ZCL = XC_dist_away; %zero contour line 

  
subs_decay_curve = num(18); %choice of linear, parabolic or 

exponential decay curve away from fault 
if subs_decay_curve == 1 %for linear interpolation 
    subs_decay_s = 1-Y./(ZCL); 
    subs_decay_l = 1-Y1./(ZCL); 
elseif subs_decay_curve == 2 %for parabolic interpolation 
    subs_decay_s = 1-(2*Y-Y.^2)./(2*ZCL-ZCL.^2); 
    subs_decay_l = 1-(2*Y1-Y1.^2)./(2*ZCL-ZCL.^2); 
elseif subs_decay_curve == 3 %for exponential interpolation 
    sg = 0.5; %standard deviation - low is steep curve, high is nearly 

linear 
    subs_decay_s = 1-(exp(-0.5*(Y/sg))-1)./(exp(-0.5*(ZCL/sg))-1) ; 
    subs_decay_l = 1-(exp(-0.5*(Y1/sg))-1)./(exp(-0.5*(ZCL/sg))-1) ; 
end 
subs_decay_s = max(subs_decay_s,0); 
subs_decay_l = max(subs_decay_l,0); 
subs_sf_s = SX.*subs_decay_s;    %interpolated surface 
subs_sf_l = SX.*subs_decay_l;    %interpolated line 
Y_sub = subs_decay_s; 

  

 
%------------------STEP 2.3 - Define sedimentation-------------------% 

  
% STEP 2.3.1 - Sedimentation along length of fault 

 

% Options: 
% Linear increase (sediment input from the right fault tip)        = 1 
% Linear decrease (sediment input from the left fault tip)         = 2 
% Exponential increase (sediment input from the right fault tip)   = 3 
% Exponential decrease (sediment input from the left fault tip)    = 4 
% Parabola (sediment input from both fault tips)                   = 5 
% Normal distribution (sediment input from the centre of the fault)= 6 

  
sed_shape = num(7); %sediment supply shape over length of fault (1-6) 
sc_sed = num(8); %sediment supply scale (max sediment supply) (any 

number) 

  
if sed_shape == 1 % linear increase 
    XP_sed = (X-xs)./(xe-xs); %'-xs' so that 0 sed. supply is at '-1' 

distance along fault 
elseif sed_shape == 2 % linear decrease 
    XP_sed = (-X+xe)./(-xs+xe); %'+xe' so that 0 sed. supply is at '1' 

distance along fault  
elseif sed_shape == 3 % parabolic increase 
    XP_sed = ((X-xs)./(xe-xs)).^2; 
elseif sed_shape == 4 % parabolic decrease 
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    XP_sed =((-X+xe)./(-xs+xe)).^2; 
elseif sed_shape == 5 % parabola 
    XP_sed = (X.^2);  
elseif sed_shape == 6 % normal distribution 
    mu_sed = (xs+xe)/2; % mean position of distribution (centre) 
    sg_sed = num(9); % sediment supply standard deviation (shape) (0-

1) 
    m_sed = num(10); %sediment supply kurtosis (squareness) (leave as 

1 - rounded) 
    dist_sed = exp(-0.5*((X-mu_sed)/sg_sed).^(2*m_sed));  % normal 

distribution 
    cenp_sed = exp(-0.5*((mu_sed-mu_sed)/sg_sed).^(2*m_sed)); % centre 

point 
    endp_sed = exp(-0.5*((xe-mu_sed)/sg_sed).^(2*m_sed)); % end point 

= 0 
    XP_sed   = ((dist_sed - endp_sed)/(cenp_sed-endp_sed));  % X curve 

(sediment supply curve over length of fault) 
elseif sed_shape == 7 
    XP_sed = ones(J,I,K); 
end 

  
%For point sources of sediment supply from the footwall 
ML = [-1,-0.5,0,0.5,1]; % source location 
SL = [0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5]; % source spread rate (std deviation) 
RL = [0.3,0.3,0.3,0.3,0.3]; % range of source 
MG = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1]; % magnitude of the source – proportion of max 

for scaling 
HW = zeros(J,I,K,5);     
for n=1:5 %n is number of peaks - change this and also change in line 

303-307 
    mg = MG(n); 
    m1 = ML(n);  
    s1 = SL(n); 
    r1 = RL(n); 
    v  = find(x>=m1-r1/2 & x<=m1+r1/2); 
    HWE = (exp(-0.5*((r1/2)/s1).^2)); 
    HWM = (exp(-0.5*((0)/s1).^2)); 
    HW0(:,v,:,n) = (exp(-0.5*((X(:,v,:)-m1)/s1).^2)); %normal 

distribution curve 
    HW0(:,v,:,n) = mg*(HW0(:,v,:,n)-HWE)/(HWM-HWE); 
end 
HW = sum(HW0,4); %weighted source distribution 

  
X_sed = HW; %XP_sed+XF_sed if superimposed on another curve from 

footwall or hangingwall 
    %X_sed  = X_sed.*T_sed; %this gives sediment supply in time and 

space along the fault(3D) 
end 

  
% STEP 2.3.2 - Sedimentation over time 

 
% Options: 
% Linear increase            = 1 
% Linear decrease            = 2 
% Exponential increase       = 3 
% Exponential decrease       = 4 
% Constant                   = 5 
% Episodic (unrelated to sl) = 6 

  
sed_time_shape = num(11); %sediment supply shape over time (1-6) 
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sl_depend_sed = num (26); %sea level dependent sediment supply (yes or 

no) 
if sed_time_shape == 1 & sl_depend_sed == 0 
    T_sed = T; 
elseif sed_time_shape == 1 & sl_depend_sed == 1 %for sediment supply 

that varies in time with sea level (high sea level = low sed supply) 
    T_sed = T + slcurve; 
elseif sed_time_shape == 2 
    T_sed = -T+1; 
elseif sed_time_shape == 3 
    T_sed = T.^2; 
elseif sed_time_shape == 4 
    T_sed = (-T+1).^2; 
elseif sed_time_shape == 5 
    T_sed = 1; %constant 
elseif sed_time_shape == 6 
    T_sed = T + 0.01.*(sin(T*-2*pi*8)); 
end 

  

 
%STEP 2.3.3 - Sedimentation away from fault 
 

seds_decay_curve = num(20); %decay curve 
sedimentation_limit = num(34); %sedimentation limit model along fault 

  
if sedimentation_limit == 1 
yli = 0.8; %position along y of centre point of parabola or limit of 

sed  
yl = yli + 0.5*x.^2; %parabola - model 1 in notes  
YL  = repmat(yl,J,1,K); %defining a new 3D matrix 
elseif sedimentation_limit == 2 
yli = 0.8; 
yl = yli*ones(1,I); %constant along fault length - model 2 in notes 
YL  = repmat(yl,J,1,K); %defining a new 3D matrix 
elseif sedimentation_limit == 3 
    %yli here is max sed?? 
YL = X_sed.*T_sed./(max(max(max(X_sed.*T_sed)))); %varying with X_sed 

- modified by time, divided by maximum sedimentation value 
end 

  
if seds_decay_curve == 1 %for linear interpolation to YL 
    seds_decay_s = max(1-Y./YL,0); 
elseif seds_decay_curve == 2 %for parabolic interpolation to YL 
    seds_decay_s = max(1-(2*Y-Y.^2)./(2*YL-YL.^2),0); 
    %elseif seds_decay_curve == 3 %for exponential interpolation 
end 

  
seds_decay_s = max(seds_decay_s,0); 
Y_sed = seds_decay_s; 
 

%---------------------STEP 3 – Calculate Accommodation---------------% 

  
TS = sc_sub.*(X_sub.*Y_sub.*T_sub); %3D subsidence curve 
S = sc_sed.*(X_sed.*Y_sed.*T_sed);  %3D sedimentation curve 
A = slcurve + TS - S; %Accommodation - works for all models 

 
model = num(23); %configuration of plot (1,2,or 3) 
 

sedscurve = sc_sed.*(X_sed.*Y_sed.*T_sed); 
space = slcurve + sc_sub.*(X_sub.*Y_sub.*T_sub); 
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%----------------STEP 4 – Colour overlays and plotting---------------% 

 
% Choice of overlays (or colouring mode (CM)) 
% 2nd derivative of accommodation space: -2 
% 1st derivative of accommodation space: -1 
% Accommodation space: 0 
% Rising and falling limbs: 1 
% Local maxima and minima with rising and falling limbs: 2 
% Systems tracts (uses C matrix): 3 
% Stacking patterns (3 colours)(uses D matrix): 4 
% Stacking patterns (5 colours)(uses D matrix): 5 

 
CM = num(1); %colouring mode 
 

% Calculate derivatives of the data 

 
for i=1:I 
    for j=1:J 
        clc 
        disp(['% complete: ',num2str(((i-1)*J+j)/2/I/J*100)]) 
        gy1(:,i,j) = gradient(permute(A(:,i,j),[1,2,3]),y);  

%1st derivative - gradient in y-direction 
        gy2(:,i,j) = gradient(permute(gy1(:,i,j),[1,2,3]),y);  

%2nd derivative - gradient in y-direction 

         
        gx1(i,:,j) = gradient(permute(A(i,:,j),[2,1,3]),x);  

%1st derivative - gradient in x-direction 
        gx2(i,:,j) = gradient(permute(gx1(i,:,j),[2,1,3]),x);  

%2nd derivative - gradient in x-direction 

         
        gt1(i,j,:) = gradient(permute(A(i,j,:),[3,1,2]),t);  

%1st derivative - gradient in t-direction 
        gt2(i,j,:) = gradient(permute(gt1(i,j,:),[3,1,2]),t);  

%2nd derivative - gradient in t-direction 

         
        SLG(i,j,:) = gradient(permute(slcurve(i,j,:),[3,1,2]),t);  

%1st derivative - gradient in t-direction 
        TSG(i,j,:) = gradient(permute(TS(i,j,:),[3,1,2]),t);  

%1st derivative - gradient in t-direction 
        SG(i,j,:) = gradient(permute(S(i,j,:),[3,1,2]),t);  

%1st derivative - gradient in t-direction 
    end 
end 

  
C = ones(J,I,K)*NaN;%matrix of ones for systems tracts overlay case 3 
C1 = ones(J,I,K)*NaN;%matrix of ones for plotting of surfaces case 3 
D = ones(J,I,K)*NaN;  %matrix of ones for stacking patterns overlay 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Case Specific Colour Schemes 
% general 
% stationary max         0 
% stationary min        -1 
% stationary rising     -2 
% stationary falling    -3 

  
% case 1 rising and falling limbs 
% rising                1 
% falling               2 

  
% case 2 curve split into 4 segments 
% maximum rising        1 
% maxmimum falling      2 
% minimum falling       3 
% miminum rising        4 

  
%case 3 curve split into 8 segments 
% convex  (max) rising: below mean     1 
% convex  (max) rising: above mean     2 
% convex  (max) falling: below mean    3 
% convex  (max) falling: above mean    4 
% concave (min) falling: below mean    5 
% concave (min) falling: above mean    6 
% concave (min) rising: below mean     7 
% concave (min) rising: above mean     8 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 
%ch = colorbar; 
if CM == 3 

%Sequence Stratigraphic Scheme (Catuneanu et al. (2011) 
 

%Genetic sequence (Frazier (1974); Galloway (1989))                : 5 
%T-R sequence (Johnson & Murphy (1984); Embry & Johannessen (1992) : 6 
%Depositional sequence II (Haq et al. (1987); Posamentier et al.(1988)        

                                                                   : 7 
%Depositional sequence III (Van Wagoner et al. (1988;1990); Christie & 

Blick (1991))                                                      : 8 
%Depositional sequence IV (Hunt & Tucker (1992;1995); Christie & 

Blick(1991))                                                       : 9 
     

scheme = num(2); %sequence stratigraphic scheme (5-9) 
end 

  
if CM>=1 & CM<=3 
    if model == 1 
    C(find(gt1==0 & gt2<0)) = 0; % stationary max 
    C(find(gt1==0 & gt2>0)) = 0; % stationary min 
    C(find(gt1(2:end-1,:)==0 & gt1(1:end-2,:)<0 & gt1(3:end,:)>0)) = 

0; % stationary rising 
    C(find(gt1(2:end-1,:)==0 & gt1(1:end-2,:)>0 & gt1(3:end,:)<0)) = 

0; % stationary falling 
    [faces,verts,colors] = isosurface(X,T,A,Y,Y1,C); 
    patch('Vertices', verts, 'Faces', faces, 'FaceVertexCData', 

colors,'FaceColor','interp','edgecolor', 'interp'); 
    elseif model == 2 
    C(find(gt1==0 & gt2<0)) = 0; % stationary max 
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    C(find(gt1==0 & gt2>0)) = 0; % stationary min 
    C(find(gt1(2:end-1,:)==0 & gt1(1:end-2,:)<0 & gt1(3:end,:)>0)) = 

0; % stationary rising 
    C(find(gt1(2:end-1,:)==0 & gt1(1:end-2,:)>0 & gt1(3:end,:)<0)) = 

0; % stationary falling 
    [faces,verts,colors] = isosurface(Y,T,A,X,X1,C); 
    patch('Vertices', verts, 'Faces', faces, 'FaceVertexCData', 

colors,'FaceColor','interp','edgecolor', 'interp'); 
    elseif model == 3 
    C(find(gy1==0 & gy2<0)) = 0; % stationary max 
    C(find(gy1==0 & gy2>0)) = 0; % stationary min 
    C(find(gy1(2:end-1,:)==0 & gy1(1:end-2,:)<0 & gy1(3:end,:)>0)) = 

0; % stationary rising 
    C(find(gy1(2:end-1,:)==0 & gy1(1:end-2,:)>0 & gy1(3:end,:)<0)) = 

0; % stationary falling 
    [faces,verts,colors] = isosurface(X,Y,A,T,T1,C); 
    patch('Vertices', verts, 'Faces', faces, 'FaceVertexCData', 

colors,'FaceColor','interp','edgecolor', 'interp'); 
    end 
end 

  
if CM == -2   
    if model == 1 
    C = gt2; 
    [faces,verts,colors] = isosurface(X,T,A,Y,Y1,C); 
    patch('Vertices', verts, 'Faces', faces, 'FaceVertexCData', 

colors,'FaceColor','interp','edgecolor', 'interp'); 
    elseif model == 2 
    C = gt2; 
    [faces,verts,colors] = isosurface(Y,T,A,X,X1,C); 
    patch('Vertices', verts, 'Faces', faces, 'FaceVertexCData', 

colors,'FaceColor','interp','edgecolor', 'interp'); 
    elseif model == 3 
    C = gy2; 
    [faces,verts,colors] = isosurface(X,Y,A,T,T1,C); 
    patch('Vertices', verts, 'Faces', faces, 'FaceVertexCData', 

colors,'FaceColor','interp','edgecolor', 'interp'); 
    end 
end 

  
if CM == -1 
    if model == 1 
        C = gt1; 
        

surf(permute(X(Y11,:,:),[3,2,1]),permute(T(Y11,:,:),[3,2,1]),permute(A

(Y11,:,:),[3,2,1]),permute(C(Y11,:,:),[3,2,1])); %model 1 
        figure 
        [faces,verts,colors] = isosurface(X,T,A,Y,Y1,C); 
        patch('Vertices', verts, 'Faces', faces, 'FaceVertexCData', 

colors,'FaceColor','interp','edgecolor', 'none'); 
    elseif model == 2 
        C = gt1; 
        

surf(permute(Y(:,X11,:),[3,1,2]),permute(T(:,X11,:),[3,1,2]),permute(A

(:,X11,:),[3,1,2]),permute(C(:,X11,:),[3,1,2])); %model 2 
        figure 
        [faces,verts,colors] = isosurface(Y,T,A,X,X1,C); 
        patch('Vertices', verts, 'Faces', faces, 'FaceVertexCData', 

colors,'FaceColor','interp','edgecolor', 'interp'); 
    elseif model == 3 
        C = gy1; 
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surf(permute(X(:,:,T11),[1,2,3]),permute(Y(:,:,T11),[1,2,3]),permute(A

(:,:,T11),[1,2,3]),permute(C(:,:,T11),[1,2,3])); %model 3 
        figure 
        [faces,verts,colors] = isosurface(X,Y,A,T,T1,C); 
        patch('Vertices', verts, 'Faces', faces, 'FaceVertexCData', 

colors,'FaceColor','interp','edgecolor', 'interp'); 
    end 
end 

  
if CM == 0 
    C = A; 
    [faces,verts,colors] = isosurface(X,Y,A,T,T1,C); 
    patch('Vertices', verts, 'Faces', faces, 'FaceVertexCData', 

colors,'FaceColor','interp','edgecolor', 'interp'); 
end 

  
if CM == 1  
    if model == 1 
    C(find(gt1>=0)) = 1; % rising 
    C(find(gt1<0)) = 2; % falling 
    [faces,verts,colors] = isosurface(X,T,A,Y,Y1,C); 
    patch('Vertices', verts, 'Faces', faces, 'FaceVertexCData', 

colors,'FaceColor','interp','edgecolor', 'interp'); 
    elseif model == 2 
    C(find(gt1>=0)) = 1; % rising 
    C(find(gt1<0)) = 2; % falling 
    [faces,verts,colors] = isosurface(Y,T,A,X,X1,C); 
    patch('Vertices', verts, 'Faces', faces, 'FaceVertexCData', 

colors,'FaceColor','interp','edgecolor', 'interp'); 
    elseif model == 3 
    C(find(gy1>=0)) = 1; % rising 
    C(find(gy1<0)) = 2; % falling 
    [faces,verts,colors] = isosurface(X,Y,A,T,T1,C); 
    patch('Vertices', verts, 'Faces', faces, 'FaceVertexCData', 

colors,'FaceColor','interp','edgecolor', 'interp'); 
    end 
end 

  
if CM == 2  
    if model == 1 
    C(find(gt1>=0 & gt2<=0)) = 1; % convex (max) rising 
    C(find(gt1<0 & gt2<=0)) = 2; % convex (max) falling 
    C(find(gt1<=0 & gt2>0)) = 3; % concave (min) falling 
    C(find(gt1>0 & gt2>0)) = 4; % concave (min) rising 
    [faces,verts,colors] = isosurface(X,T,A,Y,Y1,C); 
    patch('Vertices', verts, 'Faces', faces, 'FaceVertexCData', 

colors,'FaceColor','interp','edgecolor', 'interp'); 
    elseif model == 2 
    C(find(gt1>=0 & gt2<=0)) = 1; % convex (max) rising 
    C(find(gt1<0 & gt2<=0)) = 2; % convex (max) falling 
    C(find(gt1<=0 & gt2>0)) = 3; % concave (min) falling 
    C(find(gt1>0 & gt2>0)) = 4; % concave (min) rising 
    [faces,verts,colors] = isosurface(Y,T,A,X,X1,C); 
    patch('Vertices', verts, 'Faces', faces, 'FaceVertexCData', 

colors,'FaceColor','interp','edgecolor', 'interp'); 
    elseif model == 3 
    C(find(gy1>=0 & gy2<=0)) = 1; % convex (max) rising 
    C(find(gy1<0 & gy2<=0)) = 2; % convex (max) falling 
    C(find(gy1<=0 & gy2>0)) = 3; % concave (min) falling 
    C(find(gy1>0 & gy2>0)) = 4; % concave (min) rising 
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    [faces,verts,colors] = isosurface(X,Y,A,T,T1,C); 
    patch('Vertices', verts, 'Faces', faces, 'FaceVertexCData', 

colors,'FaceColor','interp','edgecolor', 'interp'); 
    end 
end 

  
if CM == 3 & model == 1 | 2 
    for i=1:I 
        for j=1:J 
            clc 
            disp(['% complete: ',num2str(50+((i-1)*J+j)/2/I/J*100)]) 
            t1 = polyxpoly(t,permute(gt1(i,j,:),[3,1,2]),t,t*0);  

% finding zeros (stationary points) in first derivative 
            t2 = polyxpoly(t,permute(gt2(i,j,:),[3,1,2]),t,t*0);  

% finding zeros of second gradient/derivative (max. gradient of the 

1st derivative) 
            vk = sort([t(1),t(J),t1',t2']); % this makes a vector of 

t1 and t2 and start time and end time which increases (puts them in 

correct order) 
            for k=1:length(vk)-1; % -1 means you can't go to the end 
                vt = find(t>=vk(k) & t<=vk(k+1)); % finding the points 

that you want to find the average between 
                MA(i,j,vt) = nanmean(A(i,j,vt)); % average 
            end 
        end 
    end 

     
C(find(gt1>0 & gt2<=0 & A-MA<=0))  = 1; % convex (max)rising: below 

mean 
C(find(gt1>0 & gt2<=0 & A-MA>0))   = 2; % convex(max)rising: above 

mean 
C(find(gt1<=0 & gt2<=0 & A-MA>0))  = 3; % convex(max)falling: below 

mean 
C(find(gt1<=0 & gt2<=0 & A-MA<=0)) = 4; % convex(max)falling: above 

mean C(find(gt1<=0 & gt2>0 & A-MA>0))   = 5; % concave(min)falling: 

below mean 
C(find(gt1<=0 & gt2>0 & A-MA<=0))  = 6; % concave(min)falling: above 

mean 
C(find(gt1>0 & gt2>0 & A-MA<=0))   = 7; % concave(min)rising: below 

mean 
C(find(gt1>0 & gt2>0 & A-MA>0))    = 8; % concave(min)rising: above 

mean 
end 

  
 if CM == 3 
    if scheme == 5 || scheme == 7 || scheme == 8 || scheme == 9 
        for i=1:8 
            if i==3 || i==4 || i==5 || i==6 
                cmap(i,:)=[1,0,0]; %red 
            elseif i==7 
                cmap(i,:)=[1,1,0]; %yellow 
            elseif i==8 
               cmap(i,:)=[0,1,0]; %green   
            elseif i==1 
                cmap(i,:)=[0,1,0]; %green 
            elseif i==2 
                cmap(i,:)=[0,0,1]; %blue             
            end 
        end 
    end 
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    if CM == 3 
    if scheme == 5 || scheme == 7 || scheme == 8 || scheme == 9 
        for i=1:8 
            if i==3 || i==4 || i==5 || i==6 
                cmap(i,:)=[1,0.5,0.8]; %pink 
            elseif i==7 
                cmap(i,:)=[0.3,0.7,0.8]; %light blue 
            elseif i==8 
               cmap(i,:)=[0,1,0.5]; %turquoise   
            elseif i==1 
                cmap(i,:)=[0,1,0.5]; %turquoise 
            elseif i==2 
                cmap(i,:)=[0.2,0,0.9]; %blue             
            end 
        end 
    end 

     
      for i=1:8 
            if i==3 || i==4 || i==5 || i==6 
                cmap(i,:)=[0.2081,0.1663,0.5292]; %purple 
            elseif i==7 
                cmap(i,:)=[0.0060,0.4086,0.8828]; %turqoise 
            elseif i==8 
               cmap(i,:)=[0.0641,0.5570,0.8240]; %light blue   
            elseif i==1 
                cmap(i,:)=[0.0641,0.5570,0.8240]; %light blue  
            elseif i==2 
                cmap(i,:)=[0.0590,0.6838,0.7254]; %blue             
            end 
        end 
    end 
if CM == 3 & model == 3 
    for i=1:I 
        y1 = polyxpoly(y,gy1(:,i,j),y,y*0); % finding zeros 

(stationary points) in first derivative 
        y2 = polyxpoly(y,gy2(:,i,j),y,y*0); % finding zeros of second 

gradient/derivative (max. gradient of the 1st derivative) 
        vk = sort([y(1),y(J),y1',y2']); % this makes a vector of t1 

and t2 and start time and end time which increases (puts them in 

correct order) 
        for k=1:length(vk)-1; % -1 means you can't go to the end 
            vy = find(y>=vk(k) & y<=vk(k+1)); % finding the points 

that you want to find the average between 
            MA(vy,i,j) = nanmean(A(vy,i,j)); % average 
        end 
    end 
C(find(gt1>0 & gt2<=0 & A-MA<=0)) = 1; % convex(max)rising: below mean 

C(find(gt1>0 & gt2<=0 & A-MA>0))  = 2; % convex(max)rising: above mean 
C(find(gt1<=0 & gt2<=0 & A-MA>0))  = 3; % convex(max)falling: below 

mean 
C(find(gt1<=0 & gt2<=0 & A-MA<=0)) = 4; % convex(max)falling: above 

mean 
C(find(gt1<=0 & gt2>0 & A-MA>0))   = 5; % concave(min)falling: below 

mean 
C(find(gt1<=0 & gt2>0 & A-MA<=0))  = 6; % concave(min)falling: above 

mean 
C(find(gt1>0 & gt2>0 & A-MA<=0))  = 7; % concave(min)rising: below 

mean 
C(find(gt1>0 & gt2>0 & A-MA>0))   = 8; % concave(min)rising: above 

mean 
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 end 
 end 
  

 
stacking = num(35); 
if CM == 4 & model == 1 & stacking == 1 
    %To overlay stacking patterns (3 colours) 
    D(find (sedscurve > space))  = 1; % progradation 
    D(find (sedscurve < space))  = 2; % retrogradation 
    D(find (sedscurve == space)) = 3; % aggradation 

     
     for i=1:3 
            if i==1  
                 cmap(i,:)=[0.9763,0.9831,0.0538]; %yellow 
                P(i,:) = 1; 
            elseif i==2 
                cmap(i,:)=[0.0060,0.4086,0.8828]; %blue 
                P(i,:) = 2; 
            elseif i==3 
               cmap(i,:)=[0.2081,0.1663,0.5292]; %purple 
               P(i,:) = 3; 
            end  
     end 

           
    [faces,verts,colors] = isosurface(X,T,A,Y,Y1,D); 
    patch('Vertices', verts, 'Faces',faces, 'FaceVertexCData', 

colors,'FaceColor','interp','edgecolor', 'interp'); 
    colormap(cmap) 
    ch = colorbar; 
    set(ch,'ytick',[1,2,3],'yticklabel',[' Progradational 

';'Retrogradational';'  Aggradational ']); 
    ylabel(ch,'Stacking pattern') 
end 

  
if CM == 5 & stacking == 2 
    %To overlay stacking patterns (5 colours) 
    D(find(A>0.6))            = 1; 
    D(find(A>0.2 & A<=0.6))   = 2; 
    D(find(A>-0.2 & A<=0.2))  = 3; 
    D(find(A>-0.6 & A<=-0.2)) = 4; 
    D(find(A<=-0.6))          = 5; 
[faces,verts,colors] = isosurface(X,T,A,Y,Y1,D); 
patch('Vertices', verts, 'Faces', faces, 'FaceVertexCData', 

colors,'FaceColor','interp','edgecolor', 'interp'); 
ch = colorbar; 
ylabel(ch,'Stacking pattern') 
set(ch,'ytick',[1,2,3,4,5],'yticklabel',['Strongly retrogradational';' 

Weakly retrogradational ';'      Aggradational      ';'  Weakly 

progradational  ';' Strongly progradational ']); 
caxis([1 5]) 
end 

  
if CM == 5 & stacking == 3 
 

% To overlay stacking patterns by angle of the curve (for model 1 

only) 

% This works well for real examples 

% Highest angle (+ve or –ve) refer to strong pro. or retro. 
ch=colorbar; 
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[faces,verts,colors] = isosurface(X,T,A,Y,Y1,atan(gt1)*180/pi);%plot 

angle - model 1 
patch('Vertices', verts, 'Faces', faces, 'FaceVertexCData', 

colors,'FaceColor','interp','edgecolor', 'interp'); 
%produce colormap (cmp) 
for i=1:1001 %resolution change 
    angle(i) = -90+180*(i-1)/1000; 
    if angle(i)<=-89 %values between -89 and -90 
        ca = [0,0,147]/255; 
        cb = [0,0,255]/255; 
        cmp(i,:)=ca+(cb-ca)*(angle(i)--90)/1; %-90 is the start point 

and 1 is the interval 
    elseif angle(i)>-89 & angle(i)<=-88 %values between -89 and -88 
        ca = [0,0,255]/255; 
        cb = [0,255,255]/255; 
        cmp(i,:)=ca+(cb-ca)*(angle(i)--89)/1; %-89 is the start point 

and 1 is the interval 
    elseif angle(i)>-88 & angle(i)<=0 %values between -88 and 0 
        ca = [0,255,255]/255; 
        cb = [255,255,0]/255; 
        cmp(i,:)=ca+(cb-ca)*(angle(i)--88)/88; %-88 is the start point 

and 88 is the interval 
    elseif angle(i)>0 & angle(i)<=88 %values between 0 and 88 
        ca = [255,255,0]/255; 
        cb = [255,147,0]/255; 
        cmp(i,:)=ca+(cb-ca)*(angle(i)-0)/88; %0 is the start point and 

88 is the interval 
    elseif angle(i)>88 & angle(i)<=89 %values between 88 and 89 
        ca = [255,147,0]/255; 
        cb = [255,0,0]/255; 
        cmp(i,:)=ca+(cb-ca)*(angle(i)-88)/1; %88 is the start point 

and 1 is the interval 
    elseif angle(i)>89 & angle(i)<=90 %values between 89 and 90 
        ca = [255,0,0]/255; 
        cb = [147,0,0]/255; 
        cmp(i,:)=ca+(cb-ca)*(angle(i)-89)/1; %89 is the start point 

and 1 is the interval 
    end 
end 
colormap(cmp) 
colormap(flipud(colormap)); 
ch = colorbar; 
ylabel(ch,'Stacking pattern') 
end 

  

  
 if CM == 3 
    if scheme == 5 || scheme == 7 || scheme == 8 || scheme == 9 
        for i=1:8 
            if i==3 || i==4 || i==5 || i==6 
                cmap(i,:)=[0.2081,0.1663,0.5292]; %purple 
                P(i,:) = 2; 
            elseif i==7 
                cmap(i,:)=[0.0060,0.4086,0.8828]; %blue 
                P(i,:) = 3; 
            elseif i==8 
               cmap(i,:)=[0.0590,0.6838,0.7254]; %turquoise   
               P(i,:) = 4; 
            elseif i==1 
                cmap(i,:)=[0.0590,0.6838,0.7254]; %turquoise  
                P(i,:) = 4; 
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            elseif i==2 
                cmap(i,:)=[0.9763,0.9831,0.0538]; %yellow        
                P(i,:) = 1; 
            end 
        end 
    end 

     
    if CM ==3 
        if model == 1 
            

surf(permute(X(Y11,:,:),[3,2,1]),permute(T(Y11,:,:),[3,2,1]),permute(A

(Y11,:,:),[3,2,1]),permute(C(Y11,:,:),[3,2,1])); %model 1 
        elseif model == 2 
            

surf(permute(Y(:,X11,:),[3,1,2]),permute(T(:,X11,:),[3,1,2]),permute(A

(:,X11,:),[3,1,2]),permute(C(:,X11,:),[3,1,2])); %model 2 
        elseif model == 3 
            

surf(permute(X(:,:,T11),[1,2,3]),permute(Y(:,:,T11),[1,2,3]),permute(A

(:,:,T11),[1,2,3]),permute(C(:,:,T11),[1,2,3])); %model 3 
        end 
    end 

     
     

 
    if scheme == 6 
        for i=1:8 
            if i==2 || i==3 || i==4 || i==5 || i==6 || i==7 
                cmap(i,:)=[0.2081,0.1663,0.5292]; %purple 
            elseif i==1 || i==8 
                cmap(i,:)=[0.9763,0.9831,0.0538]; %yellow 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 

  

  
if CM == 3 
    colormap(cmap) 
    caxis([1 9]) 
    ch = colorbar; 
    if scheme == 5 
        ylabel(ch,'Systems tract (Genetic sequence: Frazier (1974);         

Galloway (1989)') 
        set(ch,'ytick',[1,2,4.5,7,8],'yticklabel',['   TST   ';'   HST   

';'early LST';'late  LST';'   TST   ']); 
    elseif scheme == 6 
        ylabel(ch,'Systems tract (T-R sequence: (Johnson & Murphy 

(1984); Embry & Johannessen (1992)') 
        set(ch,'ytick',[1,4.5,8],'yticklabel',['   RST   ';'   TST   

';'   RST   ']); 
    elseif scheme == 7 
        ylabel(ch,'Systems tract (Depositional sequence II (Haq et al. 

(1987); Posamentier et al.(1988)') 
        set(ch,'ytick',[1,2,4.5,7,8],'yticklabel',['   TST   ';'   HST   

';'early LST';'late  LST';'   TST   ']); 
    elseif scheme == 8 
        ylabel(ch,'Systems tract (Depositional sequence IV (Hunt & 

Tucker (1992;1995); Christie & Blick(1991)') 
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        set(ch,'ytick',[1,2,4.5,7,8],'yticklabel',['   TST   ';'   HST   

';'   FST   ';'   LST   ';'   TST   ']); 
    elseif scheme == 9 
        ylabel(ch,'Systems tract (Depositional sequence IV (Hunt & 

Tucker (1992;1995); Helland-Hansen & Gjelberg(1994)') 
        set(ch,'ytick',[1,2,4.5,7,8],'yticklabel',['   TST   ';'   HST   

';'   FST   ';'   LST   ';'   TST   ']); 
    end 
end 

  
    if model == 1 
        ylabel('Time'); 
        xlabel('Distance along fault'); 
        zlabel('Accommodation'); 
    elseif model == 2 
        ylabel('Time'); 
        xlabel('Distance away from fault'); 
        zlabel('Accommodation'); 
    elseif model == 3 
        ylabel('Distance away from fault'); 
        xlabel('Distance along fault'); 
        zlabel('Accommodation'); 
    end 

  

  
camlight headlight %puts lighting on from 'head-on' 
lighting phong %different type of lighting 

 
% To plot the Accommodation Balance (Chapter 7.4) 

  
if CM == 5 & stacking == 4 

     
CN = ones(size(A))*NaN; % make new color map 
BR = SLG; BR(find(BR<0))=NaN; BR = max(0,BR); %find base level rise 

gradient (SLG)less than zero - rise 
BF = SLG; BF(find(BF>0))=NaN; BF = max(0,-BF); %find base level 

gradient (SLG) greater than zero - fall 
EG = ones(size(A))*0; %erosion 
TUG = ones(size(A))*0; %uplift 
ABT  = (BR + TSG + EG); %accommodation balance on top of ratio (space 

increasers) 
ABB  = (BF+TUG+S); %accommodation balance on bottom of ratio (space 

decreasers) 

  
CN(find(ABT>(1.3.*ABB) & S==0)) = 1;  

%where increasers (ABT) > decreasers (ABB) and sedimentation is zero 
CN(find(ABT>(1.3.*ABB) & S>0)) = 2;  

%where increasers (ABT) > decreasers (ABB) and sedimentation is > zero 
CN(find(ABT<(1.3.*ABB)& ABT>(0.7.*ABB) & abs(ABT)>0 & S==0)) = 3;  

%where increasers (ABT) = decreasers (ABB) and all are zero and 

sedimentation is zero 
CN(find(ABT<(1.3.*ABB)& ABT>(0.7.*ABB) & abs(ABT)>0 & S>0)) = 4;  

%where increasers (ABT) = decreasers (ABB) and all are zero and 

sedimentation is > zero 
CN(find(ABT<(0.7.*ABB) & S==0)) = 5;  

%where increasers (ABT) < decreasers (ABB) and sedimentation is zero 
CN(find(ABT<(0.7.*ABB) & S>0)) = 6;  

%where increasers (ABT) < decreasers (ABB) and sedimentation is > zero 
%CN(find(ABT==0 && ABB==0)) = 7; %where increasers (ABT) = decreasers 

(ABB) and both are zero 
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for i=1:6 
            if i==1  
                cmap(i,:)=[0.5,0.5,0.4]; %grey  - Transgressive 

surface 
            elseif i==2 
                cmap(i,:)=[0,0,0.39]; %dark blue - Retrogradation 
            elseif i==3 
               cmap(i,:)=[0.3,0.8,0.2]; %green   - Hiatus 
            elseif i==4 
                cmap(i,:)=[1,0,0]; %red          - Aggradation  
            elseif i==5 
                cmap(i,:)=[0.2,0,0]; %black      - Regressive surface  
            elseif i==6 
                cmap(i,:)=[1,1,0.2]; %yellow      - Progradation 
             %elseif i==7 
                 %cmap(i,:)=[0.2,0.2,0]; %purple  - Hiatus - stasis  
            end 
end 

  
figure       
[faces,verts,colors] = isosurface(X,T,A,Y,Y1,CN); 
patch('Vertices', verts, 'Faces', faces, 'FaceVertexCData', 

colors,'FaceColor','interp','edgecolor', 'interp'); 

  
ch = colorbar; 
set(ch,'ytick',[1,2,3,4,5,6],'yticklabel',['Transgressive surface';'    

Retrogradation   ';'       Hiatus        ';'     Aggradation     ';'  

Regressive surface ';'     Progradation    ']); 
%set(ch,'ytick',[1,2,3,4,5,6,7],'yticklabel',['    Hiatus-stasis    

';'     Progradation    ';'  Regressive surface ';'     Aggradation     

';'       Hiatus        ';'    Retrogradation   ';'Transgressive 

surface']); 
caxis([1 6]) 
colormap(cmap) 
end 
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% FOR COLOURING 8 segment curve (e.g. Chapter 7.1) 
% for i=1:8 
%             if i==1  
%                 cmap(i,:)=(1/255*[213,62,79]); %grey        
%             elseif i==2 
%                 cmap(i,:)=(1/255*[244,109,67]); %dark blue     
%             elseif i==3 
%                cmap(i,:)=(1/255*[253,174,97]); %green        
%             elseif i==4 
%                 cmap(i,:)=(1/255*[254,224,139]); %red               
%             elseif i==5 
%                 cmap(i,:)=(1/255*[230,245,152]); %black           
%             elseif i==6 
%                 cmap(i,:)=(1/255*[171,221,164]); %yellow          
%             elseif i==7 
%                 cmap(i,:)=(1/255*[102,194,165]); %purple      
%             elseif i==8 
%                 cmap(i,:)=(1/255*[50,136,189]); %purple       
%             end 
% end 
%  
% for i=1:I 
%     for j=1:J 
%         clc 
%         disp(['% complete: ',num2str(((i-1)*J+j)/2/I/J*100)])          
%              
%         sl_gt1(i,j,:) = gradient(permute(slcurve(i,j,:),[3,1,2]),t);  
%         sub_gt1(i,j,:) = 

gradient(permute(sc_sub.*T_sub(i,j,:),[3,1,2]),t);  
%          
%     end 
% end 
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A B S T R A C T

Syn-rift clastic sedimentary systems preserve a complicated stratigraphic architecture that records the interplay
of tectonics, eustatic sea level change, and storage and routing of sediments. Previous conceptual models de-
scribe and explain changes in depositional stacking patterns along a fault segment. However, stacking patterns,
and the nature of key stratigraphic surfaces, is challenging to predict accurately with conventional sequence
stratigraphic models that do not consider the three-dimensional interplay of subsidence, sedimentation, and
eustasy. We present a novel, geometric, 3D sequence stratigraphic model (‘Syn-Strat’), which applies temporally-
and spatially-variable, fault-scale tectonic constraints to stratigraphic forward modelling, as well as allowing
flexibility in the other controls in time and space.

Syn-Strat generates a 3D graphical surface that represents accommodation. Although the model has the ca-
pacity to model footwall variation, here we present model results from the hangingwall of a normal fault, with
temporal and spatial (dip and strike) predictions made of stacking patterns and systems tracts for a given set of
controls. Sensitivity tests are tied to the depositional architecture of field-based examples from the Loreto Basin,
Gulf of California and Alkyonides Basin, Gulf of Corinth. Here, the relative influence of major sedimentary
controls, different subsidence histories, varying sedimentation distribution, including along-strike variation in
stacking patterns, are assessed and demonstrate the potential of Syn-Strat for reducing subsurface uncertainties
by resolving multiple scenarios. In addition, the model demonstrates the nature of diachroneity of key strati-
graphic surfaces that can arise in syn-rift settings, which could be represented by a bypass surface (sequence
boundary) or reservoir seal (which could include the maximum flooding surface) in the rock record. Enabling a
quantitative assessment of these surfaces is critical for prospect analysis in hangingwall half-graben-fills, where
these surfaces are heavily relied upon for well correlations that are used for hydrocarbon volume and production
rate predictions.

1. Introduction

Syn-rift depositional sequences preserve a complicated architecture,
due to the spatially- and temporally-variable interplay of major sedi-
mentary controls (eustatic sea level, subsidence and sedimentation).
Conventional sequence stratigraphic models (Wheeler, 1958, 1959,
1964; Sloss, 1962, 1991; Mitchum et al., 1977; Vail et al., 1977; Leeder
& Gawthorpe, 1987; Jervey, 1988; Posamentier et al., 1988;
Posamentier and Vail, 1988; Van Wagoner et al., 1988; Posamentier
and Weimer, 1993; Ravnås and Steel, 1998) struggle to predict the
depositional architecture of syn-rift successions and the 3D distribution
of reservoirs and seals. Various studies have attempted to address this
issue by integrating sub-seismic, structural and sedimentological data in
order to build tectono-stratigraphic frameworks in various rift settings,
including: the Gulf of Suez (e.g. Gawthorpe et al., 1997; Gupta et al.,

1999; Young et al., 2002; Jackson et al., 2005), the Gulf of Corinth (e.g.
Poulimenos et al., 1993; Gawthorpe et al., 1994; Collier and
Gawthorpe, 1995; Gawthorpe and Leeder, 2000; Leeder et al., 2002),
the Gulf of California (e.g. Dorsey et al., 1995; Dorsey and Umhoefer,
2000; Mortimer et al., 2005), and the Crati Basin (Italy) (e.g. Colella
et al., 1987; Colella, 1988a,b,c). Burgess (2016) highlights four key
uncertainties in general sequence stratigraphic theory: i) rare quanti-
tative analysis, ii) limited consideration for along-strike variability in
sequence architecture (also pointed out by Martinsen and Helland-
Hansen, 1995), iii) limited constraint for sediment supply rates, and iv)
few studies that demonstrate the interplay of accommodation and
supply in three dimensions. These uncertainties are exacerbated in ac-
tive rift basins, constraining the interaction of allogenic controls in
three dimensions remains challenging.

Sequence stratigraphic forward modelling can support
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interpretation and prediction of depositional sequences and key strati-
graphic surfaces (Fig. 1). Early numerical sequence stratigraphic
models, which incorporated sinusoidal sea level change and hinged
subsidence to simulate accommodation generation and assumed a
constant sediment supply, predicted key surfaces in seismic (Jervey,
1988). Burgess and Allen (1996) extended this approach to include
temporal variability in sediment supply rate. Subsequently, various
stratigraphic forward models have been developed in order to better
understand and predict dynamic depositional systems. DIONISOS
(Granjeon and Joseph, 1999) and STRATA (Flemings and Grotzinger,
1996) represent significant advances in the power of three-dimensional
stratigraphic forward models, and various other geometric, diffusion,
fuzzy logic and hydraulic models have emerged, reviewed by Huang
et al. (2015). Diffusion-based models are regularly utilised for sediment
supply, and have successfully applied hypothesis-testing approaches to
some systems (e.g. Burgess and Prince, 2015). However, they are un-
able to accurately predict mixed process regime systems, gravity-flow
dominated systems, and tectonically active systems. Various studies
have demonstrated diachronous stratigraphic surfaces due to variable
sediment supply and basin margin physiography (Burgess and Prince,
2015; Madof et al., 2016). Hardy et al. (1994), Hardy and Gawthorpe
(1998, 2002) and Gawthorpe et al. (2003) (following the methods of
Ritchie et al., 1999) introduced simplified tectonic constraints into 2D
numerical modelling to assess stratal geometries and suggested that
major stratigraphic surfaces may be limited in spatial extent
(Gawthorpe et al., 2003). However, there has been little assessment of
the full impact of along-strike variations in fault-related subsidence,

and especially, differential tectonic constraints in both time and space
and the combined influence of all three variable allogenic controls.

Here, we present a novel, flexible and more comprehensive se-
quence stratigraphic forward model that applies fault-scale tectonic
constraints to 3D sequence stratigraphy. The model demonstrates the
sensitivity of sequence architecture (stacking patterns and key strati-
graphic surfaces) to the three-dimensional interplay of major sedi-
mentary controls in a hangingwall half-graben by use of experiments,
validated by field-based examples from the literature. Within the fra-
mework of the model, limitless parameter combinations for testing in
any rift setting are permitted. The objectives are: i) to assess the stra-
tigraphic response to various temporal and spatial interactions of eu-
stasy, tectonics and sedimentation patterns, ii) to explore the diachro-
neity of key stratigraphic surfaces, and the conditions under which the
nature of those might vary, and iii) to apply temporally- and spatially-
variable tectonic constraints to stratigraphic forward modelling for the
first time. Syn-Strat demonstrates and illustrates important strati-
graphic concepts in a unique manner, which allows syn-rift systems to
be explored in 3D and allows scope for testing of all possible outcomes,
and assessment of stratigraphic response.

2. Model architecture and assumptions

2.1. Model framework

‘Syn-Strat’ is a geometric model that allows investigation of the
interplay of eustasy, sediment supply, and tectonic subsidence in rift

Fig. 1. Process of forward stratigraphic modelling of syn-rift basin-fills. Stratigraphy at a position within the hangingwall of a normal fault is the result of the interplay of the three major
sedimentary controls: eustatic sea level, fault-related subsidence and sedimentation. These controls can be modelled to provide insight for interpretation and prediction of syn-rift strata.
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basins. The model sums changing i) eustatic sea level, ii) fault-related
subsidence, and iii) sedimentation curves, to generate a 3D ‘accom-
modation’ curve, which is used to predict the stratigraphic infill of a
half-graben basin adjacent to an individual normal fault segment. Syn-
Strat also allows the opportunity to explore of a number of other
variables that contribute towards these major controls, such as ac-
counting for crustal strength, isostasy and erosion in subsidence. This is
because each major control curve can be constructed from composite
curves that contribute towards defining that variable and can be varied
in time and space. For example, the eustatic sea level variable can be
composed of a glacio-eustatic curve and a thermal expansion curve.
However, for simplicity, here we use the resultant control curves to
show the responses to the sensitivity tests.

We specifically define accommodation as the measurable space
(thickness or volume) available at any given time for subsequent de-
position that results from the combined influence of the preceding eu-
static sea level, tectonic displacement and sedimentation. Eustatic sea
level rise, tectonic subsidence and large-scale erosion from mass
wasting are mechanisms that increase accommodation at any specific
location, and eustatic sea level fall, uplift and sedimentation are me-
chanisms that reduce (or fill) accommodation. Our definition of ac-
commodation follows original work by Jervey (1988) as the ‘space
available for deposition’, which was also used by Catuneanu et al.
(2009), and closely corresponds to definitions by Cross (1988), whereby
‘potential accommodation’ is the cumulative space created or removed
by relative sea level changes and ‘realised accommodation’ is the

volume of sediment that is actually accumulated. In this terminology,
our model plots the sum of ‘potential’ and ‘realised’ accommodation,
which in a shallow marine setting can be equated to water depth, but
need not in other settings. It is ‘real-time’ accommodation, as opposed
to interpreted accommodation from the stratigraphic record that other
studies focus upon (Muto and Steel, 2000). To this avail, an assessment
can be made of dynamic changes in accommodation as a result of
variable controls.

The 3D accommodation function has dynamic along-strike, ‘x’,
down-dip, ‘y’, and temporal, ‘t’, controls and is visualised as a graphical
surface, to which stacking patterns (progradation, aggradation and
retrogradation) or systems tracts, following any convention, can be
ascribed. This forms a valuable, large-scale stratigraphic framework for
a given set of controls, to which a process model could then be applied
to predict the nature of a deposit.

The accommodation surface is defined on a three-dimensional mesh
and stored in matrix form. At any point of ‘x’, ‘y’ and ‘t’, the accom-
modation surface, AS(x,y,t), is equal to the sum of eustatic sea level, E
(x,y,t), and the total amount of tectonic subsidence until time t, T(x,y,t),
minus the total amount of sediment accumulated until time t, S(x,y,t)
(after Jervey, 1988; Posamentier and Allen, 1999; Catuneanu, 2002),

1) AS(x,y,t) = −S(x,y,t)+E(x,y,t)+T(x,y,t).

A heuristic model is employed to specify the variables that sum to
yield AS. Variables (V) are separated into three normalised functions
describing relative spatial and temporal variation, Vx, Vy and Vt that

Fig. 2. Model plot axes options, associated geological setting and example model outputs. 1) Plot of accommodation on any line parallel to the fault in the hangingwall in time, for any
given distance away from the fault (x’,t’). 2) Plot of accommodation on any line orthogonal to the fault in the hangingwall in time, for any given position along the fault (y’,t’). 3) Plot of
accommodation in space (parallel to and orthogonal to the fault), for any given time (x’,y’). Structural contours shown by blue dashed lines. All figures hereafter utilise the axes shown in
‘1’. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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represent the given control i) along the fault length, ii) away from the
fault and iii) in time, respectively. For example, Sedimentation, S is
defined in x (Vx), in y (Vy) and in time (Vt). The product of the three
functions and the maximum scalar value of the variable, VSC, yields the
variable in each case

2) V=VSCVx(x)Vy(y)Vt(t).

The dimensionless 3D accommodation surface that ‘Syn-Strat’ out-
puts, AS′, is provided to enable comparison between different fault
settings. For example, if two fault settings are compared with different
subsidence, eustasy and sedimentation histories, the accommodation
surface from each is normalised using the maximum amount of cumu-
lative tectonic subsidence for each, to allow comparison between the
two, max(T).

3) AS’ = AS / max(T).

The accommodation surface is plotted in terms of two of the three
variables in dimensionless form: distance along fault divided by total
fault length, x’, which is any line parallel to the fault segment; distance
away from fault divided by distance from fault to the hinge line, y’,
which is any line orthogonal to the fault segment; and time divided by
the fault evolution timescale, t’. Therefore, three different visualisations
are possible from the model (Fig. 2):

A. Plot of accommodation (AS′) on any line parallel to the fault in the
hangingwall in time, for any given distance away from the fault (x’,
t’)

B. Plot of accommodation (AS′) on any line orthogonal to the fault in
the hangingwall in time, for any given position along the fault (y’, t’)

C. Plot of accommodation (AS′) in space (parallel to and orthogonal to
the fault), for any given time (x’, y’)

2.2. Eustatic sea level

Eustatic sea level is a major control on accommodation, whereby a
rising eustatic sea level increases accommodation and a falling eustatic
sea level decreases accommodation (Wheeler and Murray, 1957;
Wheeler, 1964; Mitchum et al., 1977; Vail et al., 1977; Jervey, 1988). In
Syn-Strat, eustatic sea level is defined in time, and is constant along the
length of the fault and away from the fault. Fig. 3 uses a simple sine
wave for variation in time, although complex, real curves can be ap-
plied. Once defined, the time curve is multiplied by the two constant
spatial curves to produce a 3D graphical surface. Fig. 3 illustrates this
information by plotting eustatic sea level along the fault and in time, for
a position in the immediate hangingwall of the fault.

2.3. Subsidence

2.3.1. Subsidence along the fault length
Tectonic displacement is defined in three dimensions: in time, and

along and away from the fault. In the model, we are interested in tec-
tonic displacement on the hangingwall of a single fault segment, which
is subsidence. Cumulatively, hangingwall subsidence is zero at the two
fault tips and maximum at the fault centre. When these three data
points for subsidence are available, a parabola is calculated that de-
scribes the displacement change along the fault length. This distribution
of subsidence along-strike of a fault has been extensively documented in
the literature (e.g. Stein and Barrientos, 1985; Cowie and Scholz, 1992;
Cowie et al., 2000) and is primarily used in our modelling. An observed
temporally-variable subsidence distribution along the fault length could
be applied instead.

Gawthorpe et al. (1994) and Collier & Gawthorpe (1995) highlight
that the curve derived from the sum of the eustatic sea-level and tec-
tonic subsidence curves will be steeper at the centre of a fault in a phase

of relative sea level rise, where subsidence is greatest (position 1 in
Fig. 4), than on either side (position 2 in Fig. 4). At the fault tips sub-
sidence is zero, so accommodation is varying due to eustasy alone
(position 3 in Fig. 4).

For the parabolic displacement distribution along the length of the
fault, the model utilises a normal distribution curve. This permits al-
teration of the distribution curve shape depending on the system by
varying the standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis. Assigning these
variables with a value of one produces a parabola (Fig. 5). The model
assumes that during growth, the fault is fixed in length, i.e. it is pinned
at the fault tips. This growth model is supported by other studies that
document examples of faults demonstrating constant-length growth
(Walsh et al., 2002, 2003; Childs et al., 2003; Schlagenhauf et al., 2008;
Jackson and Rotevatn, 2013; Nicol et al., 2017; Jackson et al., 2017). In
cases where fault tips propagate, stacking will vary from that antici-
pated by the model, or it can be used to represent the central growth
phase of the fault, when it is no longer undergoing linkage (in the
terminology of Cowie et al., 2000).

Fig. 3. Derivation of the 3D eustatic sea level curve. Eustasy defined geometrically in
time (top), along the fault length (upper middle) and away from the fault (lower middle).
The three curves are multiplied to give the 3D plot (bottom) in a given configuration (1 of
Fig. 2A). Axes are dimensionless. ‘Time’ varies between 0 and 1. ‘Distance along fault’
varies between −1 and 1, where these are the fault tips and 0 represents the fault centre.
‘Distance away from fault’ varies between 0 and 1, where 0 is closest to the fault and 1 is
the hinge-line.
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2.3.2. Subsidence away from the fault
In a half graben, rotation is focussed at the hinge line, and beyond

this point the net movement is uplift. The model considers subsidence
from the immediate hangingwall where it is maximum, up to the hinge
line of the block where it is zero. As subsidence is zero at the fault tips
and maximum at the fault centre, the displacement from a slip event is
distributed radially away from the fault. The structure contours re-
semble the parabolic shape of the displacement curve along the fault
length and a ‘zero contour line’, the line of zero subsidence, is defined.
The model generates the parabolic subsidence curve along the length of
the fault, the equivalent zero contour line away from the fault, and the
user defines the style of interpolation between them, which can be ei-
ther linear or parabolic (Fig. 5). The interpolation (decay curve) style is
determined by the manner in which the hangingwall deforms. If the
hangingwall subsides without changing geometry, i.e. the hangingwall
does not deform in dip-section as it rotates, a linear decay curve should
be assigned. If the surface of the hangingwall adopts a convex geometry
in dip-section during subsidence, a parabolic decay curve can be as-
signed.

2.3.3. Subsidence in time
During the syn-rift phase of fault growth, cumulative subsidence

increases incrementally over time as a result of a series of earthquakes,
and the hangingwall will subside in each event. As a result, the hang-
ingwall deepens through time and accommodation is created. The
subsidence rate is considered as the subsidence per earthquake over a
given recurrence period. For example, the subsidence rate for a fault
with a subsidence of 5 m per earthquake event and a recurrence period
of 500 years would be 10 mm/yr.

Syn-Strat allows a choice of in-built conceptual subsidence curves
with time or the input of an observed subsidence curve. Fig. 5 illustrates
three examples of conceptual subsidence curves: a constant, an in-
creasing, and a decreasing subsidence rate. A linear increase in

subsidence through time represents a constant subsidence rate. In this
scenario, the hangingwall cut-off deepens by the same increment with
each earthquake. For the central growth phase of a fault, it is perhaps
most appropriate to choose a linear increase, as the fault is no longer
linking with other faults and growth is no longer accelerating (as in
Gupta et al., 1998; Cowie et al., 2000). An exponential increase of
subsidence in time would represent an increasing strain rate and sub-
sidence rate. In this scenario, each subsequent earthquake must pro-
duce a greater amount of subsidence, or there must be an increasing
frequency of earthquakes. This could represent the early syn-rift phase
of fault evolution, during fault linkage and strain localisation. Con-
versely, for a decreasing subsidence rate, there must be a reducing
amount of subsidence for each subsequent earthquake, or a reduced
frequency of earthquakes, which could represent the late syn-rift phase
of fault evolution. Composite subsidence curves can be constructed. For
example, a curve that represents the evolution of the fault from early-to
late-syn rift phases, or a curve that defines the transition from active
fault subsidence to either fault inactivity, as strain is partitioned to an
adjacent fault, or to a post-rift basinal phase. Similarly, the subsidence
rate can be varied through time to show a higher resolution of fault
activity, e.g. earthquake clustering on one of a number of faults.

The subsidence curve in each dimension are multiplied to produce a
3D graphical surface. Fig. 5 represents subsidence along the length of
the fault, through time in the immediate hangingwall of the fault
(configuration 1 of Fig. 2A). It is composed of a parabolic displacement
curve along the length of the fault, a linear increase in subsidence over
time, and a linear decrease in subsidence away from the fault. Without
consideration of eustatic sea level and sediment supply, this represents
fault-related, temporal and spatial variations in accommodation.

2.4. Sedimentation

Sedimentation reduces the available space for subsequent deposi-
tion. Therefore, sedimentation is subtracted from combined eustatic sea
level and subsidence to give the resultant graphical accommodation
surface.

Spatial and temporal variations in sediment supply and the number
and location of drainage input points arise as a result of climate
variability (wind, temperature, rainfall, vegetation and their seasonal
fluctuations), size and physiography of each drainage basin (gradient,
relief and orientation) and hinterland geology (e.g. Hack, 1957; Leeder
& Gawthorpe, 1987; Ravnås and Steel, 1998). Spatial and temporal
changes in sediment supply is a complicated variable that is difficult to
constrain even in recent systems (Mullenbach and Nittrouer, 2006;
Romans et al., 2009, 2016; Allen et al., 2013; Warrick, 2014). Syn-Strat
utilises sediment accumulation (or sedimentation), rather than sedi-
ment flux. Sedimentation is defined geometrically, in contrast to some
other models that utilise a process-based, commonly diffusion-type
approach (e.g. Rivænes, 1992; Flemings and Grotzinger, 1996;
Granjeon and Joseph, 1999; Burgess & Prince, 2015). Although the
geometric approach has its own inherent assumptions (discussed in
Section 3.2), it avoids some of the limitations of process-based models
in relation to the interaction of different process-regimes and dispersal
mechanisms. The initial and final sedimentation accumulations are
assigned, as well as the shape of the input curve in time and in space. A
sedimentation rate is not assigned unless a linear curve in time is uti-
lised, as in all other cases, it varies.

2.4.1. Sedimentation along the fault length
Here we model examples of shoreline-attached systems. In some

scenarios, these prograde from the relay zones of a fault with, if ac-
commodation allows, maximum deposition occurring at the fault tips
and reducing towards the centre of the fault. In a scenario with equal
sedimentation from both fault tips, an inverse parabola is used to model
the sediment distribution along the length of the fault (Fig. 6). For this
distribution, the percentage of total sedimentation that reaches the

Fig. 4. Diagram to illustrate the various relative sea level/accommodation curves that can
be derived from the convolution of eustatic sea level and subsidence at three positions
along a hangingwall fault block. The eustatic sea level curve that is used for all three
positions is displayed on the left hand side. Modified from Collier & Gawthorpe (1995).
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centre of the fault is defined. Any geometric curve that describes the
distribution of sedimentation along the length of the fault can be uti-
lised. For this study, we utilise curves with maximum deposition at a
given location along the fault (the source point), which decreases away
from that point radially to represent a prograding, shallow marine
system, such as a delta. In a scenario of multiple footwall point sources
(Fig. 6), Syn-Strat allows the user to alter the number, location, mag-
nitude, shape and range of sediment input points. For the sediments
(and predicted stacking) to be preserved, accommodation values must
exceed zero; any ‘negative’ accommodation values generated from the
model represent sediments that would be bypassed to deeper water
and/or redistributed along strike. However, an exception is with the

presence of pre-existing accommodation, such as antecedent bathy-
metry, or regional tectonic subsidence that are not included in the
model results presented here, and would allow preservation in mod-
elled areas of ‘negative’ accommodation.

2.4.2. Sedimentation away from the fault
Sedimentation with distance away from the fault is not limited to a

zero contour line (as with subsidence), and is defined as a linear,
parabolic or exponential decrease towards zero at a chosen distance
away from the fault. Fig. 6 provides two examples of such options: a
linear decrease and a parabolic decrease to zero at the hinge line.

Fig. 5. Derivation of the 3D subsidence curve. Subsidence is defined geometrically in time (lower box), with in-built options of either an increasing, constant, or decreasing subsidence
rate. Subsidence is defined along the fault length (upper box), where a parabola describes the distribution of subsidence, and away from the fault (middle-right box), where two
configurations are presented as options: either a linear or parabolic regression away from the fault. The highlighted blue boxes denote the chosen input in each case for the example 3D
graphical surface. The resultant 3D subsidence plot, in a given configuration (1 of Fig. 2A), is shown to the middle-left. It shows the variation of subsidence with the chosen parameters
along the length of the fault, in time, in the immediate hangingwall of the fault. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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2.4.3. Sedimentation in time
There are a number of controls that cause temporal variations in

sedimentation, including changes in climate, source geology and drai-
nage basin physiography on a range of timescales. In Syn-Strat, the user
can define sedimentation over time from observed data or from a
number of in-built options in the model, e.g. a linear or exponential
increase, or decrease, a constant rate or a sinusoidal variation (Fig. 6).
The product of sedimentation in each dimension is a 3D graphical
surface. For example, Fig. 6 uses an inverse parabola to describe sedi-
mentation along the length of the fault, a linear increase in sedi-
mentation over time and a linear decrease in sedimentation away from
the fault to the hinge line. The 3D graphical plot presents sediment
accumulation, along the length of the fault, through time in the im-
mediate hangingwall of the fault (configuration 1 of Fig. 2A).

3. Model output results

3.1. 3D accommodation surface

A 3D graphical surface that represents accommodation is produced
by summing eustasy and tectonics and subtracting sedimentation. This
is presented in Fig. 7, with accommodation along the length of the fault,
through time in the immediate hangingwall of the fault (configuration 1
of Fig. 2A). In the example shown, subsidence is maximum and sedi-
mentation is minimum at the centre of the fault. In this case, accom-
modation generally rises over time and is modified by a lower ampli-
tude sinusoidal sea level. At the fault tip, subsidence is zero and
sedimentation is maximum, and accommodation decreases over time
into negative values as the basin fills to an overfilled state. This plot

Fig. 6. Derivation of the 3D sedimentation curve.
Sedimentation is defined geometrically in time
(lower box), where three examples of sedi-
mentation curves that could be chosen are pre-
sented: a constant, decreasing, or fluctuating se-
dimentation rate. Sedimentation is defined along
the fault length (upper box), where two examples
of sediment distribution curves that could be
chosen are presented: relay zone entry points and
footwall point sources. Sedimentation is defined
away from the fault (middle-right box), where
two configurations are presented as options: ei-
ther a linear or parabolic regression away from
the fault up to the hinge line. The highlighted
blue boxes denote the chosen input in each case
for the 3D graphical surface. The resultant 3D
sedimentation plot, in a given configuration (1 of
Fig. 2A), is shown to the middle-left. It shows the
variation of sedimentation with the chosen
parameters along the length of the fault, in time,
in the immediate hangingwall of the fault. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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describes the interaction of the major controls, from which systems
tracts can be identified and stacking patterns can be predicted.

3.2. Stacking patterns

For descriptions of stratal stacking patterns, Neal and Abreu (2009)
and Neal et al. (2016) propose mainly observation-based, physical
stratigraphy that describes the coastal response to accommodation
creation and sedimentary fill. The terms progradation, aggradation,
retrogradation and degradation are used to describe the way in which a
depositional environment moves in space and thus, and how sediments
are stacked through time. During progradation, the depositional system
advances basinward as deposition exceeds available accommodation. In
this case, marginal facies overlie basinal facies, characterised by a
coarsening-upwards siliciclastic succession in core and outcrop and a
decreasing gamma ray response in well-logs. During retrogradation, the
system retreats (landwards) as accommodation exceeds deposition.
Here, basinal facies overlie marginal facies and there is a fining-up-
wards succession in core and outcrop and an increasing gamma ray
response in well-logs. During aggradation, deposition is equal to ac-
commodation and the system neither advances nor retreats.

Syn-Strat colours the 3D surface according to these terms and uti-
lises 5 classifications: strong retrogradation, weak retrogradation, ag-
gradation, weak progradation and strong progradation (Fig. 8). The plot
shows an overlay of Fig. 7, with progradation (in warm colours) during
relative sea level fall and retrogradation (in cold colours) during re-
lative sea level rise. The model output also illustrates enhanced periods
of retrogradation near the fault centre, where space is greater than

deposition, and enhanced periods of progradation near the fault tips,
where deposition is greater than available space. The plot provides the
user with visualisation of how the sediments stack in time and space.
Such information is useful to improve prediction of stacking patterns in
areas with poor data constraint.

As shown, the model can generate the system response to major
sedimentary controls in the form of stacking patterns, but does not
predict the nature of the deposit. For this, various autogenic controls
and the process regimes (transport mechanisms and directions) re-
sponsible for transport and deposition, and remobilisation, need to be
considered, which challenge all existing numerical models of strati-
graphic architecture. For example, where Syn-Strat anticipates areas of
system retrogradation, the deposit may exhibit a fining-upwards profile
or there may be a condensed section in the rock record. Similarly,
where Syn-Strat shows areas of system progradation, the deposit may
exhibit a coarsening-upwards profile or there may be a regressive sur-
face indicating basinward sediment bypass (sensu Stevenson et al.,
2015). In regard to preservation, areas of the plot with accommodation
values less than zero will have low preservation potential. For a more
accurate restoration of preservation, the antecedent topography and the
broader scale effect of thermal subsidence at the scale of the basin
would need to be considered. Therefore, the model is best utilised to
provide the stratigraphic framework to which a process-regime(s) can
be applied to predict sediment dispersal patterns.

3.3. Systems tracts

Systems tracts are used to subdivide a depositional sequence based

Fig. 7. 3D accommodation plot (configuration 1 of Fig. 2A), generated from the convolution of all three major controls: eustatic sea level, subsidence and sedimentation. The input curves
for each control along the fault length and in time are presented above and below the plot, respectively. A block diagram to show the setting of the plot is provided to the left, where the
red line shows the position of the plot, in the immediate hangingwall of the fault. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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upon its position on a relative sea level curve (or accommodation
curve). As sequence stratigraphy theory has evolved, so complicated
and non-universal systems tract schemes have developed (see
Catuneanu, 2006, Catuneanu et al., 2009 for summary). For plotting
systems tracts, Syn-Strat allows any one of these sequence stratigraphic
approaches to be assigned and colours the accommodation surface ac-
cordingly (Fig. 9). The example 3D curve presented is an overlay of
Fig. 7 and adopts the ‘genetic sequence’ approach (e.g. Frazier, 1974;
Galloway, 1989), whereby the Highstand Systems Tracts (HST), the
Early Lowstand Systems Tracts (ELST), the Late Lowstand Systems
Tracts (LLST) and the Transgressive Systems Tracts (TST) are re-
presented by the yellow, purple, blue and green segments, respectively
(Fig. 8). Application of the systems tracts to the 3D surface helps vi-
sualisation of the temporal variation in the development of key se-
quence stratigraphic boundaries along the fault, e.g. maximum flooding
surfaces (MFS) and sequence boundaries (SB). The sequence boundary
(or ‘correlative conformity’) between the HST in yellow and the ELST in
purple is diachronous, and occurs at a later time at the centre of the
fault than at the fault tips. In the ‘genetic sequence’ scheme, the MFS is
taken to be the position between TST and HST and it also occurs at a
later time towards the centre of the fault than at the fault tips (Fig. 8).
We later discuss the implications of selecting an alternative MFS posi-
tion on a relative sea level curve, because this choice will determine the
nature of the diachroneity of the MFS along the fault.

4. Discussion

The sensitivity of sequence architecture to major sedimentary con-
trols and the utility of this model is discussed using a number of con-
ceptual tests. In these tests, the major controls in terms of relative
magnitude, rates through time and spatial distribution have been
varied, with reference to documented examples from exhumed and
modern systems.

4.1. Eustatic sea level-vs. subsidence-dominated successions

Two conceptual scenarios that demonstrate the differences between
subsidence-dominated and eustatic sea level-dominated systems have
been modelled (Fig. 10). In both cases, the rate of change of the
dominant control is an order of magnitude higher than the subordinate
control. Sedimentation from both fault tips is high and of the same
magnitude as the dominant control, resulting in a balanced basin state

in both scenarios. A sinusoidal eustatic sea level and exponential in-
crease in subsidence from zero, through time are applied. Fig. 10 shows
the 3D graphical accommodation surface along the length of the fault,
in time, in the immediate hangingwall of the fault and is coloured by
systems tracts. The sequence boundaries between the HST and ELST are
identified in a flattened version. In the subsidence-dominated scenario,
the sequence boundaries are diachronous and the expression is lost in
the model output at the fault centre towards the end of the time-frame.
Here, the rate of subsidence outpaces the maximum rate of eustatic sea
level fall with a resultant relative sea level rise. In the rock record, an
unconformity that represents the sequence boundary would be ex-
pressed in this area as a correlative conformity. In the eustatic sea level-
dominated scenario, the sequence boundaries are expressed and are
isochronous along the length of the fault.

4.1.1. Field-based example: Loreto Basin
These scenarios strongly resemble the partially-constrained, sedi-

ment-rich depositional system of the Piedras Rodadas Formation,
Loreto Basin, Gulf of California, which is sub-divided into two sub-ba-
sins: the Central sub-basin and the SE sub-basin. Subsidence rates of the
Loreto Fault in both sub-basins from 2.6 to 2.4 Ma were derived by
Umhoefer et al. (1994) and refined by Dorsey and Umhoefer (2000).
The Central sub-basin experienced subsidence rates of 8 mm/yr and the
SE sub-basin experienced lower subsidence rates of 1.5 mm/yr over the
200 kyr period. With an estimated eustatic sea level change rate of
4–5 mm/yr (supported by Raymo et al., 1992; Blanchon and Shaw,
1995), Dorsey and Umhoefer (2000) present the contrast between the
subsidence-dominated Central sub-basin to the eustatic sea level-
dominated SE sub-basin. The authors observe the presence of sequence
boundaries in the SE sub-basin and a distinct lack of sequence boundary
expression in the central sub-basin, which is consistent with our model
results.

A second test (Fig. 11) shows two contrasting model outputs using
the same input parameters and configuration (1 of Fig. 2A) as in Fig. 10,
except with a low sediment input from the fault tips. Hence, the basin is
in a sediment-starved state, as opposed to a balanced state. Here,
stacking patterns are presented, rather than systems tracts. In this test,
the stacking patterns show more along-strike variation in the sub-
sidence-dominated scenario than the eustatic sea level-dominated sce-
nario due to the influence of subsidence distribution on the accom-
modation curve. Strong progradation only occurs from the fault tips
over short periods during the maximum rate of relative sea level fall.

Fig. 8. 3D accommodation plot from Fig. 7 with stacking patterns presented. Plot shows the along-strike variation in stacking patterns as a result of laterally variable allogenic controls.
Surface is coloured by 5 classifications: strong retrogradation (dark blue) and weak retrogradation (light blue), occurring during the relative sea level rises; aggradation (yellow); weak
progradation (orange) and strong progradation (red), occurring during the relative sea level falls. A block diagram to show the setting of the plot is provided in Fig. 7. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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The period of each progradational phase shortens towards the centre of
the fault, and the period of each retrogradational phase shortens to-
wards the fault tips. Weak retrogradation/aggradation occurs at the
fault tips during relative sea level rise. In contrast, the eustatic sea level-
dominated plot reveals laterally continuous patterns of alternating
strong retrogradation and progradation as eustatic sea level varies
through time. In comparison to the previous example (Fig. 10), the
accommodation curve shows less along-strike variation due to the lesser
influence of sedimentation in this underfilled scenario.

4.1.2. Field-based example: Alkyonides Basin
A modern analogue for this example is the partially-constrained,

Holocene-active system surrounding the Psatha-Skinos-Alepochori fault
system in the Alkyonides Gulf, Greece. Here, sediment inputs have arisen
from the relay zones of the fault system. An average sedimentation rate
of 1.1 mm/yr (Collier et al., 2000; Bell et al., 2009), an average eustatic
sea level rise rate of 5.8 mm/yr (70 m rise in 12 kyr; Collier et al., 2000),
and an average hangingwall subsidence rate of 0.5–0.6 mm/yr estab-
lished near the fault tips (Leeder et al., 2002) over the last 12 kyr have
been constrained. This suggests that over the last 12 kyr the system has
been eustatic sea level-dominated, and relatively sediment starved, with
low subsidence approaching zero towards the fault tips, and as a result,
the beach barriers extending from both fault tips are retrograding (Collier
& Gawthorpe, 1995). This pattern is anticipated in the model results
during the relative sea level rises of the eustatic sea level-dominated
model (Fig. 11). With the exception of the possibility of fault tip pro-
pagation during this time, it is only this interplay of controls that allow
significant retrogradation at the fault tips, in such a eustatically-domi-
nated period such as the Late Quaternary. The sedimentary successions
may exhibit greater retrogradation in areas with higher subsidence, such
as the centre of the fault. This has been observed in a shallow piston core
study from the hangingwall of the West Channel fault, at the western end
of the Gulf of Corinth (Bell et al., 2009).

4.2. Sensitivity to varying subsidence rates

Depositional sequences are defined by the relative influence of the
major sedimentary controls, and are influenced by the nature of that
control through time. Three modelled examples with different sub-
sidence histories demonstrate this (Fig. 12): an increasing subsidence
rate (A), an episodic subsidence rate (B), and a decreasing subsidence
rate (C). In each example, the same eustatic sea level and sedimentation
models are used, hence any variations in the stacking patterns may be
attributed solely to variations in subsidence. There is no pre-inherited
accommodation. The plot in Fig. 12 is presented in configuration 1 of
Fig. 2A.

The scenario with an increasing subsidence rate (Fig. 12A) reveals
progressively longer periods of retrogradation and shorter prograda-
tional periods, particularly towards the centre of the fault where sub-
sidence is maximal. Because subsidence rate increases through time, the
system reveals more along-strike variation in stacking patterns. A sce-
nario with six phases of subsidence (Fig. 12B) reveals a cyclic pattern
with periods of progradation separated by periods of strong retro-
gradation, particularly near the fault centre. Each subsidence event is
the same magnitude and duration. The effects of each subsidence event
would be more strongly expressed in a scenario with a lower amplitude
eustatic sea level signal, as here they are superimposed onto higher
amplitude eustatic sea level variations through time. Dorsey and
Umhoefer (2000) and Mortimer et al. (2005) attribute episodic, fault-
controlled subsidence along the Loreto Fault as the principal control on
the accumulation and timing of several fluvio-deltaic progradational
units in the Central sub-basin of Loreto, Gulf of California. Each pro-
gradational unit is capped by a MFS, expressed as a shell bed. A MFS is
predicted during the strong retrogradational periods in the model
(Fig. 12B). In the third scenario (Fig. 12C), subsidence rate decreases to
zero after 80% of the time has lapsed. This pattern of subsidence may
represent a syn-to post-faulting transition, whereby a fault switches off

Fig. 9. 3D accommodation plot from Fig. 7 with systems tracts presented. Colours represent systems tracts as per the scheme named ‘Genetic sequence’ in Catuneanu et al. (2009), where:
TST = Transgressive Systems Tract, LLST = Late Lowstand Systems Tract, ELST= Early Lowstand Systems Tract and HST= Highstand Systems Tract. Sequence boundaries are indicated
by the blue arrows between the HST and ELST and can be seen to be diachronous along the fault, i.e. occurring at a later time towards the centre of the fault than towards the fault tips.
The sections of the relative sea level curve that each stage refers to is illustrated on the relative sea level curve at the top-left. A block diagram to show the setting of the plot is provided in
Fig. 7. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 10. Diagrams with systems tracts presented to show the difference between two contrasting conceptual scenarios with a high sediment supply: a subsidence-dominated (top) and
eustatic sea level-dominated (bottom) system; analogous to the two sub-basins of the Piedras Rodadas Formation, Loreto Basin, Gulf of California. A 3D accommodation surface is shown
for both cases with a flattened version adjacent. Both scenarios incorporate high sedimentation from the fault tips, simplified, sinusoidal eustatic sea level and an increasing subsidence
rate through time. The rate of change of the dominating control is an order of magnitude higher than that of the subordinate control, in both cases. In the subsidence-dominated scenario,
it is clear that each sequence boundary is diachronous and its expression is lost at the fault centre towards the end of the time-frame. In the eustatic sea level-dominated scenario, the
sequence boundaries are expressed and are isochronous along the length of the fault.

Fig. 11. Diagrams with stacking patterns presented to show the difference between two contrasting conceptual scenarios with a low sediment supply: a subsidence-dominated (top) and
eustatic sea level-dominated (bottom) system; analogous to the Holocene-active system surrounding the Psatha-Skinos-Alepochori fault system, Alkyonides Gulf, Greece. A 3D accom-
modation surface is shown for both cases with a flattened version adjacent. Both scenarios incorporate low sedimentation from the fault tips, simplified, sinusoidal eustatic sea level and
an increasing subsidence rate through time. The rate of change of the dominating control is an order of magnitude higher than that of the subordinate control in both cases. There is more
along-strike variation in the subsidence-dominated scenario than the eustatic sea level-dominated scenario.
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as strain is taken up on an adjacent fault. The output largely shows the
inverse of the first scenario, whereby longer periods of strong retro-
gradation near the fault centre are expressed initially when subsidence
rates are highest, and these are suppressed through time with de-
creasing subsidence rate. Initially, there are marked along-strike var-
iations in stacking patterns, but as subsidence decreases through time,
eustatic sea level becomes increasingly dominant and the stacking
patterns become more laterally continuous.

4.3. Sensitivity to varying sedimentation distribution

Spatial and temporal variations in sediment flux from drainage
basins to sedimentary basins are hard to quantify, and have been less
emphasised in sequence stratigraphic interpretations than accom-
modation-driven changes (Burgess, 2016). To assess the sensitivity of
stacking to sedimentation patterns, three different sedimentation
models are superimposed upon the same subsidence and eustatic sea
level models in each case (Fig. 13 – in configuration 1 of Fig. 2A), in
which subsidence is high and the amplitude of eustatic sea level change
is an order of magnitude lower. The distribution of sedimentation along
the fault is varied but the magnitude of maximum sedimentation (and
rate) is the same in each scenario. With all other controls uniform be-
tween the tests, any changes observed in the nature of the SBs and MFSs
may only be attributed to the sedimentation model. The three scenarios
tested are: a system with equal sediment input from the fault tips (A), a

system with sediment input from one fault tip (B) and a system with
sediment input from point sources that could represent fan deltas (C).

Fig. 13A utilises the sedimentation model with equal input from
both fault tips. The sequence boundaries are highlighted and it can be
seen that they are diachronous due to the combined influence of lat-
erally variable subsidence and sedimentation. As a result of sedi-
mentation being equal from both fault tips, the diachroneity of the
sequence boundaries is symmetrical over the centre of the fault. Con-
versely, where sedimentation occurs from one fault tip (Fig. 13B), the
nature of the sequence boundaries is not symmetrical over the centre of
the fault. The side that experiences the most sedimentation expresses
more prominent diachroneity of sequence boundaries than the sediment-
starved side, where they are isochronous. At the fault tip with sediment
input, the sediment supply counteracts the effects of relative sea level
rise because the space that is being created is being filled. It promotes
the relative sea level fall and progradation. This effect decreases to-
wards the centre of the fault, away from the sediment source, enhan-
cing the along-strike diachroneity. On the side of the fault where there
is no sediment source, the sequence boundaries are influenced only by
eustasy and decreasing subsidence towards the fault tip. The 3D ac-
commodation surface illustrates the decreasing accommodation on the
sediment-rich side through time, whereas accommodation on the se-
diment-starved side varies only with eustatic sea level.

In the scenario with sedimentation from five point sources
(Fig. 13C), the amount of sedimentation and degree of dispersal is equal

Fig. 12. Diagrams to show the variation in stacking patterns between three conceptual scenarios with different subsidence rate patterns: an increasing (A), episodic (B) and decelerating
(C) subsidence rate. Graphs to show the subsidence input through time are presented on the left and flattened accommodation surfaces are presented on the right. The plots exhibit
increasing along-strike variation through time, cyclic variations and decreasing along-strike variation through time, respectively.
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from each source. The plot shows a reduction in accommodation where
the point sources are located, hence the irregular shape of the surface.
The sequence boundaries are highlighted in the flattened plot and their
degree of diachroneity varies along the fault length. For example, the
sequence boundary occurs earlier where the point sources (T1 in
Fig. 13) are located than it does in the areas between them (T2 in
Fig. 13). These scenarios support the inference that temporal and spa-
tial changes in sediment supply need to be considered when making
sequence stratigraphic interpretations, as well as accommodation
changes from eustasy and tectonics that are usually emphasised.

4.4. Implications and applications for subsurface appraisal

During hydrocarbon prospect appraisal and static model generation,
key stratigraphic surfaces, such as the MFS and SB, are used to correlate
between wells, with the assumption that they are isochronous surfaces.
However, recent studies have shown that such surfaces are time
transgressive in a range of environments (e.g. Holbrook and
Bhattacharya, 2012; Burgess and Prince, 2015; Hodgson et al., 2016;
Madof et al., 2016). Here, we not only demonstrate that such surfaces
are diachronous along the length of syn-rift faults due to along-strike
variation in both sedimentation and subsidence, but also demonstrate
the nature of that diachroneity. In the case of the MFS, which likely
forms part of the seal to a hydrocarbon reservoir, understanding the
temporal relationships along-strike of a fault are of critical importance
for hydrocarbon volume calculations and production rate predictions.
When the MFS is used for correlation, care should be taken when
choosing the representative position on the relative sea level curve, or
which sequence stratigraphic scheme to adopt because the nature of

diachroneity varies between the different positions. Consider a com-
parison between two options for MFS position choice: 1) the position
between TST and HST, following the ‘genetic sequence’ scheme, 2) the
position between LLST and TST (the initial transgressive surface). Both
surfaces are diachronous along the fault, but the nature of that dia-
chroneity is different between them, with the former occurring later at
the centre of the fault than at the fault tips (Fig. 8), and the latter oc-
curring earlier towards the centre of the fault than at the fault tips. This
difference could be important for trap-seal analysis, where under-
standing the variability of the shale intervals caused by the MFS in time
and space is fundamental. Syn-Strat allows the user to visualise such
variations qualitatively and to quantify the variations for a given
magnitude of each control. The model also permits flexibility on timing
and duration of dominance of one control to the other and thus allows
an iterative approach to sequence stratigraphic tests when constraining
controlling parameters. Producing a solid foundation to which process-
based models can be applied is crucial for prediction of large-scale
stacking in complex settings. The Syn-Strat model approach is parti-
cularly useful for low-resolution datasets, such as seismic, where small-
scale depositional characteristics are not readily apparent. It allows
insight into the way a system responds to particular controls and shows
the differences by making spatial and temporal adjustments to those
controls. An assessment of all the possible outcomes from a particular
setting allows the stratigrapher to obtain the best understanding of the
controls in play. If a good correspondence is made between the data and
the model in one area, the model may then be used to anticipate the
potential stacking further along-strike or down-dip, in the absence of
good quality data.

Fig. 13. Diagrams with systems tracts presented to show differences between three conceptual scenarios with different sedimentation distribution patterns along the fault length: equal
input from both fault tips (A), input from left fault tip (B) and point sources (C). Graphs to show the sedimentation input along the fault length (left), output 3D accommodation surfaces
(middle) and flattened accommodation surfaces (right) are presented. The nature of diachroneity of sequence boundaries varies in each scenario, as labelled in white.
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5. Conclusion

Syn-Strat, a novel 3D sequence stratigraphic forward model, is
presented that introduces both temporally- and spatially-variable tec-
tonic components to sequence stratigraphic modelling. The model
provides a framework to which process-based models could be applied
and provides the scope to test multiple scenarios where the controlling
parameters are poorly constrained. Syn-Strat considers along-strike,
down-dip and time variability in sequence architecture on a fault seg-
ment-scale and can be used to improve interpretation and prediction of
syn-rift depositional architectures, which are the focus of exploration in
a number of hydrocarbon basins, by constraining system response to
any combination of autogenic controls.

By calculating accommodation in three dimensions, Syn-Strat is able
to demonstrate the sensitivity of sequence architecture to laterally
variable tectonic constraints and different relative magnitudes of allo-
genic controls. A basin largely modified by faulting will exhibit dif-
ferent depositional architecture to one dominated by eustasy, and the
model outputs demonstrate how this difference is expressed in terms of
stacking patterns and stratigraphic surfaces. The model has demon-
strated the potential for analysis of along-strike variations in stacking
patterns due to different subsidence rate characteristics, and the nature
of diachroneity of key stratigraphic surfaces as a result of different se-
dimentation distribution models. Stratigraphic surfaces are known to be
diachronous in these settings. However, understanding how the dia-
chroneity of these surfaces changes spatially represents a significant
step forward for petroleum system interpretations, where such surfaces
may represent bypass zones or stratigraphic traps seals and are heavily
relied upon for well correlations, and hence reservoir connectivity and
production rate predictions. Additionally, the ability to understand how
stacking patterns vary spatially and temporally is highly valuable in
areas with little data constraint. Such variation is visualised in the
sensitivity tests presented in this paper that are tied to field analogues,
but in the future may be constrained with quantitative data from real
input parameters.
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     Abstract 
 Quantification of allogenic controls in rift basin‐fills requires analysis of multiple 

depositional systems because of marked along‐strike changes in depositional archi-

tecture. Here, we compare two coeval Early‐Middle Pleistocene syn‐rift fan deltas 

that sit 6 km apart in the hangingwall of the Pirgaki‐Mamoussia Fault, along the 

southern margin of the Gulf of Corinth, Greece. The Selinous fan delta is located 

near the fault tip and the Kerinitis fan delta towards the fault centre. Selinous and 

Kerinitis have comparable overall aggradational stacking patterns. Selinous com-

prises 15 cyclic stratal units (ca. 25 m thick), whereas at Kerinitis 11 (ca. 60 m thick) 

are present. Eight facies associations are identified. Fluvial and shallow water facies 

dominate the major stratal units in the topset region, with shelfal fine‐grained facies 

constituting ca. 2 m thick intervals between major topset units and thick conglomer-

atic foresets building down‐dip. It is possible to quantify delta build times (Selinous: 

615 kyr; Kerinitis: >450 kyr) and average subsidence and equivalent sedimentation 

rates (Selinous: 0.65 m/kyr; Kerinitis: >1.77 m/kyr). The presence of sequence 

boundaries at Selinous, but their absence at Kerinitis, enables sensitivity analysis of 

the most uncertain variables using a numerical model, ‘Syn‐Strat’, supported by an 

independent unit thickness extrapolation method. Our study has three broad out-

comes: (a) the first estimate of lake level change amplitude in Lake Corinth for the 

Early‐Middle Pleistocene (10–15 m), which can aid regional palaeoclimate studies 

and inform broader climate‐system models; (b) demonstration of two complemen-

tary methods to quantify faulting and base level signals in the stratigraphic record—

forward modelling with Syn‐Strat and a unit thickness extrapolation—which can be 

applied to other rift basin‐fills; and (c) a quantitative approach to the analysis of 

stacking patterns and key surfaces that could be applied to stratigraphic pinch‐out 

assessment and cross‐hole correlations in reservoir analysis.  
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            1  |   INTRODUCTION 

 Distinguishing faulting, sediment supply and base level sig-

nals and quantifying these basin controls in an active rift set-

ting remains problematic, particularly due to along‐strike 

variability in depositional architecture. Characterisation of 

multiple coeval depositional systems within the same rift 

basin is required to resolve the record of each control. Syn‐rift, 

Gilbert‐type fan deltas (Gilbert,   1885  ,   1890  ) provide an ideal 

record of stratigraphic evolution to achieve this due to their 

position adjacent to normal growth faults, with high and vari-

able sediment supply rates derived from independent drainage 

catchments. However, most previous studies focus on single 

systems, rather than multiple, along‐strike spatially distributed 

deltas (e.g. Backert, Ford, & Malartre,   2010  ; Dart, Collier, 

Gawthorpe, Keller, & Nichols,   1994  ; Dorsey, Umhoefer, & 

Renne,   1995  ; Ford, Williams, Malartre, & Popescu,   2007  ; 

Garcia‐Garcia, Fernandez, Viseras, & Soria,   2006  ; Garcia‐

Mondéjar,   1990  ; Mortimer, Gupta, & Cowie,   2005  ). 

 Previous work on the stratigraphic record around nor-

mal faults at rifted margins has focussed on the theoretical 

aspects of sequence development from the interplay of con-

trols in these areas. Leeder and Gawthorpe (  1987  ) assessed 

the influence of tectonically‐induced slopes on facies models. 

Variation in stacking patterns and sequence stratigraphic sur-

faces across rift settings (Gawthorpe, Fraser, & Collier,   1994  ) 

and as a result of propagating normal faults (Gawthorpe, 

Sharp, Underhill, & Gupta,   1997  ) became the later focus. 

An influential series of conceptual models for tectono‐sed-

imentary evolution in extensional basins was presented by 

Gawthorpe and Leeder (  2000  ). Eustasy/base level, tectonics 

and sedimentation influence the nature of sedimentary stack-

ing through the accommodation/supply ratio (Jervey,   1988  ; 

Neal & Abreu,   2009  ) as eustasy and tectonic subsidence act 

to control space available for deposition (A) and sedimenta-

tion fills that space (S). Numerical modelling has supported 

understanding of rift basin sequence stratigraphy, particularly 

as simplified tectonic constraints were introduced into forward 

models (Jervey,   1988  ; Hardy, Dart, & Waltham,   1994  ; Hardy 

& Gawthorpe,   1998  ,   2002  ; Ritchie, Hardy, & Gawthorpe, 

  1999  ) and stratigraphic surfaces were shown to be limited in 

spatial extent (Gawthorpe, Hardy, & Ritchie,   2003  ; Jackson, 

Gawthorpe, Carr, & Sharp,   2005  ). Barrett, Hodgson, Collier, 

and Dorrell (  2018  ) demonstrate and quantify the three‐dimen-

sional and along‐strike variability in sequence architecture 

and diachroneity of stratigraphic surfaces in hangingwall fault 

blocks, using sensitivity tests with a 3D sequence stratigraphic 

forward model, ‘Syn‐Strat’. Complementary field studies have 

shown that sequence boundary development is best expressed 

at fault tip regions (Dorsey & Umhoefer,   2000  —Loreto Basin) 

and the observed stratigraphic cyclicity has been attributed to 

fault‐related subsidence events (Dorsey et al.,   1995  —Loreto 

Basin) and climatic forcing (Dart et al.,   1994  ; Backert et al., 

  2010  —Gulf of Corinth). Marked differences occur in the se-

quence stratigraphy of two coeval fan deltas 50 km apart, due 

to contrasting tectonic controls between footwall (Kryoneri) 

and hangingwall (Kerinitis) sites (Gawthorpe, Andrews, et 

al.,   2017  ). However, along‐strike and down‐dip variation on 

smaller length‐scales (<10 km) within the same hangingwall 

basin has not yet been attempted. Furthermore, quantification 

of tectonism, base level and sedimentation signals is also lack-

ing. This is because isolating these controls is difficult, yet is 

critical to improving our understanding of palaeoenvironmen-

tal evolution and for making predictions beyond data limits. 

 Here, we present an integrated field and numerical mod-

elling investigation of two adjacent and contemporaneous 

syn‐rift fan deltas, 6 km along‐strike from one another in 

the hangingwall of the same normal fault; the Pyrgaki‐

Mamoussia Fault. The fan deltas are referred to as the 

Selinous near the fault tip and the Kerinitis near the fault 

centre (Figure  1 ). This is the first detailed sedimentolog-

ical and stratigraphic study of the Selinous fan delta and 

with comparison to the Kerinitis fan delta, allows a unique 

insight into the controlling parameters during rift basin evo-

lution. The aim of the study is to resolve and quantify the 

contribution of tectonics and base level change to sequence 

   K E Y W O R D S 
forward modelling ,    Gilbert‐type fan deltas ,    Gulf of Corinth ,    rift basin ,    sequence stratigraphy ,    syn‐rift 

sedimentation ,    tectonics and sedimentation     

  Highlights 
    •    Integrated field and numerical modelling study of 

along‐fault‐strike fan delta stratigraphic 

architectures 

  •    Two complementary methods to discern and 

quantify faulting and base level signals in the 

stratigraphic record 

  •    Quantitative and widely applicable approach to 

the analysis of stacking and surfaces, constrained 

by field data 

  •    Application to stratigraphic pinch out assessment 

and cross‐hole correlations in reservoir analysis 

  •    First estimate of lake level change amplitude in 

Lake Corinth for the Early‐Middle Pleistocene 

(10–15 m)    
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architecture in Lake Corinth through the Early‐Middle 

Pleistocene. In doing so, methodologies that are applicable 

to any basin with given data constraints are demonstrated. 

To satisfy the aim, the objectives are: (a) to derive quan-

tified estimates of the controlling parameters based on 

comparisons of facies, stacking patterns and the nature of 

key stratigraphic surfaces between the deltas, (b) to reduce 

uncertainty of the quantified allogenic control estimates by 

use of sensitivity tests with the 3D sequence stratigraphic 

forward model ‘Syn‐Strat’ (Barrett et al.,   2018  ) and to elu-

cidate the amplitude of lake level change for Early‐Middle 

Pleistocene Lake Corinth, (c) to validate derivations using an 

independent unit thickness extrapolation method; and (d) to 

make quantitative predictions of unit thickness along‐strike 

variation and diachroneity of key stratigraphic surfaces. 

This work can be applied to other basin‐fills by demon-

strating two complementary methodologies for discerning 

and quantifying faulting and base level signals in the strati-

graphic record. We undertake a quantitative analysis of unit 

thicknesses and surfaces that could be used in stratigraphic 

pinch‐out assessment and cross‐hole correlations in syn‐rift 

reservoirs. Finally, the palaeoclimatic data on lake level 

changes derived from the geological record can be used to 

inform climate‐system models for the Pleistocene.   

            F I G U R E  1    Map of the study area on the southern side of the Gulf of Corinth, Greece. (a) Map of Greece. (b) Schematic diagram of the 

Selinous and Kerinitis syn‐rift fan deltas. (c) The highlighted position of the two fan deltas along the P‐M Fault with the locations of Figures  2 ,  3  

and  4 . Early‐Middle Pleistocene fan deltas that are of interest are shaded in yellow and differentiated from present‐day fan deltas (green), Middle‐

Upper Pleistocene fan deltas (dark grey), other contemporaneous syn‐rift stratigraphy (light grey) and pre‐rift strata (white). The main fan delta 

progradation directions are indicated by black arrows. Small ticks on faults indicate throw and dip‐direction. Currently active faults are in purple 

and inactive faults are in black. Map is modified from Ford et al. (  2007  ), Ford et al. (  2013  ), Ford et al. (  2016  ) after Ghisetti and Vezzani (  2004  ). 

Active faults and mapping of eastern area around the Xylokastro Horst and Ampithea Fault from Gawthorpe, Leeder, et al. (  2017  ) 
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   2  |   TECTONO‐STRATIGRAPHIC 
FRAMEWORK 

 The Gulf of Corinth marks the axis of the ca. 100 km 

long, 60–80 km wide Corinth Rift that was activated dur-

ing the Late Miocene/Early Pliocene (ca. 5 Ma; Collier & 

Dart,   1991  ; Ford, Hemelsdael, Mancini, & Palyvos,   2016  ; 

Gawthorpe, Leeder, et al.,   2017  ; Leeder et al.,   2008  ). 

Present‐day N‐S geodetic extension rates are up to 15 mm/

year (Avallone et al.,   2004  ; Briole et al.,   2000  ; Clarke et 

al.,   1997  ; Floyd et al.,   2010  ), which are accommodated on 

N‐ and S‐dipping normal faults (Bell, McNeill, Bull, & 

Henstock,   2008  ; Bernard et al.,   2006  ; McNeill et al.,   2005  ). 

The oldest part of the rift (Rift 1, ca. 5–3.6 to 2.2–1.8 Ma; 

Ford et al.,   2013  ; Ford et al.,   2016  ; Gawthorpe, Leeder, et 

al.,   2017  ; Nixon et al.,   2016  ) lies furthest south in north-

ern Peloponnesos, where faulting was focussed at that time 

on the Kalavryta, Doumena, Valimi Faults (Figure  1 ) and 

other southern border faults. At this time, the Kalavryta 

alluvial system fed sediment northwards and fluvial and 

marginal lacustrine environments prevailed (Lower Group; 

Ford et al.,   2016  ). In the eastern part of the rift (Figure  1 ), 

the Kyllini, Mavro, Kefalari and Nemea fan deltas built 

out into the basin (as described by Gawthorpe, Leeder, et 

al.,   2017  ). There was an upward deepening through the 

‘Rift 1’ sequence at ca. 3.6 Ma (Gawthorpe, Leeder, et al., 

  2017  ) from deposition of the fluvial‐marginal Korfiotissa 

and Ano Pitsa Formations, to the deep lacustrine Pellini 

and Rethi‐Dendro Formations, referred to as the ‘Great 

Deepening’ (Leeder et al.,   2012  ). 

 Northward migration of faulting (Goldsworthy & Jackson, 

  2001  ; Ford et al.,   2013  ,  2016  ; Nixon et al.,   2016  ) onto the 

Pyrgaki‐Mamoussia (P‐M) Fault in the west and faults to the 

east occurred at ca. 1.8 Ma (Ford et al.,   2016  ; Gawthorpe, 

Leeder, et al.,   2017  ). In the immediate hangingwall of the 

faults, thick syn‐rift fan deltas built northwards. Four syn‐rift 

fan deltas that sit along‐strike from one another in the hang-

ingwall of the P‐M Fault developed in the west: the Selinous, 

Kerinitis, Vouraikos and Platanos fan deltas (from W‐to‐E, 

Figure  1 ). The early development of syn‐rift fan deltas along 

the whole length of the P‐M Fault suggests that it grew rap-

idly in length. The contemporaneous P‐M Fault hanging-

wall fan deltas sit within the Middle Group (Backert et al., 

  2010  ; Ford et al.,   2007  ; Rohais, Eschard, Ford, Guillocheau, 

& Moretti,   2007  ). Pollen analysis at Vouraikos was used 

to date the Middle Group, which constrained the develop-

ment of the P‐M fan deltas to the Early‐Middle Pleistocene 

(ca. 1.8–0.7 Ma) but within a period of 500–800 kyr (Ford 

et al.,   2007  ). Subsequent northward fault migration onto the 

Helike fault system at ca. 800 ka (Ford et al.,   2016  ) resulted 

in the uplift of western Plio‐Pleistocene syn‐rift stratigraphy 

            F I G U R E  2    The stratigraphic architecture of Kerinitis. (a) UAV photogrammetry‐based 3D outcrop model. (b) Key stratigraphic surfaces 

interpretation by Backert et al. (  2010  ) overlain onto 3D outcrop model. Note overall aggradational stacking trend between units and on the scale of 

the whole delta, with topsets generally overlying topsets and foresets generally overlying foresets 
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in the footwall of the modern, parallel West Helike Fault, ex-

posing a ca. 6 km wide fault block terrace. During uplift, the 

fan deltas were subject to erosion from their own feeder rivers 

that now supply the modern fan delta systems on the coast. 

 Predominant lacustrine conditions with discrete periods of 

marine incursion lasted until ca. 600 ka, before marine condi-

tions prevailed due to opening at the western end of the gulf 

to the Ionian Sea (Rion Straits) and/or at the eastern end to the 

Aegean Sea (Corinth Isthmus; Collier & Thompson,   1991  ; Ford 

et al.,   2016  ; Gawthorpe, Leeder, et al.,   2017  ; Nixon et al.,   2016  ). 

 Here, we focus on the system in the hangingwall of the 

P‐M Fault (Figure  1 ), which dips 50–55° towards the north 

and has a maximum throw of >1,200 m. The P‐M Fault 

strikes WNW‐ESE and is traced ca. 24 km from SW of Aigio 

to SW of Akrata. The fault juxtaposes pre‐rift Mesozoic 

limestones in the footwall against Plio‐Pleistocene hanging-

wall syn‐rift fan delta deposits. We study two syn‐rift fan del-

tas, the Selinous that sits towards the western fault tip and 

the adjacent Kerinitis that sits nearer the fault centre. The fan 

deltas were influenced by: a) high slip rates on the P‐M Fault 

as a result of rapid extension across the rift; and b) cyclic lake 

level and sedimentation changes from climatic variations.  

   3  |   THE GILBERT‐TYPE FAN 
DELTAS 

   3.1 |  The Kerinitis fan delta 

 The Kerinitis Gilbert‐type fan delta is presented in Figure  2  

in the form of a 3D outcrop model. Kerinitis, studied since 

the 1990s (Backert et al.,   2010  ; Dart et al.,   1994  ; Gawthorpe 

et al.,   1994  ; Ori, Roveri, & Nichols,   1991  ), is exposed on the 

western side of the modern Kerinitis river valley (ca. 200 m 

above sea level) along a 3.8 km SW‐NE dip section from 

the P‐M Fault towards the West Helike Fault. Topsets are 

back‐tilted by ca. 18° and thicken towards the P‐M Fault 

(Figure  2 ). The exposed section cuts the fan delta ' s eastern 

side, where foresets dip ca. 25° towards N040°. The fan 

delta extends laterally ca. 6 km along the P‐M Fault, west 

of the Kerinitis River where it interfingers with the Selinous 

fan delta between the village of Pyrgaki and the Taxiarches 

Monastery (Figure  1 ). In total, Kerinitis covers an area of 

15 km 
2 
 and is ca. 800 m thick; the base of the fan delta is 

not exposed in the Kerinitis valley, but is exposed in the 

footwall of the West Helike Fault. The point source of the 

Kerinitis fan delta incised the P‐M footwall at a topographic 

low on an early relay zone (Backert et al.,   2010  ), shown as 

a hard link on the fault (Figure  1 ). Its position was locked 

into the landscape as fault linkage occurred. We interpret the 

lack of deformation penetrating the Kerinitis delta from the 

western end of the Mamoussia Fault to indicate early fault 

linkage with the Pyrgaki Fault with respect to the exposed 

fan delta strata.  

 Backert et al. (  2010  ) undertook the most recent and 

comprehensive study of the Kerinitis fan delta, whereby 

they characterised its architecture and facies, presented 

a trajectory analysis and interpreted three stages of fan 

delta growth linked to initiation, growth and death of the 

controlling P‐M Fault. The fan delta is divided into three 

zones from south to north, comprising fan delta topsets, a 

transition zone and fan delta foresets respectively (Figure 

 2 ). They identify four facies associations (topset, foreset, 

bottomset and prodelta) and 11 key surfaces. Trajectory 

analysis reveals abrupt landward shifts in the topset‐fore-

set breakpoint at each key surface, followed by gradual 

basinward progradation through each stratal unit. The 

cyclic stratal units within the fan delta are interpreted to 

record eustatic variations upon a background subsidence‐

dominated regime, in which high rates of fault subsidence 

overcame base level falls, in agreement with earlier studies 

(Dart et al.,   1994  ; Gawthorpe et al.,   1994  ).  

   3.2 |  The Selinous fan delta 
 The Selinous Gilbert‐type fan delta is presented in Figure 

 3  using a 3D outcrop model and schematic dip section. It 

is referred to as Selinous in Ford et al. (  2007  ), Ford et al. 

(  2013  ) and Backert et al. (  2010  ) and as Palaeo‐Meganitis 

in Ford et al. (  2016  ). The Selinous fan delta has a width of 

ca. 6 km and its centre sits ca. 4 km from the western tip 

of the P‐M Fault. It is exposed on the western side of the 

modern Selinous river valley (ca. 150 m above sea level in 

the valley floor) along a 6 km long SSW‐NNE dip section 

from the P‐M Fault towards the West Helike Fault. Topsets 

thicken and are back‐tilted by ca. 12° towards the P‐M Fault 

(Figure  3 ). The main section is along the west side of the 

Selinous river valley, where foresets dip ca. 21° towards 

N310°. On the eastern side of the valley, foresets dip ca. 23° 

towards 097° (Figure  1 ). The fan delta ' s eastern limit inter-

fingers with foresets of Kerinitis. The base of the fan delta is 

exposed in the valley in the footwall of a secondary normal 

fault that trends parallel to the P‐M Fault. The maximum 

thickness of Selinous is ca. 400 m. The point source of the 

Selinous fan delta incises the P‐M Fault and continues to 

feed the Late Pleistocene and modern fan deltas. As with 

Kerinitis, the Selinous fan delta can also be divided into 

three broad zones from south to north, with the most south-

erly ca. 2 km zone comprising delta topsets, a ca. 1 km tran-

sition zone in the central part and a ca. 3 km zone of foresets 

and bottomsets to the north (Figure  3 ).    

   4  |   METHODOLOGY 

 In this study we integrate field data with numerical tech-

niques through the five stages of analysis listed below.
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   1  .  Facies and stratigraphic architecture are analysed in the 

field and augmented with Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 

(UAV) photogrammetry‐based 3D outcrop models. 

  2  .  Field observations and trajectory analysis of the middle‐

upper units of the two fan deltas are used to resolve and quan-

tify each allogenic control acting on the delta evolution. 

  3  .  Each control parameter (e.g. subsidence rate, sedimenta-

tion rate etc.) is assigned a qualitative uncertainty value 

from 1–5, whereby 1 represents a very low uncertainty 

estimate and 5 represents a very high uncertainty estimate. 

This is undertaken in order to ascertain which variable is 

most uncertain and in need of refinement with numerical 

model testing. 

  4  .  The interpreted control parameters are input into 3D se-

quence stratigraphic forward model, Syn‐Strat (Barrett et 

al.,   2018  ), to test the least certain parameter(s). 

  5  .  Finally, an independent unit thickness extrapolation tech-

nique is adopted to validate the outputs of the numerical 

modelling.   

   4.1 |  Facies analysis 
 The facies analysis of major stratal units and key strati-

graphic surfaces was undertaken by sedimentary logging at 

cm‐scale, documenting lithology, grain size, sedimentary 

structures and the nature of contacts. For characterising the 

thicker conglomeratic units, sections were logged at a dm‐

scale with support of sketches to capture the geometry of 

larger‐scale features. Palaeocurrent data were collected from 

ripple cross laminations, clast imbrication and cross‐bed and 

foreset plane measurements. Facies associations for both fan 

deltas are constructed from combinations of identified fa-

cies, which are presented in correspondence with those of 

Backert et al. (  2010  ) for Kerinitis in Supporting Information 

Appendix  S1 : Table A. Correlation of key stratigraphic sur-

faces was carried out by walking out beds and surfaces, by 

annotations of photopanels in the field and by using UAV 

photogrammetry‐based 3D outcrop models in Agisoft 

Photoscan software.  

            F I G U R E  3    The stratigraphic architecture of Selinous. (a) UAV photogrammetry‐based 3D outcrop model. (b) Interpretation of major 

stratigraphic units and surfaces overlain onto 3D outcrop model—colours are arbitrarily assigned to highlight the individual units. (c) Cross‐

sectional sketch of the Selinous fan delta with grey box to indicate area of outcrop model images in (a) and (b). Note the aggradational stacking 

trend on the scale of the whole fan delta, with topsets generally overlying topsets and foresets generally overlying foresets 
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   4.2 |  Trajectory analysis 
 Trajectory analysis of the topset‐foreset breakpoint (TFBP) 

was undertaken at both fan deltas for the accessible middle 

units: 4–8 at Kerinitis and 7–11 at Selinous. The position 

of the TFBP is identified from the transition from flat‐lying 

topsets to steeply dipping foresets. In inaccessible locations, 

3D outcrop models are used to identify the TFBP and as-

sess the spatial continuity of stratal surfaces across which the 

breakpoint moves. If the TFBP is not seen directly, it is in-

ferred from environmental transitions between down‐dip out-

crops at the same stratigraphic level. It should be noted that 

the units assessed at Kerinitis are not correlatable to those 

analysed at Selinous.  

   4.3 |  Numerical modelling with Syn‐Strat 
 In order to refine the quantification of controlling parameters 

in the basin, we use a 3D sequence stratigraphic forward 

model, Syn‐Strat (Barrett et al.,   2018  ). Syn‐Strat produces 

a 3D graphical surface representing accommodation in the 

hangingwall of a normal fault, resulting from spatially‐ and 

temporally‐variable, tectonic subsidence, sedimentation and 

base level inputs. Syn‐Strat constructs this surface by com-

bining one‐dimensional graphical curves that represent each 

control in time and space. Each parameter is defined along 

the fault, away from the fault and in time. In this study, we 

plot accommodation along the fault ( x ) and in time ( y ), for a 

given distance away from the fault. Stacking patterns or sys-

tems tracts are then applied to the surface with colours. In this 

study, we subdivide the relative base level curve with a fall-

ing limb and shorter periods of lowstand, transgression and 

highstand on the rising limb. This resembles the sequence 

stratigraphic scheme used by Frazier (  1974  ) and Galloway 

(  1989  ) and termed ‘genetic sequence’ by Catuneanu et al. 

(  2009  ). 

 Previously, the model was used to demonstrate the sen-

sitivity of sequence architecture to multiple hypothetical 

control scenarios, including different relative control magni-

tudes, subsidence rate regimes and sedimentation distribution 

models. Key outcomes were the quantitative constraint of 

along‐strike variation in stacking pattern and of the nature of 

            F I G U R E  4    Locations of detailed sedimentological studies at fan delta topset‐foreset transitions: (a) at Selinous and (b) at Kerinitis. Unit 

interpretations are overlain onto the 3D outcrop models. Unit numbers are shown in white. Key stratigraphic surfaces (KSS) are differentiated by 

colour arbitrarily and at Kerinitis, assigned according to the interpretation by Backert et al. (  2010  ). Middle‐upper units, Units 7–11 are the focus at 

Selinous and lower‐middle units, Units 2–7 are the focus at Kerinitis. Insets show position (black box) in the context of each fan delta on wider 3D 

outcrop models (Figures  2  and  3 ). Locations of sections are shown in Figure  1  
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diachroneity of sequence boundaries and maximum flooding 

surfaces (Barrett et al.,   2018  ). Here, we input real control pa-

rameters derived from field observations and trajectory anal-

yses. We refine the least certain control parameter (amplitude 

of base level change) with a number of discrete tests, whilst 

keeping all other control parameters constant, by comparing 

the modelled output with field observations. The test set‐up 

and results are presented in Section  9.1 .   

   5  |   SEDIMENTARY FACIES 
ANALYSIS 

 The central parts of the fan deltas are the focus of sedi-

mentological descriptions and interpretations, where the 

topset‐foreset transition records base level change and the 

relative influence of accommodation and sediment supply. At 

Selinous, three down‐dip locations over ca. 800 m distance, 

covering the middle‐to‐upper units of the fan delta were stud-

ied: S1—Units 7 and 8, S2—Units 8 and 9 and S3—Units 10 

and 11. At Kerinitis, our study also focuses on three down‐

dip locations over ca. 700 m, covering the lower‐middle units 

of the delta: K1a, b, c—Units 4 and 7, K2—Units 5 and 6 and 

K3—Units 2 and 3. These are presented on the 3D outcrop 

models in Figure  4 , but are not constrained as time‐equiva-

lent units.  

 Sedimentary facies characteristics are similar between 

the Selinous and Kerinitis fan deltas. Eighteen sedimen-

tary facies have been identified: six conglomeratic facies 

(abbreviated as ‘Co’), six sandy facies (abbreviated as 

‘Sa’) and six finer facies comprising mudstones and silt-

stones (abbreviated as ‘Fi’). Detailed facies descriptions 

are provided in Supporting Information Appendix  S1 : 

Table A and further facies information on the Kerinitis 

fan delta can be found in Backert et al. (  2010  ). The facies 

have been organised into four facies associations (FA) 

(Figures  5  and  6  and Table  1 ) that are differentiated based 

on geometric position (denoted by number) and eight sub‐

associations that are differentiated based on depositional 

environment (denoted by letter). The fluvial and shallow 

water topset FAs (1a–b and 2a–b) and the foreset FA (3) 

construct the main stratal units of the deltas. The bottom-

set FAs (4a–c) form the thinner, finer‐grained intervals 

between the units.   

   5.1 |  FA1—Fluvial topsets 
 We identify two fluvial topset FAs with (1a) channel‐fill 

and (1b) delta plain interpretations (Figure  5 ). The chan-

nel‐fill FA constructs the largest proportion of the fan 

delta topset deposits (ca. 95%). FA 1a is characterised in 

Unit 7 at Location S1 (Selinous) and in Unit 3 at Location 

K3 (Kerinitis) as a poorly‐sorted, sandy gravel‐cobble 

conglomerate with crude laminations and clast imbrica-

tion. The clasts are sub‐angular to sub‐rounded and the 

bed bases are highly erosional (facies Co1 and Co2 in 

Supporting Information Appendix  S1 : Table A). We inter-

pret this deposit to be the product of bedload transport in a 

high‐energy fluvial flow regime. 

 The fan delta plain FA (1b) is characterised in Unit 8 at 

Location S2 (Selinous) (Figures  4  and  5 ) and at the top of 

Unit 2 at Location K3 (Kerinitis) as a poorly‐sorted, sandy 

gravel‐cobble conglomerate (facies Co1, Sa2, Sa6 and Fi3 

in Supporting Information Appendix  S1 : Table A). The 

cobbles are <10 cm diameter and sub‐angular, implying 

limited transport time from source to deposition. The grav-

elly coarse sand beds present normal grading and contain 

cm‐thick, red palaeosols, indicating subaerial exposure.  

   5.2 |  FA2—Shallow water topsets 
 Two shallow water topset FAs have been identified: 2a) 

beach barrier and 2b) lower shoreface (Figure  5 ). The beach 

barrier FA (2a) is characterised at Location S3 (Selinous) by 

bi‐directional metre‐scale cross‐beds with well‐sorted, open‐

framework, rounded and discoidal pebbles (facies Co4 and 

Co5 in Supporting Information Appendix  S1 : Table A). This 

indicates textural maturity and character typical of beach re-

working (Figure  5 ). FA 2a is present at the top of Unit 10 

at Selinous Location S3 and is overlain by a finer‐grained 

interval and subsequently by the 10‐m scale foresets of Unit 

11 (Figure  4 ). We have not observed FA 2a at Kerinitis, but 

Backert et al. (  2010  ) report a foreshore FA at the top of Unit 

7. The lower shoreface FA is present in the lower part of 

Unit 8 at Location S2 (Selinous) and comprises m‐scale bi‐

directional, asymptotic cross‐beds resembling hummocky 

cross‐stratification (facies Co5 in Supporting Information 

Appendix  S1 : Table A), typical of storm reworking below 

fair weather wave base.  

            F I G U R E  5    Sedimentological details of Facies Associations 1–3—fluvial topsets, shallow water topsets and foresets. (a) FA 1: log and field 

photograph of FA 1b (delta plain fluvial topset) highlighting the presence of palaeosol horizons, and field photograph of FA 1a (fluvial channel 

fill). (b) FA 2: sketch and field photograph of FA 2a (beach barrier) and field photograph of FA 2b (lower shoreface). Note m‐scale asymptotic 

hummocky cross‐stratification in FA 2b. Sketch of the outcrop section revealing FA 2a is provided to highlight key features—m‐scale, bi‐directional 

cross‐beds, texturally mature clasts and normally graded cycles (facies Co5). Facies Co5 is subdivided here to show fining upwards cycles (1–3); 

1 = poorly sorted, matrix‐supported, rounded gravel‐pebble conglomerate; 2 = open‐framework rounded pebbles; 3 = poorly sorted gravel. (c) FA 

3: field photographs of 10‐m scale and 100‐m scale foresets at Selinous and Kerinitis and sketch log of foresets at Unit 11, Selinous Location S3 
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   5.3 |  FA3–Foresets 
 The foreset FA represents most of the down‐dip parts of 

the exposed fan delta successions (Figures  1 ,  2  and  5 ). At 

Selinous, the foreset FA is apparent in Unit 8 at Location 

S1, Unit 9 at Location S2 and Unit 11 at Location S3 (Figure 

 4 ). At the Kerinitis study locations, the foreset FA is appar-

ent in Unit 7 at Location K1a, b and c and Unit 6 at K2. The 

foreset FA is represented by steep, basinward‐dipping (be-

tween 22° and 25°), 10–350 m high cross‐beds. The cross‐

beds comprise well‐sorted, clast‐supported (and sometimes 

open‐framework), sub‐rounded cobble conglomerate with 

some inverse grading and many scours (facies Co3, Co4 and 

Sa4 in Supporting Information Appendix  S1 : Table A). In 

some places, the conglomeratic foreset units are separated by 

preserved, gently dipping finer‐grained intervals (e.g. Figure 

 5 ), but in most cases these are eroded. The foreset facies as-

sociation was emplaced in a high‐energy environment occu-

pied by avalanching sediment gravity flows, characteristic of 

the upper foreset slope. The height of the foresets indicates 

the palaeo‐water depth and ranges from a few metres when 

the foresets built over a previous delta topset (e.g. S1–3; 

Figure 4), to a few hundred metres, when they built beyond 

the previous fan delta TFBP and into the deep water basin 

(e.g. Figures  5  and  7 ).   

   5.4 |  FA4–Bottomsets 
 Three bottomset FAs have been identified across the fan del-

tas and are interpreted to represent distal (4a), intermediate 

(4b) and proximal (4c) positions with respect to the sediment 

input point (Figure  6  and Table  1 ). These deposits form the 

fine‐grained intervals between the major stratigraphic units.  

 The distal bottomset FA (4a) is mainly represented by 

calcareous mudstone‐siltstone (marl) beds and is apparent in 

the interval between Units 7 and 8 at Location S1 (Selinous; 

Figures  4  and  6 ). There is evidence of soft‐sediment defor-

mation and cm‐wide, 10 cm‐length, sand‐ and mud‐filled 

            F I G U R E  6    (a) Field photographs of FAs 4a and 4b. (b) Log of FA 4b from the fine interval between Units 10 and 11 at Selinous Location 

S3. (c) Log of FA 4c from the fine interval between Units 5 and 6 at Kerinitis Location K2. (d) Field photographs of FA 4c—note symmetrical 

ripples, indicating shallow water depth 
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burrows (facies Sa1, Sa3, Fi1, Fi2 and Fi4, in Supporting 

Information Appendix  S1 : Table A). A 0.8 m thick, later-

ally discontinuous, poorly‐sorted, clast‐supported sand-

stone‐cobble‐grade conglomerate (facies Co4 in Supporting 

Information Appendix  S1 : Table A) cuts into the finer sedi-

ments. We interpret the fine sediments to be deposited from 

dilute turbidity currents and suspension fall‐out in a low en-

ergy environment and the conglomerate as a debrite sourced 

from the delta front. 

 The intermediate bottomset FA (4b) is evident be-

tween Units 10 and 11 at Location S3 (Figures  4  and  6 ). 

It is characterised by interbedded sandstone and mudstone 

beds with some wavy laminations. The sandstones are in-

versely graded with slightly erosive bases and gravel lags 

(facies Sa1, Sa2, Sa4, Sa5, Fi1, Fi2, Fi3, Fi5 and Fi6 in 

Supporting Information Appendix  S1 : Table A) and are in-

terpreted as turbidites. Muddy intervals represent periods 

of quiescence between events or dilute turbidity current 

deposits. The proximal bottomset FA (4c) is observed be-

tween Units 8 and 9 at Location S2, between Units 5 and 

6 at Location K2 and between Units 4 and 7 at Location 

K1a (Figures  4  and  6 ). It is characterised by coarser, mainly 

well‐sorted sand‐gravel‐grade sediments (facies Co6, Sa1‐6, 

Fi1 and Fi2 in Supporting Information Appendix  S1 : Table 

A), with symmetrical and asymmetrical ripple laminations, 

gravel dune‐scale cross‐beds, wavy and planar laminations, 

soft‐sediment deformation (convolute laminations, folds and 

dewatering structures) and bioturbation. The range of struc-

tures is interpreted to be due to a more proximal position 

with respect to the river outlet, where hyperpycnal flows and 

wave processes may have operated near the base of small 

foreset slopes in shallow water.   

  T A B L E  1   Summary of facies associations with geometric 

position and depositional environment interpretations 

 FA code 
 Constituent 
facies 

 FA 
interpretation  Sub‐association 

 1a  Co1, Co2 

 Fluvial topset   

 Channel fill 

 1b  Co1, Sa2, 

Sa6, Fi3 

 Delta plain 

 2a  Co4, Co5  Shallow water 

topset   

 Beach barrier 

 2b  Co5  Lower shoreface 

 3  Co3, Co4, Sa4  Foreset    

 4a  Sa1, Sa3, Fi1, 

Fi2, Fi4 

 Bottomset     

 Distal 

 4b  Sa1, Sa2, Sa4, 

Sa5, Fi1−3, 

Fi5, Fi6 

 Intermediate 

 4c  Co6, Sa1−6, 

Fi1, Fi2 

 Proximal 

            F I G U R E  7    Geometric position 

of shallow water bottomsets (FA 4c). 

(a) Diagram shows the position of two 

hypothetical delta units X and Y to show 

the juxtaposition of underlying topsets 

of Y and overlying bottomsets of X in 

shallow water. The bottomsets of X are 

in a water depth above storm wave base 

and therefore present shallow water 

facies even though they are geometric 

bottomsets. (b) Sketch of the modern 

Selinous fan delta (X), prograding over 

the Late Pleistocene Selinous fan delta 

(Y) as an example of the juxtaposition 

shown in A (position shown in Figure  1 ). 

Bathymetry data from Cotterill (  2002  ) 

and McNeill et al. (  2005  ) 
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   6  |   KEY SURFACES 

   6.1 |  Flooding surfaces 
 Fan delta successions can be subdivided into major stratal 

units based on stratal terminations (e.g. downlaps, onlaps 

and truncations) and major facies changes (Mitchum, Vail, & 

Thompson,   1977  ). Fine‐grained intervals are present between 

conglomeratic units in the topset regions and transition zones. 

Basinward, fine‐grained units are poorly preserved, with one 

exception at Location K1b (Kerinitis). However, their cor-

relative expression can be traced down‐dip into the foreset 

region using onlap and downlap patterns and dip changes 

between foresets. In both fan deltas, the fine‐grained inter-

vals are similar in their position (generally preserved in the 

topset regions and transition zones) and thickness (ca. 2 m). 

Locally, the bases of the fine‐grained intervals are slightly 

erosional. The facies of the fine‐grained intervals range from 

laminated mudstones and deformed siltstones (FA 4a), inter-

bedded siltstones‐sandstones (FA 4b), to rippled sandstones 

and gravels (FA 4c). 

 The bases of the fine‐grained intervals are interpreted 

to represent transgressive surfaces. The maximum flooding 

surfaces are speculated to be within the fine‐grained units 

in the topset region of the deltas above each transgressive 

surface. The upper part of the fine‐grained intervals may be 

contemporaneous with the foreset progradation and therefore 

represents the subsequent regressive trend. In the analogous 

modern conglomeratic deltas along the southern shore of the 

Gulf of Corinth, fine‐grained deposits are restricted to: (a) 

inter‐distributary bays, (b) lagoons, (c) fluvial overbanks and 

(d) shelfal, shallow water bottomsets, away from the dynamic, 

coarse‐grained, gravity‐driven processes in the foreset region 

and where dilute turbidity currents and suspension fall‐out 

processes dominate. The two former interpretations are omit-

ted based on the absence of rootlets, palaeosols, intact fauna 

or overall palaeocurrent changes that would indicate delta 

lobe avulsion and thus a migration to an inter‐distributary bay 

setting. In addition, the fine‐grained intervals are too wide-

spread to represent a single lagoon in this setting. In the more 

proximal parts of the fan delta, it is not possible to character-

ise the fine‐grained intervals, so it is possible that they could 

comprise of fluvial overbank deposits (Backert et al.,   2010  ). 

However, an interpretation of transgressive reworking of the 

topset region and deposition of shelfal fines is favoured. 

 We do not infer a great water depth for the deposition of 

the bottomset facies and interpret the fine‐grained deposits 

to represent shelfal fines as opposed to slope/abyssal plain 

fines when positioned landward of the large, basinward‐dip-

ping foresets. Where small foresets prograde in shallow water 

in the proximal topset region, widespread bottomset deposi-

tion over the previous fan delta topset occurs (Figure  7 ). If 

the previous delta topset and thus the subsequent overlying 

bottomset, lies at a water depth above storm wave base, upper 

and lower shoreface environmental facies are possible, even 

though geometrically they were deposited in the bottomsets 

(FA 4b and FA 4c). Bathymetry data of the Late Pleistocene 

and modern Selinous deltas (Cotterill,   2002  ; McNeill et al., 

  2005  ; Figure  7 ) support the intercalation of bottomset and 

topset deposits. The topset of the Late Pleistocene delta (Y 

in Figure  7 ) is overlain by the fine sediment of the modern 

system ' s bottomset (X in Figure  7 ). Debrites from the modern 

system are identified in the bottomset of X that are placed on 

the topset of Y.  

   6.2 |  Sequence boundaries 
 In most cases, there is evidence for minor erosion of the fine‐

grained intervals by overlying topset units during prograda-

tion. However, deeper erosion (at the scale of several metres 

depth) that is subaerial in nature is only expressed at Selinous. 

At Selinous Location S2, the progradational foresets of Unit 

9 infill a ca. 4 m deep erosional surface that incises into the 

underlying fine‐grained interval. Where the fine‐grained in-

terval is missing, foresets are seen to directly overlay Unit 

8, which comprises fluvial delta plain facies (FA 1b) with 

several palaeosols (Figure  8 ). The large lateral extent of the 

surface, traceable across the length of the whole fan delta and 

the basinward shift of depositional environments, supports an 

interpretation of the erosive surface as a sequence boundary 

formed by a relative base level fall. Between Units 7 and 8 

at S1, another surface with erosion of several metres depth is 

apparent and could be a sequence boundary. The bottomset 

deposit at this location is finer and therefore interpreted to be 

more distal, than those at S2.  

 At Kerinitis, there is a ca. 100 m deep erosional cut at Key 

Stratal Surface 5 (KSS5) between the foresets of Units 3 and 7. 

Backert et al. (  2010  ) attribute this to a large‐scale submarine 

mass failure unrelated to relative base level change. Otherwise, 

major surfaces at Kerinitis appear to be either: (a) associated 

with major facies changes with limited erosion or (b) erosive 

with a lack of subaerial indicators and occurring at the base 

of foresets (‘cuspate erosion surfaces’ in Backert et al.,   2010  ). 

These erosion surfaces are not interpreted to represent sequence 

boundaries due to the lack of evidence of subaerial exposure. 

We interpret that the erosion surfaces form by autocyclic pro-

cesses, in agreement with the interpretation from Backert et al. 

(  2010  ). Figure  8  shows the difference in the nature of key strati-

graphic surfaces between Selinous (erosive sequence bound-

ary) and Kerinitis (non‐erosive surface) with examples from S2 

and K3. 

 In summary, sequence boundaries are interpreted near the 

fault tip at Selinous, but not near the fault centre at Kerinitis. 

One explanation is that Kerinitis is positioned near the fault 

centre where greater subsidence could counteract basinwide 

relative base level falls (cf. Gawthorpe et al.,   1994  ).   
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   7  |   STRATAL STACKING 
PATTERNS 

   7.1 |  Description of stratal stacking patterns 

 At both fan deltas, the major stratal units are dominated by 

conglomerates, comprising FA 1 and 2 in the topsets and 

FA 3 in the foresets. The topsets extend for up to 2 km away 

from the fault to the TFBP, where restored stratigraphic dips 

increase from sub‐horizontal to 20–25°. Average unit thick-

ness is thinner at Selinous (ca. 25 m) compared to Kerinitis 

(ca. 60 m). At both fan deltas, the units thicken towards the 

fault by ca. 10 m. The thickness of the units is generally 

uniform through time at Selinous. At Kerinitis, unit thick-

ness generally increases towards the middle part of the fan 

delta and thins towards the top (Backert et al.,   2010  ). The 

units also thicken into the foreset regions down‐dip with 

foreset heights reaching > 350 m, as the fan deltas pro-

graded into deeper water depths towards the basin centre. 

At Selinous, we observe 15 stratal units. At Kerinitis, we 

observe 11 stratal units, but the base of the Kerinitis suc-

cession is not observed. Previously, Kerinitis has been sub-

divided into 12 (Dart et al.,   1994  ) or 11 stratigraphic units, 

with the uppermost unit designated as the Kolokotronis fan 

delta of the Upper Group (Backert et al.,   2010  ). A ‘proto‐

delta’ (Stratal Unit 0 in Backert et al.,   2010  ) recording ini-

tiation of subsidence is also identified towards the base of 

Kerinitis and is differentiated based on the interpretation 

of a sequence boundary at the top, drainage realignment 

and basinward shift of the subsequent units (Backert et al., 

  2010  ). 

 Trajectory analysis of the TFBP (Figures  6  and  9 ) was un-

dertaken at both fan deltas for the middle units: Units 4–8 at 

Kerinitis and Units 7–11 at Selinous. It should be noted that 

these units were chosen for analysis based on accessibility 

alone and there is no evidence for correlation between the 

units. Trajectory analysis for the whole of the Kerinitis fan 

delta is presented by Backert et al. (  2010  ). Figure  9  shows 

schematic dip sections of the two fan deltas juxtaposed along 

the P‐M Fault, with the trajectory analysis of each for com-

parison. The unit thicknesses are normalised to emphasise the 

relative patterns in the trajectory styles. From the trajectory 

analysis, it appears that the stacking patterns are similar at 

both fan deltas across three scales, from stacking within units 

(10‐m scale), stacking between units (100‐m scale), to stack-

ing of the whole fan delta succession (several 100‐m scale).  

            F I G U R E  8    Sketch and field photographs to present an erosional surface apparent at Selinous Location S2 between Units 8 and 9, interpreted 

to be a sequence boundary. Photographs shown from KSS2 between Units 1 and 2 of a non‐erosive surface at Kerinitis as comparison. Geologist for 

scale is 1.75 m. Numbers indicated in blue represent Facies Association codes 

(a)
(b) (c)

(a)

(b)

(c)
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 At Selinous, there is a progradational‐to‐aggradational 

style within Units 7–10, as shown by the climbing basinward 

trajectory of the TFBP. Unit 11 has a different trajectory, as 

small‐scale (10 m) foresets are apparent closer to the fault. 

This is shown by the proximal climbing basinward trajec-

tory of the TFBP (aggrading), followed by the horizontal 

basinward trajectory (prograding). Between Units 7 and 11 

at Selinous there is generally retrogradation, that is, the final 

TFBP of each unit is landward of that of the previous unit 

(Figure  9 ). However, the Selinous fan delta is aggradational 

given the overall limited horizontal migration of the TFBP. 

Within Units 4–8 at Kerinitis, there appears to be a progra-

dational‐aggradational stacking pattern that resembles the 

style of Units 7–11 at Selinous. The final TFBP of Unit 5 

is landward of that of Unit 4, indicating a phase of retro-

gradation. The final TFBP of Units 6 and 7 is basinward of 

their underlying units, indicating a phase of retrogradation. 

Finally, Unit 8 is landward of that of Unit 7 and indicates 

retrogradation. Backert et al. (  2010  ) compile the fan delta 

units into three packages and interpret the lower package 

(Units 1–3) as progradational, the middle package as progra-

dation‐aggradational (Units 4–9) and the upper package as 

progradational (Units 10–11). Although there are variations 

in stacking pattern, the overall position of the TFBP between 

Units 4 and 8 and indeed of the whole fan delta, migrated a 

limited distance (ca. 1.5 km; Figure  9 ). Therefore, Kerinitis 

also exhibits an overall aggradational stacking pattern. It is 

not possible to access and characterise the fine‐grained in-

tervals across much of the topset part of the fan deltas with 

some exceptions, so it is not possible to define the landward 

extent of flooding.  

   7.2 |  Interpretation of stratal 
stacking patterns 
 The progradation‐aggradation within the units at both fan 

deltas was a response to building out into space created by 

base level rise and subsidence, with sedimentation initially 

            F I G U R E  9    Summary diagram of architectural stacking at both fan deltas in their respective positions along the P‐M Fault. Trajectory 

analyses of topset‐foreset breakpoint of both fan deltas are shown alongside the cross‐sections. Topset‐foreset breakpoints are shown by black 

filled circles and trajectory paths are shown by black lines. Study Locations S1–3 and K1–3 are indicated. Unit thicknesses on trajectory analysis 

diagrams are normalised to emphasise the relative patterns in the trajectory styles. The trajectory of Unit 4 is less certain (question marks). 

Solid lines show observable trajectories in the transition zone and dashed lines show our interpretation of retrogradation back to the fault and/or 

correlative surfaces to down‐dip maximum flooding surfaces. Kerinitis cross‐section from Gawthorpe, Andrews, et al. (  2017  ) after Backert et al. 

(  2010  ) 
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exceeding and then keeping pace with space creation. The 

retrogradational phase at Selinous, between Units 7–11, rep-

resents a time when the relative base level rise outpaced the 

sedimentation rate. The aggradational phase at Kerinitis be-

tween Units 4–8 represents a time when sedimentation was 

equal to the space available. The overall aggradational trend 

observed in both fan deltas is a response to overall sedimenta-

tion having kept pace with accommodation generation. The 

greater unit thickness in the topset region at Kerinitis than 

Selinous may be attributed to the greater space made available 

from a higher subsidence rate near the fault centre than near 

the fault tip. 

 At both fan deltas there is clear cyclicity, with several 

major conglomeratic stratal units separated by fine‐grained 

intervals, both with relatively constant thickness within 

each fan delta. Autocyclic switching of channel position 

is intrinsic to the architecture of fan delta tops. However, 

based on previous studies and repeated airborne photog-

raphy of the Gulf of Corinth over the last 75 years, it is 

apparent that the rivers on the delta tops avulse on decadal‐

centennial timescales (Soter & Katsonopoulou,   1998  ; 

McNeill & Collier,   2004  ). Here, we are characterising an 

assumed larger scale cyclical behaviour. Such organised 

cyclicity is unlikely to develop from clustering of seismic 

activity (Scholz,   2010  ) as the long term velocity field over 

this timescale of 10–100 kyr is constant, due to the vis-

cous flow of the lower crust (Wdowinski, O ' Connell, & 

England,   1989  ). Given this and the fact that low‐mid lati-

tude Pleistocene lakes are characterised by high amplitude 

base level fluctuations (Benson et al.,   1998  ; Gasse, Lédée, 

Massault, & Fontes,   1989  ; Lyons et al.,   2015  ; Marchegiano, 

Francke, Gliozzi, & Ariztegui,   2017  ; Marshall et al., 

  2011  ), the cyclicity is attributed to periodicity in lake level 

change associated with climate. Previous authors also ad-

vocate this interpretation (Backert et al.,   2010  ; Dart et al., 

  1994  ). Sediment supply is also likely to fluctuate with 

climate (Collier, Leeder, & Maynard,   1990  ; Collier et al., 

  2000  ). Therefore, during the existence of the lake, climatic 

changes associated with orbital forcing influenced the evo-

lution of the coast through fluctuations in both base level 

and sediment supply (Collier,   1990  ; Gawthorpe, Leeder, et 

al.,   2017  ; Leeder, Harris, & Kirkby,   1998  ; Moretti et al., 

  2004  ). Lake level is interpreted to have risen and fallen 

multiple times throughout the Early‐Middle Pleistocene 

with close to zero net change over the build times of the 

fan deltas. Without the addition of fault‐related subsidence, 

there would be no space for the sediments to accumulate on 

the topsets, as each base level fall would remove the space 

created by each base level rise. Instead, distinctly progra-

dational stacking pattern would be apparent with a consis-

tent sediment supply, which is not apparent. Sedimentation 

must therefore have kept pace with the space creation from 

subsidence.   

   8  |   QUANTIFICATION OF 
CONTROLS 

 Here, we attempt to use the field data to discern and quantify 

the architectural controls on fan delta evolution. Subsidence 

rates can be estimated using the thickness of the syn‐rift suc-

cessions over the time through which the fan deltas built (fan 

delta build time), sedimentation rates from the combination 

of thickness accumulated and stacking pattern over time, and 

base level change from extrapolation of unit thickness to 

the fault tip where subsidence is zero. We assign qualitative 

uncertainty values (1–5) to each control parameter, where 1 

represents a very low uncertainty estimate and 5 represents 

a very high uncertainty estimate. This approach identified 

which variable is most uncertain and would be a focus for 

numerical model testing. Table  2  presents each control pa-

rameter and uncertainty estimate.  

 Local climate varied in response to orbital forcing 

during the Early‐Middle Pleistocene with the ca. 41 kyr 

dominant cyclicity (Capraro et al.,   2005  ; Dodenov, 

  2005  ; Suc & Popescu,   2005  ) that is recorded worldwide 

(Emiliani,   1978  ; Head & Gibbard,   2005  ; Lisiecki & 

Raymo,   2007  ). This is assigned a low uncertainty value 

of 1. The Gulf of Corinth was mainly lacustrine (Lake 

Corinth) between ca. 3.6 Ma and ca. 600 ka (Collier, 

  1990  ; Freyberg,   1973  ; Gawthorpe, Leeder, et al.,   2017  ; 

Moretti et al.,   2004  ). It is likely that lake levels fluctu-

ated as a result of the well‐constrained cyclical climatic 

changes, but it is not known how the lake level changed 

and whether it mimicked global sea level fluctuations. 

Various studies from the Late Pleistocene show low‐mid 

latitude lakes fluctuating with the same periodicity as 

global sea level, e.g. Lake Lisan, Dead Sea (Torfstein, 

Goldstein, Stein, & Enzel,   2013  ), Lakes Tana and 

Tanganyika, East Africa (Gasse et al.,   1989  ; Marshall et 

al.,   2011  ), Mono and Owens Lakes, California (Benson 

et al.,   1998  ), Lake Trasimeno, Italy (Marchegiano et 

al.,   2017  ), with low lake levels corresponding to events 

during glacial periods (low global sea level). However, 

the climate response (precipitation‐evaporation balance) 

to such events is spatially variable and it is also unknown 

whether this Late Pleistocene trend is representative of 

climate changes during the Early‐Middle Pleistocene. 

The cyclical stratigraphy and facies of the deltas indi-

cate that lake level changes did occur, and a frequency of 

ca. 41 kyr in line with climate during the Early‐Middle 

Pleistocene is consistent with the age of the fan deltas. 

 Palynological data from the adjacent and contempora-

neous Vouraikos delta indicate that the fan deltas started to 

build at ca. 1.8 Ma (Ford et al.,   2007  ) and stopped developing 

when they began to be uplifted in the footwall of the West 

Helike Fault. Using uplift rates on the contiguous East Helike 
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Fault of 1–1.5 mm/year (De Martini et al.,   2004  ) and pres-

ent‐day final topset elevation (ca. 800 m) of the fan delta, an 

age for their demise is estimated as 530–800 ka (Ford et al., 

  2007  ). The age constraint from palynology and uplift rates 

of ca. 1.8 to ca. 700 ka supports the use of ca. 41 kyr as the 

dominant cyclicity. 

 Assuming the cyclicity is not autogenic and each fine‐

grained interval contains a maximum flooding surface on 

the rising limb of a relative base level curve, the deposition 

of each unit represents one climatic cycle. At Selinous, there 

are 15 stratal units, each representing ca. 41 kyr of deposi-

tion, from which we infer that the fan delta built over a total 

of 615 kyr. At Kerinitis, the base is not exposed, but there 

are at least 11 stratal units and so the minimum delta build 

time is 450 kyr. If the ‘proto‐delta’ at the base were to be 

included in our framework or the lower units were exposed, 

this estimated build time would be longer. These approxi-

mations are consistent with previous estimates of fan delta 

build time based on palynological analysis of the concurrent 

and adjacent Vouraikos fan delta of 500–800 kyr (Ford et 

al.,   2007  ; Malartre, Ford, & Williams,   2004  ) and therefore 

we assign these build time estimates with a low uncertainty 

value of 2. 

 There is far greater uncertainty on the amplitude of lake 

level change. The unit thicknesses at Kerinitis are ca. 60 m 

and at Selinous are ca. 25 m. As both fan deltas developed 

only 6 km apart, in the hangingwall of the same fault, the lake 

level fluctuations affecting both systems were the same and 

the difference in unit thicknesses is mainly due to variation 

in local subsidence rate. Subsidence was greater at Kerinitis 

than at Selinous; at least 35 m of unit thickness accounts 

for the contribution from additional subsidence at Kerinitis. 

Therefore, the maximum base level rise during one cycle is 

25 m. As Selinous sits close to the fault tip but still under-

went subsidence, lake level change would have been less than 

25 m. The amplitude of lake level rise is assigned a high un-

certainty value of 4. 

 Neither succession has undergone significant burial 

or compaction. The thickness of syn‐rift sediments 

against the fault and therefore maximum total subsid-

ence at Selinous is ca. 400 m. The sediment is inferred 

to have accumulated over 615 kyr, which gives an av-

erage subsidence rate of 0.65 m/kyr. At Kerinitis, there 

is an estimated thickness and therefore estimated total 

subsidence of ca. 800 m, which is calculated based on 

average topset unit thickness of 65 m, average topset 

thickening into the fault of ca. 10 m and 11 observable 

units. We infer that the sediment accumulated during 

11 cycles over at least 450 kyr, which gives a minimum 

average subsidence rate of 1.77 m/kyr. The axes of the 

two fan deltas are positioned 6 km apart along‐strike 

of the fault and therefore using the two estimated av-

erage subsidence rates, subsidence decay per kilometre 

is approximately 0.19 m/kyr towards the fault tip. As 

Kerinitis is positioned 10 km from the western fault tip 

and the fault is ca. 24 km in length, it sits ca. 2 km to the 

east of the fault centre and therefore the average subsid-

ence rate there is slightly lower than the maximum on 

the fault. The Vouraikos fan delta sits ca. 3–4 km to the 

west of the fault centre and has a thickness of >800 m 

(Ford et al.,   2007  ). Extrapolating the subsidence decay 

rate derived between Selinous and Kerinitis towards the 

  T A B L E  2   Quantitative field observations and control parameter derivations, with assigned uncertainty values (1–5). 1 = low uncertainty; 

5 = high uncertainty 

    Parameter  Selinous  Kerinitis  Uncertainty value (1–5) 

 Observations  Number of units  15  11  1 

 Total thickness of deltas  ca. 400 m  >800 m  1 

 Thickness of units  25 m  60 m  1 

 Distance between the two deltas  6 km  1 

 Unit thickness decay rate along fault  5.8 m/km  1 

 Interpretations  Total subsidence  ca. 400 m  >800 m  1 

 Climate change periodicity  ca. 41 kyr  1 

 Lake level change periodicity  ca. 41 kyr  2 

 Delta build time  615 kyr  >451 kyr  2 

 Subsidence rate  0.65 m/kyr  >1.77 m/kyr  2 

 Magnitude of lake level rise through each 

climatic cycle 

 <25 m  4 

 10–15 m 
 a  
     2 

 a  
    

 12 m 
 b  
     2 

 b  
    

 Average sedimentation rate  0.65 m/kyr  >1.77 m/kyr  2 

 Sedimentation model through time  Variable  4 

  
 a  
Values refined from numerical modelling exercise with Syn‐Strat.      

 b  
Values refined using independent thickness extrapolation method.      
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            F I G U R E  1 0    Input parameters for numerical model Syn‐Strat, derived from field observations and example outputs. (a) Relative base 

level curve inputs and output: (a1) 1D input curves representing subsidence and lake level in time and space; (a2) the subdivision of a relative 

base level curve that is applied to the 3D surface; (a3) resultant surface showing 3D relative base level through time, along the length of the fault. 

(b) Sedimentation inputs incorporated to produce an accommodation surface: (b1) 1D inputs of sedimentation in time and space; (b2) schematic 

diagram with red line to indicate position of the plots relative to the fault, i.e. a position in the immediate hangingwall of the fault; (b3) resultant 3D 

accommodation surface. Positions of Kerinitis and Selinous are shown by K and S labels, respectively. Sequence boundaries are positioned between 

yellow and purple sections and are apparent at the fault tips, but absent towards the fault centre in both (a3) and (b3). Note reduced accommodation 

at fan delta locations in (b3) due to sediment‐filling. Amplitude of lake level change is varied in the sensitivity tests (pale yellow). EFT = East Fault 

Tip; WFT = West Fault Tip 
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fault centre gives an estimated average minimum sub-

sidence rate at the centre of the fault of 2.15 m/kyr. This 

estimate is highly comparable to Holocene fault‐related 

subsidence rates from the Gulf of Corinth (2.2–3.5 mm/

year, McNeill & Collier,   2004  ), the Gulf of Patras, cen-

tral Greece (average of 2–5 mm/year and 1–2 mm/year 

away from the main border faults, Chronis, Piper, & 

Anagnostou,   1991  ) and the Wasatch Fault Zone, Basin 

and Range Province, USA (<2 mm/year, Gawthorpe 

et al.,   1994  ; Machette, Persounius, & Nelson,   1991  ; 

Schwartz & Coppersmith,   1984  ). The syn‐rift sediment 

thicknesses (total subsidence) are well constrained and 

we consider that the fan delta build time has relatively 

low uncertainty; hence the subsidence rates are assigned 

an equivalent low uncertainty value of 2. If each cycle 

had a ca. 20 kyr or ca. 100 kyr period, then the calcu-

lated subsidence rate would change, but this is neither 

consistent with the current understanding of climate 

in Greece in the Early‐Middle Pleistocene, nor typical 

fault displacement rates in the region (Capraro et al., 

  2005  ; Dodenov,   2005  ; McNeill & Collier,   2004  ; Suc & 

Popescu,   2005  ). 

 The aggradational stacking trend at both fan deltas reveals 

that overall sedimentation rate kept pace with subsidence 

rate over the fan delta build times. Accordingly, as aggrada-

tion is present at both fan deltas and there is greater subsid-

ence at Kerinitis, the sedimentation rate must be higher at 

Kerinitis. By dividing the total thickness of syn‐rift sediment 

by the time taken for the sediment to accumulate, the aver-

age sedimentation rate at Selinous must be ca. 0.65 m/kyr 

and at Kerinitis the average sedimentation rate is higher at 

ca. 1.77 m/kyr. This is similar to estimates for the Vouraikos 

fan delta that sits along‐strike from Kerinitis (Figure  1 ), 

where sedimentation rates are estimated to be 1.3–2 mm/year 

(Ford et al.,   2007  ). We refer to a sedimentation rate and not 

a sediment supply rate, as some of the sediment may have 

been bypassed to the deep basin (e.g. Stevenson, Jackson, 

Hodgson, Hubbard, & Eggenhuisen,   2015  ) or redistributed 

along‐strike. Although justified as an estimate, an average 

sedimentation rate does not reflect any probable variation 

over the fan delta build time, for example from climate or slip 

rate related changes in erosion rate, we therefore assign these 

a high uncertainty value of 4.  

   9  |   REDUCING UNCERTAINTY OF 
CONTROL PARAMETERS 

   9.1 |  Numerical modelling with Syn‐Strat 
 To reduce the uncertainty and more accurately quantify the 

major controls, we undertake a numerical modelling exer-

cise using Syn‐Strat (Barrett et al.,   2018  ). Syn‐Strat pro-

duces a 3D graphical surface representing accommodation 

in the hangingwall of a normal fault, resulting from tectonic 

subsidence, sedimentation and sea‐ or lake‐level inputs. 

Stacking patterns or systems tracts can be applied to the 

surface. Control parameters that have been derived from the 

field data are input into the model (Figure  10 ). Various sen-

sitivity tests are performed, whereby one of the controls with 

the least uncertainty is varied to assess the closest match to 

the field observations. Magnitude of base level change and 

sedimentation rate has the greatest uncertainty (Table  2 ). 

Although the variation in sedimentation rate through time 

is unknown, we have some constraint on average sedimen-

tation rate from the aggradational stacking patterns at both 

fan deltas. Lake level change amplitude was tested and is 

varied at 5 m intervals from 5 m to 30 m (Figure  11 ). The 

field observations that we compare are the presence of se-

quence boundaries at Selinous and absence at Kerinitis and 

are taken from sections cutting the eastern margins of the fan 

deltas (positions are indicated on the flattened plots, c1-c6 in 

Figure  11  by the dashed lines).   

 Figure  10  explains the set‐up of the numerical model-

ling tests. The size of the basin is defined first in the model 

and represented by the size of the matrix. In this case, we 

define the fault block width (6 km) and length (24 km) and 

the distance between the axis of each fan delta (6 km). The 

sediment input points are placed at the respective positions 

of the fan deltas along the fault; 4 km (Selinous) and 10 km 

(Kerinitis) from the western fault tip. For the timescale, we 

take the maximum fan delta build time, which is derived from 

Selinous as 615 kyr. Each parameter is defined with one‐di-

mensional graphical curves plotted along the fault (x), away 

from the fault (y) and in time (t) (Figure  10 a1). 

 We present the subsidence and lake level controls 

alone (Figure  10 a), in order to show the resultant rela-

tive base level curve without sedimentation inputs. All 

            F I G U R E  1 1    Results from numerical modelling sensitivity tests with Syn‐Strat. The amplitude of lake level (a) is varied from 5 m to 30 m 

at 5 m intervals. 3D accommodation surface is shown as example (b). Flattened accommodation surfaces are presented for each test with stages of 

base level curve presented to allow visualisation of stratigraphic surface extent (c1‐c6). Sequence boundaries (SBs) are between yellow and purple 

sections. Positions of Kerinitis and Selinous are shown by K and S labels, respectively. Approximate outcrop section positions are indicated by 

dashed lines. The 5 m amplitude test (c1) reveals sequence boundary absence at both outcrop section positions and the 20–30 m (c4-c6) amplitude 

tests reveal the presence of sequence boundaries at both outcrop section positions—not comparable to field observations. The 10 m and 15 m 

amplitude tests (c2 and c3, highlighted in green) reveal absence of sequence boundaries at the outcrop section position at Kerinitis and presence 

of sequence boundaries at the outcrop section position at Selinous—most comparable to field observations—refining the amplitude of lake level 

fluctuations during the Early‐Middle Pleistocene to 10–15 m 
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parameters are kept constant, other than the parame-

ter in question (lake level amplitude). The 3D output 

shows relative base level change at every point along 

the length of the fault for a position in the immediate 

hangingwall of the fault (red line on the schematic di-

agram in b2 of Figure  10 ). This position is chosen as it 

is where the maximum topset unit thickness is observed 

and has been used to calculate the subsidence and sedi-

mentation rates. Systems tracts (or stages of a base level 

curve) can be applied to a 3D relative base level (a2 and 

a3 of Figure  10 ), just as they can to a traditional 1D rel-

ative base level curve. With the given parameters, it is 

apparent that the key stratigraphic surfaces are diachro-

nous along the fault due to the subsidence variation. The 

falling limb of the relative base level curve (purple seg-

ment on Figure  10 a) and therefore sequence boundary 

is defined as the onset of the fall (between yellow and 

purple segments). It is not expressed at the fault centre, 

because subsidence outpaces the maximum rate of lake 

level fall. Sedimentation fills the space made available 

through time (Figure  10 b), so that at each time step, the 

space for subsequent deposition is a result of the pre-

ceding base level change, subsidence and sedimentation 

(Barrett et al.,   2018  ). The addition of the sedimentation 

curves in time and space (Figure  10 b1) produces an ac-

commodation curve that is reduced from sediment‐fill-

ing at the positions of the fan deltas (Figure  10 b3). 

 The suite of sensitivity tests show that the diachroneity 

of stratigraphic surfaces decreases with increasing ampli-

tude of base level, as the subsidence control becomes less 

dominant (Figure  11 ). In the test with the lowest base level 

change (5 m; c1), the onset of relative base level fall occurs 

ca. 6–12 kyr earlier at the centre of the fan deltas than at the 

margins, whereas in the highest amplitude base level change 

test (30 m; c6), it appears to occur at the same time along 

the fault and any diachroneity is below the resolution of the 

model. There is a clear difference in the nature of sequence 

boundaries diachroneity between the tests. There are also 

changes within each test through time. It appears that the 

diachroneity generally increases through time and in doing 

so, progressively limits the sequence boundaries to positions 

closer towards the centre of the fan deltas. This is likely to 

be in response to the subsidence and sedimentation rates in-

creasing through time in the model (Figure  10 ). Our analysis 

was undertaken in the middle‐to‐upper units of the fan deltas 

and so it is here in the model outputs that we assess the pres-

ence or absence of sequence boundaries. 

 When the amplitude of base level change is >20 m 

(Figure  11 , c4, c5 and c6), sequence boundaries are ex-

pressed across both Kerinitis and Selinous. In the field, 

however, we observe sequence boundaries at Selinous, but 

not at Kerinitis. In the 5 m amplitude test (Figure  11 , c1), 

sequence boundaries are present at the centre of both fan 

deltas as here there is maximum sedimentation; the sed-

iments fill and exceed the available accommodation and 

this causes the system to prograde basinwards. However, 

at the margins of the fan deltas, where sedimentation is 

lower, the sequence boundaries are not expressed. As we 

observe sequence boundaries at the margin of Selinous, 

this test is also not comparable to our observations. For 

base level change amplitudes of 10 m and 15 m (Figure  11 , 

c2 and c3), sequence boundaries are expressed in the model 

results in the middle‐upper units at the margin of Selinous, 

but not at Kerinitis, which match our field observations. 

These tests are performed with average sedimentation rate 

equivalent to subsidence. Sedimentation rate is unlikely to 

be higher than our estimates, but could be lower. In this 

case, the effect of a relative base level rise would be am-

plified, so a lower lake level amplitude would be required 

to give the same response to match our field observations. 

The lake level change amplitude estimate is therefore a 

maximum value. In the 15 m amplitude change test (Figure 

 11 , c3), sequence boundaries are absent at Kerinitis in the 

upper units, but present in the middle units. In the field, the 

middle units (Units 4–8) do not reveal sequence boundar-

ies; hence the 10 m amplitude lake level change amplitude 

is more consistent with field observations than the 15 m. 

However, we recognise that uncertainties in the inputs do 

not allow us to constrain the magnitude of lake level ampli-

tude change to less than 5 m, henceforth we utilise a unit 

thickness extrapolation approach to validate the numerical 

modelling output.  

   9.2 |  Refinement of lake level change using 
unit thickness extrapolation method 
 Lake level changes of 10–15 m amplitude are supported by 

the extrapolation of unit thicknesses towards the fault tip 

(Figure  12 ). Average unit thickness of the Kerinitis topsets 

is ca. 60 m and at Selinous is ca. 25 m. The thickness con-

tribution from subsidence is at least 35 m at Kerinitis and 

reduces towards the fault tip (in blue on Figure  12 ). The 

unit thickness decay between Kerinitis and Selinous occurs 

over 6 km, with a decay rate of 5.8 m/km. If the same as-

sumed linear unit decay trend is extrapolated a further 4 km 

to the fault tip, where fault‐controlled subsidence is theo-

retically zero, the units would hypothetically lose a further 

23 m thickness, leaving 12 m of possible unit thickness at 

the fault tip. There must be a space created for this thick-

ness of sediment to accumulate at the fault tip as subsid-

ence is zero and fluctuation of lake level associated with 

climate change is the most likely mechanism. There is no 

actual stratigraphy preserved at the fault tip because there 

is no net accommodation gain in the immediate hanging-

wall of the P‐M Fault. This analysis assumes that there 

is no additional space creation from other nearby faults, 
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background subsidence or underlying topography for the 

sediments to fill. The calculated 12 m base level change is 

comparable with the model estimate of 10–15 m.    

   10 |   IMPLICATIONS 

 The implications for this work are three‐fold: (a) we dem-

onstrate a method for dissociating base level from faulting, 

which could be applied to a number of other rift basin‐fills; 

(b) we present a quantitative modelling approach to the 

analysis of stacking and surfaces, constrained by field data, 

that could be applied to stratigraphic pinch‐out assessment 

and cross‐hole correlations in reservoir analysis; and (c) we 

derive a lake level change amplitude for the region, which 

could aid regional palaeoclimate studies and inform broader 

climate‐system models. 

   10.1 |  Applications to other basins 

 Two independent methods—forward modelling with Syn‐

Strat and unit thickness extrapolation—provided compara-

ble results for lake level change amplitude in Lake Corinth 

through the Early to Middle Pleistocene (10–15 m). Other 

studies have presented the problem of dissociating base 

level from faulting in rift basins. Dorsey and Umhoefer 

(  2000  ) attribute the accommodation creation for the 

Pliocene vertically stacked deltas in the Loreto Basin, Gulf 

of California to episodic fault‐controlled subsidence near 

the fault centre and to eustasy near the fault tip, by correla-

tion of parasequences to a marine oxygen isotope curve. 

It is likely that subsidence rate outpaced eustasy near the 

fault centre to restrict the development of sequence bound-

aries to the fault tips. By utilising our methods, it would be 

possible to affirm whether the stacking cyclicity observed 

is attributable to faulting or base level change. The numeri-

cal modelling approach with Syn‐Strat is not limited to rift 

basins. Any mechanism that creates or reduces accommo-

dation (e.g. salt diapirism or thrust folding) could replace 

the normal fault in the model and sequence stratigraphic 

evolution in these settings could be assessed. In areas with 

good age/eustatic sea level constraints and for given sedi-

mentation rates, different structural styles could be tested 

to find the best fit to the observed stratigraphy.  

   10.2 |  Subsurface appraisal 
 By comparing two fan deltas, we have been able to constrain 

the interplay of allogenic controls responsible for their depo-

sitional architectures. The study of a single fan delta would 

not have been sufficient to do this; hence we highlight the 

importance of studying multiple systems within a single 

basin‐fill. With subsidence rates of 0.65 m/kyr at Selinous at 

ca. 4 km from the western fault tip, 1.77 m/kyr at Kerinitis at 

ca. 10 km from the tip, there should be a maximum subsid-

ence rate of 2.14 m/kyr at the fault centre (ca. 2 km further 

            F I G U R E  1 2    Along‐strike graphical cross‐section to show unit thickness decay extrapolation towards the western fault tip. This is to derive a 

hypothetical unit thickness at the fault tip, where subsidence is zero and any remaining thickness may have accumulated in space derived from base 

level change, thus providing an independent derivation of the amplitude of base level change through the Early‐Middle Pleistocene in Lake Corinth 

(12 m), in support of our modelling results (10–15 m). The semi‐circular lines are presented to show the extent of the deltas along the fault and to 

highlight the greater thickness of Kerinitis than Selinous 
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along‐strike). Unit thickness could, for instance, be extrapo-

lated along‐strike to provide a hypothetical estimate of 72 m 

at the fault centre, assuming predominantly aggradational 

stacking geometries. We cannot test this in the area as no fan 

delta is located exactly at the fault centre and there is no point 

source at the fault tip. However, in other settings the ability 

to predict the variation of stratigraphic thickness along‐strike 

is important for assessment of stratigraphic pinch‐out in hy-

drocarbon reservoirs. The modelling work also demonstrates 

the extent and nature of diachroneity of sequence boundaries 

along‐strike. Such spatiotemporal variability in erosion can 

have implications for reservoir unit correlation and connec-

tivity. Barrett et al. (  2018  ) demonstrate that the surfaces are 

not only diachronous, but how that diachroneity may change 

along the fault and through time for given scenarios. Here, we 

go one step further and quantify that variation. For example, 

in the 10 m lake level amplitude test, the sequence boundary 

occurs ca. 6 kyr earlier at the centre of the fan deltas than at 

the margins (Figure  11 ). In a subsurface setting, this method 

could improve confidence in cross‐hole correlations of these 

surfaces.  

   10.3 |  Implications of a lake level change 
amplitude of 10–15 m 
 Early‐Middle Pleistocene climate for the Mediterranean re-

gion has been studied using palynology (e.g. Capraro et al., 

  2005  ; Joannin, Quillévéré, Suc, Lécuyer, & Martineau,   2007  ; 

Suc & Popescu,   2005  ) and speleothem analysis as a proxy for 

local rainfall and air temperature (e.g. Dotsika et al.,   2010  ). 

Climate fluctuated between cold and dry and warm and wet 

periods in association with global climatic records during 

this time (Head & Gibbard,   2005  , and references therein). 

We interpret that these climate changes resulted in changes 

in the level of Lake Corinth, which have been estimated to 

have an amplitude of 10–15 m. The geological record of am-

plitude is a valuable resource and our estimated value could 

inform hydrological budget calculations in both regional pal-

aeoclimate studies of the Gulf of Corinth or Mediterranean 

and broader climate‐system numerical models that require 

lake level data as an input. Numerical models used to pre-

dict how future climate may impact a region require quan-

titative palaeoclimatic data from multiple proxies from the 

land and ocean to understand the forcing mechanisms behind 

observed climatic patterns and also to validate and improve 

the models themselves (Abrantes et al.,   2012  ; Luterbacher 

et al.,   2012  ). 

 The volume of water that a 10–15 m change in lake level 

represents is crudely calculated for the Middle Pleistocene 

Lake Corinth. The lake boundaries are taken from Nixon et 

al. (  2016  ) and do not include the Alkyonides Basin that may 

have been disconnected at that time (Nixon et al.,   2016  ). A 

ca. 240 km perimeter and a volume change of ca. 17–26 km 
3 
 

are estimated (order of 10 
10 

 m 
3 
). How a 10–15 m rise would 

have impacted the coastline is dependent on the coastal gra-

dient and local sediment supply. With an average gradient 

of the shelf slope in the Gulf of Corinth of 2.8° (from the 

Alkyonides Basin, Leeder et al.,   2002  ), a 10–15 m change in 

lake level would cause the coastline to shift by 250–310 m. 

However, considering parts of the coastline positioned on a 

fan delta, with topset gradients of <0.1° and foreset gradi-

ents of ca. 22°, this shift would be highly variable, depending 

on whether there is a lake level rise or fall. Starting at the 

topset‐foreset breakpoint, a fall of 10–15 m, would cause the 

shoreline to advance only 25–40 m due to the steep foreset 

slope (not including effects on sediment supply). On the other 

hand, a rise of 10–15 m from the breakpoint would cause a 

potential shoreline shift of 5–10 km, due to the near‐hor-

izontal (0.1°) topset. In reality, coastal topography and the 

border faults would prevent such a dramatic shift, but this 

could explain the ca. 2.5–3 km extent from the P‐M Fault of 

the fine‐grained intervals that contain the maximum flooding 

surfaces between each major unit observed at both Selinous 

and Kerinitis.   

   11 |   CONCLUSIONS 

 We have undertaken the first sedimentological and strati-

graphic study of the Selinous syn‐rift fan delta in the Gulf of 

Corinth, Greece and made comparisons with the adjacent and 

contemporaneous Kerinitis syn‐rift fan delta. In doing so, we 

demonstrate that a multi‐system‐study approach is an effec-

tive way of understanding and quantifying allogenic basin 

controls. This is the first detailed comparison of stratigraphic 

architectures between along‐strike systems in the hanging-

wall of a normal fault, positioned near the fault centre and 

near the fault tip. Eighteen facies and eight facies associa-

tions were identified between the deltas and distinguished 

in terms of their topset to bottomset geometric position and 

depositional environments. Maximum flooding surfaces are 

apparent at both fan deltas between the major stratal units, 

but sequence boundaries are only observed at Selinous, near 

the fault tip. In spite of this, stacking patterns are similar 

between the fan deltas, as shown by trajectory analyses of 

both, with evidence of: (a) progradation within the units 

(10‐m scale), (b) retrogradation at Selinous and aggradation 

at Kerinitis between middle‐upper units (100‐m scale), (c) 

aggradation at the fan delta scale (400–800 m). This implies 

that overall sedimentation kept pace with accommodation 

in both cases. As subsidence rate is lower at Selinous near 

the fault tip, average sedimentation rate must also be lower 

there than at Kerinitis. The duration for the whole of each fan 

delta to build was estimated to be 615 kyr for Selinous and 

at least 450 kyr for Kerinitis. Controlling parameters were 

quantified from field observations, including subsidence and 
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average sedimentation rates of 0.65 m/kyr at Selinous and 

>1.77 m/kyr at Kerinitis, and assigned uncertainty values 

from 1–5. The amplitude of lake level change through time 

was deemed the most uncertain parameter. Numerical mod-

elling with Syn‐Strat was undertaken using the presence of 

sequence boundaries at both localities in various scenarios, 

to reduce the uncertainty and better constrain the amplitude 

of lake level change. Lake level changes of 10–15 m were 

estimated from the model and supported by an independent 

calculation of 12 m from unit thickness extrapolation towards 

the fault tip. The study has three broad outcomes: (a) dem-

onstration of two complementary methods to identify and 

quantify faulting and base level signals in the stratigraphic 

record, which could be applied to other rift basin‐fills, (b) 

a quantitative approach to the analysis of stacking and sur-

faces, constrained by field data, that can be applied to strati-

graphic pinch‐out assessment and cross‐hole correlations in 

reservoir analysis; and (c) an estimate of lake level change 

amplitude in Lake Corinth for the Early‐Middle Pleistocene, 

which could aid regional palaeoclimate studies and inform 

broader climate‐system models.  
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Abstract
Models that aim to capture the interactions between sediment supply, base  level 
and tectonism recorded in fan delta successions in rift basins have not considered 
the stratigraphic archive preserved in interfan areas; yet interfan stratigraphy can 
provide a complementary record to the fan delta axes. The exhumed Early–Middle 
Pleistocene Kerinitis and Selinous fan deltas, in the hangingwall of the Pyrgaki–
Mamoussia (P‐M) Fault, Corinth Rift, Greece, offer an ideal laboratory for the as-
sessment of interfan architecture. Furthermore, using the geometry of adjacent 
present‐day fan deltas, interfans are classified into three end‐members. The classifi-
cation is based on their lateral separation, which determines the degree of interfinger-
ing of topset, foreset and bottomset deposits. Qualitative (facies, stratal geometries, 
nature of key surfaces) and quantitative (stratigraphic thickness, bedding dip, palaeo-
currents, breakpoint trajectories) data were collected in the field and from unmanned 
aerial vehicle photogrammetry‐based 3D outcrop models of the exhumed fan delta 
successions. The ancient Kerinitis–Selinous interfan architectures record: (a) initial 
westward progradation of the Kerinitis fan delta into the interfan area (Phase 1), (b) 
subsequent progradation of the Selinous fan delta into the interfan area and asymmet-
ric growth of both fan deltas eastward (Phase 2), (c) stratal interfingering of foresets 
from both systems (Phase 3), and (d) relative base‐level fall, erosion and reworking 
of sediments into the interfan area (Phases 4 and 5). The Kerinitis–Selinous interfan 
evolution is linked to initial net subsidence of the P‐M Fault (Phases 1–3) and subse-
quent net uplift (Phases 4 and 5) resulting from a northward shift in fault activity. The 
interfan area provides a more complete stratigraphic record than the proximal axial 
areas of the fan deltas of the early stages of basin uplift, through higher preservation 
potential and protracted submergence. Therefore, for the most comprehensive insight 
into basin evolution, interfan analysis should be undertaken in concert with analysis 
of the fan delta axes.
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1 |  INTRODUCTION

The sedimentary successions preserved between adjacent, 
contemporaneous fluvial, deltaic or deep water fan systems 
(Figure 1) preserve an alternative stratigraphic archive to 
the fan axes (Higgs, 1990; Hook et al., 2003; Bhiry and 
Occhietti, 2004; Leppard and Gawthorpe, 2006; Assine et 
al., 2015; Turner and Connell, 2018). The interfan area is 
defined here as the area between two lines that project from 
the apices of two fan deltas to their intersection at the most 
distal point of bottomset interfingering (Figure 1). In this 
area, the fans coalesce from the proximal to distal parts. 
Identification of the most distal point of bottomset inter-
fingering in modern and ancient systems is challenging, 
and as such the definition can be considered a theoretical, 
rather than a measurable limit.

The interfan areas between fan deltas may record the 
sedimentary response to relative base‐level changes, yet 
are unstudied and therefore remain a missing piece in the 
published conceptual models that aim to capture the inter-
actions of sediment supply, base level and tectonism in rift 
basins (Leeder and Gawthorpe, 1987; Gawthorpe et al., 
1994, 1997; Gawthorpe and Leeder, 2000; Leeder et al., 
2002; Young et al., 2002). The interfan offers a comple-
mentary stratigraphic record to the fan delta axes of rela-
tive base‐level change and tectono‐sedimentary evolution. 
For example, during a relative base‐level fall, the fan delta 
axis may become exposed and degraded, but the deeper and 
more sediment‐starved interfan will remain submerged and 
thus preserve a more complete record of sedimentation and 

basin evolution. The frontal deepwater setting along the 
fan delta axis may also record this transition in deepwater 
sediments, but the interfan area captures the interaction of 
two adjacent fan deltas through basinal change, as well as 
offering a more proximal record. The key regressive and 
transgressive surfaces that mark the pivotal moments in 
relative base‐level change can also be expressed differently 
(e.g. suppressed erosion or thicker condensed intervals) 
and may be diachronous (Barrett et al., 2018). Thus, a bet-
ter grasp of interfan sedimentary facies, architecture and 
stratal surfaces would allow a more complete understand-
ing of along‐strike interactions between adjacent fan deltas 
during basin evolution.

The southern shore of the Gulf of Corinth (Figure 2) 
offers an ideal field laboratory for exploring interfan ar-
chitectures, as there are a series of modern fan deltas along 
the coast, Late Pleistocene lowstand fan deltas that are sub-
merged and imaged in bathymetry data, and a number of 
exhumed syn‐rift fan deltas that formed along normal faults 
since ~1.8 Ma (Ford et al., 2016; Gawthorpe et al., 2017a). 
A number of studies focus upon the stratigraphic archi-
tecture of the Early–Middle Pleistocene Gilbert‐type fan 
deltas in the Gulf of Corinth: Evrostini/Ilias (Zelilidis and 
Kontopoulos, 1996; Zelilidis, 2003; Rohais et al., 2007a, 
2008; Gobo et al., 2014, 2015), Kryoneri (Gawthorpe et 
al., 2017b), Vouraikos (Ford et al., 2007), Kerinitis (Ori 
et al., 1991; Poulimenos et al., 1993; Dart et al., 1994; 
Gawthorpe et al., 1994; Backert et al., 2010; Gawthorpe 
et al., 2017b) and Selinous fan deltas (Poulimenos et al., 
1993; Barrett et al., 2019). These studies highlight the 

F I G U R E  1  Source‐to‐sink block 
model with interfan areas highlighted in 
alluvial, deltaic and deepwater settings. 
(A) Deltaic interfans more specifically 
defined as the area between two lines that 
project from the two fan delta apices to 
their intersection at the most distal point of 
bottomset interfingering.

F I G U R E  2  (A) Location map of southern shore of the Gulf of Corinth with the Early–Middle Pleistocene Kerinitis and Selinous fan deltas 
highlighted. Modified from Barrett et al. (2018) after Ford et al. (2010, 2007, 2013), Ghisetti and Vezzani (2004) and Gawthorpe et al. (2017a). 
(B) Modern fan deltas on topographic map (Google Earth) and Late Pleistocene examples imaged in bathymetry data. Numbers denote interfan 
classification according to scheme in Figure 11. Bathymetry data from McNeill et al. (2005) and Cotterill (2002). (C) Area of focus with key 
sections and localities indicated. Position of (C) is indicated in (A) and (B). Pel. = Peloponnesus.
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sedimentary facies distribution and sequence stratigraphic 
relationships within these deposits, and the role of tecton-
ics, lake level and sediment supply on fan delta develop-
ment. However, none of these studies address the interfan 
areas between the fan deltas.

Here, the focus is placed upon the interfan area between 
the Early–Middle Pleistocene, Selinous and Kerinitis syn‐
rift fan deltas located in the immediate hangingwall of the 
Pyrgaki–Mamoussia (P‐M) Fault. Geometric observations 
from the associated modern and Late Pleistocene submerged 
fan deltas are used to inform the analysis. The aim of this 
paper is to advance our understanding of along‐strike inter-
actions in syn‐rift settings through analysis of interfan stra-
tigraphy. Using field data and UAV photogrammetry‐based 
3D outcrop models, the objectives of the study are to: (a) 
describe and interpret the Kerinitis–Selinous (K–S) interfan 
evolution from the stratigraphic architecture and sedimentol-
ogy; (b) propose a classification scheme for ancient interfans 
based on modern delta geometries; (c) discuss the mecha-
nisms for the observed asymmetry in the ancient and modern 
fan deltas, and the value of including interfan analysis in sed-
imentary basin analysis.

2 |  STUDY AREA

The Corinth Rift was activated at ~5 Ma (Collier and Dart, 
1991; Leeder et al., 2008) and currently accommodates 
extension rates of up to 5–10 mm/year across the Gulf of 
Corinth (Clarke et al., 1997; Briole et al., 2000; Avallone 
et al., 2004; Floyd et al., 2010). The locus of faulting on the 
southern coast of the present gulf has migrated northwards 
over time (Goldsworthy and Jackson, 2001; Leeder et al., 
2008; Ford et al., 2013, 2016; Nixon et al., 2016), record-
ing two major rifting phases (Rohais and Moretti, 2017; 
Gawthorpe et al., 2017a). Rift 1 occurred from 5–3.6 Ma 
to 2.2–1.8 Ma, and strain was accommodated on the pre-
sent‐day onshore faults. In the west, activity was focussed 
upon the Kalavrita Fault in Northern Peloponnesos, before 
activity migrated basinwards onto the P–M Fault (study 
area, Figure 2) at ~1.8 Ma (Ford et al., 2016; Gawthorpe 
et al., 2017a). Rift Phase 2 commenced, and the Kerinitis 
and Selinous fan deltas formed, before activity migrated 
from the P–M Fault onto the Helike Fault system around 
~0.8  Ma (Ford et al., 2013). Today, strain is primarily 
accommodated on faults offshore in the Gulf of Corinth 
(Nixon et al., 2016). Lacustrine conditions prevailed dur-
ing Rift 1, with a transition from episodic marine incur-
sions to periodically fully marine conditions during Rift 
2 (~0.6 Ma). This occurred as the Gulf of Corinth opened 
during interglacial highstands to the Ionian and Aegean 
seas and into its modern configuration (Freyberg, 1973; 
Collier, 1990; Collier and Thompson, 1991; Moretti et al., 

2004; Rohais et al., 2007b; Ford et al., 2016; Nixon et al., 
2016; Rohais and Moretti, 2017; Gawthorpe et al., 2017a).

Siliciclastic sediments sourced from the Hellenide fold 
and thrust belt (eroded Mesozoic carbonates, radiolarites and 
Cenozoic turbidites) were transported northwards and depos-
ited syn‐kinematically during Rift phases 1 and 2 (Degnan and 
Robertson, 1998; Ford et al., 2013; Gawthorpe et al., 2017a). 
The related stratigraphy is split into three groups in the study 
area; the Lower, Middle and Upper groups (Ford et al., 2007, 
2013, 2016; Rohais et al., 2007a). The Lower Group was 
deposited during Rift 1, and the Middle and Upper groups 
during Rift 2. The earliest fluvial and marginal lacustrine 
deposition occurred from the widespread Kalavrita River 
system, now preserved in the Lower Group. Subsequently, 
giant syn‐rift fan deltas prograded into the hangingwalls of 
the major faults: Platanos, Vouraikos, Kerinitis and Selinous 
(from east to west) in the hangingwall of the P–M Fault, and 
Evrostini/Ilias to the east of the study area (Figure 2).

The P–M Fault hangingwall deltas constitute the Middle 
Group, deposited during early Rift 2 (Gawthorpe et al., 
2017a). The age of these deltas is constrained to ~1.8 to 
0.7 Ma based on pollen analysis at the Vouraikos fan delta 
(Ford et al., 2007). These syn‐rift sediments on the P–M Fault 
terrace are the target of this study. Previous studies interpret 
the mudstone–sandstone deposits in Melissia Valley (Figures 
2 and 3) as the fluvio‐lacustrine Melissia Formation (Backert 
et al., 2010), constituting part of the older Lower Group (Ford 
et al., 2007, 2013). These authors describe this succession as 
being unconformable with overlying fine‐grained deposits of 
the Zoodhochos Formation within the Middle Group, which 
are interpreted to represent distal turbidites in a bottomset 
setting (Backert et al., 2010). However, the present study did 
not observe substantial facies variations between the depos-
its of the Zoodhochos and Melissia formations, nor was the 
erosive contact reported by Backert et al. (2010) identified. 
An alternative interpretation is that all of the fine‐grained 
deposits in Melissia Valley represent fan delta bottomsets to 
the Selinous and Kerinitis foresets updip (Middle Group), 
and are equivalent to the Zoodhochos Formation of Backert 
et al. (2010). Projection of key surfaces within the Selinous 
foresets into the bottomsets using 3D outcrop models has al-
lowed their correlative foreset packages to be approximately 
constrained. In addition, the base of the Selinous fan delta 
axis directly overlies basement rocks; fine‐grained fluvio‐
lacustrine deposits are absent. The Upper Group consists of 
younger marine terraces and smaller Gilbert‐type fan deltas 
with erosive bases, primarily deposited in the hangingwall 
of the Helike Fault system (Ford et al., 2007, 2013, 2016; 
Rohais et al., 2007a).

The focus of this study is the eastern part of the Selinous 
fan delta and the western part of the Kerinitis fan delta, in the 
hangingwall of the P–M Fault (Middle Group) (Figures 2C 
and 3). The Kerinitis fan delta is positioned slightly to the 
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west of the P–M fault centre and the Selinous fan delta is po-
sitioned ~4 km from the western fault tip. Barrett et al. (2019) 
quantify the minimum period of deposition, average subsid-
ence and sedimentation rates at the Kerinitis and Selinous 
fan deltas as >451 and 615  kyr, and 0.65 and >1.77  m/
kyr, respectively, based upon stratigraphic observations. 
Numerical modelling was used to quantify the amplitude of 
climate‐induced lake‐level changes in Lake Corinth during 
the Early–Middle Pleistocene at 10–15  m (Barrett et al., 
2019). Previous studies focus on the facies and stratigraphic 
architecture of the axial sections of the Kerinitis and Selinous 
fan deltas (Dart et al., 1994; Gawthorpe et al., 1994; Backert 
et al., 2010; Gawthorpe et al., 2017b; Barrett et al., 2019).

The study area consists of a ~300 m high conglomeratic 
cliff with a ~2 km wide, main north‐facing exposure (Sections 
1–3; Figures 2C and 3), and additional west (Section 4; 
Figures 2C and 3) and south‐facing (Section 5; Figures 2C 
and 3) exposures that provide 3D constraints. Section 1 
exhibits thick, west‐dipping (‘W‐dipping’) units from the 
Kerinitis fan delta. While these are considered in the inter-
pretation, they are not characterised within the stratigraphic 
framework due to limited access and difficulty in obtaining 
reliable UAV‐photogrammetric data in that region. The units 
within Section 2 are generally thinner and stratigraphically 

higher than the units in Sections 3–5, and both east‐dipping 
(‘E‐dipping’) and ‘W‐dipping’ units are present with inter-
fingering geometries. This is considered to be the centre of 
the interfan area. Section 3 consists of several thick ‘E‐dip-
ping’ foreset units from the Selinous fan delta. Section 4 is 
a curved, generally west‐facing section and Section 5 faces 
SW. Both Sections 4 and 5 consist of ‘E‐dipping’ units. The 
Old Taxiarches Monastery is built into the Selinous foresets 
in Section 5. Here, part of the conglomeratic section and a 
thin, fine‐grained interval is accessible (Locality IV; Figures 
2C and 3). Otherwise, access to the interfan sections is lim-
ited. Associated fine‐grained exposures can be found in the 
valley to the north of the cliff, near Melissia (Localities V–
XI; Figures 2C and 3) and represent the fan delta bottomsets.

3 |  METHODOLOGY

A DJI Mavic Pro drone was used to collect the photogrammet-
ric data that was augmented by annotated photograph panels 
and field sketches. Agisoft Photoscan/Metashape and LIME 
software were used to build and interpret the 3D outcrop 
models (e.g. Figure 3). Sedimentological and structural data 
were collected directly in the field where access allowed and 

F I G U R E  3  Study area and data overview. 3D outcrop model of the interfan study area was created using UAV‐photogrammetry data and 
Agisoft Photoscan software. Stereonets, Sections 1–5, Localities I–XI (bottomset outcrops with coloured planes—created using LIME software) are 
presented. Green planes represent W‐dipping (Kerinitis‐derived) outcrops. Blue planes represent E‐dipping (Selinous‐derived) outcrops. Dip data 
is taken from the field and from 3D outcrop model structural planes in LIME software and presented with southern hemisphere‐projected stereonet 
plots using Stereonet software. N = number of data points.
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complemented by outcrop model measurements where the 
exposures were inaccessible. Measured sections of sandstone 
successions were collected at millimetre to centimetre‐scale to 
document lithology, grain size, sedimentary structures and the 
nature of bedding contacts. Conglomeratic units were logged 
at decimetre‐scale, with the support of sketches to capture the 
geometry of large‐scale features, such as the continuity of 
surfaces. Palaeocurrent data were collected from ripple cross 
laminations, clast imbrication, cross‐bed plane measurements 
and dips of foresets generated from sediment gravity flows. 
Presented data are unrestored due to the lack of a reliable pal-
aeo‐horizontal datum, but the steepest tectonic tilt is ~12° (S).

Figure 4 outlines the methodology for extracting data from 3D 
outcrop models, which are able to represent measurable objects 
with a lower limit of ~10 cm. The stratigraphic framework was 
established from interpretation of the interfan cliff section using 
LIME software to map stratal surfaces. The 3D outcrop models 
allowed qualitative (detailed stratal geometries, nature of major 
surfaces and accurate correlation of surfaces around topography) 
and quantitative (dip data from bedding planes, stratigraphic 
thickness, topset‐foreset breakpoint trajectories and height of 
foresets) data collection (Figure 4). In total, 167 bedding dip mea-
surements were collected in the field and using LIME software‐
based mapping of the 3D outcrop models (Figure 3). Multiple 
measurements within each unit were taken for averages to be cal-
culated. The data have not been re‐orientated in the absence of 
a reliable palaeo‐horizontal datum. Bedding data collected from 
the outcrop models were validated against field measurements 
at the Old Taxiarches Monastery (Figure 2). The east and west 
components of dip are used to differentiate between beds or units 
from the Selinous and Kerinitis fan delta systems, respectively. 

Bedding measurements often have north or south dip components 
as well, but as both fan deltas prograde northward and both are 
back‐tilted to the south towards the P–M fault, the east and west 
components are the most useful diagnostic criteria.

Correlation of surfaces around topography and con-
straining the stratigraphic position of associated bottom-
set outcrops in the valley were refined with the use of 3D 
outcrop models. By projecting planes following the dip of 
the foresets in Sections 3 and 4 into Melissia Valley, the E‐
dipping (Selinous) fine‐grained, bottomset outcrops could 
be correlated to their updip foreset counterparts in the inter-
fan area. A typical clinoform profile shallows in dip at the 
foreset‐bottomset transition. Therefore, the constant dip of 
the projected foreset planes mean that the units assigned to 
bottomset deposits are approximate, but are more likely to 
be associated with lower units than higher units. Where the 
bottomset outcrops are W‐dipping, they are derived from the 
Kerinitis fan delta and cannot be tied updip, but instead their 
relative position to Selinous units is recorded.

4 |  RESULTS

4.1 | K–S facies association characterisation
Eight facies associations (FAs) characterise the Selinous and 
Kerinitis fan deltas, based on geometric position (topset–bottom-
set) and depositional environment (Table 1; Figures 5 through 
7). The main fan delta units are constructed from conglomer-
atic, fluvial and shallow water topset and foreset facies asso-
ciations (FA 1a–b; 2a–b; 3). The facies associations observed 
in the interfan area are the focus: the foreset facies association 

F I G U R E  4  Methodology for stratigraphic architecture interpretation and for obtaining quantitative information from UAV photogrammetry‐
based 3D digital outcrop models. (A) observations from part of Section 4, where remnants of fine‐grained intervals, truncation and clear stratal 
termination geometries allow units to be divided and contacts to be classified. Topset‐foreset breakpoints (TFBPs) can be identified. (B) 
Interpretation of section shown in (A) with TFBP trajectories and foreset heights indicated. (C and D) Demonstrations of obtaining accurate dip 
data (convention: dip/dip direction) from small‐scale bedding planes (assured using field data) in parts of Section 2. (E) Large‐scale planes from 
unit tops are created and used for projecting across valleys to assist correlations and constraining the stratigraphic position of bottomset outcrops 
(Sections 3 and 4). 3D outcrop models created in Agisoft Photoscan and interpreted in LIME software.
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that occupies the majority of the interfan cliff sections (FA 3), 
and the bottomset facies associations that are found in Melissia 
Valley, and in the Unit 8‐9 fine‐grained interval/flooding sur-
face (FA 4a). An additional facies association to the scheme of 
Barrett et al. (2019) is FA 2c (upper shoreface, which occurs in 
the shallow water topset; Locality I; Figure2; Table 1). Four fa-
cies (Supporting information) have been added to the bottomset 
facies association of Barrett et al. (2019).

4.1.1 | FA 1: Fluvial topsets
Two fluvial topset facies associations are identified from the 
fan delta axes: FA 1a) channel‐fill, and FA 1b) delta plain 
depositional environments. Channel‐fill (FA 1a) is the most 
common and comprises poorly‐sorted, sub‐angular to sub‐
rounded, sandy gravel‐cobble conglomerate with clast imbri-
cation and erosive bed bases. These deposits are interpreted 
to represent bedload deposits during high energy fluvial flow 
regime. The delta plain FA 1b comprises poorly‐sorted, sub‐
angular, sandy gravel‐cobble conglomerates interbedded with 
normally graded, gravelly‐coarse sand beds. Red palaeosols 
(centimetre‐thick) are found between gravelly coarse sand-
stone beds (Barrett et al., 2019). A variable, periodic flow 
regime is envisaged, with periods of subaerial exposure in-
dicative of overbank deposits in a delta plain environment.

4.1.2 | FA 2: Shallow water topsets
The shallow water topset (FA 2) is divided into three sub‐
associations: 2a) beach barrier, 2b) upper shoreface, and 
2c) lower shoreface. Only the upper shoreface (FA 2b) is 
observed in the interfan area, during the latest stage. The 
beach barrier (FA 2a) consists of a mounded body and inter-
nal bi‐directional metre‐scale cross‐beds, with well‐sorted, 
open‐framework and mainly rounded pebbles. This indicates 
textural maturity and character typical of beach reworking. 
The lower shoreface FA 2c comprises metre‐scale, bi‐direc-
tional, asymptotic cross‐beds resembling hummocky‐cross 
stratification (Barrett et al., 2019). These deposits are char-
acteristic of storm reworking below fair weather wave base.

The upper shoreface (FA 2b) is identified in the interfan 
area (Locality I, Section 2, Figure 2; logs and photographs in 
Figure 5). Locality I is situated 650–800 m from the fault and 
the FA 2b are the highest and youngest rocks encountered. 
Figure 5 presents representative logs and photographs of two 
of the exposures; one where cross‐beds dip eastward and are 
part of the Selinous fan delta, and one where cross‐beds dip 
westward and are part of the Kerinitis fan delta. Despite op-
posing bedding dips between the various outcrops at Locality 
I, the facies are similar, comprising interbedded fine sand to 
pebble conglomerate (decimetre‐scale) beds, between thicker 
(metre‐scale) and coarser grained conglomerates at the bases 
and tops. Several pebbly gravel beds pinch out laterally over 
1–2  m with slight convex‐up geometries. These bedforms 
generally have erosive bases and are matrix and clast‐sup-
ported, with sub‐angular to rounded clasts. Beds are well‐
sorted, either normally or inversely graded and sands contain 
gravel and pebble clasts. The thicker conglomeratic beds gen-
erally coarsen upwards (sometimes normally‐graded) and are 
poorly‐sorted, mostly clast‐supported, pebble‐cobble grade 
with sub‐rounded to rounded clasts (<18 cm). Clasts are im-
bricated following the bedding dip (e.g. log 2; Figure 5).

These deposits are interpreted to represent a variable, but 
generally high energy regime. The lack of fine‐grained sedi-
ment, and the observed lenticular geometry of the beds, ma-
turity of the clasts and spatial context within a flat‐lying unit, 
suggests reworking of material in the interfan topset area and 
bedform migration by wave‐related currents. The sediments 
are interpreted to have been deposited in an upper shoreface 
environment with longshore transport as the main deposi-
tional process. Similar processes are observed at the modern 
Selinous and Meganitis fan deltas in the Gulf of Corinth, as 
sediments are reworked with the prevailing westerly wind/
wave direction into interfan embayments (Figure 2A).

4.1.3 | FA 3: Foresets
The foreset facies association was described previously by 
Backert et al. (2010) and Barrett et al. (2019) and occu-
pies most of the interfan cliff section. It comprises well to 

FA code Constituent facies FA interpretation Sub‐association

1a Co1, Co2 Fluvial topset Channel‐fill

1b Co1, Sa2, Sa6, Fi3 Delta plain

2a Co4, Co5 Shallow water topset Beach barrier

2b Co1, Co4, Co5, Co7, 
Sa1, Sa2 and Sa4

Upper shoreface

2c Co5 Lower shoreface

3 Co3, Co4, Sa4 Foreset  

4a Sa1‐6, Fi1‐2, Fi4‐8 Bottomset Deep‐water

4b Co6, Sa1‐6, Fi1, Fi2 Shallow‐water

T A B L E  1  Facies associations at the 
Selinous and Kerinitis fan deltas (modified 
from Barrett et al., 2018). See Supporting 
information for facies information.
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poorly‐sorted, clast‐supported and open‐framework, sub‐
rounded, mainly pebble‐cobble conglomerates. Scours and 
inverse grading are common. Any matrix is sand‐gravel 
grade, and locally clasts are imbricated. Foresets comprise 
steep, basinward‐dipping (22–25°) beds with heights ranging 
from ten to a few hundred metres, dependent on palaeo‐water 
depth (and subsequent erosion). The processes responsible 
are interpreted to be dominated by sediment gravity flows 
(conglomerate‐rich inertial grain flows to non‐cohesive de-
bris flows) on the delta foresets (Postma, 1984; Nemec, 1990; 
Orton and Reading, 1993; Sohn et al., 1997; Sohn, 2000; 
Rohais et al., 2008; Gobo et al., 2015). In the interfan, the 
foresets are accessible and described at Localities II and III 
on Section 3 and Locality IV on Section 5 (Figures 2C and 3).

4.1.4 | FA 4: Bottomsets
Bottomset deposits occur in relatively shallow water when 
delta clinothems build out over a previous fan delta topset 
following a transgression (shallow water bottomsets) and in 
deeper water, basinward of the foreset slope, when it builds 
past the topset‐foreset breakpoint (deep water bottomsets). 
The interfan bottomset deposits here are characterised within 
this scheme and provide further insight into the processes at 
the toe of the foreset slope in interfan areas.

Within both shallow and deep bottomset facies associations, 
pebble‐cobble horizons are present within fine‐grained sec-
tions, representing sediment gravity flows or rock falls. In other 
cases, thicker beds are present that comprise poorly‐sorted, ma-
trix‐supported (fine‐coarse sand), graded, gravel‐boulder con-
glomerates with erosive and/or loaded bases and occasional 
injectites in the underlying beds (Figure 6). These deposits are 
interpreted as debrites sourced from the delta foresets.

FA 4a: Deep water bottomsets
Deep water bottomsets (FA 4a) comprise interbedded sand-
stones and calcareous mudstones (FA 4a and 4b in Barrett 
et al., 2019). Soft sediment deformation features, such as 
convolute laminations at the upper contact with overlying 
conglomerates are common. At the fan delta axes, the sand-
stones contain wavy laminations, inverse grading, slightly 
erosive bases and localised gravel lags (Backert et al., 
2010; Barrett et al., 2019). In the interfan area, the more 
extensive and thicker exposures allow this FA to be char-
acterised further. Representative logs and photographs are 
presented in Figure 6. Locally, thin, current‐ripple lami-
nated sandstones are draped by black organic material (e.g. 
Locality X; Figure 6), or intercalated with decimetre‐scale, 
organic‐rich mudstone‐siltstone beds (e.g. Locality VIII; 
Figure 6). Thicker, normally graded sandstone beds (~5 
to 10  cm) with planar and wavy‐laminations, gravel and 
mudstone clasts, and broken and whole brachiopod shells 
(<2 cm diameter) are common.

Much like the fan delta axes, the conglomeratic interfan suc-
cession is punctuated by thin (<2 m), fine‐grained intervals. The 
only fine‐grained interval that is accessible in the interfan area 
is exposed in Section 5 (Locality IV), within the Old Taxiarches 
Monastery (Figure 7). The section comprises a coarsening‐up-
wards succession of mudstone to gravel, overlain by an erosional 
~1 m thick, poorly sorted, clast‐supported gravel‐cobble con-
glomerate (mainly large pebble) with sub‐rounded to sub‐angu-
lar clasts. The mudstone‐siltstones at the base of the section are 
planar and wavy laminated. There are two thin, normally graded 
sandstones before a dark, organic‐rich silty mudstone. The 
mudstone is overlain by lower medium sandstone (0.8–0.9 m) 
containing gravel and broken shell lenses (gravelly‐coarse sand 
matrix) with evidence for soft sediment deformation (Figure 7). 
The interval is positioned basinward of the topset‐foreset break-
point and between two units of high (>100 m), steeply‐dipping 
foresets, suggesting a relatively deep water position that is below 
wave base, even allowing for changes in base level.

The sandstones are interpreted to be turbidites, with finer‐
grained beds representing quiet periods between events, or 
dilute turbidity currents. Some outcrops have a narrow palae-
ocurrent dispersal pattern (e.g. Locality VIII, Figure 6), which 
implies the deposits are inherited from a single system. Others 
have multiple palaeocurrent directions between beds (e.g. 
Locality X, Figure 6) implying both Kerinitis and Selinous fan 
delta sources (Figure 6). In addition, a number of palaeocurrent 
measurements have a southerly component, opposite to the re-
gional trend, which could indicate flow reflection and deflec-
tion from local topography (Potter and Pettijohn, 1977; Kneller 
et al., 1991; Lomas and Joseph, 2004; Bell et al., 2018).

FA 4b: Shallow water bottomsets
Barrett et al. (2019) previously classified the shallow water 
bottomset (FA 4b) as coarse (sand to gravel‐grade) sediments 
with multiple and diverse sedimentary structures, such as sym-
metrical and asymmetrical ripple laminations, wavy and planar 
laminations, dune‐scale gravel cross‐beds and soft‐sediment 
deformation, indicating sediment gravity flows and wave re-
working operating at the base of slope in shallow water. This 
facies association is identified at the fan delta axis (Barrett et al., 
2019), but not in the interfan area. Some bottomset deposits are 
observed in Section 2 of the interfan area (Figure 8) at the down-
dip termination of relatively short foresets that could exhibit FA 
4b, but it is not possible to access them to constrain the facies.

4.2 | Stratigraphic architecture

4.2.1 | Key stratal surfaces
Key surfaces were identified in the field and 3D outcrop mod-
els, and are used to subdivide the interfan succession into 
stratal units associated with both the Selinous and Kerinitis 
fan deltas. Key surfaces are recognised based on the presence 
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of fine‐grained deposits, deeply erosional surfaces and/or evi-
dence of onlap, downlap, offlap or truncated stratal relation-
ships. Fine‐grained intervals (<2 m thick) are apparent between 

the delta topsets, with some remnants between foreset units, 
both in the fan axes and in the interfan area. The interpretation 
of each surface is described as either confident or uncertain.

F I G U R E  5  Shallow water topset—upper shoreface facies association (FA 2b). Logs 1 and 2 and associated photographs show 
two representative outcrops from Locality I. The bracketed numbers on Log 1 correspond to the numbered beds on the outcrop sketch. 
Yellow = sandstone; grey = conglomerate. Log 1 and Log 2 outcrops have an average bed dip/dip direction of 17°/270° (Kerinitis‐derived) and 
05°/160° (Selinous‐derived), respectively.
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The nature of each surface is described in Table 2 and ex-
amples from Section 2 are presented in Figure 8. Units 1–9 
(Section 4; Figures 2C and 9) and 13–15 (Section 3; Figures 
2C and 9) have top contacts that have been identified confi-
dently as key surfaces. The top of Unit 1 is a major down-
lap surface (Unit 15). Fine‐grained intervals are preserved in 
places at the tops of Units 2, 3, 8 and 13–15, despite their posi-
tion in the dynamic foreset region where fine‐grained material 
has a low preservation potential. Units 3–5 have topset‐foreset 
breakpoint trajectories exposed, suggesting a transitional posi-
tion between delta topsets and foresets, but generally the inter-
fan is characterised by steeply‐dipping, foreset units. Erosive 
surfaces that clearly truncate underlying foresets are present at 
the tops of Units 4, 6 and 7. The interpretation of the top con-
tacts of Units 10–12 and 16 are uncertain. Units 17–22 have 
confident key surfaces identified at their tops. Surfaces at the 
tops of Units 17–19 are erosive and fine‐grained intervals are 
preserved. Erosional surfaces are more pervasive towards the 
top of the section and fine‐grained intervals are not present 
between the upper units (20–22). The tops of Units 23 and 24 
are not exposed.

4.2.2 | Key stratal surface interpretation
The base of each fine‐grained interval is interpreted to rep-
resent a transgressive surface, although the lateral extent of 
the surfaces is unknown. Fine‐grained intervals are present 
between units in all of the fan deltas in the hangingwall of the 
P‐M Fault, but due to lack of age constraint it is not possible 
to correlate the surfaces. Between Units 8–9, an organic‐rich 
silty mudstone bed separates graded sandstones in a gener-
ally coarsening‐upward, mudstone to gravel sequence. This 
could be interpreted to contain a maximum flooding surface, 
but the regional continuity of the surface is unknown. The 
surface is overlain by storm reworked shallow marine depos-
its (overlying broken shell fragments in gravelly sand lenses) 
and turbidites, likely associated with the progradation of the 
subsequent foreset unit.

In the topsets, abrupt shifts in depositional environment 
are apparent from facies changes and evidence of subaerial 
exposure. Deep erosion surfaces overlain by palaeosols are 
interpreted to occur as a result of relative base‐level fall, 

F I G U R E  6  Representative bottomset logs from Localities 
L.X and L.VIII (Figures 2C and 4) in Melissia Valley (FA 4a). 
Mudstone‐sandstone turbiditic successions with occasional debrites 
are shown. The sandstone‐mudstone content is variable between them. 
Palaeocurrent directions suggest input from both Kerinitis and Selinous 
systems and in some cases with a southerly component, suggesting 
redirection from local topography. Photographs illustrate some of the 
features in the logs. Cng = conglomerate, Sst = sandstone, Siltst. = 
siltstone, Mdst = mudstone.
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but cannot be correlated across adjacent fan deltas. In the 
foreset to bottomset regions, as with the interfan, base‐level 
changes and stratigraphic surfaces can be expressed differ-
ently to topset axial regions. Lack of subaerial exposure and 
significant environmental shift during relative base‐level 
fall mean that major sediment bypass zones (Stevenson et 
al., 2015) are candidate sequence boundaries. However, ero-
sive events are not only triggered by relative base‐level fall, 
particularly in seismically‐active regions. As such, sequence 
boundaries can either be masked or simply misinterpret-
ed—a common problem in deep water successions (Covault 
and Graham, 2010; Hodgson et al., 2016). Where foresets 
overlie fine‐grained prodelta deposits, there are often ero-
sive contacts (‘cuspate’ erosion surfaces at the Kerinitis fan 
delta axis; Backert et al., 2010), which could be slide scars 
or scour surfaces. Unlike the Selinous fan delta, subaerial 
unconformities are absent at Kerinitis, because the rate of 
accommodation increase exceeded the rate of base‐level 
fall at the fault centre (Gawthorpe et al., 1994; Hardy and 
Gawthorpe, 1998; Backert et al., 2010; Barrett et al., 2019).

The base‐level changes are attributed to changes in lake 
level (~10 to 15 m; Barrett et al., 2019) in response to climate 
variations that followed 41 kyr orbital cycles. This cyclicity is 
documented in Greece and the Mediterranean (Capraro et al., 
2005; Dodonov, 2005; Suc and Popescu, 2005) and globally 
during the Early–Middle Pleistocene (Emiliani, 1978; Head 
and Gibbard, 2005; Lisiecki and Raymo, 2007). There is some 
evidence of episodic marine flooding, as global sea‐level 
rise opened Lake Corinth to the Ionian Sea and Aegean Sea 

during interglacial highstands (Freyberg, 1973; Collier, 1990; 
Moretti et al., 2004; Rohais et al., 2007b, 2008). Overall, rel-
ative base‐level changes were superimposed onto a lower fre-
quency, background tectonic regime, initially dominated by 
high subsidence rates on the P–M Fault, and later by uplift 
from the West Helike Fault. A variable sedimentation rate is 
also likely influenced by climate‐driven fluctuations in sedi-
ment supply (Collier, 1990; Collier et al., 2000).

4.2.3 | Major unit sets
The fan delta stratigraphy is generally made up of topset or 
foreset conglomerate beds (10s m thick), separated by thin-
ner (<2  m), finer‐grained mudstone‐sandstone intervals. 
Twenty‐four stratal units are identified in the interfan area, 
comprising both E‐dipping (Selinous‐derived) and W‐dip-
ping (Kerinitis‐derived) beds. These units are separated by 
the key stratal surfaces described above. Considering only 
the key surfaces interpreted confidently, there are a mini-
mum of 20 units. At the fan delta axes, 15 units are identi-
fied at the Selinous fan delta (Barrett et al., 2019), and 11 
are identified at the Kerinitis fan delta, although the base of 
the Kerinitis fan delta is not exposed (Backert et al., 2010). 
Successive units that share characteristics are compiled into 
unit sets. The common characteristics are progradation direc-
tion and/or relative geometrical position. Units and unit sets 
are defined based on observations and may or may not have 
sequence stratigraphic significance; they do not imply a par-
ticular position within a depositional sequence. Observations 

F I G U R E  7  Section 5 and Unit 8 and 9 fine‐grained interval character at Locality IV. Photographs of foreset facies association (FA 3). Log 
and photographs of distal bottomset facies association (FA 4a) and facies Sa3 (Supporting information) therein.
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and the stratigraphic framework of Section 2 are presented in 
Figure 8. The stratigraphic framework for the whole interfan 
(Sections 2–4) is presented in Figure 9. Table 2 summarises 
data derived from each unit. Bedding data are presented with 
dip and dip direction (Figure 3).

The surfaces from the interfan cannot be accurately cor-
related to those at the Selinous and Kerinitis axes due to 
accessibility, outcrop continuity across river valleys and 
the absence of chronostratigraphic data. However, it is as-
sumed that all units expressed at the Selinous fan delta axis 
(15 units) are observed in the interfan area (20 Selinous‐
derived units). Unit 1 in the interfan is part of the Kerinitis 
fan delta and can be traced updip to sit within the middle 
of the Kerinitis axial stratigraphy. The foresets markedly 
thicken and become higher in Units 9 and 10 at both the 
axis of Selinous (Barrett et al., 2019) and in the inter-
fan stratigraphy, so the lower stratigraphy in the interfan 
(Units 2–16) is tentatively correlated to the axial Selinous 
units (Figure 10). Correlations of the bottomset deposits 
in Melissia Valley were attempted using the 3D outcrop 

models, but these remain uncertain given the limited conti-
nuity of the outcrop.

Unit set 1
Unit set 1 only comprises Unit 1, a foreset unit (FA 3) with 
average foreset dips of 20° towards 345°, which suggests 
it is part of the Kerinitis fan delta. The unit is at least 60 m 
thick, although the base is not observed. In Section 3, the 
top is downlapped by E‐dipping beds of Unit 15 (Figure 9). 
It is not possible to tie this unit directly to the stratigraphic 
framework of the Kerinitis axis, but it sits somewhere within 
the middle units of Kerinitis. Bottomsets at Locality VII 
(FA 4b; Figure 3) also dip westward, supporting a Kerinitis 
fan delta origin. The outcrop is positioned between planes 
projected from the top of Unit 2 and top of Unit 3 Selinous 
foresets. However, these planes have a constant dip and 
likely overestimate bedding dip. This, combined with the 
absence of W‐dipping foresets associated with Unit set 2, 
indicates that these bottomsets are likely to be associated 
with Unit 1.

F I G U R E  8  (A) Key stratigraphic observations of Section 2. E‐dipping beds are Selinous‐derived and W‐dipping beds are Kerinitis‐derived. 
(B) Stratigraphic framework of the central interfan face—Units 18‐23 (Section 2). 3D outcrop model created in Agisoft Photoscan.
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F I G U R E  9  Stratigraphic framework of entire north‐facing interfan cliff section (Sections 2–4). (A) Clean 3D outcrop model. (B) Interpreted 
3D outcrop model with stratigraphic framework—Units 1‐24. (C) Schematic cross‐section of stratigraphic framework. Blues indicate units from 
Selinous; green indicates units from Kerinitis. 3D outcrop models are UAV‐photogrammetry based, built in Agisoft Photoscan and interpreted with 
LIME software. Inset table shows the corresponding units within the four unit sets.

F I G U R E  1 0  Summary diagram of stratigraphic architecture of Kerinitis (green units) and Selinous (blue units) fan deltas. Two dip sections 
are presented (modified from Barrett et al., 2018). An along‐strike section from this study showing interfingering of the two systems in the interfan 
area is added to show both down‐dip and along‐strike stratigraphic architecture. White arrows indicate topset‐foreset breakpoint trajectories. 
Numbers correspond to unit numbers from this study. Correlative topset units are numbered at the Selinous fan delta axis, but do not correspond to 
unit numbers in Barrett et al. (2018).
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Unit set 2
Units 2–18 comprise Unit set 2, and all have eastward bed-
ding dips (average 27° towards 122°) indicating they are part 
of the Selinous fan delta (Figures 3 and 9). According to pro-
jected planes in the 3D outcrop model, the bottomset outcrop 
at Locality V in Melissia Valley (FA 4b; position in Figure 3) 
is E‐dipping and positioned between the top of Unit 1 and the 
top of Unit 2, and is therefore assigned to Unit 2.

Topset‐foreset breakpoints are apparent in the lower Units 
3–5 (Figure 4). Within Unit 3, the topset‐foreset breakpoint 
presents a progradational–aggradational trajectory. Beds are 
observed that dip to the NE (14° towards 074°) and SE (15° 
towards 143°) revealing the radial pattern of the fan delta. The 
NE‐dipping beds downlap the fine‐grained interval below, and 
the SE‐dipping beds project into the outcrop face. The maximum 
height of the NE‐dipping foresets from topset‐foreset breakpoint 
to the downlap position is 32 m (Figure 4). A thin, fine‐grained 
interval overlies Unit 3, which is eroded by Unit 4. The topset‐
foreset breakpoint of Unit 4 is observed above that of Unit 3 and 
has an aggradational (near vertical) trajectory. Beds dip to the 
NE (15° towards 075°) and SE (15° towards 150°). The height of 
the youngest foreset before Unit 5 is 8 m. The upper part of Unit 
4, with NE‐dipping beds, is eroded by Unit 5. The topset‐foreset 
breakpoint of Unit 5 reveals a near‐horizontal, that is, prograda-
tional, trajectory (Figure 4). The beds dip eastward (15° towards 
088°) and SE (17° towards 146°). The thickness in the SE‐dip-
ping region is 8 m and thickness in the ENE‐dipping region is 
22 m. At the top, there is a conformable contact with Unit 6. The 

upper part of Unit 6 comprises a fine‐grained interval which is 
widely removed by an ~17 m deep erosion surface.

Units 10–18 are thicker (average 52  m), and comprise 
steeply‐dipping (towards SE) foreset packages (Figure 9). 
Foresets are taller than those in the lower units (>100 m) (Figure 
4). Bottomset outcrops at Locality VI (FA 4b; Figure 3) are po-
sitioned just above the projected plane from the top of Unit 12, 
and are therefore assigned to Unit 13. Outcrops at Localities 
VIII and IX (FA 4b; Figures 3 and 6) are positioned between the 
top of Unit 12 and the top of Unit 16. The Locality IX outcrop 
is E‐dipping and is associated with Units 13–16. The Locality 
VIII outcrop is W‐dipping (Kerinitis‐derived) and stratigraph-
ically higher, so deposited at the same time as Units 13‐16, but 
after that at Locality IX. Outcrops at Localities X and XI (FA 
4b; Figure 3) are positioned just below the projected plane for 
the top of Unit 16. The Locality X outcrop is E‐dipping and 
assigned to Unit 16. The Locality XI outcrop is W‐dipping and 
deposited at a similar time to the Locality X outcrop (Figure 3).

Unit set 3
Unit set 3 comprises Units 19‐22 and is differentiated from 
Unit set 2 by the presence of shallower foreset dips, smaller 
preserved foreset heights (4–40 m), overall thinner units (av-
erage 16 m) and the interfingering of E and W‐dipping beds 
(Figure 8). The dominant facies association is FA 3 (foresets). 
Unit 19 bedding (26° towards 127°; i.e. Selinous) shallows 
eastward, and is ~27 m thick. In the western part, it is eroded 
at the top. A ~7 m thick flat‐lying fine‐grained interval (3° 

F I G U R E  1 1  Interfan classification scheme, Types 1‐3 in plan view and strike cross‐section. (A) Type 1—two adjacent fan deltas are 
separated by a distance > foreset radius and only the bottomsets interfinger in the interfan. (B) Type 2—two adjacent fan deltas are separated by 
a distance > topset radius and < foreset radius, and foresets and bottomsets interfinger in the interfan. (C) Type 3—two adjacent fan deltas are 
separated by a distance < topset radius, and topsets, foresets and bottomsets interfinger in the interfan.
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towards 154°) in the centre of Section 2 is interpreted to repre-
sent the correlative bottomsets (Figure 8). Unit 20 is also part 
of the Selinous fan delta, and its foresets downlap the erosion 
surface and the fine‐grained interval at the centre of the out-
crop. Unit 20 comprises thinner‐bedded, smaller foresets than 
those in Unit set 2, although it is truncated at the top by an ero-
sion surface (7° towards 154°). Within the unit, the bedding 
dip shallows eastward (from 16° towards 073°, to 7° towards 
138°), but correlative bottomsets are not identified. Unit 21 
is part of the Kerinitis fan delta and thins and shallows west-
ward. In the area that it is thinnest, E‐dipping, Selinous‐de-
rived beds (14–133°) interfinger and downlap W‐dipping beds 
(10–233°). The E‐dipping beds cannot be traced updip as they 
are eroded by the base Unit 22 surface. Unit 22 downlaps that 
surface and is distinct with thinly‐bedded, small (4–5 m high) 
foresets dipping eastward (28° toward 148°—from Selinous). 
It is top truncated by a flat‐lying erosion surface (Figure 8).

Unit set 4
Unit set 4 comprises Units 23 and 24, which are distinct 
from lower units as they have northward dip components 
(19° towards 015°), and in the west are flat‐lying relative to 

the underlying Unit set 2. Eastward, there is a sharp, angular 
lower contact with Unit 21, marked by downlap of Unit set 4 
foresets. The top is not exposed, but the unit has a minimum 
thickness of 18 m. Limited exposures of Unit 24 are apparent 
in Section 3 (min. 20 m thick) (Figure 9), but outcrops are 
accessible at Locality I (FA 2c) (Figures 3 and 5).

4.3 | Interfan end‐members
To augment the interpretation of the K–S interfan, a classifica-
tion scheme is proposed for interfans using modern fan delta 
morphologies (Figure 2B). Interfans can be classified as one 
of three end‐members according to their separation relative to 
fan delta topset and foreset radius, which determines the de-
gree of interfingering of fan delta topset, foreset and bottomset 
deposits. The three types are presented in planform view and 
in strike cross‐section in Figure 11, and with modern examples 
in Figure 2B. In Type 1, fan deltas are separated by a distance 
greater than the foreset radius and the interfan area is occupied 
by interfingering bottomset deposits. In Type 2, fan deltas are 
separated by a distance greater than the topset radius and less 

F I G U R E  1 2  Typical evolution of an interfan through Types 1–3 with the progradation of two fan deltas. (A) Synthetic logs to show the 
differences in stratigraphic evolution between the delta axes and the interfan area. Synthetic logs are shown from the proximal axis (i), frontal distal 
axis (ii) and the interfan (iii). (B) Plan view evolution of the fan deltas, coalescing further as they grow and transitioning through interfan Types 
1–3. (C) Strike cross‐section through the proximal part of the deltas (position shown in B).
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than the foreset radius, and both foresets and bottomsets inter-
finger in the interfan area. In Type 3, topsets, foresets and bot-
tomsets interfinger as the fan delta systems are closely abutted 
at a distance less than the topset radius. The equivalent of a 
Type 3 interfan in an alluvial setting is a bajada (Blackwelder, 
1931; Hooke, 1972; Bull, 1977; Miliaresis, 2001).

In each type, the interacting process regime and depos-
its will differ. When considering the evolution of an inter-
fan, the geometry may evolve between these types and will 
depend largely on the allogenic forcing responsible for the 
building of the fan deltas and the basin evolution. Figure 
12 shows a model for the evolution of an interfan area as 
two fan deltas prograde and coalesce. Three synthetic logs 
are presented to show the differences in the stratigraphic 
record through this process at different positions: the proxi-
mal axis, the distal axis and the interfan area. In this respect, 
each type can be considered as a single stage of evolution. 
This classification also represents the degree of coalescence 
in the dip direction. For example, an interfan could present 
Type 3 geometry in the proximal region and Types 2 and 1 
with distance away from the sediment source (Figure 11C).

5 |  INTERPRETATION OF THE K–S 
INTERFAN TEMPORAL EVOLUTION

The stratigraphic framework at Selinous and Kerinitis is pre-
sented as a fence diagram to illustrate an along‐strike section 
across the interfan (Figure 9) and dip sections through the 
deltas axes (Figure 10; after Backert et al., 2010; Gawthorpe 
et al., 2017b; Barrett et al., 2019). The interfan evolved 
through five distinct phases of progradation:

1. Initial progradation of the fan deltas into the interfan 
area, starting with Kerinitis.

2. Progradation of the Selinous fan delta into the interfan 
area and asymmetric eastward delta growth.

3. Aggradation and interfingering of the two systems, and 
shallowing of the interfan area.

4. Relative base‐level fall, erosion and reworking of eroded 
sediments into the interfan area.

5. Continued uplift of the West Helike footwall and exposure 
of the Early–Middle Pleistocene deltas and growth of Late 
Pleistocene deltas in the West Helike hangingwall basin.

These phases are further described in the following sections and 
are presented in Figures 13 and 14.

5.1 | Phase 1 (Unit set 1)
Activity on the P–M Fault began ~1.8 Ma (Ford et al., 2016) 
and hangingwall subsidence created space for sediments to ac-
cumulate. The Kerinitis and Selinous rivers cut through the 
uplifting footwall and fed sediment to the new hangingwall 
basin. The development of Gilbert‐type fan deltas along the 
fault suggests that the fault line defined the coastline at this 
time. Displacement is greatest at fault centres (Walsh and 
Watterson, 1988; Dawers and Anders, 1995), resulting in the 
greatest accommodation at this position. The first unit appar-
ent in the interfan area (Unit 1 within Unit set 1) is W‐dipping 
and part of the Kerinitis fan delta, which sits closest to the fault 
centre. Unit 1 is not tied directly to the Kerinitis axial stratig-
raphy, but can be traced up‐dip approximately to the middle 
units. This suggests that earlier progradation of Kerinitis did 
not extend as far as the interfan study area, and that the inter-
fan is younger than early units deposited at the Kerinitis delta 
axis. It is unclear whether the progradation of the Kerinitis 
fan delta into the interfan area represents directional westward 
progradation, or overall expansion of the fan during this phase. 
There is no evidence that Selinous foresets prograded as far as 

F I G U R E  1 3  (A) Strike cross‐section schematic diagram of the Early–Middle Pleistocene Kerinitis–Selinous interfan (grey box) large‐scale 
architecture. (B) Diagram overlain with colours indicating Phases 1–4 of interfan evolution. Dashed lines indicate erosion during Phase 4. White 
arrows indicate progradation direction of each fan delta during each phase.
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F I G U R E  1 4  The Kerinitis–Selinous 
interfan evolution records: progradation 
of deltas into the interfan area (Phase 1), 
asymmetry of growth towards the east 
(Phase 2), stratal interfingering during net 
subsidence (Phase 3) and relative base‐level 
fall, erosion and reworking during net uplift, 
as a result of a basinward fault set switch 
(Phases 4–5).
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the interfan area during deposition of Unit set 1, as downlap at 
this location is only observed in later units. A plane projection 
of the top Unit 1 surface using the 3D outcrop model indicates 
that in the west, it sits below the earliest E‐dipping units from 
Selinous. Hence, Kerinitis prograded into the interfan area be-
fore Selinous (Figures 13 and 14).

During Phase 1, the interfan can be classified as Interfan 
Type 1, separated by a distance greater than the radius of the 
foresets (Figure 11), as only Kerinitis foresets are evident in 
the interfan at this stage. It is not Type 2 because Selinous 
foresets are absent and thus the foresets of the two systems 
are not interfingering. Bottomset exposures in the interfan 
area linked to early Selinous progradation are not observed, 
but it is likely that fine‐grained bottomset deposits were inter-
fingering in the interfan area at this time.

5.2 | Phase 2 (Unit set 2)
During Phase 2, the Selinous fan delta began to prograde east-
ward into the interfan area, as indicated by E‐dipping Unit set 
2 (Units 2–18). Units 3–5 reveal topset‐foreset breakpoint tra-
jectories (Helland‐Hansen and Hampson, 2009) at a distance 
of ~1 km from the fault (Section 4), suggesting the shoreline 
was proximal to the fault in the interfan area. The prograda-
tion–aggradational trajectory of Unit 3, suggests that sedi-
mentation rate was high, and kept pace and exceeded the rate 
of accommodation creation. The progradational trajectory of 
Unit 4 suggests sedimentation rate exceeded the rate of ac-
commodation creation, whereas the aggradational trajectory 
of Unit 5 suggests sedimentation rate kept pace with the rate 
of accommodation creation. The middle units at the Selinous 
delta axis present similar progradational–aggradational trajec-
tories (Barrett et al., 2019). Through the development of these 
three units the breakpoint remains in a similar position, sug-
gesting overall aggradation (i.e. sedimentation kept pace with 
the rate of accommodation creation). In Unit 3, a full clino-
form is preserved with a foreset height of 32 m, suggesting 
a ~30 m palaeo‐water depth in the interfan area at this time. 
Foreset height increases to <200  m in Units 9–18. Foreset 
height increases as a result of the greater space available in the 
deeper water into which the foresets prograded. The fact that 
the foresets aggraded as well as prograded, suggests relative 
base‐level rise outpaced sediment supply, most likely because 
of high subsidence rates of the P–M Fault hangingwall.

The E‐dipping Unit 15 (Selinous‐derived) downlaps onto 
the W‐dipping Unit 1 (Kerinitis‐derived; Unit set 1) (Figures 
13 and 14). This is the first evidence of foresets interfingering 
between the two fan deltas. Units 16–19 continue to build up 
the flanks of these older Kerinitis foresets. They decreased 
in height as they built out into shallower water. At this stage, 
there is no evidence of Kerinitis building into the interfan area. 
Thus, Kerinitis was likely prograding to the north and east at 
this time. It is clear that there is an asymmetric architecture 

in the interfan during Phase 2, with significant progradation 
from Selinous to the east, and inferred progradation from 
Kerinitis in the same direction. Presumably, therefore, both 
Selinous and Kerinitis exhibited asymmetric planform geom-
etries, comparable to that of the modern Meganitis, Selinous, 
Kerinitis and Ladopotamos fan deltas (Figure 2).

During Phase 2, the interfan evolves from a Type 1 to 
Type 2 interfan (Figure 11) as foresets from both fan del-
tas are now apparent and interfingering in the interfan area. 
However, this interfingering occurred in two discrete phases, 
firstly from Kerinitis and then from Selinous (Figure 13), as 
opposed to continuous abutting (Figure 11).

5.3 | Phase 3 (Unit set 3)
Phase 3 is differentiated from Phase 2 by shallower dips, thin-
ner units and continuous interfingering of E (Selinous) and 
W‐dipping (Kerinitis) beds, which suggest a different deposi-
tional setting to Phase 2. During Phase 3, Selinous prograded 
eastward and Kerinitis prograded westward, into the interfan 
area (Unit set 3; Figures 13 and 14). Bedding dips within 
Unit 19 decrease laterally and have correlative bottomsets 
apparent in Section 2 (Figure 8). Unit 20 bed dips shallow 
upwards, and Units 20–22 are thinner than the preceding 
units (5–25 m thick), suggesting less available accommoda-
tion. Therefore, Selinous built into gradually shallower water 
as it encroached onto the Kerinitis margin. Sharp contacts 
formed as progradation from both systems caused foresets to 
downlap onto each other. Unit 22 comprises thinly‐bedded, 
small (4–5 m high) foresets that are top truncated. Despite the 
truncation meaning that the true height of the foresets cannot 
be determined, water depth clearly shallowed significantly. 
Progradation occurred within the units, but generally the 
units aggraded, rather than prograded. This is likely to be a 
result of restricted lateral space as Selinous built up the flanks 
of Kerinitis, but with sufficient water depth for aggradation. 
The units thin towards the top of the section as they aggraded, 
which is likely to be due to decreasing activity on the P–M 
Fault causing reduced subsidence rates. Units 20 and 22 
are truncated by major erosion surfaces. The top erosional 
contact of Unit 22 reveals a transition from small foresets to 
flat‐lying beds that could be topsets. There is also a lack of 
fine‐grained intervals towards the top of Unit set 3. This may 
be due to erosion, with the higher energy conditions limit-
ing fine‐grained sediment preservation. Alternatively, their 
formation was restricted by either: slowing subsidence rates 
reducing the rate of base‐level rise such that climate‐induced 
lake‐level falls could overcome it, or new activity on the 
parallel, basinward West Helike Fault causing uplift of the 
footwall, and the associated overall relative base‐level fall 
exceeding any climate‐induced lake‐level rises.

During Phase 3, the interfan continues to present the 
Type 2 interfan geometry, whereby foresets interfinger in the 
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interfan area. However, the foreset interfingering is expressed 
differently to that of Phase 2, with consistent abuttal, rather 
than discrete phases of progradation.

5.4 | Phase 4 (Unit set 4)
Unit set 4 (Units 23–24) developed during Phase 4. Unit 
set 4 is more flat lying than the steeply‐dipping underly-
ing units, has a northern component of dip and consists of 
metre‐scale, well‐sorted lenses of sand and conglomerate 
(FA 2b) that dip eastward and westward (Figures 5, 13 and 
14). These are interpreted to represent subaqueous migrat-
ing bedforms that are made up of reworked material trans-
ported into the interfan area by wave‐related longshore 
currents, for example, longshore bars (Orme, 1985; Ashley, 
1990; Larson, and Kraus, 1992; Drønen and Deigaard, 
2007). Some accommodation (shallow water) therefore ex-
isted in the interfan at this time. Activity on the P–M Fault 
ceased at ~0.7 Ma, at which time the West Helike Fault be-
came active and dominant (Ford et al., 2007). Uplift of the 
West Helike footwall caused the delta axes to become ex-
posed above base‐level (relative base‐level fall). The uplift 
rate of the contiguous East Helike Fault is 1–1.5 mm/year 
(De Martini et al., 2004), and the Kerinitis and Selinous 
rivers incised their own topsets. The modern geomorphol-
ogy of the valleys shows that the main river direction and 
sediment pathway was, and continues to be, northwards. 
Unit set 4 deposits are interpreted to mark the erosion and 
reworking of topset material into the shallow interfan in 
response to basinward migration of strain and net basin up-
lift. The shallow water topsets from Selinous and Kerinitis 
were abutting at this time (Figure 13). The interfan there-
fore finally evolved to Type 3 during this phase.

5.5 | Phase 5
Phase 5 is not recorded in the interfan stratigraphy, but soil 
development and surficial erosion has occurred during and 
since Phase 5. Late Pleistocene fan deltas formed in the hang-
ingwall of the West Helike Fault. By this time, the shoreline 
had therefore migrated to the West Helike Fault scarp. The 
Early–Middle Pleistocene fan deltas continued to be eroded 
by their feeder rivers (Figure 14).

In summary, the Kerinitis and Selinous interfan evolution 
can be divided into two parts according to the basin evolution 
(Figure 14). In the first part, growth of the P–M Fault caused 
net subsidence of the hangingwall basin and resulted in Phases 
1–3 of interfan evolution: initial progradation of the fan del-
tas into the interfan area, starting with Kerinitis (Phase 1), 
asymmetric Selinous fan delta growth eastward (Phase 2), and 
interfingering of the two systems and shallowing of the inter-
fan (Phase 3). In the second part, the P–M Fault ceased to be 
active and strain was accommodated on the West Helike Fault 

(basinward fault set switch), causing uplift of the West Helike 
Fault footwall and thus net uplift of the P–M Fault hanging-
wall basin through its transition from a marginal fault block 
to fault terrace. This resulted in relative base‐level fall, ero-
sion and reworking of sediments into the interfan area (Phase 
4), and continued uplift until base‐level fell below the West 
Helike fault scarp, which cut off the Early–Middle Pleistocene 
deltas and accommodated growth of Late Pleistocene fan del-
tas in the West Helike hangingwall basin (Phase 5).

6 |  DISCUSSION

Based on observations of modern fan deltas and detailed 
analysis of the exhumed Early–Middle Pleistocene interfan 
between the Kerinitis and Selinous fan deltas, there emerges 
a more complete understanding of the stratal architecture re-
sulting from along‐strike interfingering of fan deltas during 
basin evolution. The following section discusses the clas-
sification scheme for interfans in terms of its applicability 
to other ancient systems, the mechanisms for the observed 
asymmetry in the ancient and modern systems, and the value 
of including interfan analysis in basin research.

6.1 | Style and classification of interfans
Proposed here is the first classification scheme for deltaic 
interfans based on modern fan delta geometries, which has 
been used to describe the evolution of the ancient system 
studied. Interfan styles are differentiated based on their sepa-
ration relative to the radius of the delta topsets and foresets; 
this determines the interfingering of topsets, foresets and bot-
tomsets in the interfan area (Figure 11). The interfan between 
the Kerinitis and Selinous fan deltas evolved from Type 1 
(Phase 1) to Type 2 (Phases 2 and 3), and finally reached 
Type 3 (Phase 4). The interfan evolved through all three end‐
members (Figure 11). Although these types were character-
ised from, and represent end‐members of modern systems 
(Figure 2B), they also represent an evolutionary continuum 
of an interfan, assuming a sufficient sediment supply and 
progradation that eventually occupies the distance between 
the fan deltas (Figure 12). It is also possible to use the clas-
sification scheme to subdivide an interfan in the dip direction 
(Figure 11C). In the exhumed system studied, it is the geom-
etries proximal to the fault/sediment source that are consid-
ered for the classification (strike line presented in Figure 11). 
However, in a case with topsets adjoined in the proximal area 
(Type 3), the interfan will also exhibit Type 2 and Type 1 in 
a proximal to distal trend (Figure 11C).

The scheme is presented with adjacent fan deltas in the 
hangingwall of a fault, but it is worth noting that the scheme 
also applies to adjacent systems in the footwall, and also 
fans that are obliquely prograding. For example, one fan 
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prograding down a relay ramp may coalesce with one in the 
immediate hangingwall and the classification scheme is still 
applicable (Figure 2B).

6.2 | Asymmetry of fan deltas
In previously published models of fan deltas in rift settings 
(Gawthorpe and Leeder, 2000), and in the interfan models pre-
sented here (Figure 11), a symmetrical planform geometry and 
architecture of fan deltas is assumed. This follows the origi-
nally described Gilbert‐type fan delta descriptions from the 
tectonically quiescent Lake Bonneville (e.g. American Fork 
delta; Gilbert, 1890; Milligan and McDonald, 2016) that were 
principally controlled by lacustrine base‐level change in a gla-
cial climate and which exhibit a symmetrical delta architec-
ture (Gilbert, 1890; Lemons et al., 1996; Godsey et al., 2005). 
However, it is clear that during Phase 2 the Selinous fan delta, 
and most likely the Kerinitis fan delta, were asymmetric, and 
skewed eastward (Figures 13 and 14). Many of the modern fan 
deltas along the southern shore of the Gulf of Corinth also have 
an asymmetric delta plain geometry, representing a snap‐shot 
of their tectono‐stratigraphic evolution (e.g. the Meganitis, 
Selinous, Kerinitis and Akrata fan deltas; Figure 2A,2). The 
definition of the interfan is proposed here as ‘the area between 
two lines that project from the apices of two fan deltas to their 
intersection at the most distal point of bottomset interfingering’ 
is applicable to asymmetric fans, but the limit of distal interfin-
gering is more challenging to pinpoint in these cases.

There are two potential mechanisms for this asymmetry: 
(a) preferential reworking of sediments from the dominant 
wind and wave direction and/or, (b) principal sediment sup-
ply towards structural lows. In the modern Gulf of Corinth, a 
westerly wind and wave direction prevails, conditions that are 
expected to have been similar in the Early–Middle Pleistocene. 
The carrying energy of the longshore current would have been 
dependent on the weather conditions, with local storms pro-
ducing currents with a higher energy that allow greater loads 
to be transported along‐shore (Bagnold, 1966). A number 
of formulas have been derived to predict longshore sedi-
ment transport in swell and storm conditions (Bijker, 1967; 
Engelund and Hansen, 1967; Ackers and White, 1973; Van 
de Graaff and Van Overeem, 1979; Bailard and Inman, 1981; 
Van Rijn, 1984; Watanabe et al., 1991); and these are com-
pared in Bayram et al. (2001). As a result, sediments above 
wave base have been pervasively reworked eastward. This is 
a likely mechanism for the skewing of planform topset ge-
ometry in the modern fan deltas (Figure 2A,2) and may have 
driven migration of the barforms present in Unit 24 of the K–S 
interfan (Figure 5). In cases where shallow water foresets have 
prograded over a previously flooded delta topset there is also 
the potential for longshore current reworking. For example, 
the foresets of the modern Selinous delta that overlie the sub-
merged Late Pleistocene Selinous fan delta (Figure 2B).

For the overall fan delta architecture to be asymmetrical, 
there must be a driver to deflect the rivers. Differential sub-
sidence along the border faults results in structural gradients, 
where the lowest point typically lies at the fault centre (Walsh 
and Watterson, 1988; Dawers and Anders, 1995). Over time, 
the rivers and resultant fan deltas preferentially follow the 
structural contours. A structural influence on river course 
has been documented for the modern Selinous and Kerinitis 
rivers. The modern Kerinitis River has migrated towards the 
north–west since AD 450‐1400 (Schmidt, 1879; Soter and 
Katsonopoulou, 1998; McNeill and Collier, 2004) as a result 
of differential displacement in the relay zone between the East 
and West Heliki Faults (Figure 2). The modern Selinous River 
has gradually migrated towards the south‐east in response 
to growth of the Aigion Fault (Soter and Katsonopoulou, 
1998; McNeill and Collier, 2004; Figure 2). Asymmetry of 
fan delta architecture should be expected in tectonically‐ac-
tive settings subjected to differential subsidence. Interfans in 
these settings are therefore likely to exhibit a dominant in-
fluence from one fan delta, as can be seen in the K–S inter-
fan, where the Selinous fan delta dominates during Phase 2. 
The highest rates of hangingwall subsidence are interpreted 
during Phase 2, which coincides with the most pronounced 
asymmetry. Ultimately, the degree of asymmetry through 
time is controlled by the interplay of external controls. In rift 
basins, this can be complicated by fault segment linkage that 
influences along‐strike subsidence patterns. If the fan deltas 
prograde towards the area with more subsidence, which may 
change its position through time, the rivers will respond to 
change the dominant system in the interfan area.

In summary, the observed asymmetry in the ancient suc-
cession is architectural, with large foresets from the Selinous 
fan delta dominating the interfan succession (Figures 9 and 
13), and thus reflecting a response to the structural gradi-
ent towards the fault centre. The asymmetry observed in the 
planform geometry of the modern fan deltas (Figure 2), and 
in the higher units of the interfan (Figure 8), is more likely to 
be a result of the prevailing wind and wave direction.

6.3 | Interfans as stratigraphic archives
Interactions of tectonics, base level and sediment supply are 
spatially and temporally complex. Interfan stratigraphy can 
record the complexity of the temporal evolution in rift set-
tings, and the transition from net subsidence to net uplift, 
which is not recorded stratigraphically at the fan delta axes. 
Here, this regime shift was the result of a 6 km northward 
(basinward) transfer of fault activity from the P–M Fault to 
the West Helike Fault, and is recorded by (a) an overall shal-
lowing upwards facies trend from Unit set 2–4, (b) reduced 
foreset heights, (c) a vertical stacking pattern suggesting a 
restriction of lateral space, (d) a greater number of units in the 
interfan than at the delta axes, and (e) subsequent erosion and 
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progradation of younger fan deltas in the hangingwall of the 
West Helike Fault. During basin uplift, due to its deeper water 
position, the K–S interfan retained accommodation for longer 
than the delta axes, which became exposed first. Although, 
the axial parts of fan deltas record the earliest phases of delta 
evolution, prior to progradation into the interfan area, the 
K–S interfan provides a more complete stratigraphic record 
of the final stages of delta evolution (Figures 13 and 14). In 
Figure 12, synthetic logs are presented to show the differ-
ences in the stratigraphic record at three positions through 
the progradation of two fan deltas: the proximal axis, the 
frontal distal axis and the interfan area. The proximal axis re-
cords the aggradation of topset units from the earliest growth 
phase, but in the case of uplift, is missing the latest stage of 
evolution. At the frontal distal axis, the earliest progradation 
of a single fan delta is recorded with bottomset deposits, and 
becomes overlain by foresets from that fan delta. As it is in 
a deeper water position, the frontal distal axis continues to 
preserve stratigraphy during the latest stage, but only from 
one fan delta. The proximal interfan records the early progra-
dation of both fan deltas as interfingering bottomset deposits. 
The middle phase is represented by the progradation of fore-
sets from both fan deltas and the latest stage is occupied by 
topset deposition. Thus, the interfan area not only provides a 
more complete record through uplift, but also records the his-
tory of both fan deltas, their architectural interactions through 
time, and potentially reveals their asymmetry more readily 
than in axial dip sections. Both the axial and interfan areas 
are complementary and together yield the most complete re-
cord of basin evolution (Figure 12), which has high utility. 
For example, if more complete biostratigraphic and palaeo-
magnetic records were available from fine‐grained intervals 
and with more accurate correlation of stable, cosmogenic and 
radiogenic isotope curves to the fan delta succession, greater 
confidence in dating and tying of the eustatic sea‐level curve 
to the stratigraphy could be achieved (Emiliani, 1955; Imbrie 
et al., 1984; Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005). Interfan areas could 
therefore represent valuable but underutilised stratigraphic 
archives, which merit further investigation.

7 |  CONCLUSIONS

This is the first detailed study of syn‐rift stratigraphic archi-
tectures in the interfan area of coeval fan deltas. Field data and 
UAV photogrammetry‐based 3D outcrop models are used to 
extract qualitative and quantitative data from the Early–Middle 
K–S interfan. Modern planform geometries of interfan areas 
allow the classification of interfans into three end‐members 
based on their separation according to delta topset and foreset 
radius, which can be applied to ancient systems. The Early–
Middle Pleistocene K–S interfan evolved from Type 1 to Type 
3 through five evolutionary phases from net subsidence to 

net uplift, due to a northward migration of fault activity from 
the P–M Fault to the West Helike Fault. The interfan archi-
tectures record: early progradation of the Kerinitis delta into 
the interfan area (Phase 1), subsequent progradation of the 
Selinous delta into the interfan area and asymmetry of growth 
of both fan deltas eastward (Phase 2), stratal interfingering 
of foresets from both fan deltas during net subsidence (Phase 
3), and relative base‐level fall, erosion and reworking during 
net uplift, as a result of a basinward fault set switch (Phases 4 
and 5). Planform asymmetry in the modern fan deltas is inter-
preted to be a result of wind and wave directional reworking. 
Architectural asymmetry is interpreted to be due to preferential 
river avulsion towards structural lows driven by subsidence 
patterns along active faults. Thus, architectural asymmetry 
may be a common feature in rift basins, and as such interfans 
in these settings are likely to preserve evidence of a dominant 
depositional system. Interfan areas provide a condensed, and 
potentially more complete, stratigraphic record than the axial 
areas of the fan deltas through high preservation potential and 
longer submergence during the early stages of basin uplift, and 
therefore allow further insight into basin evolution. Interfan 
areas are underrepresented in terms of their importance in the 
literature, yet could be exploited as important stratigraphic ar-
chives that complement fan delta axial records.
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